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(10.) Consercation, JtchoJitfion, qfft Positivismr. ParlS.

L

itthic. Paris:

LiLrairie Pliilosophiqvu' dc Ladrange. 1S52.

* I LOOK upon Socinianisrn/ said a certain bishop of the Irish

Church, ‘ together with the modern clandestine Ariariisin which
^ is mostly built upon it, to ])e, in all probability, the last groat

^effort of the devil against Christianity, which will then shine

‘out to the world in its full lustre and glory, whenever this thick

‘cloud is fully removed and dissipated, which he hath interposed
‘ to obscure and davki:ii its rays.’* The subsocpieTrt histoi-y of

religious opinion in the western -world scarcely confirms tlie

judgment of the -worthy bishop. On the coutrar)^, every suc-

cessive* gfjneration at least has seen some new' pliase of human
antagonism to Divine revedation. The irrreconcilalde hostility

prevailing between tlie difterent classes ol‘ modern disbelitwau's

has saved the Christian Church the trouble of marshalling her

fordcs for the rout of each special detachmeet of her enemies,

for tliose, ahvays shifting their ground, and changing their

weapons, have been as eager for the ovt^rthrow of eacli otlier

as for the final demolition of Christianity. A pitched battle has

been rendered impossible, quite as much ly the mutual hostili-

ties and recriminations of the enemies of religious truth, as ly
the different opinions and organizations of Cliristouduin. Tlie

various works placed at the lioad of this artichi ex])ress a
dogma, breathe a spirit, imply an organization, which 'may

prove to be the agencies employed by Divine Providence to

clear the ground for such a final conflict. readily admit
that the disposition which induces the controversialist to regard

the furm of seoqiticism with which he professes to deal as tlie

last of a leiigtlioned series of miscrahlc and fruitless attemjds to

undermiuc Ids owm deej>est convictions, may Ijave mateiially

intluenced our view of ‘the Positive Philosophy,' of ‘the Social

Science,' and of ‘ tlic Ileligion of ITumanity.' Our convictions

on tliis subject are, iKovever, founded as much on the nature of

the claims of Auguste Comte, as on the feelings Avith -which \ve

have been compelled to regard tliem, "while the finality of liis

scliejne is an essential eleu-^ent of its ov/n supposed consistency.

Ffir some years ])ast we have had profound and independent

thinkers, of the age of sixteen years and upwards, very full of

the ]>hi]esop}iy of Mr. Francis Newunan^ of Mr. Ralpli AValdo
Emerson, and of JMr. Theodore Parker; and it is not improbable
tliat we shall now find a detachment of such mature and ex-

2)aLded minds under another leadershi]); that ‘Positivism' will for

a wliile rival ‘ Spiritualism,' that Comte's ‘ theological stages of

* Pj'tifrvco to nil ingenious work, jmliliBhed in 1737, by Bishop Browui, of Cork,
entitled ‘Tlie Froet dure, Extent, unci Limits of the Human Undoratajiding.’
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belief' will take the place of Straussian criticism and Parker's

absolute religion. Be it so—^we must deal with things as they

come.
We have been alternately amused and irritated by Comte's

abjuration of Atheism. Mr. Lewes is quite correct in making
the following quotation from the IHscours sur VEnsemble de

Positivismc; not so correct, we think, in the comment with which

he introduces it.

‘ CV)Ulte (?(M’taiii1 V, by move than one ])assage, leads an incaufious

rcmJrr, di])])ing here and there, to suppose him an atheist; hut no

trutlil'ul-mindcd man eould read Comte’s works with that attention

which all s(Tious 'works demand, and not be strongly impressed by the

ibreiblt* and seoridul reji‘<‘tion of atheism so often there nu-uAdng. lie

regards atheism the dregs of the metaj>hysiea] period, and his scorn

for metnph\'sies is iuecssant. _A ])assage from his ‘ J.)iseoi.U’S(' on the

Eiiseinhle of J V)sitlvisni,’ to :ni who know his une(|uivoeal outsjjeakiiig,

will l»e suflieieiit;— ‘ Although I have long formally ivjeeted all so-

lidarilv, dogmatic no less than liistorie, Ix^tween Positivism and what
is eall(‘d Atheism, 1 will here iu(li(‘ate a few summary points of view.

Bven considered under the purely intclleetual as})ect, Atheism only

eonstii vdcs a very im]>crieet emaneij)ation, sinee li tends to prolong

iiiddiiiitclv the m<‘ta])hysieal stage hy its ceaseless pursuit of now
solutions oi’ theological problems, instead ol’ ])iishing aside ail such

pro]']<'ins as essentially inaccessihle. The true .j)osilive s])irit consists

in jdv ays siihstiiuting the study of laws for that of causes'—the how
for th.' ( 'hi/. It is tliefefore ineompatihle with the ambitious dreams

of a Jiusty allu'ism relative to the formation oi'tlie universe, the origin

of animals, Ac. Positivism, in its a])preeiation of our diverse stages of

speeulatioiis, does not hesitate to declare these doctoral chimeras very

infei'ior, even in rationality, to the spontaneous htdiefs of mankind.
For the jn’ineijde of all theology consisting in explaining ])]ieriOme]ia

by tlic intervention of a wUl, it can only be set aside by the ix cognition

of tlie truth that causes are inaec(‘ssihle, and by the study of laws. So
loug as we ])ersist in solving ibe j)rol>lems oi' oiu* infaiiey, it is idle to

rejeei the Tin'ivc method wliieh our yomig iniaginatiuu ap])lied to them,

and whicdi alone suit their nature. Atheists mai/ therej'ore be refjarded

as the. most iUof/icnl of theologians, sinee they attempt the theological

pi’ohlems while J'ejoeting the only suitable method.’

We could easily increase this testimony by various quotations

from the voluminous works of M. Comte; for never in the history

ofliterature has there been an author who has so endlessly repeated

himself. But the corflessioii is only the sign of the inconsistent

recoil of his owii spiritual nature from the conclusion of every

page of his writings. ‘Incautious reader' indeed! Ave marvel that

any man of ordinary pei spicacity can rise from the perusal ofComte
with any other conviction. From the multiplication table to the

science of History, he loses no opportunity for abjuring every
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conceivable indication of the presence in the universe either of

supreme mind or will. He laughs at the idea of Providence

:

lie believes that his own wisdom is greater than that which has

been falsely attributed to the Divine Being
;
that the moral

necessities of human nature have kept together certain fictions

on this head, which science has dispersed. For thirty
j
ears he

lias laboured to prove that every form in which the Divine Being

and Attributes have ever been conceived by the human under-

.standing, is essentially unrea.sonable and inadmissible; tlij^t every

fraction and shiver of Christian theology is a delusion
;
tljat every

species of sceptical compromise with Divine aulhoiity is worse

than the most extravagant professions of the Papist; that the

Deism*and Pantheism of modem times are tlie weak, fond, ami
unstable offspring of a hated and doomed metaphysics,—and
then, if an ordinary reader turns romid upon liirn and dt;elares

that he is an Atheist, Comte lifts up his eyes with jnous horror,

ami his English trumpeters proclaim that the luckless wight wlio

ventured iipon such a criticism is su])ejiicial, incautious, and
ignorant! Comte proves, to a demonstration, according to his

helief, that Polytheism is a dream of half-educated mind,

that Monotheism is hojielessly doomed to eternal extinction, that

the cold belief of Si)inoza i.s a mere metaphysical abstraction,

that Englisli Deists did not know what tln^y were writing about,

that Pantheism is only an erudite form of, and a preliminfiry to,

a modern European Fetichisni, and, that tliose who dare to

charge 1dm with Atheism, must be inconsiderate, narrow-minded
and bigoted. Until M. Comte makes his definition of Theism
much jnore satisfactory than he has done, and until he wid»‘ns it,

so as to include in it some entirely novel chTiients, we must
declare the explanations of one, at least, of his disciples to he

utterly un.satisfaotory and vicious. To reckon his ‘religion of

‘humanity* among tlie Theisms which govern the sentiments,

opinions, and practices of the human race, would rerpiire the

introduction of a class of considerations from wliicli he rigo-

rously and wisely abstained in his historical and dogmatical

treatment of the previous religions of the world.
^

It will be necessary that we here throw together a few particu-

lars of the life and character of the extraordinary man whose
writings are enuraeratod at tlie head of this article. Our sources

of information consist of a few notes SCattei’ed through his

writings, the Prefaces to the difier(.Tit volumes of his works,

and the introductory chapter of Mr. Lewes' recent work, intitlod

Comte's Philosophfj of the Sciences. In an able article on
French Philosophers since the Revolution^ by M. Emile Saisset,

published m the Revue des Deux Mondes^ Comte is treated as
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the lust of tlic Socialists, and his school described as the last

withering hrauch of the schools of St. Simon and Fourier. It is

the Ijoast of Comte that Communism posits a problem which his

doctrine only can solve, and we cannot deny that, amid the wreck
of Utopias, the death' of wildgoo.se chases and chimera hunts,

his scheme of Philosophy and Social Physics makes a vigorous

attemj'^t to live.

Auguste Comte was born at Montpellier, in the year 1797, of

Catliolic parents. About his father we hear nothing; his mothers
chaincter and \'irtues are now recognised })y him as exerting a

very Ijenigu iiiflaence over his life. He tells us that he was
cmanci]>ated from all theology when he was quite a boy.* Doubt'
less h«‘ had riHod all its treasures, explored all its mysteries,

fatliomed all its de})tli.s. Of course he was then fully competent
to mak(.i Ids great discovery of the true law which has determined
tlie progress of human knowledge, and social evolution. How-
ever that may l»e, at the ago of fourteen, Comte desired some
theory which sliould expLain everything, at least, according to

the fashion in which gravitation explains the motions of the

planets. Mathematical science, of which he was passionately

fond, indicated to him the kind of perfection which all science

should ultimately reach. There was nothing new in that

Geometry Nvas the stimulus to tlie mind of Plato
;

it served pre-

cisely the same purpose in the spiritual revolution originated by*

Descait es, and no young student of Geometryand Algebra who has

entered into their spirit, and contrasted them with questions on
which great diftcronce of opinion prevails, has failed to perceive

the atl vantage thf‘y ])Ossess, and the passionless calmness that

comi)orts wuth their successful prosecution. No student of

matliematics fails to observe the precLsion ofthe processes, and the

certainty of the results. Comte came to the belief that the sim-

plicity of the subject-matter of mathematics is the reason of this

precision, the cause of this certitude. It is well known that

greater mathematicians than he take a different view of the pe-

culiar characteristic of mathematical study. Upon that one
conception virtftally rests the hierarchy of the sciences, wliich he
claims to have established, and the sociological law by which he
protends to explain the spiritual and maturing progress of the

human race. We sluill return to this theme.
Young Comte had his attention very early directed to specu-

lations upon social science. He tells us that for some years the

spontaneous develo])ment of his mind was interrupted by the

influence of that very extraordinary but mistaken man, M. de St.

Simon. Some conformity in the ultimate objects which he and
his teacher had in common, blinded his envious detractors to the
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radical differences between them, and was vainly rnado the

groundwork of a charge of plagiarism.

In the year 1822, M. Comte went into a kind of Neo-Platonic

ecstasis, and for eighty successive hours was absorbed in deep

thought, in the course of which he seized Ids gi'eat sociologic

law^, of which we shall have tospegk at length, and which formed

the basis of all Ids subsequent investigations, tlio tbeory wldcli

has regulated all his inquiries. lie has dilated iu the preface

to the sixth volume of the Cottrs de Philosoph ie Fosilive Avith

gi-eat unction, not to say vanity, on the personal anxieties through

which he has passed from that time to this. Between tlie years

1822 and 1825, he penned the iidtial portions of the work

entitled SfjdhiLC de Poliiique Positive, and published tiiern in

the periodical ]jress.* In consequence of tlie incessant op])osition

by Avhicli he was greete»] in the literary and political Avorld, liis

only means of subsistence at this time consisted of siicli sliabby

payment as he could obtain from giving daily instruct*a>n in the

mathematical sciences, Tliese services, principally in jaivate

fandlies, occupied him from six to eight hours of (Aaay day. In

the year 1829, lie delivered the subslancc ot'his Cours de Philo-

sopkle Positive as a series of lectures to an audience in Avldcli

were numbered the lamented Fourier, de Blainville, Broussais,

Navier, and other ceh'brated men. It was not until tlie y«^ar 1882

•that he was admitted as a professor into liir> old alma mater, the

Ecole Polytechidque. There his duties Avere liiniled, and the

remuneration small. M. Guizot could not be iJi’evailed upon to

institute a proiessioiial cliair for Comte s special advaulagis and
he is in consequence visited Avitb the indignant satire ol‘ the pro-

fessor emeritus.

From the year 1 830 to 1 8i2, M. Comte Avas preparing and pub-

lishing the successive volumes of his great fundamental work,

and the heroic student Avho attempts to Avade through it will not

be surprised to learn that the author, among other things, boasts of

the rapidity of his penmanship. He at the same time produced

a work on Bojmlar Astronomy, the suljstancc of a course of gra-

tuitous lectures which he had annually delivered to the Avorking

classes of Paris, and one richly imbued with his OAvn favourite

Positivism—dealing with laws, ignoring a lawgiver.

In tlie years 1848, 1851, he says, that Qoteries in the Poly-

technic Sticiety have deprived him of his last franc, and he is

now supported by voluntary contributions from devout Posi-

tivista A long letter in the same strain of vanity and self-impor*

tance, is addressed to these admirers in the commencement of

*
‘ Considerations Pijik)Sophi<|uefl surles (Sciences ct les Savans.* Trois articles

p!^deti daus uu recueil intitule ‘ Le Producteur.'
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the third volume of the Systhne iU Politique Positive, which
has made its appearance in the course of the last few months.

In spite of all his self-sufficiency and self-conscious greatness,

his books did not sell
;
his philosophy gained no adherents. For

twenty years, he says, the Positive School was restricted to him-
self. Although he made the most creditable efforts to circulate

his volumes by creating a depot for them at Paris, Toulouse,

lioipsic, Loii(-lon, Vienna, Turin, aii^.l St. Petersburgh
; yet in the

year 1 8 12,*Comte acknowledges that the solitary article which
a])peared in the Edinhuryh Revievj for 1838, and which he
attributes to the pen of Sir David Brewster, was tlio only notice

that had been taken of his productions.^ Our authoika)
5
:)peared

stung to the quick by this neglect, and what was worse, theworld

wagged on miicli the same as it liatl done before. Kevolutions
and countor-i'evolutioris have taken place

;
absolutism and

anarchy liave been driven by turns to their strongliolds; the

Pajiacv has put forth renewed energies; the Puseyites hi England
and the Pietists in (Jermany, Louis Napoleon and the Czar of

Russia, have been falsifying his -prevoi/itnces

;

and all tlie while

Ills bulky volumes have Ijeoii lunihoring in the booksellei -s’ shops,

instead of inaugurating some new Utopia. Every kind of ' isnV

has made a noise in tlie world except Positivism. The most
jiositivo of modern philosojiliers take no notice of his opinions,

and aiqiear ignorant of his grand discoveries and surpassing

originality
;
Victor Cousin, tlie great eclectic, notwithstanding his

wonderful ability in s(}izing tlie good points in every system of

]>hilosu])hy, does not, we believe, find room in his multi Indinous

productions for a [lassing allusion to tlie works of his ambitious

contoiiiporaiy
;
Sir William Hamilton, with liis colossal learning,

di<l not deign a smile ;t—and Professor Whewell, although treating

of the same subjects, and put by Sir David Brewster into a dis-

advantageous comparison with liim, does not condescend in his

later works to an acknowledgment of the difficulties raised by
Comte.

Yet, however long the silence has been preserved in Paris,

Edinburgli, of Cambridge, there is now a class of English

Avritors anxious that we should remain no longer in ignonmee of

the surjiassing merits of Comte's philosopliy. Mr. Lewes, the

poimlar author of ihe Biographical History of Philosophy,

"
‘ Edinburgli Review/ No. CXXX V^I., contains .-i review of the first and second

volimios of tlie ‘ ( \)iirH de Philosojjhio Positive.’ ‘ Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine,*
18 RJ, was enriched by a billliant article on the same subject. In isiti, M. Emile
SaisMtit contributed a lengthened review to the pages of Utevmc dew Deux Mondos,*
on MM. Pomte et jjittree.

t Sir .Hamilton has, in tlie last edition of his 'Discussions,' referred briefly

to the system of Comto.
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declares it to bo the vltinut Tlade of all philosophy, the conclu-

sion of all speculation. John Stuart Mill has used the strongest

language in demonstration of its excellence, and places it in

the highest class of philosophical investigation.* Miss Harriett

Martineau has, with becoming modesty and considerable talent,

spent many weary and profitless liours in turning six ponderous

French octavos, into two volumes of more unreadable English.
‘ The Theory of Human Progression ' is declared by its author to

be virtually independent of the influence of Comte. * Mr. Ijcavcs

does not allow that that influence is declining in France, Imt

quotes the names of eminent French Physiologists,
"f-
who have

given ill Mieir adhesion to Comte’s principles, and concludes with

a noble and characteristic profession: ^ A system of philosojdiy

is supremely independent of its temporary acceptance or rejection

in France, or elsewhere; our question is simply, is it true V Vs e

may also say with Mr. Lewes, ‘If the following pages sujiply a

conscientious answer to this <|uestion tlieir j)urposc is fulfllled.'

It cannot be said that the Cotirs de Philosophle Posit ire

contains Comte’s complete system, or that we have in it his most
mature and final deliverances on the philosophy of human
nature. It is evident that there were depths in his own s})irii

that refused the scientific investigation that he proposed to ajjply

with so much impartiality; that there w'ere questions asked ]>y

his heart which Arithmetic, Astromony, £pnd Biology failed to

answer; and we find him, in his Systhne de Politique Positive, in

his Discoin^s surVEnsemhU de Positivisme, as well as in his

Catechisme Positiviste, maintaining the subordination of the

spirit to the heart, of science to sentiment, of the understanding
to the affections. Woman s heart he conceiv'cs to be the ])ure

type of the affections of human nature, and the true relation they
should maintain in the ensemble of our faculties. Religion and
morality here enter into his system

;
yes, a religion without God

or Christ, without bi])le or immortality, without lieaven or hell,

without revelation or miracle; a religion too of love and virtue,

the introduction of wLich is to produce marvellous changes in

human nature, to satisfy every doubt, to appeasib every desire,

and to still every fear

!

Our readers will be anxious to know what in the world this has
to do with science and politics, with atheism or astronomy. It

^

* Second

'

voIiihm; of *A System of Logic, IJatiocinative and Inductive.’ Hy
John Stuart Mill.

f Although the names of Segoud, Beraud, Verdeil, and Robin are eagerly claimed
by Lewes, he is uimble to quote the names of still gi*eatc*r men. It is somewhat
singular that M. 1*. B«5rard, in his ‘ Codrs de Physiologie,’ one of the moat compre-
bensi vc and voluminous philosophical works on modem physiology, does lujt seem
U> haye been influenced by Comte in the slightest degree.
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would be impossible to understand it, if Comte had not given

us, in the introduction to the Systhnc de Politique Positive,

a lengthened passage from the history of his own affections. He
really does transcribe for us his love letters, and has given us a

]>liotograph of the excellent lady who won his heart. Mr. LeAves

tells us that,

‘ At the age of jdrty-five, Comte fell u\ bn’c with an unhapi)y and

reinurkiihle woiiian, sej^arated ironi hei* husband. One whole year of

ehiiste and excjuisite affection changc'd his life. He had coin])l(‘ted his

great work on l^osi/ire Phdoaojdiif. His s(?icntitie elaboration was

over. He was now to (*ijter upon the great proldeins of Social Life;

and by a iortunab* eoiTicidenee it was at this moment that he*liell in

love. It was then this ])hilosopher was tofed in all its intensity the

trutli which lie hefoiv had i>ereeive<l—viz., that in the mass, as, in the

individual, jjredoniinanei* is due to the affeetion.s, because the intellect

is n-ally no mure than tJie servant of the aifeetions. A new inllueiiee,

])(uu‘tratiiig like .sunshine into the very dejjlhs of Ids being, awakened

there the leidings dormant siiiee ehildhooil, and by ihdr light he sav.'

the woihl under new asjiecds; ho grow religious; he learned to ap-

preeiate the abiding and universal inlluonee of the affections; he gained

a new glimpse int(» man’s destiny; ho asjdrod to become the founder of

a new religion tlie religion of liiimanity.

‘ For one long, blissful year Auguste Comte knew the inexpressible

ha])])iness of a profound attachment, and then tlio consolation of his

lilc was withdrawn from 1dm—the angel who had apjieared to him in

his solitude, ojiening the gates of* heaven to his eager gaze, vanished

agsiiii, and left, liini <,)nee more to his loneliness: hut, although her

]>resence was no longe r there, a tnuv of lumiiuius glory left hdiind in

tlie heart of tin' bereaved Jiian, sulKced to make him bear his burden,

aixl dedicate liis days to that great mLs.sion which her love liad .«ane-

titied.’

Air. Lewes lias here described with fftirness the changes that

took jjlaoo in Comte’s view\s, but wo must confess that he has
suffused the whole transaction in the light of his own sympathy,
and obscured much that has appeared to us very ridiculous.

M. Comte gravely assures us that ‘ Madame Clotildo de Vaux wa^
the true type of t^minine character the being of beings * whose
superiority was most decisive over every individual whom the

study of the past, the observation of the present, or even the

conception of the fiitwe had revealed to him.^ His relation

to tliis concrete embodiment of all i:)erfection is of the most
sublime character, and as he frequently compares his philosophic

career with those of Aristotle, Archimedes, Descartes and Bacon,

so his Platonic amour can find no lower type than that of Dante
and Beatrice. He evidently thinks that his devoirs, not to say

devotions, paid at the tomb of his sainted mother and divine
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spouse are groat facts in tlie new Revelation wliicli he is inakiug to

the modem world. In addition to the types of feminine perfec-

tion which he found in liis mother ami his ladye-love, he presents

another in the form of ‘ vaxg eminenie prolefairCj whase fortunate

‘ ignorance of her a, b, c, not only gave greater freedom to lier

‘ emotions, but augmented that uprightness and penetration of

‘ character which enabled her to turn to the best account rill

‘ the treasures of her domestic experience/—Preface of ^Systhnc

de Pol Pos/ -p. 12.

The strain of his love is certahily very tender and romantic, and

his atfectionate ^ dedicaoe,' to the memory of Madame de

^ oiiorU sons ses yeuxf does honour to Ids feelings; but wlien lie

talks of tlie immense moral regeneration which she would have

accomiilished, if the lot which neither he nor she had deserved at

the hands of the invariable laws of nature had not befallen them

—

when lie cites a few of her sayings and doings as worthy e>f evi.r-

lasting remembrance, ami exjiects all the world to recognise lier

virtues and commemorate their l(»ve to each other
;
he becomes

nonsensical, and certainly shows tliat he could in nowise say with

Kent, ‘ Not so young, sir, to love a woman for singing, nor uhl

<asto dote on her for anything.'

However that may be, Comte lias resolved that Atheism shall

]iot be the cold, cliecrless prison-house wliich its oiiponents liave

persisted that it must be. Metaphysicsr and Theol(,>gy between

them have driven Scepticism to its last stronghold, have "forced a

bold uncompromising denial of all the Theisms which have ev'cr

deluded the world
;
and tlie religious nature ofthe most unblushing

disbeliever that France has produced, asserts itself in a new fonn.

He endeavours to make himself happy with the possiliility of

creating a new ‘Grand Etre’— a new .Bilile; a, new Cafholic

Clnirclvand a new calendar; anew currency; a new priesthood ;

nine new Sacraments; a new spiritual powcT; a new temporal

power; a new heaven and a new earth. To these ends he has

instituted wliat he calls the Positivist Society, which is to work
wonders in the inauguration of all these new things. The Trac-

tates at the head of this article are the prodifctions of this new
sect We shall presently reveal more at length the nature of

their organization
;
suffice it here to say, that the members of

it are tolerably satisfied with them.selves. Having ‘ regulansS
U peenent 'prepoA't Vavenir, et glortfie le passef all the pre-

liminary work is accomplished, and nothing but triumph and

v'lctoiy await them. The new religion of humanity is inaugurated

;

our author himself is its (hand PreiTe^ and the unity esUb-
lislif^d Ixjtween himself, his ‘ immuable convpagnef his ‘ eminente
proUtairef or as we should say in England, his sainted wife, and
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liis excellent cook, will be the Holy Trinity worshipped by UJibom

generations. The Creed, Bible, intellectual moral and religious

‘symboU and starting-place of all this nonsense is the Discours

siir VEnsemble de Posit which now figures at the com-
mencement of his ' Systhn-e de Politique Positive, and which

he tells ns is taken as the basis of their organization. In spite of

Miss Martineaii, Mr. Lewes, and others, we shall prefer intro-

ducing our readers to M. Comte by the medium of this work.

When w^e ate liidden to renounce all our most deeply cherished

convictions
;
wdien are commanded in philosophic phrase and

elaborate ociavos to treat the idea of ‘ Our Father in Heaven" as

a worn out dream iA'mi effete philosophy; when we are rudt^y•torn

iMvay from every divine jiromise; wdieii our immortality is reck-

lessly and rullilessly denied to u.s; when the providence of God,

the love of (Jhrist, and the hope full ofimmortality, are maligned;
when loud boiusis are made that Positivism never removes any
CO] isolation nor supjjose*! truth without supplying us with an
adi'cpiatt' substitute—wo are prone to have a look at the substitute

before we part with our ])reserit treasure, and we therefore

ve]itu]\j to exainino those vaunted substitutes for all the religion

and iijsfij iitlous of tlio \vorld, before we resign ourselves to the

dr<‘ary task of ^criticising the more scientific and fundamental
work of .Auguste Comte,

If the ajtpearanco of .Miss M.artiucaii s volumes, and the rejjrint

of idr. L'.oves’ articles in D’le Leader, had not brought the

o])iiilons of C(.>mte liofoi'o the English public, W(] should have
seized the oj>portunity to present our readers with tlie positive

asjxf'ct of the uni versa.] negations of modem sceptics. .It has
often a])})earcd to us tliat some danger was incurred ly the

fruipient use of \\m arrpnticaium ad in the writings

of inodta’n Apologists of Christianity. It wt.is perfectly fair in the

autlior of The Eclipse of E\dlk to show that universal scep-

ticism w’as far more consistent tlian ‘ the spiritual religion,’ and
self-originated Deism of the modern pious schools of Sceptics; and
that tliii same class of dirliculties which encumber the evidence

for a Divine Revelation, obscure tlie testimony of nature to the

moral government of God. There have been not a few who have
accepted the alternative, and are content wdth the confession

of their entire ignoramje of all religious truth. As long as the
controversy reigns l>©tw'eeii Tloi Eclipse, of Fa ith and Professor

Newman, we are convinced that the dispute will continue to

tiu’ii on the nnuits of the alternative.* But whUe Mr. Newman
scorns the dilemnia there arc thousands who are unable to do so.

*Thc roply of tlio author of ‘ Tho EdipBc of Faith’ to Professor Newman’s stric*

tiires, t;ike8 for granted the ijupossibility of Atheism.
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The secularism ofour working classes is the confession of this will-

ing ignorance of God and His revelation, and Positivism is the ela-

boration of it into a system. Philosophic Atheism may be, as

Comte says, ‘the most inconsequential of all theologies,' and as

long as the religious nature of man has no object upon which to

fasten, impossible; but if the bleeding roots of our religious

susceptibilities are allowed to fix on a miserable fetichisin, or on
any believable lie

;
on spirit-rapping, or Mormon revelation

;
on

some incarnate devil, or some merely human exfcellence
;
they

will find precarious sustenance, and will make the vain attempt

to draw life from the barren-rock, or spongy morass, rather than

shrinkaway into nothingness. Infidelity has run itself out when
it is compelled to construct an object of religious veneration.

Comte knows full well that the tendencies he sets free by
Positive Philosophy would very rapidly originate for them-
selves such objects, and very soon itinerate the circle of ancient

Paganisms if not controlled and guided by some new' power.

Before proceeding to our Review of the re construction of

society and religion, which has been attempted in the Systhne de

Politique Positive^ it is desirable to place in succinct order the

three capital positions of Comte. The most important, and that

which lies at the foundation of the entire system is thus virtually

expressed by John Stuart Mill. In his search for the true

scientific derivative law of the development of humanity and
human affairs, he thus writes:

‘ In the difficult process of observation and comparison which is

here required, it w'ould evidently be a very great assistance if it should

happ(m to be the fact, that some one clement in the complex existence

of social man is pre-eminent over all others as the prime agent of the

social movement. For we could then take the progress of that one

element as the central chain, to each successive link of wliich the

corresponding links of all the other progressions being appended, the

succession of the facts would by this alone be presented in a kind ol‘

spontaneous order, fai* more nearly approaching to the real order of

their filiation than could be obtained by any other merely empirical

process. Now, the evidence of history and the efvidence of human
nature combine, by a most striking instance of consilience, to show
that there really is one social element which is thus predominant and
almost paramount, among the agents of the social progression. This

is, the state of the speculative faculties of mankind, including the

... nature of the speculative beliefs which hy any means they have arrived

at, concerning themselves and the world by which they are sur-

rounded.'—System of Logic, ii. 606.

In the second place, we quote Miss Martineau's abridgment of

the orrfer in which these speculative beliefs have governed society
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according to what Comte considers his great discovery of the law

of human progress.

‘ First stage.—In the theological state, the human mind, seeking

the essential nature of heings, the first and final causes (the origin and

purpose) of all effects—in short, absolute knowledge—sup])oses all

plienoinena to he produced h^’- the immediate action of supernatural

heings.
‘ Second stage.—In the metaphysical state, which is only a modifi-

cation of the fij^st, tlie mind supposes, instead of sujiernatiiral heings,

abstract forces, veritahle entities (that is, personified abstractions),

iidierent in all beings, and cajaible of jjroducing all phenomena. What
is called tlie explanation of phenomena is, in this stage, a mere reference

of (‘aeli to its pnjper entity.

‘Third stage.—In the final, the positive state, the mind has given

over tlie vain seareh after absolute notions, the origin and destination

of the universe, and tlie causes of phenomena, and applies itself to the

study of their laws—that is, their invariable relations of succession,

and resemblance.’

—

Comte's Fosiiive Philoso2)li^^ i. 2.

In the third place, signalize Comte's view of human
knowledge, and of the relation of the sciences to each other.

Having to take his stand (mt of himself in the external world,

to begin his study of the phenomena with those which appear

to him to be the most simple, he has made the order of their

decreasing simplicity and increasing complication the order of

their true filiation, and tiie groundwork of his scientific hierarchy.

In consequence of this, mathematics and astronomy, as having
to deal with the most simple and general facts, occupy the eailiest

position in his hierarchy; the science of man, in his personal,

social, and political relationships, stands towards the conclusion

of the series; the relations of men to each. other, the fundamental
emotions of the human race, the religion, morality, and politics

in which we are most deeply interested are placed as the last term
of the series. We do not here make any comment on these three

fundamental positions
;
we do not say that they are radically false,

but we do say that, in spite of prodigious learning and ingenuity,

he has guessed at them, and not proved them ;—that they must
undergo essentiaf modification before we receive them.

In the first of his productions, he treats man objectively, as a
complicated nejms of phenomena which he has to unravel. He
disdains consciousness as a teacher; he laughs all psychology and
metaphysics to scorn

;
he sits at the feet of Gall and Spurzheim,

who persuade him that the unity of our consciousness is a delu-

sion, that the 'I' consists of affective, intellectual, and active

faculties, which he proceeds to refer to different portions of

the cerebral system. And yet, notwithstanding all this, he
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honours the speculative beliefs of men, ‘ the subjective inspira-

tions ' of the human understanding, as Hes prem^res ehoAiclies*

of true science, *as the necessary preliminaries to his Positive

Philosophy. We maintain that the earliest dream of the Fetich,

that a spirit, or a will resembling his own, animated the oak, or

the thundercloud^ or the star, was not a mere attempt to

explain his own sensations, but %va.s an assertion of his self-

consciousness, and that the effort of the most accomplished meta-
physician of modem times to explain the univ.ersal belief of

the position, that every effect must have a cause, is a corre-

sponding assertion on Ms part.* Comte has gone hoi)-skjp-

and-juinp, through all tlie mystery of consciousness, and dif^-

card^d all its teaching, when he w'anted to ordinate t!ie sciences

according to his idea of their hereditary relations to each
other. Now that he seeks to reconstruct and re-organke,

he admits the value of the subjective inspirations of the

human mind, as indispensable preliminaries to tlic true ex-

planations of the universe. Let our readers remember that

he had rejected the still more calm and unwavering light they

have shed over the phenomena of self. In the Discours do
VEusemhle de PositivisTne, as well as in the earlier portions of

the Sysiemc de PolitiquePosiiive, he is from the study of the

human faculties, acknowledges that his biological view of hiima]i

nature, Lis objective treatment of the heart, understanding, and
will, were only provisional, and that the science of man must
thus be the correct stepping-stone for all subsequent inquiry.

We believe the explanation of this to be, that he had fallen

in love, and found that there was something more than che-

mistry and physiology could explain in the teais which he shed

over Madame Clotilae de Vaux, He sought resolutely for an

explanation of his conscious unity, and thinks he has discovered

it in Positivism ; but the worst of it is, that his Positive Philo
sophy of the human mind has no more the character of a

science than that of the metaphysical psychologist in Scotland,

Germany or France. It contains some acute and philosophical

remarks, which are worthy of all praise, bi^f the conclusions

are only matters of opinion, entitled to the consideration which

M. Comte's philosophical repute ought to secure for them—and
that is all.

The Psychology of Comte will come under review presently.

. At the commencement of the Diecour8, instead of allowing the

8ii‘ Wilii|im HAinilton’s * Di«ooiirses on Plxilosopliy.’ Appendix. 1.

t When my great objective elaltoration brought me, in 183(>, from Cosmology to

Biology, I felt at onre that the scientific exclusion of the Bubjcctive method could

be only ^ygviaional.'

—

Prefnee, p. 6.
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consciouanesa of unity and existence, be professes to prove that

unity by an examination ofthe cerebral system, and a discovery of

the threefold nature of our faculties ; but until the mind has per-

ceived the external order of the universe, and 4he invariability of

the natural laws to which man s physical and moral nature are sub-

jected, it cannot take its normal position in the regulation of our

moral being. Therefore, he argues that the theological supernatural

stage of human beliefs was far less efficacious in the discipline and
modification o£ our character and active life, than the positive

stage. Under the last, he says, ‘Our conceptions are less vague,

our inclinations less capricious, our conduct less arbitary.' This

rests entirely on the exploded idea that the notion of God is a
mere necessity of the intellect, and not a requirement 5f*the

moral nature, and is in utter ignorance of the momentous fact

tliat man has been ‘ feeling after God, if haply he might find

Him/ 'not as the pliilosopher, who wanted a theory to amend
his conception of the universe, but as a child, anxious to discover

his Father's will, and to read the broken syllables of a Divine
law ^vliicli w’ere inscribed on his spiritual nature. It involves

the presumption that a correct knowledge of moral relations,

find a fair application of general consequences, is all that is

required to make man moral and unselfish; that the dicta of
philosophers, and the public opinion created by them, will be a more
jjowerful moral influence than the words of prophets clothed
with the thunder of Omnipotence; and that the last Report of

tlie Positivist Society, in virtue of its pretended, demonstration
of fuiidaTnental moral relations, will do more to diffuse virtue

and benevolence than the trumpet tones of Sinai, or the tears and
l.)lood of Calvary.

M. Comte feels the difficulty of his position, and reveals his

sense of its weakness by a long digression on the objection
which the most superficial reader would not fail to take, that if

the positive stage is the only correct and efficacious condition of
our knowledge of the duties and obligations of life, morality
would be compelled to wait for the completion of the scientific

preamble. The intellect must accompliSi its task, before the
moral natui*e would possess a sufficient guide ; the demonstration
of the decalogue must j)recede the first act of obedience, and on
that showing, morality would have yet to receive its first initia-

tion. Instead of allowing that mondity was as well understood
in the days of Moses and Socrates, as it is at the present time

—

that although the soi-disant previous sciences were yet in their
infancy, this, the most complicated of them all, was in the greatest
perfection—he merely asserts that we do possess a sufficient

number of the simple laws of human nature to proceed with our

Aooip No
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systematization of society. But that is not the question. We
still inquire, How came Moses by the Decalogue? How did

Socrates acquire his ideas of the true, the beautiful, and the

just? Towards tjjje close of the first chapter of the DisconrSy

Comte meets sundry objections taken to Positivism. We arc too

far from agreement with either his principles or his conclusions,

to deem it worth our whilato enter these lists with him. Tlie

remaining chapters of this preliminary Discoiirs treat, II. The
social destination; III. The popular advantages; IV. The Femi-
nine influence

;
V. The Jisthetic aptitude of Positivism; and,

VI. The Religion of Humanity. We shall venture a few remarks

on each of these heads.

Ei^he social destination of Positivism, Comte sees the com-
plete severance between the spiritual and temporal 2>ower.

Catholicism, in its best days, effected this separation, l)ut tlie

world was not then ripe for it. A great spiritual authoiity over-

leaping all the barriers of nationality, race, climate, and lan-

guage, appears to his mind the necessary complement of the

spread of Positive Philosophy. The old Papal tyranny is a faint

shadow of the vast hierarchy that he sees looming in the lutiire
;

a mere ghost of the new priesthood which shall be independent of

all temporal power, and assume the functions of universal instnic-

tion and counsel. From this shall constantly issue iniblic opinions

labelled with the Q. E. D.'s of the high priest and sovereign

pontiff of the new era, waiTanted trtie according to the last

opinion of the council of savaiis. It is thus he hopes to systema-

tize universal morality, and invest sociability with the prepon-

derance wliich is naturally due to personality, and to make
benevolent affections triumph over the impulses of individuals.

/Our author considers that it is left to Positivism to substitute

/ love for selfishness as the regulator of human actions
; that

theologies, one and all, have consecrated personality as the true

guide of human affairs, that Judaism and Christianity have

merely inspired human and personal ambition after vague and
indefinite blessings. We are astonished at his ignorance of the

Christian Scriptures, amazed that in his boasted impartiality,

and vain filiation of Positivism with the pasl, he can wilfully

forget that the Hebrew faith was a lengthened preparation for

the gospel of love ;
that an abneg-ation of self for the sake of

^ others, is the sublime ideal of Christianity
; that the ‘ new com-

mandment’ and the new spirit, the condition of Divine favour,

the test of Divine presence, the law of Divine judgment, the

essence of the Divine example, the germ of the Divine life, is the

predominance of love over selfishness. He can never have read

^ther the Book of Deuteronomy or the Gospel of John
;
he has
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mistaken the spirit of the confessional for the spirit of Chris-

tianity, the selfishness of a few second-rate martyrs for the

Divine heroic struggles of the martyr church. We are con-

founded with his audacity, tliat he should suppose that some .

miserable phrenological theory of the cerebral functions would

;

exercise diviner influence over the spirit of selfishness than the

life of ‘ Emanuel—God with us.'

Under this head, also, Comte introduces his theory of com-
memoration, a subject which he has expanded into a distinct

treatise,* the most popular of his voluminous writings. He
expects that wonderful results will flow from our substitution of

festivals in honour of Caesar, Charlemagne, &c., in place our

constant commemoration of One who has glorified our humanity.
The following passage will illustrate the clearness of his views,

and the accuracy of his knowledge. Speaking of Caesar, Charle-

magne, and St. Paul, he remarks—‘Neither of these distinguished
‘ individuals has up to the present time been worthily appreciated
' for want ofa healthy historic theory, which can alone characterize
‘ their momentous share in the development of humanity—this

* lacnne is even perceptible in the case of St. Paul in spite of his
‘ theologic apotheosis ! but it is onewhich Positivism will naturally
‘ obviate by historically representing this great man as the true
‘ founder of that which has been improperly termed Christianity.'—Syst. de Pol. Pos., i.

We cannot withhold the tribute of admiration due to the con-

densation and comprehensiveness of Comte's general scheme, nor
refuse to admit that some plan of this kind would be a useful

guide to our mechanics' institutions and public schools; but the

* The title c»f this work is given at tlie head of this article. Tlie ‘ Calondrier

Positiviste’ j)rofeHHes to re-orgaiiizc the calendar of the Western nations. Starting

from the era of the French Revolution, as from the year 1. He divides

the year into thirteen months, of twenty-eight days each
;
gives to each the name

of some great loader in ‘ the evolution of humanity.’ The four Sundays of each
month are called after the name of some great man who hits contributed to forward
tlic philosophical, esthetic, or ])olitical progress inaugurated by the greater name.
A lower <legrtie of prominence is assigned to those who are to receive the devoirs of

the intervening days. He says—‘The practice of the * culte coveret* will perhaps
* originate the conveniont plan of describing these three degrees of veneration by
‘ the terms at present in use—viz., Gods heroes and saints—names which have been
‘ derived from earlier religions. ’ Thus Moses, Homer, Aristotle, Archimedes,
Caesar, St. Paul, Charlemagne, Dante, Guttemburg, Shakespeare, I)e8cai*tes,

Frederick tlie Great, and Bichat are his great gods. Budillia and Confucius are
among his heroes

;
Hercules, ^)vid, and Marius among his saints. Granting the

propriety of his new calendar, his high-priestship will not brook any alteration,

and he evidently thinks that ho has finally settled the spirit of reverence for the past

through all future ages. Tlie comincmonition of the Romish Church is the accretion

of 1 500 years and more—who ever heard of an individual composing a calendar ?

Tlie complementary day needed to make up his year is to be universcUe dcs

inoTts; and the additional day of bissextile years is to be occupied with the solemn
reprobation of Julian and Bonaparte ! the two principaux rctrogradateurs.

NO. XXXVIII. Y
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proposal of its substitution in lieu of the living union existing in

God's great family only manifests the inflation of the philoso-

pher s vanity, and -the preposterousness of his self-conceit.

Lastly, Positivism has no objection to centralization, and
endorses the most complete tyranny of the few over the many.

It overthrows ‘ the metaphysical (!) distinction between legislative

and executive powers,' declares a representative assembly incom-

peteirt to legislate, its sole function being the voting of imposts.

It ridicules the idea of the self-management of ihunicipal insti-

tutions, and we presume, coincides with the conclusion of Littrd,

in his work quoted at the head of this article,*^ that Paris should

be estrusted with absolute dictatorship ; or in other words tho

divine right of Paris to govern Lyons and Marseilles. The social

destination of Positivism is summed up in three lines
—

^ R^orga-

Vniser sans mMoi—sous la seule prdponddrance normale, a
‘la fois privde et publiqiie, dii sentiment social converiablement

‘assiste do lamison positive et de I'activitd r<^elle/‘f—p. 127-

III. Wo advance now to the popular advantages of Posi-

tivism. The working classes correspond in the social organism,

with the physical and active powers in the individual
;
and,

therefore, in their hands really reposes tlio supreme temporal

power. Comte tells the working men of Paris that they would
make the best statesmen. He would give to ignorant men
of brute force and jiersonal address, t]}e supreme authority, and
then imagines that they will follow the advice of the jihilosophers.

In order to excite a vigorous public opinion in harmony with

Positive Philosophy, great changes are needed in the modes of

popular education
;
we have no space for the curriculum through

which he would lead Young France, but must call attention to

what appears to us to be the most painfully interesting jiart of this

dangerous system—we allude to the confession of the religious

nature of the young generations that will be constantly poured
in upon the new rdgime. According to Comte, in infancy man
is a Fetich worshipper; he subsequently traverses the several

* Tlio work of M. Littr^ is an elegant of the views of Comte, and exhibits

their application to the present juncture of French politics.* Mr. Lewes speaks of

Littrd's adhesion to Positivism with great delight; and from the preface; to the

'Politique Positive,’ we find that it is viewed by Comte with great coni] ilaccncy.

Tlie first of the Jiapp&rts a In liociiU Positivi^tc reveals the political constitution

which the united wisdom of MM. Comte, Littr^, Miignin, and Lafitto has conceived
for Young France. It would be impossible to exaggerate the absurdity,, of this

document ; we have given the spirit of it in the text. As it was fathered in the
confusion of revolution, we may thus panlon some of its extravagances.

t *To organize society without tlie aid of either God or King—under the nonnal
preponderance alone of the social Bentknent both public and private when duly
coiToborated by .positive reason and true active power’--H(. c., by philosopliors anU
thfl^^roleiariate.
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stages of theological development, through the metaphysical and
atheistic to the i^ositive. Comte gravely recommends that free

course be given to this natural development
;
that children

should be allowed their Fetichism (it wont hurt them, poor little

dears), that youths and maidens should be indulged in different

degrees of Polytheism, Monotheism, and No-theism, under the

cairn assurance that when they come to study the literature and
languages of the past, they will have ignored the whole series,

and be content with Positivism. Grave instructors may smile *

upon the revels of the Saturnalia, and encourage the worship of

Bona Dea, into the mysteries of which, in these scientific days, no
Clodius in woman's clothes will ever attempt to iutriyjg. A
little harmless worship of Venus, as well as an enthusiastic

reverence for Apollo and Adonis, will be quite permissible in

young ladies' seminaries ;
while boys at school, assisted rather

than repressed in their desires to imitate either Hercules or

Vulcan, will receive incomparably higher education than if they

were instructed in the Hebrew mythology. Of course, he thinks

that every man of middle age will thus attain the complete

type, that none ever will or can remain in a half educated state,

that there will be no childlike men, no liobbydehoy men, no
conceited, ambitious, self-satisfied men in this Arcadia. He
counts on no anarchy of sentiment then, no struggle between
trutli and error, no conflict of superstition with scepticism,

nothing but unanimous opinions on the most controverted

points! ‘On croit v&oer en lisemi cesfolies/* Is the man really

so profoundly ignorant of human nature ? Can he hand tens of

thousands over to the pride and misery ofAtheism without a sigh ?

And does he dream that his new universities and a few vagaries

of his own brain could turn the sympathies and moral convic-

tions of the human heart into a cold barren negation, as a safe

preliminary to his Positive Philosophy ? Away with the ridiculous

dream ! We almost feel we should ask pardon from our readers

for occupying their thoughts with such a tissue of absurdities.

This is, however, the genuine philosophy of secularism.

TV. The femiuiue influence of Positivism is discoursed upon
at some length. Scorning the ‘ridiculous fiction' of woman's
origin, and ignoring all the true influence of Judaism and Christ-

ianity over her position in society, he thinks to establish, on Posi-

tive principles, her mofal influence and controlling power. The
predominance of love over selfishness, of sociability over person-
ality, and the subordination of the reason and active life to the
sentiment in woman's nature, make her the true type of

humanity. Positivism, says M. Comte, will take away from her

M. Emile yaisset.

y2
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all necessity for active labour of any kind.* She will be the

priestess of humanity, and the embodiment of love and virtue

;

and as Positivism drives a vindictive God out of the world, slie

will have no rival in her husband's affections.! Prayer is to be

made to the pretty darlings continually. Man, with his innate

selfishness, especially needs the assi.stance of the effort which he

makes to pass thus out of himself, and is required to pay his

unremitting devotions to his ^eterncUe ccmipagne/ and, in fact, to

woman in general.! Chivalry was tlie best aspect of old Ca-

tholicism ;
Don Quixote was far nearer the truth than St. Augus-

tine, and it would be more in accordance with the spirit of

Positipsm to worship Joan of Arc than Jehovah.§ A man's wife

has a higher claim upon his reverence than any conceivable

object ofreverence besides. After all this it is difficult to say before

whom these feminine Divinities should themselves bow the knee,

and Comte is evidently a little posed by that oonsideratioii. Let us

see the delicious way in which he escapes from the dilemma :

‘To woman alone belongs such a task, and I had reserved it

for my distinguished companion, whose premature decease, I

shall thus cause to be universally deplored.'

—

Sgstime dc

PoJ. Pos., i. 266.

We assure our readers that this is but the merest scantling of

the sentimental nonsense which this Orlando Inamorato pours

forth over the rare endowments and virtues of his beloved.

The next chapter is devoted to the illustration of the aesthetic

aptitude of Positivism, We have no objection to the function

which M. Comte assigns to Art,—that of charming and ameliorat-

ing human life
;
nor to the position in which he ]daces it, giving

it precedence over Politics, and making it follow Philosophy. We
think, with him, that Poetry, aided by Philosophy, can imagine

the amelioratigns which it cannot realize, but we conceive that

* * It is man’s place to nonriBb woman : such is the natural law of our species

in haraiony with the essentially doTno,stic cliaracter of the ujfectif.* This
responsibility which weighs on each man for the support of the companion whom he
has chosen, does not relieve the active sex in general

.jfjj^m a similar indirect obli-

gation towards the whole of the female sex. Society is bound to guarantee the

support of every woman who has neither liusband nor parents'to provide for her. On
this vagary (V^mte enlarges with great gusto. But why the poor man is to slave

from morning to night, while mama and the daughters sit at home, and are wor-
shipped on tho domestic altar, does not clearly appear, especially if they can earn
an honest penny. He has evidently no true notion of human life, of its pmctical

;
difihculiitts, or its daily duties.

—

^Systhne de. Poiitifjiuc^PoMve, i. 248.
' + ‘The spontaneous priestesses of humanity will no longer have encounter the

terrible rivalry of a vindictive God.’—p. 259.

i ' 111 proportion as the vocation of W'oraan shall be better understood and more
fully developed, each woman will become for her husband the most perfect personi-

fication of humanity. In one Avord, the knee of man shall never more be bent except
before woman ,’—Ihid.

§ pages 264, 265 of the ‘ Systbme de Politique Positive.’
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his definition of Art is defective. He makes it to consist of the

‘ ideal representation of that which is to cultivate our instinct of

jierfection.' ‘ Philosophy deals with the true—Politics with the

good—Poesy with the beautiful.' Where phenomena are simple,

stately, and few, the ideal of perfection is soon reached, because

human modification of them is impossible. Thus the aspect of

the heavenly bodies affords little scope to the poetic spirit,

but as phenomena become more complicated and modifiable,

the instinct of perfection has wider range ;
on reaching man and

his affections, the laws, however invariable, are very numerous,

and the results capable of idealization and perfectibility. His

hierarcliy of the sciences having helped him thus to the order of

the subject-matter of the Arts, his law of evolution then suggests

to him an order of development for the expression of this same

instinct of perfection. He deems Poetry to be the most universal,

and the least complicated of the arts; Music stands next in

order, adding the complication of sound to the eloquence of

words
;
Painting, Sculpture and Architecture follow the same

law. The whole of this arrangement appears to us in inextri-

cable confusion, and our author is obliged to get through the

entanglements into which liis pertinacious theory has brought

him, by many a plunge, and by the rickety step-stones of innu-

merable malgrds.

With reference to th^ Poetry of Nature, science teaches us

that the aspect of the heavenly bodies, the dazzlii^ majesty of

the midnight sky, is the result of invariable lawsT^ich are in-

capable of modification by man, and therefore unless Comte and
Laplace could have improved the system of the universe, and
unless, therefore, their poetry could have idealized a new Heaven
and a new Earth, there is no scope for the flight of the poetic spirit

through them. Thus all the fervent strains of the true worship-

pers, from David, and Isaiah, and Homer, down to Campanella,
Shakespeare, Milton, and Wordsworth, failing to reveal the
aesthetic aptitude of Positivism, and totally at war with the

transcendant theory Comte, must be reduced to the lowest,

least complicated, and least poetic, exhibition of the vision and
the faculty Divine.

We will allow M. Comte all he wants about the ideal modifica-
tion of Human nature.

^
But this reference of human nature,

and human will, to the same class of phenomena, reveals a fun-

damental mistake, a locum in his entire system. He is ignorant
of the reality, and fearful consequences of sin

;
in his view, sin is

but the result of the complication of the Laws of Human Nature,
Disease and Death do not suggest to his mind moral analogies;
the chaos is not the result of disorganized will, but of deficient
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philosophy. We contend that Poetry is not the expression ofthe

instinct of perfection, bnt the utterance of the deepest emotions

of the human soul, about the true, the beautiful, and the good.

The materials at the disposal of the artist, whether words, colours,

or stones, assist him to shadow forth, not ideas, not ideals, but

feelings; and to excite in the minds of others the emotions of

which he was conscious, but could not utter by the ordinary

modes of communicating thought We deny that Comte/s

definition will apply, in any sense, to the greatest* efforts of the

Epic, the Tragic, or the Comic Muse—that the great poems
on The Wrath of Achilhs^ The WamderlTigs of Uh/sses, or

The ^Boss and Regain of Paradise^ at all answer to his dicta
;

while the finest efforts of Claude and Titian, of Landseer and
Turner, and the Oratorios of Handel and Mendelssohn combine
to falsify his assertion.

The following, he says, is the succession in which the arts

should be arranged, according to the modes of expression peculiar

to them ; Poetry, Music, Painting, Sculpture, Architectur-e.

This he considers to be the order of decreasing idealization, and
increasing imitation, and he has soTue fanciful, physiological,

phrenological theories to account for his opinion. Thus Music is at

one end of the scale of the imitative arts, and Architecture at tlie

other. Has he never heard the full orchestra of nature? Does
he know anything of the songs of birds ? Has he felt the mighty
music of the winds and waves ? Is the ‘ Etherial minstrel, pil-

grim of the sky,' a worse exemplar for Jenny Lind, than the

beaver's hut is for the palace of the Tuilerics ? Does a bird's nest,

or a lion's den give man better lessons on construction than those

which the harmonies of fche universe afford to the musician and the

poet ? This order in the development of the Arts is certainly

not confirmed by chronology. Music has been the latest in its

progress towards perfection. The echo of the songs of Zion
swept across the Desert to the rivers of Babylon^ but the ideal of

harmony has been more slowly developed^ian any of the mys-
teries of form. The temples of Assyria of Greece, and the

imposing Gattiedrals of the middle ages, were 'reared before the

theory of sound or of counter-point had prepared the way for the

chorales of Bach, or the symphonies of Beethoven. The marbles
of Greece were chiselled into forms of li,fe and beauty before the

paintings of Baffaelie or Leonardo glow^ on canvass; and ^while

the sciences of Mechanics and Physics have been arriving at the

positive stage, the art which, according* to Comte's law, would
receive the largest amount of stimulus from those sciences, has
Tinqi^estionably retrograded. The birth of Positive Science was
oixflral with the birth of the Renaissance, and the decrepitude of
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all genuine feeling in Architecture. He concludes: with the

prophecy that the future will be the grand sphere of art: It is

a. capihil point with: him. to prevent our having too* profound a

respect for the inspirations of genius in the past, lest they should

lend a colour to the i-everence that some other inspirations of the

TmiE inspire. From tlie ideas and feelings of men about the beauti*

ful and the just, wliich were embodied andrecorded two thousand

years ago, the human nice has proceeded but a few faltering

steps, and with the grand, ideal of humanity,. the true motives to

all moral and religious lil’e, he knows that the human race has

made little, or no progresa We are not ashamed to study the

sculptures of Phidias, for examples of the beauty of the h^man
form

;
nor to learn from the Parthenon of Athens, or tiie Apse of

Murano, the secret of architectural proportion
;
nor to seek in?-

spiration from the ^faculty divine' of Homer; nor are we unpre-

pared to receive with humility from the Apostles John and Peter

the Portrait which they present to us of the ‘ SECOND Man/
The last and most extended division of the Discoiirs Prelimi^

Tiaire is prcdessedly a rough sketch of the Institution, dogmas,
and worship of the Relujiorb do VH'u/rrujirnite* It i:iould be
clearly understood that tlie views and projects of Mv Comte are

very exteJisive and ambitious. He includes in his political phi-

loso])liy, not only new social iuid political institutions, a new
style of art, a new calendar, and new curricula for all our schools

and colleges; he not only tries his hand, on a new theory of pro-

perty, a. new universal language, and. a new currency for the elite

of mankind, but he delibeKitely aims at the introduction of a new
religion, and a new object of worship

;
assigns, of course, new

functions to the worshipper, and re-arranges the entire relatioir

wliich we are supposed to- sustain to the new God whom he dares

to create. He establishes himself at once on the same elevated

platform which Moses, Zoroaster, St. Paul, and Mahomet are, even
in liis system of commemoration, supposed to occupy,f It is not,

however, in the spirit of the ‘ incomparable St. Paul ' that he sets

about his task. It is.3||^ ‘tkeunknown God' whom we ‘ignorantly

worship,' that he is fain to declare unto us. It cannot be said, to

be any modification whatsoever of any known or hitherto conr
ceived; object of worship. He first gives a new definition o£ the
religious sentiment, mi^es it to be something which nothing: in

the past, history of tlte world, would, constitute it, and tiieir

* TRis las?t portion of tfe treatise is expanded into a very elaborate and verbose
chapter of: lii7 pages> . in the second volume of the * Bystbme de Politique Pcniive^
and a concluding, volume is promised on the .systematization of tiie * cuUeJ The
* Catechisme Positiviste’ has also furnished the matter of this brief review.

t It'.is somewhat singular, that as far as our acquaintance with Comte’s woriu
has extended, the nairie of Jesus Christ doee not onoe occur.
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searches about for some object worthy of its regard, and calculated

to meet its exigencies.

In endeavouring, patient reader, to know an3d;hing about
Comte's system of Religion, you must take a spiritual summer-
sault, and startwith a new idea ofrehgion altogether—one thatyou
will find in none of your theological systems, nor in that anti-

quated book, the Bible
;
one for which you may search in vain

in the writings of eitlier Plato or Aristotle, Cicero or Seneca,

Augustine or Aquinas. Comte thus defines it:— the state of
‘ full harmony suitable to (^projyi'e) human existence, individual as
‘ well as collective.'* There are faculties, powers, penchants, pos-

sibilifips in human existence, which are contending with each

other
;
these have to be brought into accord ; our moral, intellectual,

active natures, need a harmonizing principle, a conscious unity;

instead of conflict, each is to take its true position, and to be at

peace with the rest, and this state of peace and full harmony is

ReliCxION. This is what all the rest of the world would call a
lame definition ofmorality, a thingwhich the great casuists of every

age have distinctly separated from the religious sentiment and the

religious ideal. Comte is quite aware of the profound difference

which exists between himself and other re^oners on this point,

and which induces him to give the name of religion to the end,

rather than to the means by which that end is secured. We
would not quarrel with him for punning^upon the word religion,

butw^e think that there are serious objections to the principles of

etymology which would justify M. Comte in applying liis notion

of the ‘ lien' between the contending elements of our nature to

the ‘ religio' which was thought, by those who invented the word,

to express the binding nature of the means by which the end
was to be secured, Christians have a more sublime and compre-

;

hensive idea ofthe €7id of religion, and one which, equally with the
|

TTheanSy involves other classes of considerations, but they do not
|

confound the e7id with the means, and call that end religion.

Our readers will not be surprised to learn that the author of

this new scheme supposes that all previous religions (as having
been mere processes, and not ends) have virtually failed in

accomplishing this very clear and definite purpose. We are pre-

pared to add, that inasmuch as all of them aimed at something
else, and only incidentally included the end which he calls

religion, they could do nothing but fail; and the only wonder is,

that he is clever enough to bring them into the categoiy of

causes which have assisted the advent of the final

Comte divides human existence into the intellectual, the

* In tlie Catechism he tells us that rdigim is, to the faculties of human
iiatii«e,^what iynthem is to the iiUeUectual,
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moral, the active: into the powers of our reason, our heart, and

our will, by our thoughts, our sentiments, and our acts; byl

penseVy aiiner, agw. He reiterates the fact, that to the intellect

belongs the function of counsel, to the heart the task of control,

and that the reason is subordinated to the affections and senti-

ments. He then seeks by means of the intellect, the conception

of some external power to which everything is to be subjected,

‘ Foi,' and by means of the heart, the ‘ Amour,' the dominant

affection that will rally and regulate all others. The intellect,

witli the assistance of the heart, is to demonstrate the existence

of this external power, and the heart, by a spontaneous effort,

not only to aid in its discovery, but to gush forth in stiCQngest

ahection towards it. One feels curious to ascertain the nature of

this ‘ external power,' and the character of the faith which man's

reason is to repose in it, especially when told that this faith can,

and will, rein in the pride of intellect, hush the storm, and allay

the rebellion which the mind alone has often excited in the

human organism. We wait breathlessly for his reply. The
‘ Croyance' of the Positivist is his recognition of the invariable

ORDER of natural phenomena, beginning with the most universal

facts in mathematics, and advancing onwards, through the more
complicated and particular, until he comes to his own individual

self—an order which he cannot transgress, and which he can only

successfully modify by positive science. Faith is the due appre-

ciation of the relation sustained by us to the ‘ milieu' in which,

with other organisms, we are placed. An interesting illustration of

this may be seen, says he, in the vegetable world, where the
dependence of the living organism on the circumstances which
surround it, expounds the nature of part of man's relation to the
‘ milieu’ which encompasses him. The animal, human, and
social organisms are only higher and more complicated expres-

sions of the same necessity. The moral unity, and the pre-

dominant affection, needed to realize his religious state, could not
be discovered until biology had demonstrated the existence of

benevolent affections!* and collective life would be necessary,

oven after such demonstration, to the development of this same
moral function. Religious affections can only prevail where
sociability is possible, and therefore, ‘ Religion is only fvUy
developed in our species’! The spirit of mere submission to
resistless power involves forced resignation, and such a moral
situation is no discipline for the affections. The contrast between
submission to invariable order and the mental torpor of Christian
resignation, is illustrated, says Comte, ‘ by the moral states of a

* Granting that there is any truth in the positive cerebral biology, this is about
aa reasonable as to say that Newton demonstrated the existence of the moon.
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domestic dog, axid captive lion/ as well as ‘ by those of ancient

slavery and modern domestic service/

Now we have formed a high estimate of the intellectual keem
ness and subtlety of Auguste Comte : we have revelled in his

luminous distinctions, in his vast comprehensiveness
;
but we con-

tend that if these are his settled convictions, (and they underlie

all that he subsequently advances,) he is not competent to. deal

^th the religious affections of the human race, and tlie sooner

he returns to his mathematics the better. If we-go to him in

sore peiplexity—^if we are ready with him to allow the j^resence

ol* a Power to which everything is submitted, and ask him to

assist^qpr reason, or our moral nature, in the tliscovery of that

Power—^if we inquire earnestly Who are we? Whence come we?
Wliitlier are we going? What is the tremor that fills us with

alarm when we liave transgressed our sense of right ? What is

this glorious emotion which animatas us when we survey the

miyesty of heaven, the mysteries of earth ? Wliat is the strange

turmoil within our nature, the hankering after immortality ? he
replies ‘ twice two is four/ ‘ twice six is twelve," ‘ the three angles

of a triangle are together equal to tw^o right angles/ We repeat

our inquiry. He rejoins, ‘You cannot obtain any answer to

these questions, and therefore you* had much better be content

to know something else. ‘We ask a fish and he gives us a
scorpion." He assures us that if we follow his steps ‘ d abord
‘ a travers I’astronomie, ensuite par chemico-biologie et enfin k la
‘ sociologie," and then examine ourselves, we shall understand
the universal order of which we form a pai*t. He sounds on his

dim. and perilous way; he utters his monotonous reiterations, and
pours forth some five thousand pages, which have done anything
but estabJisli his positions. He at length advances to the demon-
stration of religion, and deliberately refers iis, all wretched as we
are with our stay amidst his Fetichism and Atheism^ for capital

demonstration of these points to the mental condition of a devout
cabbage, t/O the moral character of our favourite poodle, or the
religious experience of Wombwell"8 Bengal tiger; and he makes
them instructive types of the fundamental relations in which we
stand to tiie Power which overmasters us, and the affections that

move ua
He restricts the term moral (malgr4 all its varied applications)

to the affections of the heart, includes all Wrality in love, elimi-

nates .the idea of moral law in the* sense in which we have fever

before understood it, and implies that a flock of geese, whose
sociabiiil^’ is to some extent developed, are capable of higher
moral and religious affections than, the man w'hose circum-
Btanq^flr or whose choice have drawn him from the world, and
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whose full heart cries, ‘Teach me to do Thy will
;
for Thoa art

my God.'

Comte makes some bimtiful remarks about order ami pro-

gress; the modification of the ‘milieu' by the ‘organism.’ Be
compares the action of society upon the world, the new combina^

taons of tacts, and new results that flow from such activity, to the

action of the animal and vegetable oi^anism upon the atmosphere

and the humus, and indicates an ample range of industry in the

developinwiCof order into progress. Confidence in this order is

‘ foi.' Participation in this progress is ‘ activity et espdrance.'

This is the intellectual and active portion of his religion; and we
insist that it ought to satisfy the conditions of religious faiJii and

activity exhibited in different ages of the world—it ought to meet

the religions sentiment wh(Tever it has been awakened—to ap-

pease the conscience wherever the fear of retribution has been

excited—to explain and satisfy tlie craving for Divine help and

teaching. But we maintain that religious aspiration has not

been the search for a theory to explain phenomena, but the

longing of the soul for a Divine friend, a true teacher, a perfect

obedience. We might as well plaster our wounds with multi-

plication tables, and integrate differential equations instead of

eat our food, as fly to physical theories of the universe with the

hope of satisfying the appetite or healing the diseases of our

spiritual nature. ,

The disciple of Comte, however, points triumphantly to hia

chapters on the moral nature and sentiment—on ‘ L'Amour' as

well as ‘ La Foi.' There is then Love as well as Faith, and the

sentiments are as busy under the influence of the one all-powerful

affe(;tion as the understanding wa.s under the domination of one

idea. Love and Faith are co-ordinate and spontaneous, and
interlace each other. We have seen the nature of the faith.

What is the heart of man expected to love? Mathematics,

Biology, and Social Science ? Is it to be the love of inanimate

things and abstract laws? Even so ! This is the beginning of

religious affection ! and this Love will aid us to discover the. true
‘ Grand Etre!' Is, then, universal order to be hailed as the

Supreme Being? Comte knows full well that German and
Hindu Pantheists have come to that conclusion' before him, and
lie has a mortal enmity to every kind of Theism, even A-theism.

It would land him in Ontology, Eealism, and MetaphysicSj were
he to conceive ‘ the ordeF and thank IT for the blessings, and'

deprecate before rr the miseries which have sprung out of its

invariability.

His great conclusion is, that the human race is the worthy
object of our love. Humanity is the Supreme Being, the sum
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total of our ancestors, contemporaries, and descendants constitutes

THE Deity. It is MAN who has discovered the laws, or general

facts of the world, and by the discove^ modified the ‘ miheu" in

which he lives. It is MAN, who by his own observations confirm-

ing the hypotheses of his heart and understanding, has in fact

created the laws of the universe. The objective and subjective

combine in every intellectual solution. The *past and present

meet in every eureka
;
and thus the wliole race deserves the

gratitude of the devout student of phenomena. ‘

‘ Fictions*

have availed to excite the affections of the human race, and to

concentrate upon themselves the moral sentiments. But the

work yr^hich disengaged the feelings of man from this thraldom

was commenced by Thales and Pythagoras^ and has now been
finally completed by Comte. Therefore he goes into the great

Pantheon of the past,—and, instead of prostrating their mighty
forms, he draws a nightcap over most of their brows, spirts forth

some blasphemous venom against all Monotheism,* and walk.s

forward with unblushing countenance, as the A'postlc^ High
Priest, and Representative of the Supreme Being. Feuerbach
on the ground of absolute idealism, Comte on that of mere
Positivism, propose to worship Humanity in its truest and
best representatives. Comte, the great enemy of all metaphy-
sics, after having suppressed the absolute, the ideal, the tran-

scendental, presents to our view not a real, palpable, positive thing,

but an ab.stract being, one far from perfect, and ‘ whose faults

need to be corrected,' one which has never been realized, which
has no one ideal representative

;
and 'no existence, save in the

thoughts, the difficult efforts, historical training, and scientific

discipline of some few individuals. This, be it observed, is the

object of that love which is infinitely to surpass tlie love of God,
or the constraining love of Christ. This existence is the grand
demonstration of the positive philosophy

;
this Power is to satisfy

the religious instinct, and not to be mistaken for it, is to deliver

us from all our errors, and to solve for all coining time the great

problem of religion and philosophy. We never saw a profound
mind appear so ridiculous and vain as M. Comte does in

* Among jnoores of passages we select the following almost at random. P. 397.
' WesUTn Moxiotheism at the present day is as cornipt and exhausted as Polytheism
was fifteen centuries ago. Since the irreparable decline of the social system, which
imparted to it its chief moral energy, the principal result of the boasted doctrine
has been to' defile the heart by spiritual avarice and degrade the character by slavish

fear.’ Speaking of the God who is 8upi)08ed by the civilized and enlightened nations
cjf the W€»t to reign in the earth, he says, * Tlieir God has become the nominal chief
of a hypocriticai conspiracy, even more ridiculous than odious, which labours to

<fissoa^ society from making any great social ameliorations by promising a chime*
ritai compensatior long since scorned by the working classes.’
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setting forth this mass of follies. Let us see how he will pre-

vent the human race from falling back upon the worst forms of

Polytheism. In the first place, he will teach eveiy MAN to

worship his wife, mother, and daughter ! but particularly his

wife. That is the most comprehensible idea in the whole treatise,

for there arc a good many things that a man s prayers may
obtain from those quarters. Comte, in addition, advocates prayer

to Humanity in general, which would be exceedingly indefinite

and unpractical.

He is satisfied of the subjective as well as objective existence

of every worthy who has contributed to the evolution of

humanity, from a state of Fetichism to one of Positivism.

Positive philosophy transmutes, by its wondrous alcheiny* our

consciousness of being, our own intense hankering after im-

mortality, into a subjective existence in the minds of our friends,

or admirers and disciples, after our death. By having contributed

to the evolution of humanity, we become organs of the Supreme

Being, (humanity,) and deserve to receive the devouements and

prayers of posterity
;
and so, as we have already seen, he apotheo-

sizes about four hundred individuals, and creates a new calendar,

or a new Pantheon, for their especial glorification.

Space and time would utterly fail to recount the steps by which

Comte hopes to establish as well as systematize his ^ nouveaw
cuUe! Fetes md clubs are his great resource; and when the

public mind is impregnSted by his fancies, we shall find a state

of things something like the following : a government of countries

by their principal towns, which will of course never clash with

each other; the executive department not to be severed from the

legislative, and consisting of a few ‘ proldtaires' who shall be con-

trolled by a worthy public opinion, and counselled by a new
priesthood of the elite of the earth. The spiritual power shall

consist of an assembly of savans, at first of the principal Western
Nations, eight French, seven English, six Germans, five Italians,

and four Spaniards, assisted by six ladies ! Eventually, Russians

will prove aii intennediate link between Western and Eastern

Monotheism; Mussulmans will fulfil the same function of uniting

Russians and Persians
;
the latter will bring forward India and

China, and by and by, we may have a Tartar, a Chinaman, a
Japanese, a Malay, with two blacks, one from America and one
from the heart of Africa, who will represent the strong Fetich

tendencies of their several tribes.* To these worthies, and thirty-

six thousand priests, scattered through the western world, their

* It is necessary to state that this is no caricature, but a brief and veritable sketcli

of Uie new regime, as set forth in the last chapter of the * Diacours Pr^liminaire.
’
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•docile representatives and devout apostles, will be assigned the

task of establishing Positive Science, of governing public senti-

ment, and of preventing all difierences of opinion by their

united wisdom
;
and in the course of about two hundred years

there will be once more one Lord—one Faith—one Love in the

earth; we shall have growm out of the leading-strings of theo-

logy, and shall willingly submit to the dictation of a Positive

Prie^hood. War will cease to the end of the earth. Demon-
stration will take the place hitherto usurped by Eevelation; the

infallibility of universal Reason will supersede the infallibility

of authority—^and all the mistakes of legislation, all the follies

of ^ the minority of the Grand Etre* will have been absorbed and
prevVnted. There will be no guilt, because no sin

;
no rights,

because no causes ;
no personal immortality, because no personal

God ; and if there be any other little matters requiring to be

disposed of, the Supreme Pontiff will easily settle tlioin : and
this is Positive Philosophy—^these are positive Predictions.

It is only fair to Mr. Lewes* and Mr. Mill to say that they have

not endorsed the systematization of the new religion, hich luis

received the imprimatur of the name of Comte
;
and it is to our

mind very instructive and significant to find the following pas-

sage in the recent work of Mr. Lewes on Comte s ‘ Philoso])hy

of the Sciences.'

‘ Indisposed as 1 am to occupy an}^ of the few remaining pages witli

criticism, 1 cannot forbear from pointing out one immense omission hi

the foregoing system. It makes religion purely and sunply what lias

hitherto been designated monffs. In thus limiting religion to the

relations in which wc stand towajds one another and towards

humanity, Comte leaves an im}>ortaiit element aside
;

Ic^r, eveji u])on

his own showing, huiiianity can <jnly he the Supreim? Being of our

world— it canimt lx? the Supreme Being of the universe. To limit tlie

miiverse to our planet, is to take a. rustic, untravclled vii^w of this

great subject. If in this our tenx*strial sojimrn all we can distinctly

Tenoxv must be limited to the sphere of one planet, nevertheless, even

here, we, staiiding on this hall of eartli, and looking into tlie inlluitude

of whlcli wc know it to he hut an atom, must irresistibly feel and
know that tlie humanity worshipped here cannot extend its dominion
there. 1 say, therefore, that supposing our relations towards liuraauity

niay one (lay be systematized into a distinct cultm^ and made a
religion

;
and supposing, further, our whole practical priesthood to bo

limited to it, there must still remain for ws, outlying this terr(istx*ial

sphere, the other sphere, named Infinite, into which our eage*? and
aspiring thoughts tvill wander, carrying with them, as ever, the obe-

dient emotions of love and aw'e. So that, beside the religion of

^ Mr. 'lieweB has stated, in another part of the work from which we quote, that
Hhe f^j^stematization is premature.’ Wc tliink that he is not a little anhamed of
xaaiQr of the practical results of a system of which he boasts so loudly.
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humanity, there must he a religion of the universe
;
beawie the eoneep-

tion of humanity, we need the conception of a G-od, as the Infinite

laife, Irom whom the universe proceedii, not in alien indifierence—net

in estranged subjection—^bnt in the fulness of abounding power, as the

incarnation of resistless activity ! In plainer language, there must ever

remain the old distinction between our relations to God and our

relations to man
;
the only difhirence between the old and the new

being that in the old theology moral precepts were inculcated with

a view to a edestial habitat ;
in the new, they will be inculcated with

a view to the general progress and happiness of “the race.’—.p. 242.

We congratidata Mr. Lewes most heartily that his subjective

inspirations have snapped the fetters with which his system

would enchain him. The objection we bring t^ainsfr this

passage is, that instead of its being a mere omission .Irom a

scheme which Lewes is competent by this brief note to fill up,

the lacuna is designed, dehberate, and moreover essential to the

Positive Philosophy of the Sciences. Besides, it is absurd, cm

Comte's principles, to talk of the Dominion of ^the Grand Etre.

Dominion has nothing to do with the satisfaction of the religious

sentiment in his scheme. Mr. Lewes has had a fondneti for

metapliysics in the past, and evidently cannot yet be made to

dispense with them. The whole scope and manifest purpose of

Comte s writings is to resist the metaphysical and theological

conception with which Mr. Lew^es satisfies the yearnings of Ilia

higher nature. The ufftTow line which separates this conception

from that of the Pantheist will be evident to all onr readers.

The mode in which it opposes itself to some of the main positions

of Comte we shall indicate as we proceed.

It is high time tliat we direct the attention of our readers to

the more fundamental 'work of Comte. From our brief

of his D iaco iirs PrdiminairCy they may know the nature of the
substitute which M. Comte proffers to them, after he has robbed
them of their philosophy, their religion, and their God. Laying
aside the SysUmc de Politique Positive, and opening the Cours
de Philosojjhie Posit ive, we readily admit that we turn from the
dreams of a theorist to the steady,calm, passionless productions ofa
great philosopher. We allow, without fear of being misunderstood,
that Auguste Comte is a man of gigantic learning and great geius;
that he is sincere in Ids behef, and enthusiastic in his devotion to
one object; that his mind is capacious, vigorous, and penetrating,

andthat he has made, in his classification of. the sciences, progress
towards the accomplishment of a task in which Aristotle, Aquinas,
Bacon, Descartes, D'Al®iHbert,Bossuet,and Condorcet, have failed.

His fundamental work is a colossal monument to his industry
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and accomplishments, and we must add to his lonesomeness and
self-sufficiency. We are prepared to render a deeply felt homage
to the power and sweep of his intellect. We are not blind to

the influence that he has exerted on some minds, and we are

fully alive to the probability that we shall hear a good deal

about him in the course of the next twenty years. We are not

without our fears that the union of different sects proclaimed in

our literary and scientific institutions, and ignored in our places

of worship; that the secularism rife among our industrious

classes, and the anarchy of opinion prevalent in religious circles

;

that the mode in which theologians often treat their sacred

themes, that apologies in which Christianity and Catholicism

are judged by recognised facts and principles, indicate, not the

personal influence of Comte, but the broad foundation on which
some of his fundamental doctrines rest.* We, therefore, to

some extent agree with Miss Martineau when she says that the

opinions of Comte are cropping out in all directions. We have
no doubt that Miss Martineau has sincerely congratulated her-

self on having brought Comte into closer contact wdth his

English readers. After diligent comparison of her wrork with

the original from which she has abridged it, we can do all

honour to her painstaking exertion, and general impartiality

and
, accuracy. We shall not, however, hesitate to illustrate

some exceptions to this general statement. . With the tone of

her preface we are by no means pleased^ it is characterized by
marks of irritation and bigotry, which we regret. The whole
spirit of Miss Martineau's remarks implies two things,—that no
theologian or metaphysician understands the true conditions of

the universe,—and that the social science of M. Comte has

already assumed the character of a Positive Philosophy, and
carries irresistible conviction to the minds of all men, except

the theologians, who despise what they cannot understand, and
dread what they cannot appreciate. Her ‘hope is that this

‘book may achieve, besides the purposes entertained by its

^ author, the one more that he did not intend, of conveying a
‘sufficient rebuke to those who, in theological selfishness, or

‘metaphysical pride, speak evil of a philosophy which is too
‘ lofty and too simple, too humble and too generous, for the habit

‘of their minds.' It is some comfort to discover that Miss
Martineau has found a wiser teacher than Mr. Atkinson

;
and

* trhe press lias been rife with treatises and sermons on religious su>»jec1;8, in

which analogy has been made to <io more service tlian Uhistrate tru^ and rationalistic

jnetho^fi have been used to establish Christian verities. Comte himself illustrates

this point by referring to Joseph Le Maistre’s elaborate treatise *Du Pape/ in

which, leaving tjie ground of Divine right and Infallibility, he attempts to prove the

rea8onablene8(i''ot the Papal authority.
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while we protest against the unworthy imputations with which
she interlards the account of her own labours, we are convinced
that as those labours contribute to a more extensive diffusion of

the views and aims of this great opponent of Christianity and
God, they will reveal the baselessness of his assumptions, and the

poor substitutes he has to offer for the faith and fear of the

nations, as well as secure a more general and unreserved con-

demnation of his entire system.

In ])age 309 of this ai’ticle, we have presented to our readers

Miss Martineau's rendering of Comte's views on the three stages

of human knowledge; arid his dogma that the human mind has

three modes of viewing truth; that each branch of our knoAvledge

passes tlirough three different conditions: the theological or

su})ernatural
;
the metajihysical or abstract; and the scientific or

positive. For lack of s])ace we beg our readers to re-perusc this

quotation.

Such is Comte s fundamental doctrine and much vaunted dis-

covery. He cnd(‘a.vourstu pre-occupy the mind with this doctrine

l>y general a priori considerations, to confirm it in his dogmatic
treatment of the several departments of positive science, and
to establish it at great length in the volumes which are expressly

devoted to the social sciences.

The first of these modi^s of confirmation forms the principal

topic of the ojiening ]i^<;on, and Mr. Lowes has enlarged upon
and po|)ularize(l it in his own jioculiarly happy way. It is some-
what remarkable that he should have reversed tlic entire spirit

of this chapter, and indeed of so much that he has written, by
returning to the subjective inspirations of his childhood, by
finding a fourth stage and method of philosophising, which is

both theological and inetapJiysical; by discoveriug a God to love,—‘a veritable incarnation of restless activity,' to admire and
worship in the (Jatliedral of immensity,—a postulate after all on
which to rest hisllniver.se,—an “ active Life," wdiose sjiontaneous

evolutions fill the Infinite.

This confession of Mr. Lewes, this determination of an honest
English mind, not to be bamboozled by a theory, is more or less

the answer which every good Christian will give to the arbitrary

conclusion of the mental stages through which all our know-
ledge is supposed to pass. Comte assures us that ‘ each man is

‘ a\^:tr(3, if he looks back upon his own history, that he was a
* theologian in his infancy, a metaphysician in his youth, a positive

‘ philosopher in his manhood.' And w’e might add, with Lewes on
‘ our side:—a believer in God and the infinite in his maturer age.

But whence come these three stages of our knowledge ? Upon
what does Comte rest for the proof of his fundamental law? To

NO. XXXVIII. z
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what does he most frequently refer from the commencement to

the close of his writings? What is the fundamental position out

of which these ‘three modes of philosophizing, which are

radically different from each other,' really spring? The deep
need felt at every epoch of some theory pour lirr les

In other parts of tlie work he tolls us that the subjective

ins}nrations of the human understanding, whether in the form of

theological beliefs, of metaphysical abstractions, or of hy])ot}ieses

to be verified by observation have successively afforded to the

mind the satisfaction it recpiires, so that the (.‘xplanation given

by the Fetioli worshipper for the growth of a plant—tlie hxirs of

the superstitious jVlonotheists in the midst of a tliunderstonn

—

the conclusions of Newton and Laplace alumt the motions of the

heavenly bodies—all arise out of this fuinlainental need of the

human sold; in other words, the universal belief iliat every

effect must have a cause. The 3^oungt.‘st (diild jiossessps and acts

upon this consciousness; the meanest savage feels it e(|ually with

the most jiositii e })hiloso])her : a ])riiici])le of belief so wide-

spreading and resistless is coitaiidy worth iiKjuinng into, is a
phenomenon of j)rodigious importance, and vindicates for th(}

human intelligence a much earlier position than Comte allows to

it in bis calegories of ])heiiomena. His entire scheme rests on a
metaphysical basis—on tlu^ acknowledgment of“ a i)sychological

fact. The progress of knowledge teaches us that the mind
of man will grant an insufficient cause rather than bo d6)prive<l

of the stability and solace of a th(H)ry to account for its first

sensations. It is very easy for Comte to ignore metaphysics, to

presume that there is no difficulty whatever in the comprehen-
sion of this first principle and impulse in all inquir}"; hut. although
he simplifies Ids work by silejice, the great reality underlies every
page of liis writings. And he tells us (y». 43 of the CoJechAsn^,
‘ that a certain speculative license must lx; granted to our intelli-

‘gence, for the ]>ur])ose of rendering our coucejdions more regular
*and ])eautifu] without interhuiug with their truthfulness.'

It is tnie tliat we often hasten to insufficient explanations of
natural phenomena. For instance, a three-legged table takes to

‘turning' at a quiet tea-party. The cause is unknown; the cir-

cumstances in whicli it is placed suggest no influence that can
account for it

;
there are not wanting weak-p:iindcd individurds who

attpdmte it to supernatural agency. This is the ‘ premihre ebaughe'
of an unscieutific mind. To explain the mystery, a, spirit is supposed
to animate tlie table—this is a species of Fetichism 6r diablerie,

and is the first stage of our knowledge. Hasty reasoners will at

once assume)^the existence of some new force or entity in nature,
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which although an abstraction of their minds, suffices for their

pur]>ose;—this is tlie metaphysical stage of our knowledge.
After a while, the antecedents of this event will all be known;
some general facts will be discovered in which it is included, and
this is the Positive stage of our knowledge about it; and we must
then be satisfied :—perhaps not!

This is the rule through Avhich Comte and his inter];)reters lead

us, with refer(^nc(i to all our knowledge. We have seen that Mr.
Lewes does u<^t stop with the Positive stage,—^we jiresume that

few men ever have, or ever w-ill do so.

Astronomy fiiniishes our author with his crack illustration.

This sublime schiuce, says be, had its theological or supernatural

stage. Every star was oiica a god shedding divinest influence

U])on the world. M^ach in his motion like an angel sang the

Psalmist said, ‘The heavens declare the glory of God;'
and that ‘fameux versct’ was considered capable of ex

2
)ressing

the* entire truth of astronomy. But in process of time ‘ forces/

‘entities,’ and ‘attractions,' the dreams and fancies of the human
mind w(‘re summoned to account for the hidden mysteries of

heaven and (iartli
;
the tht'ories of Hipparchus, Tycho Brahe,

C 'Open liens, and Descartes, express its metaphysical stage; and
now that the discoveries of modern astronomy have revealed the

geiKU'al facts or laws l)y which the movements of the heavenly

b(>di(‘s can be foreseen and explained, \ve Lave arrived at the

Positive stage of tlie science, and with this we must be content :

—

porha j)s not

!

The buman understanding, if content with tlie knowledge
of general laws, as the ex]>lanation of particular facts, is so,

not because it is actuated by the irresistible desire to have
some ex})lanjition, but because it is forced by this very science to

seek the First Cause of all these general facts, and a philosophy

wbieli shall insist on repressing (hat search vnll crush the

iusplraiion vjhich gives it all its alirtieni and stimulus. Nor
is the tnost entire confidence in the validity of Positive Science
and tlie eventual ovej*throw of false theologies and trajisitory

metaphysics inconsistent with the sublime burst of our great

National Poet:

—

‘ Tlicse are thy glorious works, Parent of Good

—

Aliiiiglity ! Thiii(» this universal frame,

Thus wondrous fair; TiivsjiiJ^ how wonderous thtni

!

Ilnsyieakable, who sitt’st al)Ove these Heavens

To us Invisible —or dinily seen

In these Thy lowest works; yet these deelart^

Thv goodness Ik'voiuI tliought, and 1*owct Divine,’

z 2
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Resolutely blind to everything beyond the Positive Science,

fully convinced that every element of our knowledge mvd pass

through these stages, and these only, Comte proceeds to develop
them. He believes that the various sciences have reached this

stage in the order of decreasing generality, and increasing com-
plexity, and he declares that his prime object in this work is to

reduce History, Politics, and Religion to the Positi\a^ stage. But
before he can accomplish this, he endeavours to show that all

previous sciences are branches of one great trunk.* He does not
attempt a dogmatic exposition of all the Positive Sciences, but,

an encyclopaniic arrangement of all science in the Positive

sysk>;n.

The Classification of the sciences is another essential element
of his scheme?, and is the theme upon wliich the most elaborate

eulogies have been pronounced both by friends and foes. M.
Comte tells us that there are six fundanuMital scienctis, and
six only, and these lie proceeds to classity in accordance witli the
law of increasing complexity and decreasing generalily observed
in the ][)henomena of which they ti'cat. W'e appn.hend tliat this

forms our author s greatest claim to be considered the founder of

a new system and mode of thinking. He and others expatiate

at length about there being 720 dilierent wnys of arranging six

things, and that he has rejected 710 of them. But wo
believe that amongst the natural plulosopliies whicli he con-
siders to contain the sum total of our scientific knowledge, he
is hy no means singular in arranging them in the order in wliieli

they appear in Ids Covvf^ de J^/tilosophlr PomtiiWy and vve are
not prepared to admit that he has finally decided the true
encyclopaedic ^echelle’ from whicli nobody can henceforth
dissent. The difficulties that lieset the student, in classifying
human knowledge, are a,ma.zingly reduced if he decrease the
number of sciences tliat are capable of such ordination. Let it

then 1)0 rememhored that the classification of Comte lias refer-
ence in tl-'O first place merely to theoretical sciences, and assigns
to other liands, or later efforts, the ordination of tlie practical
application of demonstrated theory. JMor would lie pass through.
Ids alernliic even the whole of our theoretical knowledge, but
sini] )ly our abstract science—the knowledge, discovery, and proofof
the laws which govern the several classgs of phenomena, and this

..as opposed to the concrete, particular, descrijitive sciences whicli in
Lis estimation possess a secondary value. He requires no place

* See an ;Mlniirable fliscussion of this subject in the Athenseinn, between tlie
reviewer,^! Comte, Mr. Lewes, and Professor Vera, in which the h'hdlc of Comte
is referrutl to the Encyclojii-die of Hegel.
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for Geology in his eclielle; Mineralogy, Natural History, Botany,

Zoology, as descriptive sciences, are excluded from it, but for

Physiology and dogmatic Pliysics he finds a place. His object

lias been simply to classify the and the abstract branches

of theoretical science.

In the same way the picilosophy of history finds a place in his

sclieme. History itself is oidy an a.ppendix. The abstract in-

vestigation of the sciences takes precedence of the investigation

due to their ^‘oncrete relationships; scientific treatment is to

precede as well as follow observation. This simplification of

the problem itself slniuld be clearly apprehended. We do not

say that it detract^s from the beauty and symmetry of the

hierarcliy of tlie sciences as propouinled by Comte, but it iSives

an immense fi^ Id uiitravcrsed, and places many of the compound
sciences in a very awkward and unsatisfactory predicament.

This peculiarity of his classification is, however, a trifle com-
jiared with the position which he assigns to some of the most
momentous subj(icts which can aflect our well-being and jirogress.

He starts with the principle that phenomena which are the

mortt simple, anti which complicate others in the slightest degree,

arc the most general in their character, and may be considered

first without involving the rest,—and hence he divides all phe-

nomena into inorganic and organic. 'Jhe science which relates to

the former, he again sub-divides into Celestial and Terrestrial

Pliysics. Celestial Physics are considered in their geometrical

and mechanical relationshijis. TeiTestrial Physics, in their

mechanical and chemical phenomena. Here commences the

study of organized bodies, and we again find the more general

and simple considerations forming the basis of the sciences, that

are more complicated, and are dependent upon them. Physiology

takes the precedence of the science of Social Physics, which is

dependent on it. ‘ In all social phenomena, we perceive the
‘ working of the physiological laws of the individual, and more-
‘ over, something which modifies their effects, which belongs to
‘ the influence of individuals over each other.'

The five sciences which issue from this arrangement, are

Astuonomy, Physics, Chemistry, Physiology, and Social
Physics. Comte defends the relation which he has instituted

between them, on the grounds of its faithfully representing the

order of their development. No science in this scale can pro-

ceed far, without the prior advancement of that which precedes

it, and it is in this order that the several sciences have passed, or

are passing through the mental stages to which reference has

been made. The theological stage of one may have coincided

with the positive stage of another
;
but it is according to this
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gradation tliat tlio different human theories have ])rogressed out

of the tlieologic envelope, and have reached the final find positive

condition, \Ve are disposed to question the onhr in which

these sciences have been developed. In our o}>iiiion there are

rtiovc elements than those which mere s<nenee can ordinate in all

nature, and a larger number of these stubborn elements are to be

found in our social relationships tluin in any other; but of this we
are • convinced, that not only does every hunnan })eing gain his

clearest and most scientific views of psychologic, and bioh^gic, and
social phenomena FIUST, but that humanity lias, under certain

circumstances, sliown an extraordinary forwardness in social and
political relations, and a great backwardness in natural science?.

Tills is not the place in which to contend with the prect^dence

given by Comte to any member of this family, liut it is the place

where our readei‘s will be disposed to ask,
—what has lie done

with the science of God—with the science of mind—wdth tlie

constitution of our taculties
—

'with the science of Logie—with the

laws of thought, and the laws of right action^ Are tin ‘re no
phenomena, general or complex, which in these res[xx‘ts ara

worthy to be admitted into tbe categories of abstract science i

Alas ! there is no God in Comte s system,—there are no pbe-

nomena which assert His presence, and there is no science of

Theology which deserves the name. Like Alchemy cir Astrology.

Divinity belongs to the past, and need not interfere with the piT>

gress of true philosophy. But does he “take no account of it in

the history of tlic world as a phenomenon of science? Yes,— it

is a way in which men have viewed other sciences; it is not a
science in its own right, it is a stage in the development of human
theories; it has been a mode of philosophizing, but it Ijas no
claim to a place in his encyclopaedia But, replies some hasty

critic, ‘ I am certain of His existence—I am as persuaded of it

as I am of my own—cogito ergo sum—cogito ergo Deus express

ultimate facts in my consciousnes.s/ Comte laughs his con-
sciousness to scorn, and as to ultimate facts or principles of
belief having any right to be considered, he says, ‘metaphysics
‘are only a stage, a mode in which men have viewed other
* things, and, like all theologies, are to be scouted from Positive

science.’ Consciousness is not a phenomenon, and cannot,

in Comtes system, foim the basis of a science. Human
faculties, primary beliefs, irresistible convictions, common
‘fiense, can only be viewed by him from the high grouffd of

physiology, both animal and vegetable (!), and instead of a man
studying his own mind, with the hope of getting at some truths

about mind in general, he must devote himself to cerebral phy-
mology-^ud social physics, in order to arrive at any just ideas of
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human life, or liumaii thought. ' Begin your study of yourself,'

says Coint'e, ‘ by an enlarged acquaintance with Astronomy,
‘ Physics, and Chemistry, the nature of organisms, vegetable,

‘human, and social, and you will soon find your own place, and
‘ hush those (questionings which throw you into such a ridiculous
‘ fevcjr. AVhile you ask you are one of my j)henomena,

—

‘and while I answer you, 1 may be one (jf yours. Find out the
‘ laws which have governed both, by an attentive study of the

‘theories of J)r. Gail, Dr. Spurzheim, and myself, and you will

‘ soon be at peace.’

Oiii- critic pro])oscs another iinquiry:
—‘But surely you must

‘have a place for the science of Logic: the reasonings which
‘you indulge arci more general in their character than th(f*phe-

‘noiiKnia vvliieli you caltgorize. You can form no idea of the

‘sun, or moon, or earth, without Logic, inductive, or ratkxnna-

‘tive, or both. There must be some general ])rinciples frem
‘which cMui you reason, senne laws of thought whicli give reality

‘to all your arguments.’ There is* a science of Logic, and there

are not a few great logicians of our times, who will not hesitate to

teli i\l. Comte, that ]>y declaring (in a few sentences) the im-

possibility of (lonstructing a science of Logic, of assigning any of

the laws of thougl.it, indep^'iidently of tlitj particular phenomena
which demand the exercise of the understanding, he has by no
means hrought iiresistiblc coiivicticm to their minds. The hne
qiolemie that has prevailt'd betw^een Whewell and Mill—^between

Sir VV'illiam Hamilton and Piofossor i)e Morgan, may suffice to

show that we have, even yet, an immense deal to know about
the nature of mind, and the laws of thought, whicli is not

dreamed of in his philosophy.

But we would go further, ami say, with all deference, that

Comte is not consistent in his treatment of this subject. He has

a ])sychology to whicli he bows, and by whicli he governs

a classilication of the sciences that virtually ignores it. He lias a
theory of perc(>ption which is sufficient for his purpose, although
he may not lind it convenient to admit it. He holds meta-
physical facts, to which he gives the name of abstractions, without

telling us what is the meaning or the nature of such a mental
operation. He believes in the universal convictions of the human
(and perhaps of the animal) understanding, to which it would be
inexpedient for him to allow any special importance. There are

great subjective inspirations of the human mind about the
universe, “ the infinite life from which it proceeds," which his

most Positive disciple finds in his most Positive Science; and
which ai*e tar more real and universal, than even the abstractions

of space and time.
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I
We turn wit]i pleasure from a subject so full of painful

,

/;

reflection, to one which is far less exposed to the hand or knifisil^'

of the critic. A large portion of a ponderous octavo volume is

filled with Comte’s general views on mathematical science, and

these exhibit a mind of mighty grasp. No branch of the

philosophy of magnitudes, numbers and relations, is left unor-

dinated by him; and that which in many books, entitled “ Courses

of Mathematics,” appears like a heap of the broken fragments of

a child’s puzzle, under his careful treatment assumes its rightful

place, and tempts the student to ask why no one has done tliis

before. Comte has vindicated for astronomy the first place

among the sciences, in virtue of the fewmess of the causes that are

at wol*k to produce all its phenomena. The regular motions and
unvarying laws of matter, considered as a w'hole, are the most
general and least complicated of all the phenomena which we are

called upon to investigate. Astronomy is not dependent on pliysics,

or chemistry on pliysiolog^’’, or social physics, but the lacts

of which they treat are all dependent on astronomical considera-

tions. We insist, however, that astronomy is a science dependent
on logical and psychological considerations, and Comte’s very

next step is confinnatory of our opinion, for he proceeds wdth an
analogous inquiry. He finds that before he can study the laws

and relations of the heavenly bodies, there is a great deal of

information to be acquired on a simpler (?) theme. The mind seeks

to know something definite about rndgnitmle itself. Form,
position, and motion all have their laws, and recpiire some treat-

ment at the hands of the Positive Philosopher. The sciences of

number, magnitude, and motion, are therefore indispensable

preliminaries to the study of astronomy. And here we must
confess that we cannot take our stand out of ourselves. Before
we can be conscious of the relations of equality, before we can
abstract the notion of space, or ai)prehend a law of motion, we
have asked other questions, and are conscious of other lealities.

Comte feais a ‘ metitphysical reverie,’ as much as he dreads the
august idea of God ; but ridicule and terror do not annihilate the
problems which human nature will persist in proposing.

The science of mathematics constitutes the first and the
introductory department of Positive Philosophy, so that together
with the five already enumerated, we now have the six funda-
mental divisions into which all our abstfact knowledge may be
classified. Taking an ordinary definition of mathematics, C^nite
declares it to be the science whose object is the measurement of
magmtiide, and he then divides it into two great compartments,
tlie easential differences of which apj^ear to him of supreme
importarfce. Abstract and concrete are the names which lie
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yes to these two classes of considerations. Concrete matlie-

b^ics lias reference to tlie phenomena examined. Abstract

lithemat.ics is altogether independent of phenomena. The first is

experimental and phenomenal
;

the second, logical and rational.

Concrete mathematics busies itself about rectangles, s(piares, and
spheres

;
abstract inatliematics must deal with products, quotients,

integrals, and logarithms.

The virtue of this classification is seen at once by a study of

the subdivision, of these two great departnionts of the science.

Concrete mathematics woidd comprise the measurement of all

natural phenomena, but it is practically limited to those which

y>resent either fixed numbers or ratios. Were all the universe

immovable, it is clear that there couhl be no science butT^the

measure of magnitude. But since the various objects in the

universe arc subject to motion, and change their position (as far

as that motion is capable of Ijeing referred to fixed numbers or

ratios), they form a legitimate department of the science of

mathematics. This science is thus at once divided into geometry
and mechanics. Abstract mathematics is concerned with two
things,—the construction of the functions which express the

relations tliat are suggested either by geometry or mechanics,

but are independent of the jdienomena which contain them,

—

and the evaluation of tho.se functions. The first of these sub-

divisions is a]ge‘bra, and the second arithmetic. The product of

two and five will bo ten, Vhether we spejak of five apples, pears,

jdanets, or yards of tape; the tlirec angles of a triangle will be
tog(‘th(}r e(|ual to two right angles, whether the angles are

drawn on this yiaper, or are those sulitended by the distances

between the sun, moon, and earth. ‘ The evaluation of functions'

includes in tins comprehensive scheme the whole science of

arithmetic, the approximate solution of equations, the constitu-

tion of logarithmic tables, and the numerical solution of definite

integrals. [Jnder the discovery of abstract functions, our author

has comprised a summary of almost every proposition of import-

ance, every method of analysis in ordinary algebra, as well as in

the differential and integral calculus.

By ordinary arithmetic and algebra we cannot find the tangent

to a curve at a given point, measure its arc, or know the solid

contents of a sphere. The reader is led over the difficult ground
where the greatest rnatheTnaticians have stumbled and fallen, and
is piaffed in a position where he canjudge for himself the merits of

the discoveries of Leibnitz, Newton, and Lagrange, for the measure
of the new magnitudes which geometry and mechanics are con-

stantly presenting to the analyst. A whole lecture is devoted to the

comparative treatment of the different methods that have been
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employed for this purpose; the palm is awarded to Lagrange,

who, upon purely algebraical principles anil without the aid of

* the theory of limits, establishes his method of derived functions,

and avoids the danger of any metaphysical conception, other

than those which have been recognised as necessary in algebra,

geometry, and mechanics. Comte proceeds to investigate all the

principal methods of dilferentiation, and implies that imumierahle
processes of nature may he eventually shown to be ca])able

explanation l:)y the difterent modes in which the variables in our

mathematical functions may be supj)osed capable ot variation. lie

then advances to the concrete measurement of magnitude. This

is called geometry. He naturally enough Hies out like a tiger at

the^lnetaphysical notion of space ; he does not apjxw to us either

to see or to meet the realities of tlie case. He makers no allusion

wiiatever to tlie universality and nect\ssity ol' tins mental c<;)nc(‘]j-

tion, but declares that the abstraction has sprung from the nature

of the atmosjdiere in wliich we live. He makes nothing of the

neces'siiry condition which space imposes on every thoiiglit and
sensation, nor does he apy>e‘ar to feel that in this same idea of

space there is the true starting point, Iforn consciousmiss (jf self,

to consciousness of the world. This is not the place to enter at

length into the discussion of the subject, or to exf>lain, after the

manner of Aristotle, Locke, Kant, Cousin, or Hamilton, the
universal formation in the mind of man of the idea of s[)ace.

A careless perusal might lead to the conclusion that when Kant
announces in his ‘ Critic of the Pure Ileason’ the contradictions

which arise in the mind wdien it seeks to dogmatize on the
existence, or extent, of the universe— that when Hamilton,
refeniijg to the idea of space, shows that it is the natural result of

the limitation of our faculties, and the sigm and conseijuence of

our ignorance, and thence concludes that there are many things

credible, although incoiiceiviable, which it is impossible to deny,
or to disbelieve, and which are yet equally incapable of proof,

—these writers are taking the ground CJomte has adoj)ted in
prcKtlaiming our ignorance of things as they arc, and the suf-

ficiency and importance of the abstraction we make of the
space which any object of sense is supj>osed to occupy. There
is, liowever, this vast difference between them,—Hamilton’s
‘ learned ignorance,’ is the key to his knowledge

;
Comte s con-

fessed ignorance is the mei*e spur of his invention along easier

paths of discovery. Hamilton has taught us to feel the existence
and activity of mind which is unlimited by these powers of ima-
gination or conception, and which can solve, and hold the mighty
problem. ‘Tush,^ says Comte, ‘there is no necessity for any
‘ questibn whether space is, or is not, absolute

;
we know nothing
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^ for certain Leyond the solar system
; and it is unlikely that any

‘ intellect, in any of those fertile worlds in space, will ever come to

‘ an imderstanding even of the limited universe."

Having made the ahstractiuii of spiace, and presumed on the

phenomena of extension, Comte tells us, that extension is of

three kinds ; when takcm in one direction, we have a line,—in

two directions, a surface,—in three directions, a volume. Lines,

surfaces, and volumes, may be viewed in ditierent lights, may re-

ceive ditlerent. definitions
;
but it is of great importance that the

definition bt^ such as to include the physical properties of these

lines arul surfaces, and not be mere deductions from them.

Having the grand assemblage of forms and properties before us,

geometry resolves itself into two principal divisions : firs^the

examination of all conceivable forms, or the sj>ecial geometry of

the ancients; and, secondly, tlie investigation of the properties of

ea( form
;

or, t in? general and analytical geometry of the

moderns. The only point which wc signalize here, Ls this,—that

he is silent about the axioms, or the principle of identity
;

tliat

he offers no expiaiuition of the self-evident propasitioiis which
verify and legitimate all the rr?sults of mathematics; nor does he
condescend to re])ly to tin; conclusion at wdiich nearly all jihilo-

soidiers ] I avc arrived, that tlie accuracy of mathematical reasoning

detrends in a large measure on the laws of the human reason

with which it deals. He states his ojiinion that it is due to the

simplicity of the subject^nattcr
; hut it is only an o])inion. We

tlioroiighly approve of tlie coiulemnation which lie pronounces on
the idea, that from mere analytical considerations w^e can ever
arrive at geometrical truth. We have no space to review Comt(/s
masterly summary of meclianical science, but the mode in which
he views the more recondite facts of this scitmee throw^s us back
almost up<.)n what Whewell has advanced with reference to the
laws of motion themselves. We arc persuaded that, even grant-

ing inertia, reaction, and coexistence of motions to be merely
general facts, they are facts which have received their generaliza-

tion, and taken their entire shape from the mind of man. As the
senses of man limit the number of properties which we can per-

ceive in matter, so the nature of mind itself limits these ultimate

properties and states of all matter. When we discover a law of

motion, which, in our limited experience, we conclude to be abso-

lute
;
by such a discov^y we hasten to a generalization of our

expeHence, and we have the irresistible conviction that the/orm
it has assumed within us is a correct expression of the form it has
actually assumed without us, in regions where experience caimot
test it, where observation cannot discover it. If then, far on in our
subsequent investigations, we come across conclusions which rest
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on this very fact— tliis mental law, wliich appears to verify the

conception which we had formed, it is absolutely impossible

to resist the impression that there is some close connection be-

tween the mind and the life which can com]) I'cltend the universe,

and the mind and ‘life from which the universe proceeds/

Quite in harmony with the whole of Comte's mathematical

theory, he ignores and abuses the doctrine of probabilities.

Mr. J. S. Mill has recanted some of his criticism on the points

where he differed from Laplace, but M. Comte k)ses no oj)por-

tunity of exposing ‘ tlie barrenness and uselessness of the theory/

He makes no allusion to the assistance whicli Laplace found

ill the elaboration of his most profound discoveries from the

metttods of the calculus of probability, and seems to defy the

fact that in the astronomical observatories, and in ev(‘ry in-

surance office, there is perpetual use made of the conclusions

of ‘ this pretended science/

Astronomy is the next science wliich ( Vnnte refers to its stage

in the Positive scheme. He defines it as ‘ the science whose
‘object is the discoveiy of the ffcomeirical and mechanical
‘ phenomena of heavenly bodies.' As it has to deal with phe-

nomena of the simplest kind, its means of exploration are

more hmited than tliose of any other.

Siinide observation forms the only instrument of iiKpiiry

;

neither experiment nor comparison are possible. It is not,

however, the mere accumulation of facts
; it is the discovery

of theory ‘pour lier les faits.' Tliis is the conversion of our

mere sensations into geometrical and meclianieal phenomena.
It is very painful to observe the dogged earnestness wdth wliich

Comte persists in excluding from geometrical or mechanical astro-

nomy the smallest conception whicli could help his readers to the

realization of the (jternal mind, and will, and life. The best

illustration of what he considers to be the irreconcilable hostility

of all science to all religion, is seen in the exclusion of the idea

of JiAnd cause from the study of astronomy. By showing that

the stability of our solar system proceeds from the mutual
gravitation of its parts, he supjmses that he has overturned the

fiction of a designing mind. All that he has done would rather

show that the Power which originated the whole used means
suited to secure the end.

The Positive Philosopher transforms*the entire evidence for

the presence of final causes into that which exhibits the ‘mere
‘ conditicuis of existence,' but he leaves the whole question of

existence itself untouched. The origination of the forms, the

managenient of the magnitudes, the nature of the collocations,

the faeCs of gravitation, of heat, of light, of life, of conscience, of
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society, are made to find their explanation still in the mighty
world of thought which rolls through tlie heavens, but is not

perceived by his telescope, nor registered by his methods. The
chapter whicli is introduced on the means of observation pos-

sessed and improved by astronomers is a beautifid specimen of

the author’s peculiar power.* But we must proceed.

'J'he g<K)metrical phenomena of the heavenly bodies are divided

first into those wliich we can observe on the supposition of the

eijuililirium and immobility of the universe; and, second, into

those which arise from its displacements; the first are called

statical, and the second dya.amical.'f

Under the first, he includes the measurement of planetar^dis-

tances—rough approximations to the figure of the earth, or the

length of a degree of latitude on the earth s surface. Under the

second, or Geometrical Dynamics, he treats of the several motions

of the earth. lie shows that it was impossible that the motion
of th(‘ eartli should have been discovc^red, until the universality of

the laws of motion had been observed; and that it was both
natural and logical that the doctrine of the earth’s annual and
diurnal motion should at first be met by determined opposition.

Th(‘r(‘ is nothing ik'W in tlie summation of the arguments by
which that opposition was eventually shown to be untenable, and
by which the several motions of rotation and translation have
been ])rovod beyond the possibility of a doubt. Comte digresses

at great length to sliow liow the dissipation of the idea that the
earth is immoveable, and the demonstration of its insignificance

in the great system of which it forms a part, have given a death-

blow to all the aforesaid arguments founded on tlie subordination

of the universe to man. We here introduce Mr. Lewes^ render-

ing of Comte’s views on this point, which we are glad to find the
translator himself characterize as an ‘ unphilosophical outbreak.'
‘ To those who are strangers to the study of the heavenly bodies,
‘ although frequently masters of the other parts of natural philo-
‘ sophy, astronomy has still the reputation of being an emi-
‘ nently religious science, as if the famous verse. The hectvens
* declare the glory of God, still preserved all its value. To minds
‘ early familiarized with true philosophical astronomy, the heavens

* We liave no apace to ii\^rotluce here flome discussion of tlie position whicli

other nuitheniatical writers have assigned in virtue of this important branch of
their flienie—to the science of optics. We do not consider that Uomte has justified

the position he assigns to optics.—See Coleridge’s ‘ Science of Method
;
Encycl.

Metrop.’ Q’he corrections for refraction an<i aherration, as well as the observations
which have enabled astronomers to learn the distance of the earth fi*om the sun by
the transit of Venus, are dependant on optical science and physical laws.

+ M. Comte expressly warns us that he uses these terms in a geometrical sense :

we have particular reasons for calling the attention of our readers to this fact.

V,.
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‘ declare no other glory than that of Hipparchus, of Kepler, of

^ Newton, and of all those who have aided in establishing their laws.

‘ Jt is, however, certain, as I have shown, that all real science is

‘in radical and necessary opposition to all tlieolog^T^, and this

‘ characteristic is more decid^ in astronomy than anywhere else,

‘ just because astronomy is, so to speak, more a science than any
‘ other, according to the cora]:)arison made above. No other has
‘ given more terrible shocks to the doctrine of final causes, gene-
' rally regarded by the moderns as the iiidis];)erisable basis of every
^ religious system, although, in reality, it has only been a con-
‘ secpience of th(?m. The simple knowledge of the movi*meiit of
‘ th^eaitli must have destroyed the prime and real foundation of

‘this doctrine, the idea of the universe subordinated to the earth,

‘and consequently to man, as I shall specially exjdain when
‘ treating of this movement. Besides, the accurate exploration of

‘our solar system could not but dispel that blind and unlimited
‘ wonder whicli the general order of nature inspired, by sliowiug,

‘ in the most sensible maimer, aiul in A'arious respects, that tlje

‘ elements of this svvstem are certaUdy nui (Uspoml in thr. hiost

* advardayejms onmmer, and that scic/ice permits us cdsily to

^ conceive a happier arrantfeme rd. Finally, under a last, and
‘still more important point of view,—by the development of tnic
‘ celestial mechanics since Ncorton,—all tlu'clogical phi]f)sophy,

‘ even the most perfect, lost for ever ,its ])rincipal iubdloctua]

‘functions; the most regular order being tbencefortb concooved
‘ as necessarily establislied, and maintainod in our world, a-ufl in
‘ the entire universe itself, by the simple inutuai grarity of its

‘different parts,’ It is monstrous that we should havf*. sTich

conclusions jmiclaimed before us as the result of philoso]ihic inves-

tigation. We arc (piitc unj>repaied to allow tlie l)earing of these

remarks on the importance of man to the v/ni verse. Analogy is

against making magnitude the measure of value or of srd)Oi’(lina-

tion. If we take our stand on tlie side of Mont Blanc, or j>eer

into a gaping crevasse among those interminable fudds of ice, it

is quite possible to be painfully conscious of insignificance, with-

out attempting to scale the mountains of the sun, or to dive into

their burning craters
;
and Ave are fully aware that an avalanche

miglit, in a few moments, carry M. Cumtc' and all Positivo

Pliilosoplitjrs, and even the entire edition of these bulky octavos
inn I some eternal sepulchre; but, verily, the relative valpe of
these two classes of existence is not to be settled in that way.
The mountains are of inhnitely less importance than he is to our
scientific and social development; and he, or some others, like him,
have gj-eater influence on the fate of the social phenomena of this

planet, tiian all the Alps of Switzerland, or the avalanches of a
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thousand summers. We may easily point to small spots on our

globe which, scientihcally, historically, morally, religiously, have

had greater influence on the human race, than all other portions

of it taken together; in the same way, it is equally conceivable

that this earth, from the wondrous events which have taken

place upon its surface, may long since have acquired an awful

interest in the uni^'crse. There is no more necessity that its

motion through space should diminish this interest, than that

tlui motion of a failway train, by the operation of natural laws and
human will, should take the crown from the king, or the emi-

nence fix'm the philosopher who intnisted himself to its tender

iiierci('S. The awful minuteness wdthin wdiich the same infiiyte

activity ])rcvails,—the oceans of splendour replete with life which
sparkle in the dewdrop of the morning—the inconceivable num-
ber of living creatures—the dazzling dis])lay of beauty and of

order tliat may lie discovered on every leaf of the opening spring

and eveiy insect tliat flutters in the bj*eeze, prove to us, that

instead oi' man being at the bottom of this wondrous scale, he is

at least ‘ half way ])etween between iiotbing and infinity.' How
far tlio old Hebreiv Psalmist entered into the grandeur and
distances of tlie heavenly bodies we cannot say, but we know
lliat lie bad learned from tliem lessons of humility, and confidence,

v>^]\L^u ho penned tliat undying ode, ‘ When 1 consider tho
luifn cns, the work of thy fingers; the moon and the stars, w’hich

thou hast ordained. What is man, that thou art mindful of him,
and tlie sou of man that thou \dsitost him?' Tho religious spirit

has now for eenturies been kindled, and not abashed or de-
stroyed by the revelation of the overwhelming magnitude of the
universe'

;
and such ‘ semi-philosophers’ as Newton, Ban'ow, and

Herschel, have thrown their incense on tlie blazing altiir. The
bad-heailed absurdity of our finite wisdom which would improve
or a-mend the present constitution of the universe is too obvious
to need furtbei* comment.
But to ])roceed. The next Lecture is devoted to an examina-

tion of Kepler's laivs. It is not necessary that w'c should refer to
these well-known and empirical laws; they were generalizations of
geonu^trical flicts revealetl by tlic^ motion of the planets about
tho sun, ara.l of the satellites about their primaries. Kepler
referred them to no liiglior genenilization, to no ultimate fact in
the universe; he merely classified them, and arrived at those
geiieraf statements of the planetary motions which have formed
the basis of all subsequent inquiry. It was by means of the gradual
perfection of this kind of geometrical knowledge that prevision
of celestial phenomena has become not only possible but
accurate.
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If we, or any others, are content to say that law is the limit of

our inquiries, and if we can see efiects following the guidance of

the laws,
—‘que le g^nie hurnain a du enfin crt^er dapii‘s ses

observations,' the knowledge of the laws themselves will always
assure us that there is something which we do not knoAv; yet, if

we concede this to the Positivist, many will be forced to advance
a step, further, and say, tliat laws are the ways in which either

an intelligent will chooses to act, or an infinite life to manifest

itself, and that since we are able to discover the inodes of action,

there must be some extraordinary connexion between our minds
and that intelligence and between our life and ‘ Him in whom
we live.'

We quote, with great pleasure, the following passage from
Morell’s Elements of Psychology, p. 233.

‘ The fact which gives tlie peculiar zest to ])hyslcal investigations is

that these laws of nature are at the same time laws ol’ reason. The
geometry and mechanics whicli are ]>racticallv ajqdied in the works
of nature are precaselv tin* same as those wliich reason jaTceives as

necessary truth
",

so that, in scientific observation, we are really viewing

the laws of our own r(*ason operating around us in the objective world.

Thi.s it was which created the excitement of Archimedes ^^ hen he
shouted the invention of the hydrostatic pai*adox; this which moved
the soul of Kepler when, seeing the planets oluying fhe order which his

reason had gradually marked out for them, ho exclaimed, ‘0 (lod, 1

think thy thoughts after thee
!’ ’ *

In the following Lecture, M. Comte advances to the considera-

tion of celestial mechanics, with a profound and lucid exposition

of the law of gnudtation. Miss Martineau has here fallen into a
serious error, by not perceiving that in the middle of the 21st

Lecture, Comte left the statical and advanced to the dynamical
department of celestial geometry

;
and she speaks of the entire

subject of the motion of the cartli, and of Kepler's Laws(! !) as a
part of the statical treatment of celestial geometry; and this is the

more confusing, because she has failed to convey Comte's own
observation on the strictly geometrical sense in which he used

the words statical and dynamical; in fact. Miss Maiiineau has

entirely spioiled Comte's classification by this oversight. The
exceeding clearness with which, in Le Traito Philosophique
PAstnmomie Pojfulaire, Comte conects. the inaccuracy of the

Table of Contents in the Cours de Philosophic Positive might
have preserved the translator and her learned coadjutor. Pro-

fessor Nichol, from this blunder. It would take us too far from

the object of this paper to give any sketch of the masterly man-
ner in which our author exhibits the results of Newton's
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researches into the grand mystery of the planetary system. He
draws a vivid picture of the difficulties by which Ne^^n was
met, and displays with power and judgment the step that our
immortal countryman was induced to take. The problem was
this:—to discover the accelerating central force of the planetary
system, which would be consistent with the geometrical features

of the orbits discovered by Kepler, and with the dynamical prin-

ciples established by Galileo and Huyghens. The first discovery

he made was founded entirely on the third law of Kepler, and a
rational deduction from that law determined the intensity of the
central force. It then remained for Newton to show the con-

nexion of this deduction with the first and second law
;
from the

elliptical orbit to deduce the force, and from the supposition of

the dynamical law in question to reveal the elliptical relations and
planetary motions. Comte calls special attention to some of the
ideal orl3its which might be .^^supposed to result from a different

law of force. He refers to the well-kno^ji||)roblera of the sun
being in the centre of the elliptic orbifPmd the necessity that

this would impose on the circulating planet, if the accompanying
force should vary inversely as the simple distance. His impli-
cation is, that the force and the orbit exert a reciprocal influence

on each other, and that the relation of the law of gravitation is

by no means universal. He points out the law of secondary

gravitation, and the fact that it takes its rise in the molecules of

the systeih. The term* ' attraction' is eminently distasteful to

him, in virtue of #ts supposed theological explanation of the
nature of the relation subsisting between the planetary bodies

and their primary, which would just leave a loophole for thq

action of a creative mind,—for the introduction of a purpose in

the universal law of matter. Comte expresses great doubts

with reference to the domain of the law in the other systems of

the universe. His doubts are to some extent corrected in Miss

Martineau's edition by a note of Professor Nichol.* In a later

portion of the work, Comte gives an interesting sketch of the

philosophy of multiple stars, the impossibility and undesirable-

ness of our pushing our investigations into the sidereal heavens,

* M. Comte omits here all notice of such positive applications as wc are able to

make in sidereal astronomy. He takes no notice of the fact that the motion of the
multiple stars in elliptical orbits, and, in accordance with Keplera law of the

velocities, demonstrates the existence of a law of force, Wording to the inverse

square of the distance.— P. N.
M. Comte quite underrates the importance of the phenomena of the multiple

stars. TJie orbits of a very considerable number are now distinctly ascertained,

and the laws of motion in their orbits. The existence of a motion of revolution i»

fixed with regard to the far greater number.—J. P. N.

NO. XXXVIII. A A
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and the positive limitations of celestial influences upon us. The
dissertation on multiple stars receives the highest commendation
from Sir B. Brewster, and is contrasted with Whewell's
incomplete and obscure resume of the sul^ect, in his His-
tm'y of the Inductive Scknees. Our author describes Savary s

method of discovering the orbit of the suns of binary

systems, and endeavours to found thereon an argument for

the non-universality of the law of gravitation; but, as Pro-

fessor Nichol, in his note quoted below, has said, the treat-

ment of this subject is very incomplete. His I’emarks on the

impossibility of extending our knowledge beyond the limits of

the solar system, is a painful illustration of the spirit of Comte's
dogSatic philosophy, and one that has been singularly disproved

by the extraordinary successes which have attended the lalxmrs

of Sir John Herschell, of MM. Struve and Bessell, of the Earl

of Bosse and others. The resolution of nebulj® in the great

reflecting telescopq^q^ Bosse, which has been hitherto the

material of much on the positive cosmogony of the uni-

verse, and the observations of Herschell on the southern hemi-
sphere,—the combined . exertions of Struve, Argelander, and
Peters, which have led to the discovery of the rapid motion of

the sun and its system towards a certain point in the celestial

vault, and by which it has been proved that their motion is in fact

proceeding at the rate of 154 millions of miles every year, and
that tlxis vast distance is only an influitesimal arc nf the im-
measurable circle in which it is destined to^revolve, show that

science will no more be cramped by Positivism, than religion will

be elbowed out of the human understanding by science. These
sublime facts, as well as the innumerable vistas opened up to

our wondering gaze in the nebuhe of the starry sky, will have
increasing influence upon our views of the overpowering immen-
sity which palpitates with . the light of Hie presence, ‘ who dis-
*• covers deep things out of darkness, and reveals the ordinances
* of Heaven,'

Much valuable and philosophical matter is introduced on the
subject of celestial mechanics, which we are compelled to pass

over without comment. The last chapter commences with the

dissertation on multiple stars, tc^ which we have alluded
;
and

notwithstandkig the magnificent grasp of mind which it displays,

the lesson that Comte learned from it i{^ the importance of con-

fining our attention to the solar system. To prove that this is

not merely the impression produced by his earlier studies, but
the 4^1iberate conviction oflater years, we give in a note, a pas-

sage fron^he TraiU d*Asftro'iwmie Fopulawe, published in
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184f5.* This principle of reasoning would have prevented

Adams fix)m prosecuting his search for the hypothetical planet

Neptune, and retarded the greatest astronomical discovery of

the present century.

We do not pretend to understand the process of creation, nor
do we feel it to be necessary to our faith to explore the dateless

antiquity of planetary systems, in order to recognise the presence

of creative 'wisdom and power. Science only multiplies the num-
*

her of acts binder each kind of creation, and reduces the

categories under which phenomena may be viewed. It has not,

in the most simple law which it has revealed, deprived nature of

its mystery. ^
In the science of Astronomy, we suppose it possible to come

into close and living contact with the Divine thought—to hear
the voice which said, ‘ Let there be light,'—to approach the uni-

verse when the possibilities and ideals of the Infinite mind were
passing, not into existence, but within the range of what would
have been palpable and discoverable by our feeble powers.

Comte resists the notion with great bravado, and supposes that

by indicating the changes which must have preceded the present

condition of our planet, by'rocounting his mathematical confirma-

tion of the cosmogony of Laplace, he had quieted all our feverish

desires after additional information. In the words of Sir David
Brewster, ^ The cosmogony of Laplace, even if admitted as a
‘ physicid truth, could only carry us back to an earlier epoch in
‘ the history of creation, and exhibit the wonders of Divine power
‘ condensed into a narrower compass, and commanding a more
‘ intense admiration/ If it were true that planet after planet has
been thrown off from the atmosphere of the sun in the form
of luminous and revolving wreaths of its fiery constituents, which,

having coiled up around themselves, became the nucleus of

planetary systems; that thus the planets are the prolific and suc-

cessive progeny of the sun, and that thus we have lf;arned one
step in the process of their creation, we are compelled to ask for

the origin of that sun, whose mysterious atmosphere contained in

its a'wful bosom the multitudinous elements of the solar system.
^ If science could go infinitely farther, and could trace ail the

^
forms of being to their germs in a single atom—^and all the

‘varieties of nature to their development, the human mind would

*
*3V11 intelligent men, who are free from scientific and other prejudices, ought not

now to hesitate in their (Condemnation of such studies as at once vain and irra-

tional, from which there can only result constant proof of the resistkss necessity

that confines to the interior of our system all our real astronomical knowledge,

&c. &;c.’
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* return to its resting-point, and worship with deeper admiration

‘before this miracle of consolidated power/ But avaunt! all

Philosophies and all Theologies which dare to utter—‘ In the

beginning, God created the Seaveus and the Earth!' Mr.
Lewes has made no reference to the deficiencies of Comte's
Astronomy, and imagines that he can put Positive Philosophy

right with religious people, by declaring in eloquent language,

•with which we can agree

—

•

‘ That if Astronomy will destroy Theology, it will deei)en Thdigion.

Tliere is no man in whom tlie stiirrv heavens have not excited religious

emotion—no man sweeps tlie heavens with his telescope without reli-

giou^motion
;
whatever may be the Litanies most suitable to his mind,

under some form or other, man cannot help vvorshipjiing under tlie

canopy of the ‘Cathedral of Immensity/ The emotion is constant,

and the last man gazing upwards at th(‘ stars, will in the dejiths of his

soul echo the l^salmist’s burst, ‘ The lieavens declare the glorv of

God.”

We trust that our readers will rimember Comte's abjuration

of our stupid wonder at the magnificence of creation, and bear in

mind that the only Being or abstraction which excites or rcci’

procates the religious sentiment is. Humanity !

!

We cannot advance to the next science in Comte's Sydem of
Positive Philosophy, without reminding our readers that by
him Geology is studiously excluded from the sciences. Indeed,

Comte exhibits a studious dislike of this ‘ pretended science,' as

he terms it. A review of the positive philosophy is not the place

to reveal the storehouse of ammunition winch the science of

geology provides for the overthrow of Comte's negations : this

has been done a hundred times and by minds abundantly quali-

fied for their task.

Having, as he thinks, fairly proved that Astronomy is a science

entirely delivered from the theological or metaphysical stage,

Comte advances to the next science in the decreasing order of

generality, that which has for its object the knowledge of the
general laws of the Inorganic world. This is again capable of

sub-division into the science which deals with matter in its

masses, or Phjsics proper,* and that which deals with matter in

its molecules, or Chemistry. Physics has reference to the laws
which affect all bodies whatsoever

;
Chemistry, to those which

regulate their composition and decomposition.

/iPhe order of the physical sciences is that of their universality

and positivity; Barology—Thermology—Acoustics—Optics

—

Electrologrtf; A note from Miss Martineau's preface will justify
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our silence on these subjects.* We can thoroughly agree in the

conviction that the ordination of the sciences of physics is to

some extent inconsistent with Comte's law of derivation and
development

;
and that the details are of the year 1 835, not of

1854. Our author is extravagant in his praise of Fourier's

mathematical theory of heat, the great virtue of which appeal’s

to be, that he reduces the law of the propagation of heat to

geometrical considerations. Weight and heat are entirely

delivered from* arbitrary hypothesis ; sound, light, and electrical

phenomena still groan under its pressure. This is the place

which our author finds for laying down the logical laws of

hypothesis. It is here, although he has no niche in his teijaple

for logic, that he gives us the chapter on that subject, which is

to com]dete his deductive logic of mathematics. It would have
been (juite as valuable if he had introduced it before the law of

gravitation, the three laws of motion, the doctrine of parallels, or

the a])straction of space. He prefers distributing his logical

science as tiie Levites were scattered among the other tribes of

Israel. But it is tolerably clear that there is, even in Comte's
system, such a science. Morell beautifully says, ‘Hypothesis

‘proceeds on the assumption that our minds contain implicitly
‘ all the rational principles which operate in the world around us,

‘but that we have not yet traced the hannoiiy existing between
‘them in all its applications and details/

But Comte urges that there are ‘ two kinds of hypotheses, the
‘ one having mere relation to the laws of phenomena, the other
‘ and larger class aims at determining the general agents to

‘which difibrent kinds of natural effects may be referred.'

Tlie first are legitimate
;
the second have retarded the pro-

gress of science. Ethers and fluids are almost as useless as

the influence of the soul on the body to account for physiological

results. They are not the incarnations, but fluidifications of

metaphysical ideas. First, he says, ‘ Men conceived a God, then a
soul, and now a fluid,' to explain the phenomena of light and
electricity.

Mr. Lewes quotes the adhesion of Mr. J. S. Mill to Comte's
condemnation of the undulatory theory of light, and distin-

guishes between a theory of undulations to account for tlie pro-

pagation of light, and the hypothetical existence of an ether

which suffered those un5ulations.'|- It appears to us (we say

* ‘ Eveiyhody will see that that section is the weakest part of the book in regard

both to the organization and details of the subject.'

t Undulations 7iiust be a property of some entity. It is absurd to say that a
theory of undulations may be a correct way of describing the propagation of light,

and then turn round on the hypothesis which alone makes it conceivable.
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it with the greatest deference to those whose business it is to

deal with these profound and difficult questions) that the hypo-
thesis of an ether or a fluid to account for the phenomena of

light, is quite as reasonable as tifte hypothesis of an unknown,
unseen planet, to explain the perturbation of the moons of

Uranus
;
and just as tlie conclusions of Adams and Leverrier

have* been ccaafirmed by subsequent investigation, so Bessells

unseen stars may be some day revealed to the gazers on Sirius

and Ocyon. Fraunhofer s ‘ dark lines/ the e.^periments of

Struve, and the theories of Airy may be eventually confirmed

by more extensive acquaintance with nature.

'IJjhe principle to which we have made reference, which would
place optics before astronomy, would insist also on the prece-

dence of psychology and the development of logic into a prinut

pkilosophui

;

and altliough we may very likely be told that we
cannot appreciate Comtes classification, we are thoroughly

convinced that Corate has neither demonstrated it, nor removed
the difficulties with which it is encuinliered. We conclude our

observ'ations on La Physique, by reminding our readers that

acoustics do not certainly present more general jihenomena than

optics, that sound cannot be supposed to have a >vider range than

light The glow of innumerable nebula} has traversed immensity.

Sound only munnurs round the atmosijhere of tlie earth.

Chemistry is the next science in the encycloprcdic scljcme,

in virtue, M. Comte tells us, of the increasing comjilexity of the

phenomena with which it has to deal. Mr. Lewies has not
simplified the subject, nor relieved it of ‘ metaphysicar abstrac-

tion by saying, ^Tlie nature of the plienomena is so sharply

‘defined as to seem the result of essentially forces,

‘ although, profoundly considered, there is no farther difference
‘ than what arises from the variety of direction of the forces.'

Physics treat of masses acting at sensible distances. Cliemistry

treats of molecul-es acting at insensible distances. ‘ Tlie definition

‘of chemistry,' says Comte, ‘is that it relates to the laws of
‘ the phenomena of composition and decomposition which result

‘from the molecular and specific mutual action of different

‘substances.’—VoL ilp. 19. fl. M. vol. i p. 293.

We question whetlier this definition is at all exhaustive, and
prefer—‘ The study of the laws of the phenomena which result

from the molecularand specific conetituMofi of divers substances.'

The ultimate chemical composition of bodies holds definite

relations with their specific gravity, volume, specific heat, and
form, (as the researches of MM. Dulong and Petit, Neumann
Mitscherilch, and others, have shown,) and in our opinion this

ultimate composition should be studied first It is probable
that in treating of some of the more general physical properties
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of bodies, there would have been greater accuracy if the

experiments had been conducted by means of chemically simple

substances, (ionite further holds that the position of chemistry

is between physics and physiology. ‘ By the series of electro-

‘ chemical phenomena chemistry becomes a prolongation of

‘physics, and it lays the foundation of physiology by its

‘researches into organic combination.^ Neither of these stater

ments is correct. Chemistry is rather the necessary basement
for a true andcomprehensive physical science, and its relations

to physiology are of the same kind. Electro-chemical pheno-
mena are a perfect chaos without chemical science, but many
physiological phenomena are comprehensible without it. But
we liave j)rinci{)ally to deal with tlie handle which Comte
makes f)f chemistry against theology.

‘I'lio fundamental o
2
>position to all theological philosophy

‘ which is more or less inherent in all true science, reveals itself

‘ by two general properties. TJie prevision of phenomena, and the
‘ volunt^ary modification of their results. The more the faculty

*of prevision dimmish os, the faculty of modification increases.'

Then ho holds further, (p. 68,) ‘that the greatest proportion
‘ of chemical plienoitiena owe their existence to human inter-

‘ ventiou, and ought to drive out of the commonest mind the idea
‘ of providential management.'

If all that M. Comte means is this, that chemical phenomena
do not now suggest the i?lea of the arbitrary intervention of the
Deity, and that changes in the properties of bodies are reducible

to general laws, we have nothing to say ; but we protest against

the barefaced assumption tliat the discovery of law eliminates

from the phenomena in question, the idea of God, and puts them
out of the range of his control. On the contrary, the discovery

of law and order in the chemical constitution of bodies has only
brought more forcibly before the minds of the greatest chemists

of the 18th and 19th century the universal presence of the ever-

living Will and ever-active Mind.
It is a great point with M. Comte and Mr. Lewes to ignore what

they call tlie irrational distinction drawn between organic and
inorganic combinations. And Mr. Lewes has published some
lucubrations of his own on this subject, the object of which is to

reduce facts in organic pl^sics to laws which have been discovered

in inorganic substances. We add a few observations on this

themfe in a note.*

* The passage from the inorganic to the organic, about which Mr. Lewes boasts
not a little, is a vigorous attempt to show that the differences between these two
classes of matter can be expressed chemically. His first ^ Law’ is,

*
tlie elements

which compose organic substances are the same as those whieli compose inorganic
substances, but in the organic they occur as higher multiples.^ This is not
universally true—e. g., Urea = C, 0, whereas the simplest form in which
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It would be gratifying to comment at length on the various

definitions of ‘ Life' which Comte rejects, but wo abstain.

De Blainville s definition leaves in our author's oijinion little to

be desired. It is the following: ‘A double interior motion,

general and continuous, of composition and decomposition but

its generality is amusing, for it woidd include in itself a galvanic

battjsry, and scarcely exclude an ordinary fire ! Comte is quite

correct in observing that it wants a little said about the organism.

Vital properties are not inherent in organized bodies, as the fact

of death manifoldly proves
;
they are superadded to the organism

;

the chemical changes that take place in them are not accounted

for by mere chemical laws. Chemistry may express a part of

the •’‘result, but cannot explain the process. Some of the

elementary compositions and decomposed results the mere

common alum can be represented, is —the statement of this la^v'

ought to be, that some inorganic compounds have simpler formuUe than any known
organic ; and a pretty kind of law that would be. Organic suhstiuices ’ arc

iinifomiiy indefinite and indetenninate in their composition.’ W hence ctuncs this

indefiniteness 1 The chemical laws are set at »!efiance by the new and cmitrolling

power. His wcond law is, I that the presence of higher multiples is accompanied
by this indefinite composition and by a chamcteristic immediate synthesis f»f the

elements.’ This leads liim on to the classification he propo.ses, of matter into

anorganic; merorganic, or partly organized
;

teleorganic, or matter comjdetely
organized. What is this anorganic hut the ohl-fashioned inorganic ? Wluit is this

teleorganic but organic -p vitality V Merorganic but organic— vitality ?
‘ From this

classification, he says it that the passage from the inorganic to teleorganic

is through the merorganic, in other words, that mitlUv, l)efi>re being possessed of

vital pn»pertie8, must be organized. Is th in a discovery '?

Third law, ‘that merorganic substances become teleorganic by assuming a

spherical form.' If the term teleorganic implies living substance, it is not
correct;; teleorganic in cellular form may 1>e dead

;

the ])i’oduct.s of cells, although
vital sometimes, have no splierical form: ire Mras, indeed n/il/roiis tmut, htuif

he formed frmii blastema vdthout the interreutum of cellform ; the network formed is

vital, and the actual matter forming the tissues ha.s never passed through the
spherical form. ‘Not only is this asstunx^tion of a spherical fonii the last step in

the process, hut by loss of that form the cell loses its })eculiarly vital characUuistic,
its reproductive power.’ If a thing is destroyed, it is mere fudge to talk of its

reproductive power. But Mr. Lewes should know that a rexiroductive power dots
exist when tlie c«jUular form is not present, llie nucleus is the great agent in
reproduction, and granules emitted after the iiarent vesicle has lost its cellular

form have the power of producing celb.* Aschorson’s »>bservati(>n about fat or oil

globules in an albuminous solution being coated with pellicles of coaguUited
albumen is correct, but such globules have no vital jtro[Jtrty.

We resist, as i)remature and undemonstrated, the three laws ])y which he .seeks

to account for me phenomena of life by referring them to merely cliemica) laws

:

for he may say what he x^leases, it amounts to this—the only difference between
the two classes of phenomena being that, over an(f above known chemical forces,

there is an universal hankering after the globular form, and that out of tlvs fatty
globule the universe of life, and thought, and beauty has sprung. But clear it

is that the globule is only a form through which some unknown power operates.
,

• See Kolliker’s ‘ Manual of Histology,’ for confirmation and authorities.
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chemist may catechise; but there is something more than

composition in the jjhenomena of life. Assimilation is not a

question of chemistry, but one of fonn and organic arrangement.

De Blainville s definition includes too much, while it fails to

comprise all the phenomena.
There is a lengthened passage on the influence of Biology (or

the scientific study of life) on the Positive spirit, full of those

mournful, bitter reflections with which the whole work abounds.

Biology affords more striking illustrations of man’s modifying

power than either chemistry or physics; and as organisms and their

environments—the function indicated bythe one, and the stimulus

afforded by the other—are better known, prevision of the

spontaneous, reciprocal effects will become more practic?iT)le.

Comte indulges in the philosophical remark that the coincidences

between organs and their functions, the adaptation of means
to ends, the lessons commonly devised from a study of the

manifest purposes subserved by both, have l*ad their day
;
that

‘ tlie irrational and barren admiration’ of the adaptations of

nature ‘ is hurtful to science,’ and that he and De Blainville and
a few more could have made very much superior organisms and
functions than the Almighty Author of our Being has placed

around them. Our remarks on the aesthetic aptitude of

Positivism may now be better understood. Let Wordsworth
look upon ‘ the meanest flower that blows,’ and he had
‘thoughts too deep for ‘tears:’ the poets of the new era will

imagine their contemptible ameliorations*of nature, and discern

no glory there, but that of the Positivists who have found out its

blunders. The reduction in this science of the doctrine of final

causes to that of the conditions of existence, adds tenfold myster}'-

to the theme. Whence, then, this universiil pressing of all

things into harmony, order, ad# beauty? Why this infinite

activity ? Whence come these ultimate facts which science does

not pretend to explain? The classification of De Blainville^ leads

Comte to resolve the speculative and abstract study of the

organism into Vital Statics, or general and comparative anatomy,
and Vital Dynamics, or organic, animal, and intellectual life.

We have space for only a few observations on this prolific theme.
In trying to get rid of something approximating to the Stahllaio

idea of ‘vital principle,’ Comte, as we have said, does not take
into account the supera3dition of life to organism. It is true

that We have no positive idea of life apart from organism, but
the converse is not true. Organization and medium do not con-

stitute life. A man receives a blow on his head and falls down
* De Blainville uses the tenns zootomy and zootaxy for the first two, bionoiny

for the last three.
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dead. There is still the organism; there axe the nerves, the

heart, the muscles, all uninjured, and the medium remains, but

there is no life. Call it principle, force, property, or anything

else you please, the vital action is something more than organ

plus medium, and if the term vital force is used, it is understood

that it is not inherent in the organized body, but has to be con-

ferred upon it* In animal life tliere are, over and above what
we observe in organic life, two additional ultimate facts which
can no more be accounted for than gravitation • or heat—viz.,

irritability, a property develojjed in muscular formations; and
sensibility, one that l>ears the same relation to the nerves, ‘ Irri-

‘ lability," says Comte, ' requires a corresponding ner\"ous provision,

‘ wfihtever may be the immediate centre from which the nervous
‘ energy proceeds." Now, this is incorrect. Irritability is often

called into operation by nerves acting as tlie conductors of

voluntary, or reflected, or emotional stimuli, but these stimuli do
not confer the projxirty of irritability; the muscular tissue

presents this as its own special endowment, and can even exercise

it when only stimulated by tlie direct contact of foreign l)odies.

The nerves are the common occasions of contraction, not the

necessary requirements of contractility. It is no nlatter of

wonder that Comte should fail considerably when he reaches the

phenomena of sensations, and endeavours to treat them as the

properties of nerves; the fact is, lie can know little of the

phenomena in question, except by means of the decried and
scorned consciousness.* The Positive phenomenal part of this

subject is very defective, and the impossibility of keeping clear

* Comte ami Lewes are compelled to allow the existence of some ultimate facts in

nature, which baffle science, and <lefy explanation
;
but they are most anxious to

i-educe these to tlie smallest possible lii|||tH. Hence they ai'e pledg^ed, if priieticable,

to destroy the idea ofa vital force, and reduce it to merely chemical conditions. Lewes
says that the supposition of this force is universally held to be a sufficient explana-
tion of the resistance which living l>odiet manifest to the prttcesses of decomposition,
and shelters himself under the great names of Liebig and Mulder, who exhibit the
chemical prticcsses that operate during the pi^ogress of life. We re\ily, if the
chemical changes did not take place, it may be because of certain chemical
conditions, but the question is stiU perfectly open as to tlie inaaitenance of those
conditions. A men^ state influences Uie secretions in quality and quantity ; the
results are chemical, in part, though many are only presumptively so (e. g., a fright

to a mother may kill the infant at h«r breast, but no chemical chan^ is discoverable
in tlie milk); yet even granting this, what caused the change? The starting point
waK! a mental shock, suid this is all that is needed.

' Lewes allows latent chemical force, but appears to laugh at latent vitaLforces;
why we cannot see. He thinks he has settled the matter by his question about an
addled egg— *

vi here is tiie vital principle there ?’ Why, not f/iere, or it wcmld not have
been a^blled ; the chemical force is there, and the egg decomposes. Chemistry will

li lt account for the differences which make one egg become a canary, and another a
hlackbird,«^

*
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of metaphysical and psychological data very perplexing to the

Positivist.

Mr. Lewes brings into one sentence (p. 202) the views of the

Physiologist and the Psychologist. ‘ Sensibility is an ultimate
‘ fact, not explicable, not to be assigned to a knowable cause, but
‘ to be reckoned as the property of a tissue called the nervous

‘tissue.' To this we demur. Nervous action directed upon
a muscle induces contraction of the muscle

;
but nervous

action is not* contraction. Nervous action set up by im-

pressions on tlie organs of sense, and conveyed to one centre,

Cannes sensation
;
but U is not sensation, for the same impression

may be ])roduced, and may travel to some more or less distant

muscle, when no sensation accompanies it. Nervous action* set

up from various sources may occaswn thought, but it does not

follow’^ that it is thouglit. The brain certainly hits a great deal

to do with thinking, and is the metbum of volition, but it can-

not be shown that volition is brain action. Volition appears to

us to be distinct from sensation, emotion, or simple ideation, and
to }x)ssess such immense jjower over these things, that it cannot

be the mere function of an organ which is their sphere of action.

The ])er#ptioi^of sensorial impression,—the disorderly chaos of

suggested ide/is, d:c., may be nervous or braimaction
; but voli-

tion comes down on them from a higher regioji, and produces

order, and determinate action
;
self-consciousness takes the pre-

cedence of all other consciousness. Cog ito ergo sum is another
ultimate fact.

Mr. Lewes is very anxious to lower the standard of volition

—

to reduce it to the mere effect of oiganism, and he does it in the

most unsatisfactory manner imaginable, (p. 208.)
‘ It is difiicult,' says ho, ‘to dmw the line of demarcation

‘ between plants and animals
;
so%lso is it to ascertain precisely

‘ what actions are voluntary, and Avhat involuntary. To take a
‘ striking example ; when you hurt a frog's foot and the frog leaps
‘ away, and leaps as often fis you irritate it, floes not this seem
‘clearly a case of voluntary action? It is 7iot, however—at
‘ least, not always: if ever, you must accept this paradoxical asser-
‘ tion, for to prove it would requii’e an examination of the ner-
‘ vous system quite beyond our limits.'

We reply, if you ‘hurt' the foot, the action is voluntary
;

if

the brain is gone, the foot is not ‘ hurt,' but the foot contracts,

and there is no leaping away, Lewes confounds reflex, sensori-

motor, and voluntary, in one sentence. If he had taken the
pains to show what differences exist between volitional, sensa-

tional, and purely reflex movements, he would have done more
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good than by any amount of such writing. The things arc dis-

tinguishable, and he ought to have seen the distinction before

publishing on the subject. If all he means to say be, th^t some
actions resembling voluntaiy actions may be performed inde-

pendently of the will
;
why not say it fairly instead of uttering

this insufficient excuse ?

.
Mr. Lewes tells us that the Positivist has great advantage over

the puzzled metaphysician by his treatment of that semi-spiritual

entity called instinct. He considers it to be n rudimentary
reason, and shelters himself under De Blainville and the author

of The Vestiges, who perceive that they are ‘the same 1acuity, in

‘ the one case dejirnte, and in the other indefinite in its range of
‘ action." But they are 'not the same faculties. Instinctive actions

are the result of organization and circumstances. liational

actions arc the result of these plus volition. Instinct is the slnve

of organization— reason its lord.

Mr. Lewes introduces into his little work a separate chapter,

intitled ‘Psychology; a new cerebral I'heory,' (this conveys

Comte's latest views on the subject, as pul)lished in his Sgsthne
de Politique Positive,) and he constitutes psychology into a dis-

tinct branch of science. The vaunted hierarchy gf th^sciences

Yf^Ls iv complete VLixiil the ‘fondateur de la rdligion de I'humanitc"

fell in love!! At the very commencement of the chapter

he falls foul of the metaphysicians who insist upon their Pgo,

tlieir ‘ Spirit’—an unknowable something which is to account

for the phenomena of consciousness, and in wdiich the proper-

ties of self are to inhere. Mr. Lewes becomes witty on this

subject. He says, ‘If the physiologist were to declare that
‘ the digestive ego acts through the organs of digestion, the

‘muscular ego through the muscular system, the secretive
‘ ego through the glandular syfftem, each ego preserving its spiri-

‘ tual independence, we should not warmly applaud his reason-
‘ ing. It may, perhaps, be said, digestion, muscular action, secre-
‘ tion, thought iHelf, are but the modes of activity of the
‘ one spirit located in the body, the individual soul, the life

‘—mysterious, yet indisputable—which rules over the organism.
‘ The reply is simple ;

what that life is, we know not—cannot
‘ know. The mystery is impenetrable. No Positive philosopher
‘ attempts' to penetrate it; he objects, however, to your calling it a
*
spirit, as if you kneiv ! he objects to your troubling the already

‘ difficult course of investigation into the laws of j)sychoiogical

‘ phenomena, by assumptions and dogmas relative to that spirit,

*m ifyou knevj V
Th^tnalogy is fallacious: without at all wishing to impersonate

the force of digestive action (which is more chemical than any-
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tbing else), or to endorse Van Hellniont or Stahls ideas, it is

plain that if digestion stood in the same relation to the brain

that tllinking does, or the sense of personality—if digestion conld

speak—it would say ego. In digestion there is a farther remove
from the centre of consciousne.ss, and a man is not disposed to

call his digejings himself.

‘The mysteryis impenetrable.’ We might say to Mr. Lewes, ^<ts

if you knew' that it was so; because you are content to feel

tlint you have lessened the difficulty by getting out of its way,
does tluU destroy or solve the difficulty? And because you say

that it is impossible for us to do anything to lessen it, are vje to

give up tlie attempt, ^ as if you hiexu ! Fo it are satisfied with
a half-told tale, you are content to sit down, and because you
find something higiier and of vaster power than you can discover
in yourself, grow sulky, and persuade others that they should
sit down and be sulky like yourself—^ as if you hneio* the exact
limits of all human minds, and could in the year 1854 say that
nothing could be done in the year 2854 which you have not
done.

It is scarcely worth our while to dilate on the cerebral theory
of the human niind, advocated by Comte in the Positive Philo-
sophy

^
and modified in ih-Q Politique Positive, and gloried in by

MJi Lewes in his recent production. The followers of Gall and
Spurzheim never seem to ^know that they have been killed, and
appear ludicrously ignorant of the demolition that lias been
given to their ambitious scheme a score of times.
The results of comparative anatomy are in certain variance

with one of Gall s fundamental po.sitions,— viz., the function of
the cerebellum, (see Carpenter’s 4th edition of the Princi2>Us of
Human Physiology, p. 756.) They are equally at variance with
the several purposes assigned to the cerebrum, inasmuch as the
development of the latter in the animal series is in direct oppo-
sition to the arrangement of Gall and Spurzjieim. And pro-
vided that the theory were correct with regard to the brain, still

the utter want of conformity Ijetween the development of the
brain and the external configuration of the skull, is sufficient
to destroy all verification.

Yet, in spite of this, Comte constitutes a psycholomcal classi-
fication of the human faculties into the emotive, intellectual,
and active; and Mr. Lewes, marvellous to say, can write (p. 217)
that Comte ‘rejects the empirical method by which Gall
‘ attained his chief results, and holds up d priori (i. e. by the
‘ consideration of the mental functions, their order of develop-
‘ment, and relative dignity,) a system, the final confirmation
‘ of which he refers to the anatomist'
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Such reference shows that if Comte s psydiological classifica-

tion depends for its tenableness on cerebral biology, it falls to

the ground; and if, on the other hand, it is psychologically

correct, he has been undermining his position in two ways.

First, he has shown that he, like other metaphysicians, is

dealing with psychological facts, and taking his^pand on the

decried consciousness. Second, there is no just point of de-

parture in biology for the social science.

If this is Comte's great effort, it destroys his system. As
a piece of physiology, it is contemptible, and yet it is written

as if; let there be giv^n to Comte some chemical ap])aratus, a

fe»i pounds of brain, with some suitable modifying tools and a

convenient medium, he would turn out a man that would

astonish creation.

If this ‘new cerebral theory' is the best that Positive Philo-

sophy can make out against metaphysics and theology, let us

leave man in his infancy, with ‘ Heaven lying about him,' or in

his childhootl, when

—

‘ Still he sees the light, and whence it flows,

And sees it in his joy.’

It is a light, that Comte and his disciples who ‘love Ae
darkness rather,' can never ‘ utterly abolish or destroy.'

*
The whole subject of mental philosophy is too vast to be

introduced as an appendix to Comte's biology. Other opportu-

nities will be afforded to us to exhibit methods that ivitl stand

the test of common sense.

On opening the fourth volume of the Cours de Philosophie
Positive, we evidently enter the field which our author has
chosen for the display of his greatest jpowers, where he brings the

vast stores of his erudition, the weapons of criticism and dialectics,

and the heavy artillery of his vaunted method, to beai’ upon
topics which are dearer to us than life itself. Other men have
pleaded for the introduction of Positivism into all the sciences

which he has previously classified and reviewed from his

peculiar stand-point. He claims it as his own special prerogative

to have created a science of social j)hysics. He proceeds here to

deal withi^he phenomena of social life, and with the facts of

history after the same fashion and in' the same manner in wliich

he has ordinated the sciences of astronomy, physics, and.biology.

He allows that these phenomena are more complicated than
any other; that the causes which concur in the production of

evei^ social condition or crisis are very numerous; that the
student must take into account the historical antec^enti^ the
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national character, the race, the climate, the material organism,

the physical and astronomical influences, that have operated

upon it. He allows that causes of change and conditions of

progress may counteract each other
;
that unlooked-for events

may lend iJieir influence in the evolution of a state, or of

humanity a^|^ge; that in pro^rtion as the intricacy of these

causes has increased, the possibility of foreseeing the results has

diminished; yet, nothing baffled by the overwhelming difficulty

of bis theme, he proceeds to construct a social science—to dis-

cover those general facts in social phenomena which can alone

augment our power to modify circumstances, and which shall, in

accordance with his general principles, extrude from politics and
history the last lingering conviction that a God rules in the earth,

that there is ‘ a Divinity that shaj^s our ends, rough hew them
how we will.'

We have never doubted that such a science as sociology is in

process of formation. It would be sheer madness to assert that

social phenomena and historical facts are uncaused events, or

that they are the immediate results of Divine agency, or the

manifested freaks of Deity, for which no antecedents could be

found either in humanity or nature. So far as we have been
able to discover, philosophers and theologians have never

bflUeved or acted upon such a conviction. But one would sup-

pose from the tone of Conjte, tliat we poor ignorant theologians

imagined that every political crisis, that every new act of parlia-

ment, that every throne, and every bureau, was in some imme-
diate relation with the will of the Supreme Governor, and that

we had utterly renounced our law of causation in dealing with

the great facts of histoiy% We have no such opinions, but on
the contrary maintain, that all intelligent legislation, from the

theocracy of Moses to the Reform Bill, has been a recognition of

the belief that one class of social events has been, and wiU be,

the forerunner of another. All that theologians have ever urged
has been tliat this discoverable sequence is insufficient to explain

all the phenomena. We tell him again, that the science of

mathematics leaves unexplained, or takes for granted, great

metaphyKsical realities
;
that his positive astronomy, although it

may have crushed old theologies, has brought us with a deeper
reverence than before into.tlie great temple of nature, and while

it has’ proved its inability to solve the great question of existence,

has forced us back iq^on our spiritual instincts and compelled us
to recognise a Creator; that positive physics, chemistry, and
biology have revealed innumerable ultimate facts, for the recep-

which we require as before the teaching of our moral
nature

;
and that social phenomena and human progress are
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utterly inexplicable, witlioiit the aid of both Providence and
Kcvelation

;
while we maintain that there is an infinite distance

])etwcen every cause and effect, which nothing but the idea of

God can fill. The researches of science enlarge our notion of

God, take away from it the capricious, the spasmodic, and in

ordinary circumstances, the miraculous; they te||^s that tlie

theological spirit has been wrong in attributing to special

Divine agency, everything which it could not explain by general

Divine agency, and has set the human mind on tlie search for

the laws which the Divine Being has assigned to Himself.

We are no more anxious than he is to retain all the theology

wiiich he virulently condemns; and, as Christians, we have been

searching for eighteen hundred years to substitute for it the

dea of God, which is capable of indefinite expansion and uni-

verstil application.

On the supposition that what M. Comte considers to be his

great sociologic law is a correct statement of the progress of

humanity, he deems it possible to rise from multiform manifes-

tations ofknownand conflicting causes, to one great, commanding,
all-including fact; he thinks that he sees all other laws of human
nature coil up into one great general law

;
he supposes that his

mind can gi’asp tlie nexns of all these events, infinitely multitu-

dinous as they are, and stamp upon an empirical conclusiondPl

the stability of an universal law: and ;jvithout demonstrating Hie

process by which all these other laws resolve themselves into

this one, he thinks that he has alighted upon an absolute truth

;

and then he has the assurance to pour two thousand pages of

heavy ridicule on those who believe that out of the mMee of con-

flicting events, the Creator of all minds and all worlds is evolving

His magnificent ideal; who believe that ^ the Lord God Omnipo-
tent reigneth," and that * He makes the wrath of man to

praise Him,' and submits the remainder thereof to inexorable

restraint.

We do not wonder that the man who cannot see the glory of

God in the heavens, nor hear the praise of God in the anthem of

the earth's life, nor discern a purpose in creation,nor stand abashed
and tearful before ‘the meanest flower that blows'; that he
who speaks of the ‘ stupid contemplation of the Divine perfect-

tions,' and confounds the world of m,ind with the development
of the brain, should be unable to discover the hand of God on
the page of histoiy.

It is Comte's first object to show the radical failures of the

theologipsl and metaphysical phases of the social science. He
identifies them with the retrograde and revolutionary scho^ of

politics, and by reiterating the changes on these words until it
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is difficult for the reader to dissociate them from each other, he
finds that a belief in Providence is essentially retrogressive, that

the disposition to ordinate for human society some broad prin-

ciples of action, such as liberty of conscience, equality of civil

rights, sovereignty of the people, and so forth, is a metaphysical

dream, an^s revolutionary in its tendency. Comte insists upon
the exceeding danger and uselessness of tliese doctrines, as well

as on their utter pOAverlessness in preserving public or private

morality. Ho takes the opportunity to level a vehement attack

at th(? religious basis of morality. The following are some of his

arguments— ‘ That religious principles have given way before the
‘ advance of the human reason, and that human nature will jiot
‘ reconstruct iti its manhood, systems which in its youth it has
M)een strong enough to destro}^' This certainl}^ requires elabo-

rate proof, which he disdains to give. Again he asserts, ‘ that

licence has been recommended by religious theorists.’ This is

outrageous, unless he includes Schmouckerism and Mormonism,
as well as Jesuitism, and some extravaganzas of French Socialists,

as fit expressions of the tendency of religious principle. An-
other of his dogmas is, ‘ that the morality of infidelity and the
‘ irreligious world shows that those who deny religious truth have
‘ as secure a basis as those who rely on it for their all-commanding

S
iotivGs.’ Here he entirely overlooks the indirect influence of

iristianity in elevating the tone of public morality. Lastly, he
tells us, that ‘ the chief practical tendency of religious con-
E viction is, in our present social life, to inspire an instinctive and
‘ insurmountable hatred against all those who have emancipated
‘ themselves, without any useful emulation having arisen from the
‘ conflict.’ This is the language of a man whose deep humility

and candid appreciation of all opinions opposed to his own is

be-praised by the translator of these very words. It is obvious

that he is stung to the quick by the opposition that he has met
with in the Ecole Folytechnique, and that here, as in a thousand
other places, he confounds the assumptions of the Papacy with
the spirit of Christianity, while he is altogether ignorant of the

nature of religious life. This to some extent explains the scorn

that he pours on theologic civilization and Christian missions.

He is judging Catholic missions by modern Jesuitism, and
Christian missions generally by the efforts of the Catholic

Church.

Afffer a chapter, which, considering its author’s great learning,

is meagre insufficient and unfair, on previous, attempts to

construct a social science, Comte proceeds to the fundamental

ch|u:acteristics of the Positive method in application to social

phenomena. These, says he, are the very last to escape from
NO. XXXVIII. B B
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the theological fetters, because the discovery of their laws is

radically incompatible with any belief in a Divine Revelation.

This does not appear to us to follow on his own principles. The
suporaatural communication of truth to the human mincj on
any one class of subjects, presupposes the ordinary laws of that

mind, of which such a communication is the suspension or

transgression; and the occurrence of such revelation, and the

existence of inspired men, may, like the origin of certain proper-

ties in matter, or the existence of certain races of animals, be

considered as ultimate facts, the influence of which vnll ever

after be regulated by discoverable laws. No one has supposed

thi^:^ all facts—all the phenomena of social life;—arc super-

natural, because some «are seen to be so. We mjfintain that all

possible prevision of future social states must take into account

the existence of some phenomena, both in the past and the

present, •which can only be explained by the immediate interven-

tion of the Deity. Comte gives the most superficial investigation

into those glaring facts and germinant events, as we shall have
occasiAjn to point out.

The Social Science is divided into Social Statics, or the condi-

tions of existence, and Social Dynamics, or the laws of continuous

progress—the spontaneous order and S})ontaneous progress of

human society. The development of each age is equivalent^
the circumstances in -which it is placed, and to the period

wdiich it occupies in the scale of progression. The limits of

political action are discoverable; but inasmuch as there could be
no limits to Providential action or control, he warns his readers

against ‘the absurd idea of Providence.^ We bold this to be
grievously unfair. Positive philosophy may discover some of the

limits within which variation of these social phenomena can take

place, but Christian philosophy has never su]>posed that Provi-

dence sets all the laws of the human mind and external nature
at defiance, when ‘it overrules all things for good." On the
contrary, it has been ever ready to echo the sublime language
of Hooker— ‘ ( )f Law there can be no less acknowledged
‘ than that her seat is the bosom of God, her voice the harmony
‘ of the world. All things in heaven and earth do her homage

—

‘ the least as feeling her care, the greatest as not exempted from
‘her power." But M. Comte evidently ignores altogether the
idea of law which is commonly received. Law, in the sense of

command, is evidently distasteful to him. It has been common
^vi^h metaphysicians, and jurists, and ordinary thinkers, to

transfer ^ conception of law from the domain of human
government or parental authority to the boundless field of

nature; and to reason with no small amount of plausibility
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that the discoverable presence of laiv involved the existence of

a Lawgiver. Comte, on the other hand, begins with the suc-

cession of events, or general facts, discoverable in nature—^uses

the term law as a convenient one—but without involving any
solution whatever of the origin of the arrangement thus

designated ; and then he transfers to human affairs this notion

of T.AW, believing in no laws of human society but those

indicated by Social sciencey and arising out of the spontaneous

concurrence of individual wills.

3’o Comte, moral law, in the sense in which we understand

it, has no existence: it is a metaphysical and theological

drea.iu. No one man, or body of men, no concert of deities,*i*o

Supreme God, can create a Itcvjy but the philosopher may dis-

cover the laws of moral beings, i. e. the conditions of their

existence and progress. The hardy philosophy of Comte has no
notion of equity, or of ‘riglit,^ or of duty; it merely suggests the

methods by which moral beings do act, not the ways in which
they shoidd derru'an themselves. He belies the entire teaching

of our moral nature, just as he has defied the convictions of

our intellectual nature. He tramples upon moral conscience

just ns he despises the lessons of consciousness.

IM. Comte enumerates the various means of investigation which
aref^possessed by the sociologist for the pursuit of his inquiries.

On this subject ho lias maile many most profound and luminous
observations, with which we heartily agree

;
but we enter our

protest against his perpetual reference of tins great and awful

worli: to his ‘council oi savamy to his ‘competent investigators/
‘ hovimes et fmnmes d’elite '—^who have crushed their spiritual

perceptions, and arc unable to see God anywhere—as those

who are ajone qualified to work out and solve the problem. We
should prefer a College of Cardinals to his self-constituted

Priesthood. He considers analogy and comparison among the

best moans of promoting the success of this inquiry, and suggests

that much light miglit be obtained from some comparison of

the spontaneous order of human society with that of animals,

particularly of the mammifers. The pride, according to him,

with which some classes lift themselves above others, is akin to

the spirit with which we exalt ourselves above the bnite creation

as a whole. We may learn a good deal from our brethren the

kangarqos, and our useful friends the jackasses. Carlyle's appeal

to humanitarians for the emancipation of horses from their

miserable bondage, is a trifle, compared with Comte's cold

philosophy on this theme. He would fain account for the

differences in the present state of the nations by the absence of

historic filiation with the past. The inhabitants of Tartary,

15 B 2
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or the heart of Africa have no historical influence descending on

them from their ancestors, therefore their civilization is defective,

and the conditions of their progress are few and feeble.

We have no room for remark on the connexion instituted by
Comte between social physics and the sciences which occupy a

higher position in his hierarch)^ He makes the confession that

it depends Unmedkitehj on the most insecure and incomplete

department of Positive biology.

After elaborate chapters on tlie spontaneous order and j)rogress

of human society, he proceeds to the formal assumption of liis

sociologic law concerning the three phases of all our speculative

belief—the Theologic, Metaphysic, and Positive stages. The
intellectual phase which astronomy and chemistry assume d(K*s

not decide the degree of national development, but tlie stage

which has been reached by social phenomena is the great test

and measure of our progress. Social phenomena are for the

most part, in the present day, under the influence of theological

beliefs or metaphysical principles. But the theological phase of

humanity, measured by its theological estimate of social facts, is

not a sharply defined and brief passage in the history of the

Avorld, but will divide itself into three grand eras—the ago of

Feticliism, when the mind of man simply transfers to all natural

objects a spirit like his own, when everything excites the emotion

of fear and wonder ; the age of Polytheism, when the residence

of the spirit has become indefinite, and the number of the
deities, and the religious influence exerted by them, are pro-

portionally diminished; and the age of Monotheism, when all the

powers and perfections of nature are concentrated in one vast

abstraction.

Fetichism was the universal primitive condition of the human
mind, and of the human race. Polytheism has been the universal

development of Fetichism
;
Monotheism the product of Poly-

theism; and the Metaphysical and Positive stages of our know-
ledge on various subjects will follow each other in accordance
with, or obedience to, the same functions of the human mind.

If this be a correct view of human nature, we do not see, for

our part, why some men and some nations, at one and the same
time, may not be Monotheistic in one department of their know-
ledge, Polytheistic in another, and Fetichistic in a third. Surely
4f there is any truth in his law of human knowledge, the most
complicated sciences should remain in the least forwar3 condi-
tion

—

e, in the fetich—and the most simple sciences should
assume the highest intellectual position. The history of many
nations -^ould give this the direct lie. We have heard of Greek
philosophers who had Monotheistic views of human life and
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morals, but Polytheistic, and perhaps Fetichistic views of natural

science; and we know that the Jews held their sublime Mono-
theism, tlie relation of their nation and tribes to the Lord of the

whole earth, and yet very frequently fell back upon Polytheism,

the worship of domestic gods, and the use of superstitious charms;
and yielded to the temptation to worship the Queen and Host of

Heaven. Their sociology was (to use Comte's technicalities) in

a Monotheistic or Metaphysic stage, but their astronomy in its

Fetichistic.

The fetich, says Comte, is the original condition of the human
race. In one sense his entire system hinges on that proposition

;

for if Fetichism can be shown to be a corruption of Polytheism,

and Polytheism a corruption of Monotheism, his proud and daring

assumption falls to the ground.

Our author defends this position by an appeal to biological

considerations; by the simplicity of the theory which the assumed
savage migiit thus create to explain otherwise mysterious facts.

The mode in which he seeks to prove it is by the adoption of a
clever artifice

;
instead of going to modern Fetichistic and Poly-

theistic tribes, and endeavouring to make the very simple inquiry

whether they are in their natural or in a corrupted condition

;

instead of going to those peoples and histories which burrow most
deeply into the past, and whose traditions ascend farthest on
the mysterious stream of time, he maintains that it is absolutely

necessary to put them all 8ut of the question ;
and confesses that

the introduction of C3iina or India, or other nations who have not
contributed to the evolution of western humanity, would render
the problem essentially insoluble. He then prudently and cleverly

23uts out of court the testimony of all those nations who reveal,

as you press back into the dim antiquity of their institutions, the

pure Monotheistic basis of their faith and fear. It is particularly

necessary for him to put China out of the field of investigation, to

abstain from making any inquir}*^ into the early history of its

religion; its early worship of Shang-ti, the Semi-Positivism of

Confucius, the Pantheism, Polytheism, and Fetichism, which
have followed each other in later times. Its rebound within the

last few years from all stages of faith to a bold Monotheism, is

strangely out of harmony with any fragment of Comte’s laws.

Again, the early religions of India, Persia, Egypt, Greece, instead

of being a low Fetichism, reveal striking features of resemblance
to each ‘other, and unfold the process of change from their early

belief in the threefold manifestation of the life and soul of the

universe, to the multifoim impersonations of some one or other of

the forces of nature. We do not dispute that in some instances

Fetichism may have been the forerunner of Polytheism; but we
feel persuaded that Comte has left untouched the numerous
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arguments by which (for other purposes) his conclusion has

been frequently disproved. He appears to conceive that the

physical, psychological, or social degeneration of races is a ridicu-

lous dream of a few erudite theologians, and that he by a few

bold assertions has demonstrated that the Ethiopians, and otluT

barbarian races of Africa, are only in a lower stiige of deveJo])-

ment than their European brethren, tmd are decidedly higher

than their first cousins the chinqianzees. Let us not forget the

testimony of Homer, who often refers to them as ‘blameless in

conduct,' polished in nifiimers, advanced in civilization, and
familiar with the gods, nor overlook the fact that the cause and
history of their physical peculiarities are known to science, all

whose researches tend to confirm the wddely spread belief in the

unity of the race. Heeicii asks, how did their fame cross that

tremendous desert that sepm*ated them from Greek socialities, or

Phenician commerce, unless far back in dim antiquity they pos-

sessed a religion and civilization which they have sul>se(piently

lost? Further, the Polytheism of India has manifested a perpe-

tual tendency to relapse into Fetichism. The number of g(jds

has gone on increasing so rapidly that they .are now reckoned by
millions instead of units. The One God of the oldest Yedas, the

indefinable, mysterious A UM, has found an infinite number of

concrete embodiments. The best wniters on Indian theologies see

in the worsliippers of Brahma, Yishnu, and Siva, chronologically

successive developments ofthe idea of God. Guigniaiit, the h'rench

translator of Oeuzer, urges that Brahma is the type of a woiship
anterior to the other forms, the symbol of a })rimitive faith, cor-

rupted and finally extinguished.^ Comte s theory fails to exphiin

the universal tradition of a golden age of freedom, i)rospeiity,

pujity, and communion with God and heaven. The Pentateuch
and the Zendavesta, the Georgies of Yirgil and the Theogony of

Hesiod, are alike incomprehensible with his teaching. We ai’e

prepared to allow that Fetichism and barbarism have in many
instances given w^aj- before the advent of purer light

;
but Comte

does not see that Fetichism and Polytheism alike proclaim the

prior existence of a state from which humanity had fallen—a God
which humanity had lost The Druidism of our 1‘orefathers

was crowded with traditions of a brighter Past. The Deity,

secretum Ulud quod sold reverentid vident, which Tacitus

describes for ancient Germany, showsTiow much purer had been
the sources of the religion of those early nations than iinany of

the later developments of man s fawmlty of veneration. -f*

Doubtless, the Ze^s of Dodona gave place to tlie Zeus of

* ^ Colebrn^e’s Asiatic HeBearclies.* ‘Creusser’s Synibolik/i. p. 880. See also

Guigniout’a Notes 4 and 5, to his first volume.

+ ‘ Les Germains avant le Ohristiauisme/ par A. F. 0*ex»am. Liege. 1850.
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Olympus. The Pelasgiau shepherd found his deity in an oak;

and the Argive warriors and the Rhapsodists saw theirs seated on
snowy Olympus

;
and granting that Hesiod's Theogony does

reveal a development of God’s making the younger displace the

elder, there can he no manner of doubt that he represents man as

struggling after a lost paradise, and trying to win it back from
enraged Zeus. >Surely the Titan lapetus, with his four children.

Atlas, Menoetius, Prometheus, and Epimetheus, are rugged repre-

sentations of human it}'-.
’* lai)etus, the fallen man, the race de-

prived of former hajjpiness—poor Atlas, ‘an eternal Caryatid'

with the world on liis shoulders—Mencetius pitched into Erebus

—

Prometheus chained to the rock for seeking to steal the concealed

llann^—Epimetlieus, with the beautiful Pandora, the cursed*gift

of Zeus—anti the windtj having fellowship and contention with the

gods, adjusting claims that had been violated—show us Vvhat our

Gi•eek fathers thought about humanity and heaven. Passages of

great interest may be found in the Tlnimts and Cr lilas of Plato, in

whicli the earliest information on the subjects of highest concern

to man is, considoi ed to be placed beyond tlie range of science,

and to l)e the result of tradition. In the Tlmcms an Egyptian
j)riost is represented as giving Solon information of which tlu3

Gre(‘ks wert) always ignorant. He speaks of ‘ the noble and sur-

‘ passing race ofmen who occupied the country in remote antiquity,

‘from whom you yourself and your whole state are descended,

‘and you are ignorant of* them,' says he, ‘because the survivors
‘ for many generations died out, uiiacquuinted with the art of
‘ writing.

'-f-

In tile Crlllas the generations which succeeded that highly

civilized age are further described as having sunk into barbarism,

(ytvoc opttov Kui aypainfxaTov).^ Porphyry may also be referred

to, who in his Dc Absthientia, citing Theophrastus, says that the

pillars jireserved in Oyrrhe show the simple character of the

early offerings of the (Jorybantes, confirming what Empedocles
says of them and of the primitive worship generally. But Comte is

hampered liy a theory; ho believes that his own theological

period was terminated at the age of fourteen, and that he passed

tlirough Eetichism, Polytheism, and Monotheism during the

lapse of those tender years, and that, therefore^ humanity as a
whole must have itinerated the same cycle ! Moreover, ho tells us
that the lower animals, together with ourselves, commence a

• Muller derivcjs lapetua from t«7rr£ii/, to fall

AXX’ vfiag XkXijOe dtd to rovij Trtpi'^evofifvovr iiri TroXXaj,' yivtag ypappaffi

TiXtvr^v d^Mvovg. See, also, Tonikins Ilulaean Lecture, ^ On tlie Innuence of

Jewiah and Chriatian Scriptures on Heathen Writings and Nations.’

Z Critias, 151 Bekker.
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certain kind of religious experience, that they may even rise to a

species of Polytheism, hut not higher. ‘Among some of tlie

‘superior animals, we observe a feeble indication of Polytheism,
‘ which we must attnbute to their contact with the human species !'

And he refers ancient and modem Pantheism, the first corrup-

tion of primaeval knowledge and the final development of the

erudite metaphysics of Germany, to the same intellectiuil stage ;

*

so that the emotions of the savage and the dog when permitted

to examine a watch, the tlieory of Plato, the laboured hypothesis

of Cudworth, and the dreams of Schelling on the soul of the

universe, are all alikc^ manifestations of the primary theologic

phase. Further, we deny that the modem Fetichism of savages

and* barbarians has been any attempt on their part after an
explanation of phenomena. The amulet, the cliarin, the house-

hold god of China and India, have been the media through which
ignorance has sought to gain access to the powers of nature

;
but

generally speaking-, the fetich has had no phenomena that needed
explanation, has been without form or comeliness, and must
undergo processes of consecration before it is deemed capable of

attending to the prayer of its devotee.

However, having, as he thinks, unansweiably established the

universal presence of Fetichism as the initial stage of speculative

belief, Comte advances to treat of the explanation it affords, and
the stimulus it gave, to the early social development of nations.

He signalizes the attachment to places^that it would inspire, tlie

bridle it would throw Pound the devastating ijropensities of men

;

and he argues that an increasing knowledge of nature would
steadily diminish the number of deities. This we emphatically

deny; we believe that the entire history of Poly^theism runs

counter to his theory. The earliest Egyptian monuments show,

in the estimation of competent scholars, that idolatry and Poly-

theism were the offspring of the Pharaonic age. The divan of

Olympus succeeded in sj)litting up into human personifications

some vast abstractions. Innumerable Oreads and Dryads were
the latest invention of Greek fancy; and in the last days of the

Homan empire, Juvenal tells us how the gods were multiplied

rather than diminished. To this second phase of the theologic

spirit great space is devoted, and its influence on science, art,

and industry^ expounded at length. Polytheism is said to have
reiUoved a great check upon the industrial spirit, by driving

from inert matter the indwelling God, and to have exited a
powerful influence on social development by the establishment of

* Tliere isjimch truth in this connexion. See the . Buddhism and Fetichism of

China. But'^e Feticiiism is a corruption of Pantheism, and not Pantheism an ex-

pansion and refinement of Fetichism. Nothing is histoncally clearer tlian this.
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a priesthood. Comte considers the Polytheistic idea of apotheosis

exercised a higher influence upon the moral being than the

expectation of immortal blessedness, and thus he exalts Poly-

theism at the expense of Monotheism, against which he has a

bitter grudge. We can best reply to this portion of his argu-

ment by quoting the well-known paasage from the Odyssey

^

in

which a pure Polytheism presents us with its notion of futurity,

JiovXot fTra^jfivpof ttoy Oj)T(vifxiv aWtfi

*At'Cpt Trap unXiipui, J yij /'lioroc ttoXvq eit]

’'ll iraaiy vfMVEaaL Kara<l>OifJEyoiffiy ayanmiv .—Book xi. 4S5,

And contrasting this with the words of St. Paul, ‘ I have a desire

to depart, and to be with Christ, which is far better.* ‘ For me
to live is Clirist, and to die gain.*

In dealing with Polytheism, Comte states one of his own deeply

clionislied convictions, and one with which we entirely accord,

tliat the union Ijetween the spiritual and the temporal power was
the offspring and natural development of Polytheism. ^We think,

however, that he is altogether wrong in his estimate of the prin-

ciijle, and speculative belief, which is alone qualified to separate

them. He say.s that Monotheism is opposed to their connexion
with each other, but Positivism is alone qualified to complete the

severance. In o\ir opinion, Monotheism, as such, htis never shown
any disposition to divorce the spiritual and temporal authority, as

the Monotheistic theocracies of Persia, the entire history of Juda-
ism, the Mussulman faith under the government of the Caliphs,

the modern history of the Greek Church, the corruption of

Christianity called the Papacy, and the alliance existing between
the State and the Church in Protestant countries abundantly
prove. Christianity, in its own statute book, has declared that

the severance of these two powers is essential to its true progress

and free develoj)ment
;
but Comte knows nothing of Christianity

as a mode of life, and all his judgments on Monotheism would
give "a'tb incautious reader * at least, the impression that he does

not accurately distinguish it from the Catholicism of tlie middle

ages. He tells us that there are three phases of Polytheism

—

the Egyptian or the theocratic, the Greek or the intellectual, the

Roman or the social ; and it was the combination of these three

influences that originated the Monotheism of the western world.

The filiation of these several states is, to his mind, as clear as

mud. " The belief in fate rolled up the Gods of Olympus into a
great reasoning Deity, and the perception of the fundamental

permanence of natural relations assisted the same huge develop-

ment in Rome. The empire of Rome was too large to be

retained, except by a spiritual power, distinct from the temporal
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autlioritj of the Senate House, or the Imperial Palace, and so a

Monotheistic faith assisted the severance of the two sociahpoweiu

The influence of Judaism, and the spread of Cliristianity, this

profound philosopher scarcely deems it worth his while to de-

scribe or to expound ; all that he is concerned with is the s|)onta-

neoiis development of Monotheism out of Polytheism.

W-e felt peculiarly excited Avhen we advanced to that j)ortion

of the work which was to smash the Old Testament, and to show
that no special or supernatural means were used to briiio' the

race back to its ijrimitive faith, and %ve expected that Comte
wxmld, at least, have put forth some of his great powers in

dealing with this profound and difficult question. He sliall

describe, in his own words, his view’^ of Judaism :

‘ It is impossible to forget tlu^ speeial and spontaneous voeation of

the little Jewish theoei'aey, (leri\a‘d in an aeeessory way from the

Kgyitian and perhai)s also fixnn the Cliahhan theoeraey, whenee it

may ])r()l)ahly have emanated by an exeeptional colonization of tlie

sacerdotal caste, the su]>erior classes of' whom having long since an’ived

at Monotheism in the course of their natiual mental development, had
been led to establisli, as a sort of' experinumt, a colony altogether

monotheistic: whei*(‘, in spite of the strong antijjathy oi' the lower class

of the jHtpulatioii to so ])reinature an institution, M.onotbeism ]>reserved

a
2
HTilous hut

2
>urc and avowed existence, at least, after the separation

of the t('u tribes .’— Courif de Pltil. Pe.y., vol. v., j). 290.

In a note, which Miss Martineau has 'omitted, ho says :

—

‘Although the nature of my peculiar labours does not admit of the
deveh)j»ment of' a special ex

2
)lanution of «ludaism [it is omitted just as

geology is omitted from tiie earlier portions of the work], I confess

tliat this new historical discovery which Inis resulted from my own
immediate and profound study of tlie whole subject, in its i*elation to

my fundamental theory' of the evolution of Immanity, will not be
fully verilied by its application in detail to the general analysis of
thin ntreauje ontmahj^ unless it he attenqd/ed by' a philosopher placed at

this new and rational stand-jioint.’

—

Ibid. p. 21)1.

See the miserable resort to which he flies

!

‘ If the Hebrews had not taken the initiative, the general evolution

would not have lacked other organs—which would have taken a course

radically identical—only transferring to other hooks, now probably lost,

the sacred chiiracto which is still attributt^d to theirs.’

—

Ibid. p. 293.

This beats Hume, De Wette, Von Bohlen, or Vatk^. Mr.
Ma^kay, in his Progress of the Intellect, and Miss Martineau, in

her tJaaiern Life, propose theories chat will bear a little more
iHfvestigaJiDn than this, although, doubtless, some of them have
been guided by similar views. Hardy, false, uncertain, unde-
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I'eDdod doclaratioijs like tliest^ should hrin^^ contempt- on their

author. We liave no manner of hesitation in declaring them
to be bold, sujDertlcial, dariiig conjectures

;
hypotheses incom-

parably more absurd than the vortices of Descartes or the

dreams of Ptolemy. And so the most venerable Book, and

most marvellous People in the world, are reduced by this pro-

found, plvllosophic^^^ and IntpaHUd anihor to ‘une etrange
ANOMALIE.' "A wortiiy Daniel come to judgment !’ An am-
Qiiidy indeed, to one who knows no God—who deems the entire

coiice])tion of a spiritual Deity to be a delusion of human ignor-

ance— but no anomaly to thos4i who heard His Voice, and saw

His Hand, mid felt His Presence, whose words, institutions,

sorrows, and hoyies, are inseparably entwined with the dcstifiies

of the world. Comte never, in the entire course of his argument,

presumes to deal with the lengthened series of anomalous facts

which have attended and given intensity to the mighty anomaly
that lie does signalize. The only possible justification of his one-

sidf'dness and unfairness is his AUSOLUTE ATHEISM.
Having dislied up Monotheism in this style, accounted for it

on Positive principles, shown (!) that it is a spontanoijus evolu-

tion of Polytiieism, he pi'occeds to the discussion of its merits,

ami strange t.(^ say, Christianity, as such, is scarcely traversed I

H is only idea of tiiis great theological stage is the Catholicism of

the middle ages, in which lie sees the full development of the

social system possible under its tutelage, aiidheiieath its auspices

the military system ].)rought to perfection, and finding its con-

summation. This dogma, which pervades the entire treatment of

the tlieologicid epoch, appears to us to be a very notable speci-

men of liasly generalization. The theological and inilitary

rdgime have been connected, but not by any law. Iloligioii did

not animate the generals of Alexander or the legions of Ca^isar

;

religion gave direction to, but did not create the martial spirit of

Godfrey’s Crusaders or Amrou’s Arabs. The whole of this

prolix chapter requires a careful dissection, paragraph by para-

grajdi. Many curious conjectures and ingenious observations are

made on the growth of the Bomish hierarchy—on the celibate of

the clergy—on the temporal sovereignty of the Pope—a little

fact right in the teeth of his position, that Monotheism assisted

the separation of the spiritual from the temporal power. But
we expressly call attentfon to the chapter in winch he sums up
and accounts for Catholic doctrine. The original condemnation
of humanity was in our author s opinion a mediaeval doctrine, 2)our

rmtiver la necessUe gfn^rale d'une redemption univereelle.

The mpponed divinity of the founder of the Christian system

was a ‘ political necessity’ arising out of the profound relation of
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such a conception with the real independence of the spiritual

power thus spontaneously placed under an appropriate invisible

but direct authority. Arianism reduced the claims of the mys-
tical chief to a lower rank, and afforded to kings a pretext for

interference with the concerns o^ the Church ! This same
‘ political necessity’ affords the explanation of the claim set up
by the priesthood to the performance of the miraculous conse-.

cration of the elements of the Holy Supper. La jntissance

inaferielle Tie i^ouvait jamais asirirer h iVaussi sublimes opera-

tions.

He offers nowhere any explanation of the sense of need which

led to the bloody sacrifices of Paganism, the sacrificial disease

whiTih he allows to be the universal correlate of the idea of God

;

but he admires the ‘ sublime subterfuge’ by means of which this

instinctive want was remedied in the oldation of the Mass.

And with a few political explanations of some of the mysteries

of the Christian religion, he supposes that he has denn aistrated

this most important branch of his social science 1 We hold that

of all the feeble attacks upon Christianity, this is the most con-

temptible. It is followed by a cursory review of the great

political wants which were met by Catholicism, the social

influences exerted by it upon education, morality, art, science,

and industry, and the causes which led to its inevitable decline.

A great deal that he says upon this theme is ingenious and just,

and if it referred only to the social system, to the mental
tyranny that was enforced by the menaces of spiritual and tem-
poral authority, would receive our approbation. But in the over-

throw of Catholicism he would spare its social organization,

which he considers to be a masterpiece of human wisdom ! and
of which, as we have seen, he attempts to give a preposterous

parody in his new worldwide scheme. The necessity of retaining

this social system, as it is confirmed by all his analysis, will be
the main political conclusion of his inquiries.

Just as Comte never perceives in Fetichism or Polytheism the
corruption of a purer faith, and supposes them to be sponta-

neously evolved from one another, so he never sees in the meta-
physical onslaught upon Catholicism any return to an earlier and
Divine idea. The proposition that Catholicism is a corruption of

tlie simplicity of the religion of Christ is rejected Avith scorn. It

is
^
somewhat satisfactory thus to find, {hat our best Protestant

arguments are here in the direct teeth of this great oppoi^nt of

Christianity. The most conclusive relies to his ‘ metaphysical

st^j^ may bo found in the works of Chillingworth and Barrow.

The mqjiaphysical epoch is divided into Protestantism propei,

Deism, and Atheism. Protestantism is blamed for denying the
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infallibility of the Supreme Pontiff, and for multiiDlying the

organs of Divine inspiration, and thus introducing endless con-

fusion into the system of belief. Catholicism apd Positivism are

at one in making it their aim to establish unanimous opinions,

and to effect the destruction of all the divergence of sentiment

to which men are prone. Surely Comte must be aware that the

Protestantism of Geneva, of England, and of America has done

no such thing. It has denied the universal possession of an in-

fallible spirit—it has restricted the miraculous acquirement of

truth to those whose authority has been endorsed by authentic

miracle—and it finds in the Holy Scriptures its true and suffi-

cient guide. It would seem that our author's only idea of Prctes-

taiitisiri is gathered from the mongrel form of it which has been
in late years sanctioned by the government of France.

He enumerates a great many causes of the decline of Papal
authority and Catholic doctrine, any one of which would require

lengthened treatment. He loses no opportunity for bitter out-

break against the institutions and opinions of England. He is

annoyed at our stability—he is put out by our religiousness—ho
is nonplussed by our loyalty and our democracy

;
and in order to

maintain his theory of the connexion l)etween the theological

phase and the military rdgimc, he is ol>liged to say that on the

advent of the metaphysical era, the military spirit received a
notable check. ^ Very like a whale !' This advent fairly inau-

gurated before the days of Drake or Tilly, of Gustavus Adolphus
or Oliver Cromwell, of Marlborough or Napoleon, of Wellington
or Nicholas the Czar of all the Ru.ssias ! It appears evident to

us that he utterly confounds the spirit of conquest with the spirit

of war, and is blind to the fact that both of these are, alas

!

almost as active and vigorous now, as they were in the days of

Sesostris, of Alexander, or of Pompey.
His review of Protestant dogmas and sects is as unsatisfactory

and feeble as that which he gave to Catholic ‘ doctrine.’ He has
no perception of Quietism, no appreciation of Luther, ‘whose
dogmatic innovations were mere trifles,' and Calvin he regards

merely as having finished up the hierarchy. Socinus doomed the

most essential doctnriiyioi Catholicism to extinction ; and William
Penn founded a sect which was more revolutionary in its ten-

dency than all others putF together—and so our Positive Philoso-

pher sj^eeps over the ages !

We are at a loss to know what Comte means by a metaphy-
sical stage, as characteristic of the Protestant view of social

phenomena. We do not see that the opinions held by Anglicans,

Scotch Presbyterians, by Cartwright, by Oliver Cromwell, or the

Fifth Monarchy men were one whit less theological than those
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espoused by Bossuet, or represented by Gregory the Seventh or

Leo the Tenth. On the other hand, the dogma of the authority

of the Cliurch, th^ prototype of Ck)mies7iouveau Gra nd Ei re, and
which has been the life and soul of Catholicism, was, in the sense

in which he uses the term, an eminently metaphysical conception.

It was, moreover, a metaphysics w^hich was resisted by a simpler

and bolder theolog)^, a dream from which men awaked (who, like

Jonah, w^ere sleeping amid the wild storm caused by their own
imprudence), and heard the cry of a vast troubled liost saying to

them, ‘ Aiise, call upon thy God/
Even Comte allow^s that, in some nations, Positive view^s of

nafiTral phenomena have been indigenous. In Fiance, at the

close of the last century, there was a sudden rebound IVom the

Theologic to the Positive stage, with scarcely any tran.sition

period. If this be so, what does ho mean by using the term Law to

describe the constant presence and occurrence of tliis transitional

epoch of human knowledge ? .

Our author has dissected and thoroughly exposed the Deism
and Atheism of the last oentur}^ and has poured upon it his

almost malignant contempt. He shows how it took every ground
of trust away from the human mind, and left nothing in its stead

;

how^ it ridiculed the religious sentiment, and ignored facts in

human nature which it was incompetent to explain. It is ‘pass-

ing sti*ange’ that he does not see the utter abvSiirdity of his owm
reconstniction of society, and the poverty of the substitute he
presumes to offer to the w’idowed, desolate lieart of man.

Having attempted, throughout, to present to oirr readers a hiir

idea of Comte's Philosophy of the Sciences, we cannot bring this

lengthened article to a conclusion, without a lew remarks on the

sixth and most elaborately diffuse volume, in which he endeavours

to describe the advent and progress of the Positive rc^gime, and
the circumstances which, during the last four centuries, have more
or less contributed to its inauguration. He allies the Positive Phi-

losojihy of natural phenomena with the growth of the industrial

spu'it, and rules that the activity of this spirit has coincided and
co-operated with the application of Positive principles to social

phenomena. This leads him to attribute to the mere industrial

element thus quickened, the transformation of slavery into serf-

dom, and the creation of a class which should voluntarily submit
to perform that which had once been mere servile labo^y:. He
acknowledges that Catholicism contributed towards the emanci-

pation of the slave class, when it taught that there was only one

religion fiw both the Lord and his vassal, but he makes no allusion

to the fact tliat, in the first and second centuries, Christianity

had enforced this very doc^trine, and that the extraordinary revo-
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lution wliicli it wrought in the Roman Empire was wholly inde-

pendent of the social organization of Catholicism. It would be
in radical opposition to his entire principles to assert that the
truths announced, and the motives supplied, by the New Testa-

ment, really suggest a state of things which even he sees to be
desirable, and that age after age they have resolutely contended
against the new forms of evil which have attempted to overmaster
them

;
that Christianity has, again and again, put forth its

gigantic power, and infused fresh life into the dormant energies

and paralyzed impulses of the race
;
he knows nothing of ‘ the

Man ’ whrnn God has ordained to be the Prince and the Saviour,

or of the S|)irit which has made ‘ Jew and Greek, bond and
male and h'tiiale, one in Clirist Jesus/ Because tlie progress of

tlio race, under the influence of ChristLaii truth and Divine
teaching, has been intermittent and anomalous, judged by his

Sociologic Law, lie virtually overlooks Ciiristianity altogether,

and endeavours to explain the history of the last four centuries*

by r(ivealing a conflict between the military and theological

orgiuiizations of C-jitliolic Europe, on the one hand, and the

nascent powers of Positive Science, on the other. He might as

well, turning his back on the heavens, try to explain all the
phenomena of light and darkness, sunimov and winter, without

the hypothesis of a sun, insist upon it tlmt the gloom of our
night is caused by the feeble glimmer of our gaslights, and
express his hope that when Bude burners are improved, that tire-

some thing, calJiMl his shadow, will finally disappear from his

path.

The ^Esthetic, Scientific, and Philosophical reconstruction of

society are sketched with a masters hand, but in entire accord-

ance with his miserable view of human nature, while the institu-

tions that he sees Gooming iuthe future,' are those upon which

he dilates with so mucli unction in his Systhne do Politique

Positive.

And so, from the original construction of tlic Solar System,

dowui to the last scene of the last act of the French Revolu-

tion, he discerns no over-ruling mind—^no Providence—no God.

The jmrposes of our Heavenly Father, and all the final causes

of the arr:tugcmcuts of the universe are reduced and transformed

into tlie conditions of existence—the j^rogressivo disclosure of

His perfections dwindles inb) the Iiiav of continuous progress

—

the cJenr^ndications of His jirovideutial government are denuded

of all dignity, and characterized as the spontaneous development

of humanity—^tbe conflict between good and evil is attributed to

defective philosophy—and the advent of the Positive rdgime,

which nothing can postpone beyond its appointed time, will
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irrevocably doom all theologies to utter extinction. But it must

suffice in brief to say, that there are hundreds of salient points

in this vast and ambitious scheme which are open to severe

ciiticism, and call for lengthened refutation
;
and that there is

not one leading position of it that we could receive without

essential modification. We bring these observations to a close

with a passage from the review of Sir David Brewster, and we
do so because some jiorts of that review have been associated

with advertisements of Mi.ss Martineau s translation of Comte’s

works, in a manner adapted to convey an im])ression whi(rh we
are persuaded is tlioroughly out of harmony with the intention

of 4;he writer.

‘ Had the opinions which we have been combating, been maintained

l>y those rash speculators, who are permitted at distant intervals to

disturb the tranquillity of the religious world, we should not have

allowed them to interfere with ours. But, w hen a work of profound

science, marked witJi great acuteness of reasoning, and eons])i(nious for

the highest fittnbutes of ijitidlectual pmver
;
when sueh a work records

the dread sentiment that the universe displays no ]>roof*s ol’ an all-

directing mind, and i*ecords it, too, as the deduction of unhiassed reason,

the appalling note lulls upon the ear like the sounds of desolation and (f

death. Tlie life blood of the affections stands frozen in its strongest

and most genial current; and reason and feeling but resume their

ascendancy when they have pictured the consecpiences of so frightful a

delusion. If man is tlnis an orphan at liw birth, and an outcast in liis

destiny; if knowledge is to be his punishment, and not Ins prize; if all

his intellectual achievements are to perish with him in the dust
;
if tlie

brief tenure of his being is to he renounced amid the wreck of vain

desires, of blighted hopes, and of bleeding affections; then, in reality as

well as in metaphor, is life a (beam!*

We have assigned a large simee to this topic. Our reason for

so doing will be found in the character and extent of M. Comte's
writings, and in the effort now made to place him before the
minds of our countrymen in a light as partial in its substance,

as it is mischievous in tendency.
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(1.) Atit. II.

—

The Foetical Works of George Herbert ; with Life,

critical dissertation, and explanatory notes. By the Hev. Geokge
G1LFILLA.N. (Library of the British Poets. 1853.)

(2.) The Works of George Herbert, in Prose and Verse. Edited l>y

the Key. R. A. Willmott. With Illustrations. (Iloutledge’s

Series of the British Poets. 1854.)

Among the numerous ' series’ of reprints claiming public attention,

poetry seems certainly destined to take the lead. While we have an

liistori(!al scries, an antiquarian series, a classical scries, a philo-

sophic-al series, and some half-dozen series upon series beSitles,

we find that no less than tln'ee separate reprints of the works of

our British poets are ‘in the field to-day.’ There is Nichols’

Library Edition of the British Poets, Routledgc s Series of the

British Poets, and Parker’s Annotated Edition of the English

Poets. And well pleased are we to find that these series no longer

begin with Cowley, thus ignoring full half of our finest poetry,

but that they begin as they ought, with Chaucer and Gower.
At the same time wo are ve.ved to perceive how many writers,

who, even by the merest courtesy, cannot be termed ‘ poets,’ have
still place here. In ^Mr. Nichols’ list, the effect is actually ludi-

crous when we read in order the names of Shelley, Shenstone,

>Smart, Smollett,—^what* place have the three last among that

proud company—our national poets? wdmt jdace indeed have
such writers as Armstrong, Ferguson, Gifford, Hamilton, Logan,
Boss, Tipkell

,
and many more? Nor is Mr. Kentledge’s list

much more select, for Shenstone and Smollett occupy the same
volume with Goldsmith—^what profanation ! and poor Kirke
White lias a whole volume to himself. With Mr. Willmott's

well-known taste, and love of our elder writers, we, liowever, anti-

cipate better arrangements for the future. But to return to Mr.
Nichols’ list, which is remarkably extensive. Why is Lady Pem-
broke omitted while Mrs. Opie finds a place? why Joanna
Baillie, worthy high place in right of her noble lyrics? why Sir

Philip Sydney forgotten, while Surrey and Wyatt are here? If

Henry Vaughan be admitted. Dr. Henry More slmuld be, Daniel

too, and Sylvester, while Chapman and Marlowe can never be over-

looked when we contcm^ilate the choir of true poets of the reign

of El^beth.
It is in no spirit of captious criticism that these remarks are

made. We rejoice to see such active exertions to supply our

rising population with the treasures of our native poetry; well

assured that the more they read, and compare our eai-lier poets

with the later, so will the ‘ weighty bullion’ of their verse claim

NO. XXXVIII. c c
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reverence, and llie surface-polish, and the mere gilding of tlie

poetry of ihat ‘ moh of gentlemen wlio wrote with ease,’ appear

what it really is—utterly worthless. To some of those great early

poets, we hope to direct the readers attention, hut the publication

of tNvo editions of the poems of George Herl)ert,—poems which,

as the reader ’svell Imows, from the circumstances of their publi-

cation, as well as through the delightful little memoir of Isaak

Walton, have attained a tvide celebrity,—^will turn our thoughts

for the present to the religious poetry of the era when lie flou-

rished, and also to the influences by wdiich he was surrounded.

As the notices of his life, both by Mr. Gilflllsn and Mr. Willmott,

are\’^ry fragmentary^ w^e will endeavour to combine from various

sources a sketcli of liis earlier days, and then proceed to compare
liis poems with those of contemporary writers, and seek to esti-

miite their respective merits.

It is true enough, as George Herbert's biographers have

remaikcd, that there is little of incident in his life. Still,

jdthough the talc of his short career divides itself into three

simple episodes,—the diligent student at Cambridge, tlije brief

visitant at court, the lowly, self-denying parish priest at Bemer-
ton,—still, when w’e remember the times in which his lot was
cast, the men among whom he daily walked, that short life, and

its scanty memorials, will provide food for suggestive thought.

George Herbert w^as a re^sident in London ere the glorious names
which have made the reign of Elizabeth briglit to all genera-

tions had become names only, when Camden, Selden, Kayleigh,

Backville, Drayton,—most of our great dramatists, and Shakspeare

himsclfj w’alkeil our streets—at Cambridge, when Herrick, Giles,

Fletcher, Fansliawe, Jeremy Taylor, Milton, Cromwell, were
fellow students; a visitant at a court, to whose pleasures Inigo

Jones, and Marston, and Middleton, and Ben Jonson ministered

—a court where Andrewes, Wotton, Donne, Coke, Bacon, held

liigh place. All these he must have looked upon; with many he
must l)ave exchanged formal courtesies and quaint compliments.

Would that George Herbert had kept a diary. It is pleasant to

picture to oneself tlie every-day world of Herbert’s youth,—to

call up, though as faintest shadows, that crowd of illustrious men
his eye looktjd upon bodily. This we may not do; but thanks to

tfie lodng care of good Isaak Walton,‘—to that most character-

istic fragment of autobiography Herbert’s eldest hrotherj^as be-

queathed us; thanks too, to the many gossiping, and sometimes
prosing, but still suggestive, diaries, and letters of his C(mtem-

poraries, may be able to obtain some glimpses of life in the

family, the college, and the court, as he, ere liis retirement to the

quiet country parsonage, beheld them.
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The Herberts were an fincient and wealthy himily, not noble,

but allied to nobility by kindred with the illustrious house of

Pembroke. The family estates were in Montgomeryshire, and tlio

original seat of the Herberts was at Blackball. And here for

generations they dwelt, Jimnting and hawking, and carrying on a
vigorous warfare with the strong thieves of tlie Welsh marches,

and gainiiig a fame the whole country round for their munificent

housekeeping. Indeed, with equal pride does Edward record the

gallant contest of his grandfather with the bold outlaw, and the

saying^—so gnitifying to a ''gentleman householder’ in those

days, when the way to the hearts of liis retainers was through their

mouths, tliat "fly where thou wilt, thou wilt light at Blacklmll,’

f’or, he (JOTitinues, ‘ there was a very long table in the hall, twice
‘ covered with the best meats that could be gotten, twice every

(lay,' and rememhering the habits of these times, we may well

believe that the ball was always well filled. It was therefore in

almost l)aronial state that the Herberts lived; and when tliey

removed to Montgomery castle, where the subject of our memoir
was horn, tlicro, doubtless, would be seen all the formal obser-

vances, and the almost feudal state, of the household of a ‘wor-

shipful gentleman’ of Queen Elizabeth’s days.

Richard Herbert, the father, had a nutnerous family
; six sons

and three daughters horn during his life, and a seventh son born
some months after bis Jecease. The eldest, Eflwai-d, lord Her-
bert of Cberbury, whose after life contrasts so mournfully with
that of his brother, was born in 1581, and appears to have been
sent almost in infancy to bis maternal grandmother, lady Ne^q)ort
of High Arkall, in the county of Salop. It is worthy a passing
remark, that however harsh the old system of instruction might
have been, that fatal plan—fatal abko to physical and mental
pi*ogress—of luirassing children of two and three years of age
with ‘ book-leaming,’ was wholly unknown. Lord Herbert tells

ns that it was not until seven years had passed that he was put to

Ids hook. Tliis, he remarks, was rather late, and he attributes it

to a weakness in his eyes ; but we have repeatedly found instances

of education hegiiming at nearly as late a time, and cannot call

to mind a single instance of the child being set to his horn-book
and primer, until past five years of age. Edward naively enough
tells how early his pugnacious qualities were developed, foi*

althoudi his tutor had no reason to correct him for backward-
ness, ^en once he set about learning, yet he often received punish-

ment ‘ for going to cuffs with two schoolfellows elder than I, but
never for telling a lie.’ AVith his grandmother, then a widow,
and to whose uprightness and kindness he bears a warm testi-

mony, he remained until lie bad attained the age gf twelve years,
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and then, just about the time that George was bora, he was sent

to Oxford.

Meanwhile Richard Herberts family increased; Edward was

still at Oxford, his younger brothers under the care of a tutor,

and George, with the little ones, just released fi*om the go-eai*t,

wlien the father was seized with heavy sickness. The mother,

who has received high praise from Herbert's biograjihers, and

who certainly was an active, intelligent, shrewd, business-like

woman,—a class very numerous among the widows of noble

families in those days,—perceiving that the illness of her busliand,

even if it did not end in deatli, would incapacitate him from

the •management of Iiis children—^it being letliarg}%—sent to Ox-
ford for the heir, and liaving secured him, despatched her brother.

Sir Francis Newiiort, with all speed to Iiondon, to obtain

conjointly with him, the wardship of all the children. Little do

tliose renders, who are unacquainted with the social history of

those times know the importance of this step, and how, had it

not been taken, the heir of the family would have been ‘ begged'

l)y some courtier, who, for a sum paid do^vn to the Court of

Wards, would have had the complete custody of his person and

his lands, together with the right of bestowing him in manhige to

'whomsoever he pleased, independently of his relatives, even of his

mother, while the younger children, if possessed of separate pro-

perty, would have been similarly treated,/)!’ if destitute, flung into

various hands to become needy hangers-on in noble families, or

sizars drawing beer for their colleges, or forced abroad to handle

a pike in tlie Low Countries, or with ‘only one frieze coat to liis

back,’ fain to set sail with some ‘ sea captain,’ half pirate half

mercluintman, in search of El Dorado, or some well freighted

Spanish galleon. It would be well if those who look with scant

favour on the days of the Protectorate, would but remember, that

to him, who made those days famous, we owe the abolition of that

most oppressive of tribunals,—that source of imimagined suffering

to the widow and orphan,—the Court of Wards.
The favour so earaestly sought for by the lady Magdalene

Herl)erf and her brother, was granted,—probably through tlie inter-

vention oftheEarl of Pembroke,—andRichard Herbert having been
laid to rest among his fatliers, the heir w^as sent hack to Oxford,
'whitlier, after the birth of her youngest tmd posthumous child, the

mother repaired. Here Edward continued pursuing his studies at

Queen $ College, his two next brothers, probably the thffS also,

with him. Little time elapsed after her husband’s death, ere lady

-Magdalene sought about for ‘ a good match’ for her eldest son.

He was littK more than fifteen, but, strange ns it seems to us, his

mother’s offer >vas eagerly clutched by one Sir William Herbert,
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who had a large estate, and an only (laughter, who seemed
destined to remain single, as he deelared she should only marry
a Herbert. There was wealth on both sides, and equal rank,

—

nay, wdiat was as Jittractive in old Welsh families, relationship,

—

so the father of the lady, who was more than twenty-one, and the

mother of the student youth of fifteen, made up the marriage, and
as completely as if he had been ‘ sold’ to some rapiicious noble-

man, or courtier, eager to secure a good bargain, was the haughty,

iuipulsive Edward Herbert sold, almost in his boyhood, by his

managing mother. There is a simple pathos in the quiet way in

Avliich he narrates this business transaction: 'and so, notwith-

standing the disparity of years between us, on Feb., 15j[)J-8,

Mu the house ol' Eyton, hy the same man that had manied my
‘lather and mother, and christened me, I esjiousod her.’ He then
tells us that he returned to Oxford, with his mother and wife,
* and followed my hook more closely than ever.’

Meanwhile George, and his younger brothers, were placed

under the care of a private tutor, ami doubtless ‘ the beauties of

‘his ])retty behaviour and wdt, tliat shined and became so eminent
‘and lively in this his innocent age,’ as Isaak Walton prettily

jcmarks, wore already apparent. Shortly before the death of

Que(m Elizabeth, the wdiole ftunily came to London, wdiere tliey

lived in high style, and Edward, on his coming of age, was desired

hy his mother ‘ to take the hurtlien of providing for my brothers
‘ and sisters, although sTie had all my father's leases, and goods
' which w-ere of great value/ He therefore settled 301. yearly on
each of his six brothers, and portioned off his three sisters, who
soon after ‘made good matches,’ wdth lOOOi. each. From sub-

sequent notices w^e think there is little doubt ihat, although the

mother could bestow such liberal bounty uiion Donne,—wdio

became acquainted wdth her at Oxford,—that he declared Loth
spring and summer beauty to be outdone by her ' autumnal face/

and could years after lavish her wealth upon a husband not half

her age, yet that her own children ever found her most niggard
in her bounty tow^ards them.

And now Elizabeth died, James succeeded, and young Edward,
who had already become fascinated wdth the splendour of a court,

where his relation and patron, William earl of Pembroke, with
his brother, 8ir Philip Herbert, stood so high in favour, prepared

to begin that singular career of (quixotic gallantry, which is so

naiveiy^old in his memoir, and which we think must have excited

the astonishment as well as disapprobation of the staid lady

Magdalene, He was made Knight of the Bath at the coronation

of James, and commenced courtier-life, while little George having

mastered his accidence, and Lilly, was sent to Westminster school.
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at tills time presided oxer by Mr. Ireland, where ‘ he came to be

‘perfected in the learned languages, and especially tJie Greek

tongue.’ Here he remained until the spring of lOOH, when his

eldest brother set out for the court of the hrencli king, and his

mother took a second husband to the great amusement of her

noble friends, who made merry at ‘ the widow Herbert’s choice,

‘who hath married Sir John Danvers, being more than twice his

‘ age,’ while he, as King’s Scholar, was elected for Trinity College,

Cambi’idge, whither, in company with Hackett, the widter of that

characteristic life of archbishop Williams, he was sent.

It is very prohahle, we think, that the ill-assorted marriage ol*

his.it^other chafed the haughty spirit of her first-bom, ami de-

termined him to go abroad. Although he never mentions this

maiTiagc, yet he seems to allude to it, when lie tells us that in the

same year he urged upon his wife, who appeal's to have had large

separate jR’otierty, the propriety of making some especial pro^’isioll

for their three children ; urging, ‘ that as one must die before the

‘other, and the sumvor doubtless would marry again,’ they ought
‘not to T»e left to the mere mercy of a step-parent.' This proposal

the lady rejected; ‘ so I then told her, that as I was too young
‘ to go beyond seas before I manied her, she would iiovr give me
‘leave to see foreign countries,’ adding, that if she would comply
"With his request for the cliiklren's settlement, he would not go.

To this she coolly replied, that ‘ though she sliould be sorry, yet
‘ if I would needs go, she could not help it.’ Thus ended this

hapless union. Sir Edward set forth to challenge gentlemen

who had nidely snatched away ladies’ topknots, or stolen clierished

ribbons,—indeed, as he remarks with no little exultation, after

describing one of these encounters,
—

‘I remember three other times

‘when I engaged myself to challenge men who I conceived to have
‘ injured (!) ladies,’ and alas! amid the loose morals and sceptical

notions of the I rench court, to make shipwreck too of his eoidy

teaching, and become almost the earUest infidel wrriter of his

countr}'. It is but just, that wliile the praises of George
Herbert’s mother are so implicitly re-echoed by each successive

biogi-apher, one among them, at least, should point to the blighted

youth, and consequent sad fate of lord Herbert, of Cherhury.

Ere we follow George to Cambridge, we may first glance at

tlie fortunes of his other brotliers, illustrative as they are of the

times. Hichard, the second son, w*ent to the Low Countries as a

soldier of fortune,—a common calling tliis, for cadets 8T*nohle

family. When he died, his brother has not told us ;
but he

remaiks with ^Tcat satisfaction, ‘ that he fought so many single
‘ duels, thalfhe carried the scars of twenty-four wounds upon him
‘to his grave.’ William, the next, went to Denmark, also as
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a soldier of fortune, and died in tlie Low Countries, but not

before having given proofs of his pugnacious dis
2
)08itiou, much

to the delight of Edward Hc^^rbert, who seems to have viewed

single combat almost as tlie whole duty of man. Charles, the

fourth son, died early, in the peaceful seclusion of New College,

Oxford; while to George, our present subject, his brother pays a

tribute of kindly admiration, adding, wiiat wo should scai’cely

have suspected, that ‘ he was not exempt from passion and choler,

‘ being iuhimities to wliich all our race are subject.’ Henry, the

sixth son, pushed his fortunes successfully at court, probably

through the iuduence of his eldest brother. He became master

of the revels, ‘ by which means, as also by a good marriage, he

attained to great fortunes;' and cliaracteri Stically adds his brhtlier,

‘ he filso hath given several proofs of his courage in duels, and
otherwise.’ Tlioiiias, the posthumous child, went into the naval

service, but seems to have been fai* from successful. He and

Henry, together with lord Herbert, their bi()gra2)her, were the

only survivors of that large family at the beginning of the civil

war.

Tlic Cambridge of George Herbert’s days was as different to the

Cambridge ofto-day, as the court ofdarnes the First was to the court

of Victoria. 8ir Symond D’Ewes will supply us with some curious

traits of the University and its scholars during his residence in

K»18—21. There was much severity among the professors, and
much nideness among tli5 students; hard drinking was common; the

use of tobacco, notwitlistiinding the royal denunciation, very preva-

lent, and quarrels beUveen the members of rivfd colleges so violent,

that serious mischief often ensued. Indeed, only eight years

helore Herbert’s residence there, we find records of a terrific

onslaught by the students #f Trinity upon ‘ St. John’s inenne,’

when they ‘ gathered, and laid up in the tower as many stones as

would fill a large studye ;’ and besides this ‘ provision of stones

laid up,’ they further pi’ovided ‘ some hucketts of water to poure
downe upon St. John’s meixne and further still, were duly armed
after the fashion of the London apprentices, with clubs. No
wonder therefore, was it, as the old diwument relates, that ' Pratt,

‘of St. Jolin’s, standing facing Trinity by the frompeteres,

‘received a grievous wound from a stone cast from the tower; and
‘ Mr. Massey, Master of^Aits, as he descended the hall-steps, was
‘felled to the ground by a club,’ This violent scene appears
4.. 4^-u—
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' he who did ill,’ was compelled to drink a certain quantity of

salted beer! Indeed, he adds, ‘the main thing that made me
‘ weary of the college, was, swearing, drinking, rioting, and hatred
‘ of all piety and virtue, under false and adulterate nick-names.'

So widely did this general demoralization prevail, that Cambridge,
in the very pulpit of St. Mary’s, was stigmatized as ‘ niater artmm,
noverca virtutam ’^ Rightly, therefore, did Herbert’s ‘prudent
‘ mother, well knowing that he might easily lose, or lessen that
‘ virtue and innocence which her advice and example had im-
‘ planted in his mind, procure the generous and liberal Dr. Nevi],
‘ master of Trinity, to take him into his particular care, and pro-
‘ vi^e him with a tutor.’ And rightly, too, did the young scholar,

we tliink, ‘ keep himself too retired, and at too great a distance

from his inferiors,’ preferring, like Milton, the calm society of

-his books, and the solace of Ids lute and viol, to the boisterous

merriment, and deep potations of his fellow' students.

In the schools Ilerbez't was more at liome; Ids advance in

academic rank was rapid, nor did the stem master, or the ‘ rouae
murmur scholce,’ which grated so harshly on Milton’s ear, ever

wring a complaint from him. While his more gifted, more
spirited contemporary bitterly exclaimed

—

‘ Kuda nec arva placent, imibrasque negantia mollcs,

Quam male Phoehicolis convenit ille locus,*

even while writing glorious poems there,* ‘ which the world would
not willingly let die,’ George Herbert was eyeing w’ith reverence

his ^ alma mater,* and esteeming it the height of his youthful am-
bition to become one of her most dutiful sons. When, how’ever,

we find in the curious diary just quoted, that at this period, ‘ the

‘chief studies were logic, ethics, an(k physics, for classical studies
‘ icere subordinate, and reserved for the evening,’ we are supplied

with an additional reason for the rooted dislike w’^hich Milton felt

for Cambridge.

There were high festivals here, wliile Herbert was a student. In
1612, the young Count Palatine, with prince Charles, came, and
were entertained with scholastic disputations in the morning, and
W’ith dramatic entertainments at night. The latter must have
been not a little wemsome, for it is recorded that the play begun
about seven o’clock, and continued until,one! No wonder was it

that the Palatine slept nearly all the time, although piince Charles

* It is a remarkable fact, that notwithstanding this general immorality, D’Ewes
states -tlmt, Uhe truth was in aU public sermons maintained; and none darad to
comniit idolatry, by bowing to, or adoring the altar.’ We may perhaps find in this

important faoti, the reason not only why Cambridge was the favourite resort of the
puritan party, but why Herbert, notwithstiuiding his high church tastes, approxi-
mated BO closely to puritan doctrine.
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—and he was but twelve years old
—

" seemed to listen with very
good patience and great contentment.’ We should rather doubt
the latter.

But greater honours were in store for Cambridge. In March,
1614, ‘the high and mighty king James,’ with ‘a concourse
of gallants and great men,’ arrived, and took up his residence at

’rrinity, while the lord treasurer ‘ kept his table at St. John’s,'

expending five thousand pounds in the five days, during which
time the consumption in wine alone was Uventy-six tuns I Choice
scholastic discussions again occupied the mornings, and each
evening the royal party assembled in Trinity College hall to see

the plays performed by the students of Trinity and St. John’s^.

On the second night, the spirited comedy of Ignoramus was p^r-

ionued, to the groat delight of the king, wlio welcomed it as an
attack on that great lawyer, Coke; on the third night, the stupid

play of Alhumazar^ was jnesented, and on the fourth, a Latin
pastoral. In these there is no doubt Herbert took part, well

fitted alike, by his classical taste, his graceful person, and his

courtly bearing. It was on this occasion that he was noticed by
Andrewes, and Bacon, and commenced a friendship with them
which only ceased at their deaths.

This especial favour bestowed on one university, naturally

enough awakened the jealousy of the other; so Corbett, then resi-

dent at Oxford, indited one of his most scoffing ballads, to be sung
too, to ‘ a dolefully merry fune/ in which the dulness, the damp-
ness, and the dirtiness of Cambridge, together with the rudeness
of the scholars, the prosy speeches, and, for a climax, the false

Latin of one of the spetikers, were duly set forth. The last blow
was more than any university, patronized by ‘ that pedant among
kings, and king among pedants,' could endure; so another ballad,

by way of answer, appeared. The reader may see them both in

that very curious, and often valuable compilation,—Nichols'

Progress of King James, which will also supply him with the
‘ answer to both, by a courtier,' in which each verse ends with the

complimentary refrain

—

‘Both exceeded, neither needed, fooles with fooles to change.’

King James, however, perhaps to show his royal disj)leasure

against those who dared to express any opinion on the subject,

paid a second visit to Cambridge, only two months later. Again,

Ignoramus w^as presented in Trinity College hall by the students,

* The reader will remember Milton’s indignant censure of scholars about to

enter the ministry exhibiting *
all the anticks and dishonest gestures of Trincolos

and buffoons.’ Now tlie reference here is not to that Trinculo, led about in drunken
bewilderment by ‘little dainty Ariel,’ but to the buffoon in ‘ Albumazar,’ one ‘Tom
Trincolo,’ whose stupid, and worse than stupid, jests might suit King James, but
would have been scouted at Globe and Fortune.
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and there he sat in great, state, highly delighted, ‘ and oftentimes

^nth his hands, and by his words, applauding it.’

Two years later, that line allegorical drama, Lingua, w''as per-

formed at Trinity. This incident is w'orth recording, from its con-

nexion with the tradition, that Cromw'cll, then a scholar at

Sidney College, took part in it ; investing himself with tlie royal

robe and ermine, the mere actor in a scene hereafter to he per-

formed with real and solemn significance. We greatly doubt the

story, although resting on neai*ly contemporary autliority ;
for the

habits and character of Cromwell altogether repel the notion, that

he who played so mighty a part in the gi’and drama of a nation’s

Jiistoiy', ever ' strutted his short hour’ on ii mimic stage. Still,

among tlic crowed that night in Trinity College hall,—^puslied

aside by silken gallants,—looked at, if looked at at all, with

indiflerence, perhaps with contempt ,—he might have stood; he,

the victor of IMarston M(K)r, of Nasehy, of \VT)rcester
;
he, ere

long to be that more than monarch, ‘ ruler by God’s grace, and

the might of liis owui soul.'

What would quiet, submissive George Herbert have said,

could the history of these coming years,—the fortunes of that

great man, have been revealed to him? He >vas then earning

golden opinions from heads of colleges, by breaking a feeble

lance—a very buhTish—against brave old Andrew Melville
:
put-

ting forth ‘ epigrammaia' pointless enough, but bristling with

hard names and harsh epithets. ' Insolcns, andax, farlnuH

nefandtm how strange does this line appear, compared with the

meek sjurit of Herbert’s English poems. And meek enough,

—

and more than enough,—^%vas he, save wlien the opinions in which
he had been bred were assailed. We have a letter of his, wnitten

about this time to Lis mother’s second husband, and there is

a pathos, almost a brokenheaitedness about it, that is quite

painful. In it, the poor young man thus pleads,—not for ex-

pensive presents, not even for a provision suitable t(j one, w'^hose

eldest brother Itad just set out as ambassador to France, but
merely for books, ‘ for what tradesman is there who will set uj)

witJiout ius tools?'

—

‘ Pardon my boldness, for it is a most senous case, nor can 1 W’rite

coldly in that, wherein consisteth the making good of my former edu-

cation, of obeying that spirit which haffi guided me hitherto, and of
atchieving my (1 dare say; holy ends. * * Sir, if there ][)C any truth
in me, 1 find my annuitie (and this was only a pittance" of 30Z.)

little tmough to keep me in health. You know I was sick last vaca-

tion, ncitilier am I yet recovered, so that I am fain to buy ever and
anon, f!fomewhat tending toward my health, for infirmities arc both
painful and costly. Nonv this Lent I am forbid utterly to eat any fish,
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SO that I am fain to diet in my chaml)er at mine own cost; for in our

public halls, you know, is notliing but fish and white meats. Out of

Lent also, twice a week, on Fridays and Saturdays, 1 must do so.

Sometimes also I ride to Newmarket, and there lie a day or two for

fi’esh air. I protest and vow I even study thrift, and yet I am scarce

able with much ado, to make one year’s allowance jj] iake- liands with

the other. And yet if a book of fbiir or five shillings come in my way,

I buy it, tliough I fast for it—^yea, sometimes of ten shillings. But
alas ! Sir, what is that to those infinite volumes of divinity which
every day swell, and grow bigger?’

AVith a sorrowful earnestness does this gifted young man go

on pleatling for aid, ‘ not in vain pleasures, or to a vain end,’

—

even offering to sink Lis jinnuity ! and yet George Herbert wiff;

at this time netiially twenty-four, and the patron to whom he

addressed his petition, the very man wlio was living on his

mother’s property, and but a few years older than himself I From
sul)se(pient letters, it s(‘Cins likely that Sir John Danvers returned

a, favourable answer to bis step-sou’s su2)i)lieation, and soon

after, we find that Herbert became Piudector in Blietoric, and

that bis lectures were well attended.

lUit close study ill suited a young man in delicate health, and
ns ill did the marshy swamps of Cambridge accord with his

strong tendency to ague. His eldest brother was now represen-

tative of his country in France; his two next brothers were, as

lie finely describes their cabling, ‘ chasing

—

‘ Brave employ’^meuts wdth a naked sword
Throughout the M'orld.’

Even his younger brother Hejiry had been sent to Paris; no
wonder that lie longed to enter upon public life too. This desire

seems to ns vividly pointed out in one of liis most beautiful

2)ocms—beautiful not only in its simplicity, but from its 2)ersonal

rovealings—the longer poem on ‘ Affliction.’

‘ At first thou gavest me milk and sweetnesses,

I had my wish and way :

—

My day’’s were strewed with flow’rs and Impjunesses,

There was no month but May.
But with my yeares, sorrow did twist and gro^v,

And made a party unawares for w oe.
’

y Whereas my biidih and spmt rjither took
The way that takes the town;

Thou didst betray me to a lingering hook,

And wraj) me in a gown:

—

I was entangled in that world of strife,

Before 1 had the power to change my life.’
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We learn, indeed, from Isaak Walton, that he often expressed

a fear that liis health would utterly fail, unless he were allowed

to quit the University, and travel. But this, ‘ his mother would
‘ hy no means permit, though he inclined very much

;
yet he would

‘ by no means satisfy his own desires at so dear a rate, ns to prove
‘ an undutiful son to so atfectionate (?) a mother, but did always
‘ submit to her wisdom.’ Among the many nice points of casuistry

which exercised the ductores dubitantiim of that day, one

defining the limits of obedience, was certainly greatly needed.

The limit of submission to kingly power was nobly determined

ere that generation had passed away; w'ould that George Herbert

had also learnt that there is an equally just limit to the demands
of an ambitious mother, careless alike of the health, or happineifs

of her son.

The close of 1G19 saw Herbert installed as public orator at

Cambridge, a ' sweetened pill,’ to use his own expression, which

half reconciled him to seclusion and study. He doubtless

trusted that it might eventually prove a stepping stone to some
place at court; so he learnt the modem languages, and 'was soon

after introduced to the king, and from thenceforth ^ enjoyed his

^ genteel humor for cloaths, and court-like company, and seldom
‘ looked towards Cambridge, save when the king was there.’ As
tliis was the king’s will, the lady Magdalene, in true oriental

style, was compelled to submit, and the poor umvilling student,

exulting in his release, seems to have thought no homage too

servile for him to tender, or for tlie monarch to accept. In
1020 James made Cambridge a choice present,—his complete
works, bound royally in crim.son velvet and gold,—a gift, wdiich

Herbert assured him, made the favoured University a library in

itself, far above the Bodleian, even above the Vatican! This
extravagance might be excused on the ground of his public

oratorship
; but we find Hackett recording how he subsequently

took the Idng’s delectable speeches as the subject ofhis pra3lections

in rhetoric, remarking how ‘ utterly unknown such kingly excel-
‘ lenoies were, to all the hirelings, and demagogues, and triobo-
‘ la try rhetoricians of old !’ 8o passed the next tliree or four

years of Herbert’s life,—sometimes at Cambridge, but more fre-

quently at court; often, the guest of the Earl of Pembroke, and
the Duke of Kiclimond, the visitant of Andrew'es, and Bacon,
the associate, but not the friend, of tte many writers who made
Whitehall illustrious by their genius, though not by their morals.
Erelong death deprived him of Bacon, of the Duke of Rich-
mond, and during the following year, of liis royal patron. ‘ Thus
ended court hopes,’ says Walton; all that he gained being a
sinecure of some 120L a year.
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Herbert now retired into Kent, and, as Walton naively says,

' became such a lover of solitariness, as was judged to impair his

' health more than his study had done.’ But it was not as a lover of

solitude, that the disappointed scholar sought this utter seclusion

;

it was that in silence, and alone, he might fight the stem battle

jf what to him seemed duty, against his long-cherished hopes.

Elis mother had desired that he should ‘enter into sacred orders,’

ind against this desire his inclination had long rebelled. But
svhy needed he to quit secular life, when at this very time his

[‘riend, Sir Henry Wotton, was showing, not only England, but

Prance and Italy, that a statesman could be a Christian man?
l\^e really think the reason which eventually decided Herbert

Mitei' the church was, that it involved no common degree of mor-
:itlcation. It would bo great self-sacrifice, a kind of perpetual

Leiit-kceping, and to the over-strained conscience of the disap-

Doiiited candidate for court honours, the very dislike to the office,

vas the reason beyond all others he should take it. Would that

lierbert had learnt that to do God’s work with joy and gladness,

?ven as the angels in heaven, is the duty of His ser\"ants upon
?arth too. The conflict was long and bitter; many of his poems
;vere, we think, written during its pressure; at length it ended,

md submissively—we believe as heart-broken too—as the young
who lays her crown of roses on the altar, and receives the

/eil which shuts her out from all her hopes and pleasures, did

Teorgo Herbert kneel before the bishop, and receive deacon’s

)rders. The exact date is not known, but as he was not insti-

iited prebendary of Layton Ecclcsia until sixteen months after

;he king’s death, it proves how lengthened was his struggle.

His first clerical efl’ort was rebuilding the parish church ; but
n this * his generous mother’ interfered. 81ie sent for him, and
iesired that he would give his prebend back, ‘ for George, it is

not for your weak body, and empty purse, to undertake to build

churches.’ Herl)ert meekly prayed for time to determine, and the
lext day, ‘ when he had first desired her blessing, and she had
given it him, his next request was, that she would, at the age of

thirty-three years, allow him to become an undutiful son; for he
had made a vow to God, that if he '\vere able, he "would re-build

that church.’ The submissiveness of tlie reply disarmed lady

Magdalene; she actually gave him assistance toward it, and
obtained tliat of the Earl of Pembroke and others. During the

Pollowing year the lady Magdalene departed. Her obsequies were
performed with all honour; Dr. Donne preaching a most lauda-

:ory funeral sermon in Chelsea church, ‘weeping,’ as Isaak
Walton tells us; and her son George celebrating her memory in

Pour Greek and twelve Latin poems, ‘ the obsequious ‘ Parentalia,’
’
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as Baniabas Oley truly calls tbeiu, in wliicli, although the huly

is ooftipared to Gomelia, and Sempronia, and her wisdom, pru-

dence, and anxious solicitude for his learning, duly re(?orded, no
expression of warm attachment will be found. ‘ Mater dUecta/
‘ mater carismmay those phrases which breatlie a somewhat of

human warmth over the frigid classicality of the Latin elegy,

never meet us here; and as the climax oi his eulogy, her epitaph

pronounces her

—

‘ Vii’go pudens, nxor fida, Severn parens.*

Although in deacon s orders, Herbert seems not to have been

anxious to take full orders; and it is curious to find, that at tliis

time it was not considered necessary even to wetu’ the clerical

garb; Walton expressly remarking, that not until he liad become
rector of Bemcrton did he ‘ change liis sword and silk deaths
for the canonical coat.' He kejit liis fellowsliip and orator’s

place at Cambridge, until liis mother’s deatli, “in conformity to

her will,’ but then immediately gave them up, and seems to have
gone to his brother Henry, at Woodford, where ‘ a sharp quotidian

ague tried him long and severely. Like all invalids, Herbert was
fond of doctoring himself, and this he did with such perverse

skill, that he cured his ague, but superinduced consumption.
8oon after, he sought Lord Danvers’ ' noble house, that stands in

a choice air,’ in Wiltshire, and here probably, during his slow re-

covery, wrote the poem before refenhd to, in which he meekly
' stands and waits,’ while he yet earnestly prays to ‘ go and work
in the vineyard.’

‘ Now am I here, what thou wilt do with me
None of my books will show;

j

I readc, and sighe, and wish 1 were a tree,

j

For sure then 1 should gi’ow,

1 1
To fruit or shade: at least some bird might trust

Her household to me, and I should be just.’

And tins meek yearning after something to do, however lowly, he
has beautifully expressed in another poem, entitled, ‘ Employnienl,’
in which he asks to be, but—‘As a flower doth spread and die.’

For

—

,
' All things are busie; only I

Neither bring honey wdth ^the bees.

Nor flowTes to make that, nor the husbandrie

To water these.

‘ I am no link of thy great chain,

But all my companie is a weed:

—

Lord! place me in thy consort; give one strain

To my poore reed!*
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High, indeed, among our poets, would Herbert stand, were

many of his poems like these two.

And now succeeded the short romance of the poor sickly

student's life. His courtship and marriage with .lane Danvers,

—

pleasant, womanly Jane Danvers,—^in tlnree days ! Isaak Walton
prettily tells this singular ‘love passage;’ how each had long

learnt to admire, even to love the other, ere they met; and how
this ‘ marriage in haste’ never fulfilled the old proverb, Imt ‘ the

‘eternal lover of mankind made them happy in each others
‘ mutual, and equal affections, and compliance.’

But a short span now remained of George Herbert’s life, and
])leasant is it to think that those last three years were sooth§cL

and brightened by the watchM care and beaming smiles of his

devoted Jane. Still, ‘the burthen,’ which his mother had laid

upon him, cast a deep shadow even from her grave,—there seemed
too, no way of usefulness opened before him, save the church

; so

alter another bitter oonflic^t, the rectory of Bemerton being offered

him, he took counsel of Laud, who was then staying at Wilton.

George IJerhert seeking counsel of Laud ! how strange does this

appear; hut the bishop was his spiritual suj^erior; so the narrow-

minded bigot having determined ‘ that the refusal of it was a sin,'— liuud was strait-laced enough in some things, though he
allowed licence enough in others,— the very next day he was
ordained, and inducted into^the living.

In laying aside the, secular garb, Herbert seems to have silen(;ed

his misgivings for ever. From henceforth he was the devoted
parish priest, and in that chivalrous spirit that vows to behold
110 blame in the object of its worship, so did he sing the praises

of his ‘ dear mother,’ never casting a look on the crushing tyranny
of her church- courts, never suspecting that tlie scourge, the pil-

lory, and the branding-iron, were not implemonts the most befit-

ting her gentle hand. He may be, ns Mr. Willmott remarks,
‘ pre-eminently a poet of the church;’ hut it is curious to perceive
liow her ritual alone claims his notice. That fiercely contested
question which ere long marshalled Hall and Milton in the field

of combat,—episcopacy, is never alluded to ; far lens, that wider
question of

‘ Both spiritual power, and civil, wdiat each means,
What severs each.^

•
But Herbert, who in boyhood had listened to ‘ the service high’
in Westminster Abbey, who as the Cambridge student hod gazed
on the selfsame ‘ storied windows’ as Milton, wlio, ns courtier, had
worshipped in Whitehall Chapel when Andrewes officiated in laced
rochet and gold-fringed gloves, surrounded by fumes of incense!
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and chaplains in hroidered copes;—who even when sinking in

strength, was fain to repair twice a week to Salisbury Cathedral,

that he might forget the hoarse voices and blundering responses

of his rude congregation, in the noble music of that era when
Bull, and Bird, and Gibbons flourished—it was scarcely strange

that he should perceive attractions, unmarked by those who wit*

nessed so many a village congregation ‘gaping, scratcliing the

head, or spitting even in the midst of their answers/ and anxiously

listening for the rumble of the cart \rith the booths, and maypole,

or the growl of the bear, and mastiffs, and shouts of the drunken
crew, bursting into the quiet churchyard, ‘ with its immemorial
;tr^ees,’ trampling down its soft green sward to chain up the bear

and unloose the dogs. Little could they exclaim

—

* Beauty in thee takes up her place,

And dates her letters from thy face,

WTien she doth write.’

And yet, strange is it to think that siudi Sabbath profanation must
have been known to George Herbert, and that the puritans too

were its sternest denouncers. Did a feeling that all was not

well with his ‘ dear mother’ at length arise in his mind, when he

sadly prophesied—unconscious of ‘ that two-handed engine at the

door—that religion should flee to America? Wo know not;

enough is it for us to know that during the short remainder

of his days he diligently cultivated the little garden-plot intrusted

to his care, and that he was laid to rest, ere that battle-cry

arose which must sternly liave awakened him from his pleasant

dream.

Little more remains to be told;—as Mr. Willmott gracefully

says, ‘ how he laboured in this happy comer of the Lord’s field,

‘ hoping all things, and blessing all people, asking his own way to
‘ Zion, and showing it to others, we read in the artless page of

‘Walton,’ and many of our readers, unacquainted with the events

of Herbert’s previous life, are familiar with the story of his slow

decay, his holy and happy death, and how the little volume of

poems givei> by him to his friend on his death-bed was pub-

lished soon after as a precious legacy. There is something
suggestive in the curious wording of the entry that records his

burial; ‘Mr. George Heibert, Esq., Tarson of Faughleston and
Bemerton, was buried 3rd day of March, 1632.’ Hist wondering
parishioners could not but subjoin the ‘ esquire’ to that bom
gentleman’s name, who, though he taught so meekly among them,

yet was giaest at princely Wilton, and called the Earls of Pembroke
'and Montgomery kinsmen. Thus was George Herbert laid to

sleep : and just as the gentle, timid child, too tender for the rude
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encounter for wliicli liis sterner brethren are bracing on their

mail, is carefully conveyed away, so was he taken from earth to

heaven, ere that iron conflict began, for which from feelings,

and disposition, and early association, ho vras all unfitted.

In what rank shall we place Herbert as a poet? If some
critics have passed him over with that faitft, praise which is almost

blame, others have claimed for liim high place even among our
foremost poets. That Herbert has been a favourite writer, and
that twenty thousand copies of his Temple had been sold when
Wjilton published his life, has little to do vrith his poetical merits,

for political reasons alone might account for it It was just when
episcopalian and puritan were about to gird themselves for mortal

conflict, that these poems first appeared; and during the long
strife, members of the English church, indifferent to the light

poems of Carew, and Ifandolph, and Lovelace; scandalized at the

ribaldry of Suckling and Oleiveland, must have hailed a book not

only so unexceptionable but so pious. And then, wdien that church
was proscribed, with still warmer feelings would they cherish the

poems of one, who, with almost idolatrous affection, celebrated

tliat * dear mother who then sat lone and desolate. Thus Her-
bei’t’s Temple became a hand-book to the devout episcopalian;

and Cbnstopher Harvey's extravagant rhapsodies actually ob-

tained wide circulation, because they WTre tagged on as a supple-

ment—a most needless one—to ‘ Master Herbert's divine poems.’

Let us not be misundertood in these remarks, as though we
denied Herberts poetical merit; we only show how far political

feeling can aid in bringing a work into wide circulation; after

that is done, if it have merit it will live, if not, like that far

more popular book, Eilcon Basllike, it will sink into oblivion,

and bo nowhere found save on the shelf of the book collector.

Now, that Herbert has merit, his continued popularity proves

—

not transcendant merit, for that the popular mind does not appre-

ciate, as is proved in its estimate of the various works of our
greatest poets, bptesamong the minor poets of a most poetical age,

Herbert, in right of some true gems, may be placed.

The chief fault of Herbert is his great inequahty. This, it is

true, was the characteristic of many contemporary poems, but then
they were long ones

;
and while we feel vexed, almost repelled, as

we turn these over, we are 6ure to be compensated when we come
to the shorter. Now although Herbert cannot be charged ynih
diflusenesS, his fault is, to use an old proverb, that ‘ he cannot
let well alone.’ Thus some of liis poems, short as they are,

would still admirably boar curtailment. Here is one, ^ The
Elixir;’ it consists of six verses, reduce it to three, and what a
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fise poeni it becomes,—weighty with solemn wisdom, and pointed

witii noble thought;

—

‘ Teach me, my God and King,
In all things Thee to see

;

And what I do in any thing

To do it as for Thee.

‘ AH may of thee partake,

Nothing can be so mean,

But until this tincture (lor thy sake),

Will not grow bright and clean.

‘ This is the famous stone

That turneth all to gold :

—

Kor that which God doth touch and own,

Cannot for lesse he told.’

Afany others might he sliortened in the sjiine way, and much
to Uieir improvement. The extravagant quaintne.sses tJiat abound
in Herbert’s poems, and which Mr. Gilhllan strangely asserts are
^ not of the author so much as of his day,’ Air. Willmott assigns

more correctly to the influence of Donne. Wliere, indeed, save

in Donne and tlie few writers who followed him, shall we find

those strange conceits, and far-fetched, or ludicrous figures ;*

Shakesjicare and ATilton were of that diiy, but do we meet with

micb vagaries in their poems ? Even courtly Jonson, writing

for a pedant kiug, rarely in his exquisite verses ventures upon
tL quibble. And Henick, Sylvester, Wither, even Quarles,—how
gi*acefuJ is their imagery, how unmatched, too, in sweetness is

their veiy diction ! We should, therefore, like to know what All*.

Gilfillon means by ‘ the wild crude rhythm of the period ’— a period

distinguished far beyond every other for tlie delicious melody
and variety of versification. That Herbert’s verse is liai’sh, in

many instances, his admirers must allow; and when we re-

member his passionate love for music, we cannot account for it.

But there seems a labour in many of bis poems which is fatal to

rhytlunical excellence. Hc3*e is a specimen from the poem
entitled Praise, which will illustrate both bfs overstniined use of

meUphor and bis harsh numbers :— ^

* When Thou do.st favour any action,

It runs—it flies

:

All things concurre to give it a perfection.

That which had hut two legs before,

Wlien Thou didst blesse hath twelve ;
one wheel doth rise

To twentie then, or more.
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* But when Thou dost on buBmesse blow,

It hangs—it clogs

:

Not all the teams of Albion in a tow,

Can hale or drawe it out of doore.

. Legs are but stum}>s, and Pharaoh’s wlieels but logs,

And struggling hinders more.’

Now, take a similar ilhietration, tliough differently applied, from
that fine old writer Quarles :

—

* Wliene’er tlie old exchange of profit rings.

Her silver saint’s bell of uncertain gains

;

My merchant soul can stretch both legs and wings,

Now I can run, and take uawesried pains,

—

The charms of profit are so strong, that I,

Wlio wanted legs to go, find wings to Hie.

‘ But when I come to Thee, my Cod, that art

The royal mine of everlasting treasure,

The real honor of my better part,

And living fountain of eternal pleasure,

—

How nerveless are my limbs! how faint, and slow!

I have no wings to tlie, nor feet tg go.

‘ So when the streams of swift-foot Rhine convey,

Her ujdand riches to the Belgick shore,

The idle vessel slides the water}' way
Without the blast or tug of wind or oar,

—

Her slijjpeiy keel divides the silver foam
With ease, so facile is the way from home.

* But when the home-bound vessel turns her sails

Against the breaist of the resisting stream,

0, then she slugs
;
nor sail or oar prevaals,

The stream is sturdy, and her tides extream,

Each stroke is loss, and evej-y tug is vain,

A boat’s length purchase is a league of pain.’

How l>eautifully is tliis figure wrought outl-^ach epithet,

even the very rhythm, addiug finish to the picture. Quarles has
often been censured for his quaintnesses, but he has none so

extravagant ns Herbert’s, while there are heights of noble poetry

ill his despised Emhleifis, which the former could never reach.

Take thi§:

—

* The still commandress of the silent night,

Borrows her beams from her bright brother’s eye

;

His fair aspect fills her sharp horns with light,

—

If he withdraw, her flames are quenched, and die

;

D D 2
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‘ Even so the beams of Thy enlight’ning spirit,

Infused, and shot into my dark desire,

Inflame my strength, and fill my soul with fire,

That I am ravish’d with a new delight ;

—

But if Thou shroud thy face, my glory fades,

Ajid I remain a nothing, all composed of shades'

The following verses, which form the conclusion of the poem on
‘ Let your light so shine before men,‘ resemble Herbert’s, but there

is greater finish :

—

* Art thou afraid to trust thine easy flame,

To the injurious waste of fortune’s puif ?

Ah, coward ! rouse, and quit thyself for shame.

Who dies in service, hath lived long enough,

Wlio shines, and makes no eye partaker,

Usurijs himself, and closely robs his Maker.

^ Make not thyself a prisoner, thou art free
;

Why dost thou turn thy palace to a jail ?

Thou art an eagle, and befits it thee

To live immured like the cloister’d snail ?

—

Let to5’s seek corners
;
things of cost

Gain worth by view : hid jewels are but lost.’

For ourselves, we are greatly inclined to prefer Herbert's

homelier poems to those on which he luvished so much ingenuity.

Many of these latter have, indeed, fine passages ; but tJie lofty

thought too often is followed by one actually ludicrous, and the

beautifiil figure by another its very reverse. Witli the exception

of the two poems referred to in our remarks on his life, we
scarcely find one free from this. Even those exquisite lines,

—

* Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright,’—how are tliey spoilt by
the next verse, where the very flower of beauty is addressed as :

—

‘ Sweet rose, whose.huc, angry and brave.

Bids the bold gazer wipe his eye.’

The rose angry !—the soft, rich colouring of its folded leaves

painful to the sight ! What but the strangest love of paradox
could have imagined such a ^figure. Sometimes the illustrations

are really ludicrous, however solemn the subject, as this :

—

* Christ left his grave-clothes, that we might, when grief
Draws tears'^ or blood, not want a handkerchief.’

But wljan Herbert sits down simply to write for others, ns in

his Church Porch, and in some few of his smaller poems, ‘ the
proverbial philosophy of common sense,’ ns Mr. Willmott truly
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says, gives his poetry a powerful charm. How fine and senten-

tious is Business—how appallingly forcible his Domesday/—

* Come away,

Make no delay,

Summon all the dust to rise,

—

Till it stir, and ruh the eyes/

What a ‘vision of dry bones* is this ! But, above all, how powerful

and how winning arc his counsels in that noble Church Porch

!

Truly Shakespearean are many stanzas :

—

‘ Art thou a magistrate ? then be severe
;

If studious, copy fair what time hath blurred
;

Redeem truth from his jawes ; if soldier,

Gliase brave employments vdth a naked sword
Tliroughout the world. Fool not

;
for all may have

If they dare try, a glorious life, or grave.

# * # # #
‘ Slight those who say amid their sickly healths,

Thou livest by rule. What doth not so but man ?

Houses are built by rule, and commonwealths

;

Entice the trustie sun, if that you can,

From his ecliptic line
;
beckon the skie.

Who lives by rule then, keeps good company.’

The chief cause of Herbert s wide celebrity has arisen, we tliink,

from the notion that he and Milton— some would perhaps
add Qutu'les— were the only writers of religious poetry of that

day. So effectually indeed did the pretended taste of ‘ the

Augustan age’ complete thb work of the Restoration by ignoring

all our earlier poetry, that when Percy, Dalrymple, and Sir

Egerton Brydges, first brought out their specimens, the public

were almost us surprised as if,parchments from Pompeii had been
unrolled before them. They knew that the field of English
poetry had lain fallow and bare beneath the blight of the Resto-

ration, but were all unconscious of the glorious hoiwest—a scanty

handful of which was now brought them—that had been reaped

by earlier hands. Still less were tliey aware—even the present

generation is not yet eware—of the stores of magnificent

sacred poetry with which that era abounds. Few, indeed, were
the poet^ of the two earlier schools who did not sometimes tune

their harps to ‘ a higher mood.’ Spenser, Lady Pembroke, Sydney,

Sir John Davies, Secretary Davison, all wrote fine sacred poetry.

Later, Ben Jonson could turn aside from masque and drama
to write religious verse. Donne, too, whom we can scarcely
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foTgive for spoiling Herbert s style,—even Herrick, the English

Anji;ereon, who with richer imaginatioii song of spring, and spriitg-

tide blossoms, and the blue sunny skies, as though life were but

one long holiday, in his old age—sent forth a volume of liymiis,

forgotten now', but never can liis exffuisite be forgotten,

with its earnest, touching refrjiin, ‘ Sweet Spirit comfort me I’

To Quarles w'o liave already referred. Herrick's Noble Numbers
ax€ all unworthy his fame ; but there are two other religious

poets to whom the age has yet to do justice,—one already holding

nigh place among our secular imets,—George AVither ; the other

a writer popular in his day, but who has sunk into oblivion f)-om

being viewed as a mere translator
; but whose {me Letanics on the

Lord's Prayer, w^e have never seen even noticed—.Toshua Sylvester.

To every lover of our early poetry, George Withers, and his

exquisite ‘address to the Muse* who visited him in the solitude of

his cell in the Marshalsea, w'ill be familiar ;
hut few', even among

those who have The Shepherd's limitiny by heart, have read (hat

noble strain wherein he calls on ‘ the heavens above and the earth

beneath,’ to praise the God who made them :

—

‘ Come, O come, with sacred laj's,

Let us sing th’ Almighty’s praise

;

Come, ye sons of human race,

III this chorus take your place

;

And amidst this mortal tfirong,

JBe ye masters of the song

;

Angels, and celestial powders,

the noblest tenor yours,

Let, in praise of God the sound,

Run a never-ending round
;

That our holy hymn may be

Everiasting, as is He 1

^ From the earth’s vast hollow womb.
Music’s deepest base Shall come,
Sea and floods, from shore to shore,

^all the counter-tenor roar ;

—

To this consort when we sing,

Whistling winds your descant bring,

- Which may bear the sound above,

Where the orb of fire doth move

!

* So shall He fi’om heaven’s high tower,

On the earth his blessings shower

;

AH this huge, wide orb we see,

Sliall one quire, one temple be

;

There our voices will we rear,

HU we fin it everywhere,
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And enforce the fiends that dwell

In the air to sink to hell,

—

Thus, O come, with sacred htys,

Let us sing th* Almighty’s praise.’

This is iho nohlo introduction to his Preparation for the Ihsalter,

n fiiK?] y written prose work, which in parts strongly reminded us of

Mil toil, and wliich is concluded with a poetic 'prayer' for aid and
guidance. Through most of Withers longer secular poems fine

religious passages occur. Hero is one from His Motto, which,

puhlislicd in l(i*il, hecame so popular, that thirty thousand copies

are said to have been sold in a short time :

—

' Yet 1 conft‘ss, in this my pilgrimage,

1, like some infant am, of tender age,

For as the ehilde, who from his’father hathe

Strayed in some grove, thro’ many a crooked pathe.

Is sometime liopefril that he linde the way,

And sometimes doubtful he runs more astray

;

Sometimes with fair and easie pathes doth meet,

Sometimes with rougher tracts that stay his feet,

Here runs, there goes, and then amazed strays,

Now cries, and straight forgets his care, and plays

;

Then, hearing, where his loving father calls.

Makes haste, but thro’ a zeal ili-guided, falls

;

Or runs some othcy way, until that he,

Whose love is more than his endeavours be,

To seek the wanderer forth himself doth come,
And tiike him in his armes, and bear him home,

—

So in this life, this grove of ignorance,

As to my homeward, I myself* advance,

Sometimes aright, and sometimes wrong I go,

Sometime my pace is speedy, sometimes slow

;

But, whatsoe’er betide, I know full well,

My Father, who above the clouds doth dwell,

An eye upon his wand’ring ehilde doth cast,

And He will fetch me to my home at last.’

In his ' Britain’s Hemembroncer/ a long narrative of the Blague
in I.ondon, in 1027, many most powerftU passages will he found;
and we think that to these Defoe has been indebted, more than
perhaps ho would own, fo^ several incidents which he has related

with such rude force, in liis history of that latest visitation.

Wither seems to have viewed it as his duty to continue in Lon-
don during the whole time, and thus we read his thanks for so

wonderful a preservation :

—

‘

0, what am I, and what my parentage P

That Thou, oi' all the children of tl^ age,
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Didst cLuse out me, so highly to prefer,

As of thy acts to be tliy register

!

That I should live to see thine angel here,

Even in liis greatest dreadfulness appear,

—

That when a thousand fell before my face,

And, at my right hand in as little space

Ten thousand more, I should be still protected.

That when of arrows thou didst shoot a flight.

So thick by day, and such a storm by night.

Of poisoned shafts, I then should walk among
The shai*pest, of them, and yet pass along

Unharmed ! and that I should behold the path
Wliich Thou dost pace in thy hot burning wrath.

Yet not consume to ashes**

It has been rather unfortunate for Wither s fame as a sacred

poet, that his most widely circulated work, Ilymm and Songs

of the Churchy is so very prosing. And curious is it to observe

the same fault in Herrick's Noble Numbers

;

to And two poets,

more distinguished than any others for the exquisite ease and
gracefulness of their verse, inditing, ‘common measure,’ with all

the rugged homeliness,—scarcely with the occasional force,—of

Sternhold and Hopkins. From this censure, however, Wither s

second collection of hymns,—now a very scarce book, entitled

Halleluiah, or Brittains Second Beviembrancer, is remarkably

free ; for in it we have spirited, oftentimes beautiful songs of-^'^

praise, for eveiy possible occasion. Hymns for morning, and
night, and noonday ; for festival, for meeting, for parting, for

journeying by sea and by land, for every relation and calling,

—

the lullaby for the ‘ sweet babie,' the dirge for the lost friend ; not

one, but a hundred ‘ Psalms of Life,’ and among them fine national

thanksgivings, fit for a whole people aroused to a sense of their

rights and their duties to sing. Here is part of one :

* Halleluiah ! now I sing,

For my heart invites my tongue
To extol my God, my King,
In that blessed angel-song

;

And as 1 enabled am.
Will I sacrifice to God

Thanks in this whole island’s name,
In a joyful, praiseful oUe

;

' You that loyal Britons be,

Halleluiah sing with me

!

‘ On her coasts her Maker smiles,

And vouchsafeth her the rule

Over eveiy flood and isle,

^ From the midland streights to Thule :

—
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Pleiitie doth her vallies hll,

Health is in her climate founde,

Pleasure playes on ev’ry hill,

And these blessings peace hath crownd

;

Halleluiah ! therefore sing,

Till the shores with echoes ring.’

The various incidents of our history are next recorded, an

oxiilting glance cast toward the future,—the book was published

in Kid'i,—and it concludes

—

‘ Halleluiah therefore sound,

Till it reach the starry round.’

Some other pieces in this little volume much resenfble

Herbert's
;
and so do many of Wither's later poems. The one, on

the unexpected recovery of his wife from dangerous sickness,

when slie was far away, and he in prison, neither i)ermitted

to write, or to send, is veiy touching. The last verse has

furnislied a hint to our ‘ 1^^*^ Banctuaiy^’—perhaps uncon-

sciously—for one of liis hymns, and for thought and language

too. Indeed, in looking over Withers ‘Halleluiah’ we shall find

it to be an unacknowledged storehouse, to which many a later

sacred poet Ijas repaired.

‘ Lord ! I have nought to give,

For all thou hast bestow n,

But what I did receive,

Both was, and is thine own.
This sacrifice do not despise,

For I am poor,

—

Herewith I shall, give self and all,

Wlio can g^ve more ?’

And the last poetic utterance of tlie aged man, a prisoner, and
near to death,—that touching prayer for himself and his family,

is very sweet in its childlike simplicity.

‘ And when thou me shalt gather,

Out of this land of life,

Be thou my children’s father,

Be husband to my wife.

‘ And whilst we live together,

Let us upon thee call;

Help to prepare each other

For what may yet befal.

‘ So just, so faithful hearted,

So constant let us be,

That when we here are tmrted.
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An iiitoresting lilb was that of George Witlier, ahomiding in

incident,—indeed in stai-tling contrasts,—interesting botli as to

the man, and to the part he played in the mighty strife of tlio

times. Wonld that we had space here to trace the young
scholar under Bentworth’s beeches, looking round with a ja^ct’s

eye; then in the noisome Marshalsea calling up bright \nsions of

wood, and lakelet, and hedge-row—even the yellow broom unfor-

gotten—then the struggling man of letters, then the wanderer in

the plague-stricken city, looking up to heaven alone ibr protec-

tion, and then for the cause of the parliament, flinging aside the

pen and grasping the sword, but with even a more solemn

consecration, and a loftier pui*pose. And then the few short years

of happy domestic life, and at last the sad close, poverty deepen-

ing into destitution, political proscription ending in Jau-sh

captivity, the aged man sick, in prison, alone, but even in scpialid

Newgate, as lifty yeai*s ago in the Marshalsea, uphoi’ne by the

lofty consciousness of duty, and calmly awaiting his end. Brave,

high-minded George Wither,—worthy the brotherhood of that

band of heroes, great in the day of their loved Conmionwealtli’s

triumph, but greater in that day wlien looking on their blighted

land they saw all tliat they had wntten for, and fought for, and
prayed for, swept away; and (jould even then from the stifling

dungeon, even beneath the foul, reeking gibbet, lift their eyes to

heaven, and give tlijuiks that they had been found worthy to bear

part in that ‘ good cause,’ for which the latest Englishman sliould

bless their memory.
Brother in principles, and in the vicissitudes of a life of

struggle, though occupying a rather earlier' period, was .loshua

Sylvester, a writer whose very name had been forgotten until Mr.
Dunster, some fifty years ago, pointed out his version of du Bartas,

as the source from whence young Milton himself might have
drank early inspiration. Little is known of Sylvester s cai’eer,

save that after a long residence in London, well known as a most
popular writer, he died in 1618 at Middleburgh. The verses

prefixed to the collected edition of his works in 1041, record his

great piety, and his ‘blessed death;' while the reproacdi east on
his ‘stepdame country,' who, though she gave him a cradle,

denied him a grave, as well as the known opinions of his eulogist,

Vicars, seem to prove that hia exile waj^ ‘fibr conscience sake.’ A
sonnet or two, and part of his exquisite jde to Astrea have been
published in one of the poetical collections, but the greater part

of Sylvester's secular poems—although there are sonnets in their

Italian gracefulness fully hvallmg Sydney’s, indeed we may almost
say Sliakspeare’s—are even now unknown. It is not, therefore, so

surprisiffg that his religious poems should wholly have escaped
notice, scattered as they are throughout the huge folio of his works,
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or printed fit the end ; l)ut they ai*e equally worthy of transcrip-

tion for tlic sustained majesty of their verse. We will fii’st give

extracts from liis ' Seven Letanieson the Lord's Prayer.’ Unfor-

tunately their length,—eacli extending to twenty or thirty stanzas,

—precJudes the insertion of any one entirely, hut a few verses

frcmi caoii of the four first will indicate to tlic reader the liigh

merit of these })oenis of ' silver-tongued Sylvester,’ as his contem-

poraries idiaractcristically ealled liim. Here is the beginning

—

‘ 0 ! God the Father, who on high
In heaven hast thy dwelling-place,

Yet dost thy sovran majestie

St) fai* beneath itself' debase:

—

Out of thy great abundant grace

Us worms on earth, here eai'thly bred

Tlicnce to behold, man’s mortal race

—

‘ Thy name be ever hallowed !’

' O ! Son of God, of like degree,

God with the Father, who didst make
Thyself of no repute to be

—

But didst man’s nature undertake,

Madt‘ flesh and blood for mankind*s sake,

With servant’s rags apparelled,

Who, heaven and earth dost cause to shake,
‘ Thy name be ever hallowed!’

‘ O ! God, thft Holy Ghost ! who when
Our Savior us departed from,

lletuming back to heaven agen,

Didst straight descend to take his room,
And daily stdl on us doth come,
To visit us in his blest stead,

—

Till he shall come all flesh to doom,
‘ Thy name be ever hallowed 1’ ’

These are a few verses from the second:

—

‘ O ! God the Father, God the Son

!

0 1 God the Holy Spirit,—^three

In person, yet as monarch one.

The same in power and degree,

Unto whose doom.
Both men and angels subject be,

‘ Thy kingdom come !’

,
‘ Let all the heavenly hosts above,

Of saints and angels glorifled,

Who stand assured of thy love,

In such possession ne’er to slide

Or fldl therefrom,

—

Sing thus to Thee, who dost them guide,

‘ Thy kingdom come 1’
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^ Thou blessed, only potentate!

Thou King eternal, King of kings I

Whose principality and state,

Bliss everlasting to us brings,

—

And forth us from
Doth drive away all hurtful things,

‘ Thy kingdom come !’

* To those that in thy favour stand,

Thy sceptre is a golden one
;

Like Persia’s king’s, when he his hand
To Esther stretched, (that fairly shone

In Vashti’s room,)

—

So give us leave to approach thy throne,

—

‘ Thy kingdom come I’
*

And * thy will be done’ too, for

—

^ The fixed stars that to their spheres

Above the stars fast linked be;

There is not one, but true him bears,

As fast, as hiithful unto Thee

—

01 could we do thy will, but even

As do the stars above in heaven!

‘ The planets, ev’ry wand’ring star,

Tliough in their various courses, they,

And in their motions differ far,

Yet all concur. Thee to 'obey:

—

0! could we do thy will but even

As do the planets thus in lieaven!

‘ The meteors of the air below

—

Fire, hail, ice, lightning, frost and cold

—

The fierce and stormy winds that blow,

Yield Thee their service manifold.

O ! could we do thy will but even
As these do in the nether heaven

!

* * # *

' O ! could we be contented too,

(Since thus we cannot do thy will,)

To suffer what thyself doth do.

And patiently to bear it still,

—

To yield to thy correction.

And say at least,
‘ Thy will be done.’

* From suffering yet, for foul offence

Keep us, that we deserve it not;

But for a guiltlesse conscience

To suffer,—if so be our lot,

—

Welcome such persecution!

Whene’er it come, ‘ Thy will be done.’
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‘ In all our cares, in all our crosses,

Whatever ill shall us befal

;

In time of our most grievous losses,

Of wealth, of healtli, of life, of all ;

—

This, may our minds be fixed upon.

To think and say, ‘ Thy will be done.*

With the following extract from the fourth ‘ Letany’ we mu§t
conclude:

—

‘ No sooner Thou the world hadst made
Man, beast, fowl, fish, and creeping thing,

But they from Thee prepared had.

Each one his several victualling

After his kind,—fruit, herb, and seed:

—

Grant still our fields with coni may spring!

—

‘ Give us this day our daily bread.’

‘ Thou fed’st thy flock in desert wild.

When out of Egypt they were driven, -

With fruit of garden not, nor field,

But manna, angels’ food from heaven

—

O 1 let our wants be furnished !

Continue still, what Thou hast given,
* Give us this day our daily bread.’

‘ Thy bounty such, if bread we beg,

Thou wilt not give us, Lord, a stone.

If we, thy chilflren, ask an egg,

Thou wilt not give a scorpion;

Nay, Thou art better purjiosed

O
!
give us what to feed upon.

—

‘ Give us this day our daily bread.’

Among others there is a fine, but simple poem, intitled ‘ A holy

preparation for a joyful resurrection,’ written probably during
one of the frequent alarms of the plague. The latter verses bear
a strong resemblance to that beautiful, almost untranslatable

hymn the ‘ Dies Iroi.'

‘ Jesu, Lord ! my suit attend 1

Oppose Thee to th’ accusing fund.

Remembering once thou cam’st for me—
Weary, seeking wdlful losse.

Mock’d, toim, tortured on the crosse—
In vain those sufferings cannot be

!

• ^ 0 !
just judge of each condition,

Gracious, grant me free remission

!

Let not my works receive their meed.—
Sighing, I lament my sinne,

Teares without, and feares within,

Break not dearc God, a bruise I reed!’
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Sylvester’s last composition seems to have been his ‘ Ponthea,’

five beautiful meditations on the Christian graces, written in the

octo-syliable measure. We regret that we cannot indulge in

extracts, but we must find room for his opening ‘Invocation.’

* Supreme commander of the crystal shy

!

That all of nothing powerfully did fiiune

—

Be ’t not offence against thy Deitie,

With humble accents to adore thy name;

—

Though in this iear-composed terrene globe,

I wear mortality’s sin-stained robe.

‘ Let me behold with contemplation’s eye,

The beauty of tliine angel-guarded throne,

—

And let my soid with humble boldness fly

Above the starry consteilatidn

!

And there, with tliat most holy lucrarcliic.

Sing hymns and antlicms to Thy deitie.’

Surely this haunted IVIilton’s memory, like some sweet and
ncdile half-forgotten strain of melody, when he Avrote those verses

‘At a solemn music,’

Many causes have prevented these two fine poets from taking

the place they hy right should occupy. A generation Avliicli

proscribed the A^ery name of Puritan, of course proscribed the

puritan poet; and an after generation A\’iiicb swore by Boilean, and
measured poetiy on their fingers, of necessity could have no
sympathy AAitli men v/liose verse seemed poui'ed forth in unpreme-
ditated sweetness, and who felt that it is for the poet to school the

critic, not the mere critic the poet. Both these disadvantages

have noAv passed away ; still, unfortunately, a third remains in

the voluminous characUT of their works. Sylvester’s poems fill

a closely printed folio, hearing the title of ‘ du Bm'tas,’ too, instead

of his own, AAdiile the compositions of Wither in prose and verse

amount to ahov^e a score A^ohiities, varying feom the slight

pamplilet, to the thick octavo. Now in this respect George
Herbert bus a great advantage; of all the Avriters of his jige, he
was the least prolific. Two hundred thinly printed pages com-
prise all Ins poetry, and scarcely so much his prose, and thus the

little hand-hook became easily obtainr^ble hy all. Now it A\^ould

be a profitless task to reprint all, or even the greater part, of

Sylvester’s and Withers poetry, hut a selection, including

extracts from tlieir larger works, Avouid place before the reader

some? three or four volumes of sweetest and noblest verse. W(3

have pointed out too the superior merit of Quarles. How beautiful

a voluifte would a judicious seiection from his fine Evihlems
make, illustrated hy some rising artist, who, with the correct
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drawing of modern times, should combine the fine feeling, the

deej) devotional spirit of the earlier day. As it is, the frightful
‘ cuts,’ which profess to adorn the work, even to its latest edition,

are a sufficient excuse for Quarles' Emblems not being pre-

sentable on any respectable books! i elf.

Did our space allow, we might add much more,—for volumes
might be written on our early jioets, and yet much remain unsaid.

It is, however, to the religious poems of Herbert's contemporaries

alone, that we have now confined our attention, since as Herbert

only fakes rank as a sacred poet, it isVith similar compositions

that his own must be compared. And if in making that com-
parison it may be tliought we have scarcely done justice* to

his merits, be it remembered that those were no common poets

with wliom lie has been measured. Very beautiful are many
portions of the Temple, and very beautiful the fine cliristian

feeling diffused over all. Nor do we wonder, that during the long

dearth of all that w^as suggestive and ennobling,—^when our old

poets were forgotten, and our later had not begun their song,—
George Herbert, with all his quaintnesses, was loved, and read,

and got hy heart; and on the shelf that had no place for

Paradise Lost, his little volume might often be found. Every-

thing is great or small by contrast. Side by side with the glorious

writers of our earlier days, George Herbert takes a lower place;

but compared with ihose^of a later period, his station is de-

seivodly high. The fair spreading tree, the landmark of tlie

plain, looks dwarfed beside the giants of the forest; the star,

whose soft gleam attracts the eye, while sparkling alone in tlie

blue heaven, shines with paler lustre, as the hosts of night come
forth in their burning splendour.
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Abt. III.— (1.) The Thysioloify of the Senses, Voice, and Mtiscular

Motion, icith the Mental Faculties. By J. Muller, M.D., Pro-

fessor of Anatomy and Physiolof^y in the University of Berlin.

Translated from the German, with Notes, by William Baly, M.I).,

F.E.S. London. 1848.
'

*

(2.) Becent Advances in the Physiology of Motion, the Senses,

By William Baly, M.D., F.R.S., and William Senitouse

Kibkeb, M.D, (Being; a Supplement to ‘ Midler’s Physiology.’)

London. 1848.

(3.) The Philosophy of the Senses: or, Man in Connexion with a
'

, Material TVorlJ. By Robebt S. Wild. Edinburgh. 1852.

(4.) The Principles of Human Physiology. By William B. Car-
penter, M.D. (Fourth Edition.) London. 1853.

Tije publishers of Professor Miiller’s Physiology have done

well to issue that portion which relates to the Senses as n separate

production. Few general readers, perhaps, would be tempted to

grapple witli an extensive and erudite performance like tlie com-
plete work; but the subject of this detached volume is (d sutfici(‘nt

interest to entitle it to a place on the shelves of a circulating

library, not less than amongst the books of a professional or

scientific man. Great care lias been bestowed upon its prepara-

tion: it contains the result of much research and of many experi-

ments on the part of the author, and if it does not exliihit any
parti(?ular raciness of style, it may be read, generally speaking,

without awakening that sense of resistance wliich so many Gemian
productions contrive to inspire. Mr. Wyld’s book was briefly

reviewed in the Epilogue to our Febniary number, and we have
nothing therefore to add in regard to the literary qualities of that

publication. Dr. Carpenter’s of thoae„ noble
efforts which mayTe almost Sesignated monumental : it is a great

mass dr facts built up into a sliaptdy structure, and exciting

admiration not only by the industry of the architect, but by the

skill and finish continually displayed. Taking the above works
as the basis of this article, in the main, we propose to consider

the senses ns organs of communication between man and the

external world, and in doing tliis shall venture to employ popular

language as far as practicable in lieu of strait-laced technical

terms.

It would be impossible for the sturdiest atheist to* deny that

this planet is pre-eminently qualified to serve as a residence for

man. No sceptic would venture to assert that a place so ex-

quisi|ely contrived in regard to its physical adjustments ought
ratlf^ to be employed as a stable for horses or a kennel for dogs.
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He admits, at once, that it is naturally adapted for higher pur-

poses than those of grazing cattle, growing monkeys, or even

harbouring a race of ‘ half-reasoning’ elephants. There is such

an evident • fitness in the furniture of our globe for nobler ends

than those which animals require, that the worshipper of Chance
looks round him without any misgiving for a higher class of

tenants ; he could not persuade liimself on entering a marble

palace whose rooms were filled with statues and sofas, and whose
Avails Avere lined Avith mirrors and magnificent paintings, that this

Avas intended to serve as a mansion-house for brutes. Land-
scapes such as Nature presents were certtiinly not limned for the

entertainment of lions or hippopotami. It is only necessary to

glance at the ehanning picture wdiich is suspended evening after

evening on the Avestern Avail of the sky, and ask whether that is

a scene any four-footed coiiiioisseur can properly enjoy ? Nobler
eyes must gaze upon the god of day as he bids good night to

man, find drawing liis crimson curtains around liim gives the

signal to Silence and Sleep to take possession of the Avorld.

Sunsets Avere not painted by Ckiude to be hung up in a mena-
geiie.

In the soil, too, as indeed everyAvhero else, there is the same
])rophccy of an intelligent tenant. Veins of metal and deposits

of marble arc as far beyond the requirements of an animal resi-

dence, as the bullion in the cellars of the Bank of England is

unlike the necessities of a^;ow-house. Perhaps no fact Avas more
strikingly pi-edictive of the future appearance of a reasoning
occupant than the storing up of immense quantities of combus-
tible material in subterranean receptacles ; not more surely could

we infer the human uses of a building from the discovei'v of fuel

in its outhouses, than avc can the destiny of the earth from the

knowledge of the coal vaults it contains. In truth, go Avhere Ave

may, Ave observe spectacles which mind alone can enjoy—pheno-
mena Avhii^li mind alone can comprehend—ready-made furniture

Avhieh mind alone can apply—find raw materials Avhich mind alone

can work up into serviceable products. To do justice to an
habitation so liberally equipped, it must obAUOusly be made the

home of some rational tenant.

A rational tenant, accordingly, luis been found. JMiiid has
been introduced into this planet. But as mind is spiritual, and
the things around us are solid a^^d ponderable, the question

naturally# arises—how can the one be brought into practical

rapport Avith t^ie other ? We cannot understand hoAV a mental
essence like that of man, coming here unlhrnished with ideas,

could establish a suitable connexion with the earth unless

through the agency of some corporeal go-between. Were the

NO. xxxvni. ^ ^ *
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globe peopled with ghosts— we may venture to speak freely on
such a subject—^we suspect that they would find themselves (jiiite

helpless and homeless amidst the realities of this planet. The
vibrations of a gross fluid like air would convey ne sounds to

beings who had no auditory drum to respond
; they would be

deaf alike to a chonis of birds in the grove, and to the roar of a

thousand tliunders—^the world would be perfectly mute. Without
some material organs to receive light, we cannot conceive how
the most beautiful forms, or the most gorgeous rainbows, could

excite any impressions in their minds ; their noon would be no
better than night. They w’ould need no houses to shelter them
from blasts they could not feel; no timber to make chairs they

cchild not use; no metals to cultivate a soil whose produce they

would not require. All the coal collected in the vaults of the

carboniferous era would be thrown away on beings who could

not warm themselves at a fire, and who needed no caloric for

pui-poses either of art or of comfort. Clouds must cany their

moisture in vain—ghosts cannot drink; fruits must hang idly on
the trees—ghosts have no tongues to taste them ; horses must
wander at random over the earth—ghosts have no legs to bestride

them ; and cattle must flourish unprofitably, for ghosts have no
limbs to cniTC, and no digestive sacs to receive them. Towns
and cities there could be none in such a phantom-peopled world,

for though hobgoblins are sometimes said to take possession of

old tenements, it is never for their own i)ersonal accommodation.
How, indeed, can beings who, if popular opinion be connect, are

capable of entering a room tlirough solid walls of stone, and
whom it would be impossible to expel l)y any physi(!al appliances,

be brought into direct communion with a world of material forms

when they themselves are perfectly independent of matter ? Must
we not conclude that if a mind like that of man were perfectly

divested of its corporeal dress, and placed in Fleet-street, in the

very midst of that great cuiTent of humanity which has sw^ept on
for so many centuries with little remission, it would be as deso-

late as if stranded in tlie deserts of Arabia ?

In order then to negotiate between mind and matter, some
peculiar medium is required. We want, on the one hand, an

apparatus wliich can take cognizance of external things; and, on
the other, an apparatus which will enable the spirit to use these

according to its own voliti^s. If both turns can be combined in

t)ne instrument, if the same machine can be fitted up with organs

whieb will qualify it to discharge the Jictive not less than the

passive functions required, its value will of course be doubly

enhanced. Will the reader, then, permit us to resort to a playful

fancy order that we may consider more connectedly the several
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modes of sensation by which mind is domesticated in this world ?

We will suppose, then, that a phantom—a perfectly incoi^oreal

shade—^has wandered into this earth, and seeks to be introduced

to its sights and sounds, to its material comforts and its physical

resources. The first step needed, is that the stranger should be

clothed in the substance with which he is to deal. He must be
furnished with a corporeal suit. One hundred and fifty pounds
of dust must be taken from the soil, and fashioned into an en-

velope for the mind. Nq aristocratic atoms, be it remarked, are

reserved for the construction of the mos^ curious machine the

world contains. The commonest, the most hacku^ed elements

are employed. Carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, plebeian

as they are in their uses, are the chief ultimate materials adopffed

in the composition of man. N^o precious things, like gold amongst
metals or diamond amongst crystals, are kept for this special end,

but the bodily frame is compiled of particles wliich were lately

grow’iiig in the vegetable, frisking in the brute, or exhaling from

the dunghill. Thus, two strangely dissimilar principles are made
to meet in one structure, ^)o^vn from above comes the essence

of intelligent life; up from the soil there springs the dust that

has been ground from the rock ; mind marries matter, and the

soul is honourably clothed with the clods which in a while shall

once more he strewn on the surface of the valley. .

But before a fabric composed of these ordinary materials can
be qualified to serve the purposes of the intellect, it is necessary

that it should be saturate with a mysterious sometliing, which,
for want of a better name, may be termed the principle of vitality.

The moment this is done, the commonplace elements we have
mentioned become obedient to a higher law than tlie chemist can
explain ; a power which the scalpel cannot reach, the crucible

cannot extract, is brought into play, and the dust which recently

appeared so dull and tori)id as it lay on the ground becomes
charged with magical activities. It is not our ohjeot tcf dwell

upon the phenomena of vitality, but a single illustration may be
allowed. Kemove a slight portion of the matter we have sup^
posed to be now wrapped round our phantom-guest, and in a
short time, if the requisite animal organs are assumed to he
already possessed, its place will be duly supplied. Was it muscle?
Then about seventy-seven* parts of -water, twenty-two of fibrin,

with a small quantity of phosphate of lime, and other saline

matters—^hese being the components of that tissue*—are swiftly

brought to the spot, and fitted into the cavity whence the portion

* Professor Johuston's ^liociures oa Agricultural Ohemktry and Geology.'

E E 2
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was removed. Was it a bit of bone? Then thirty-five parts of

gelatine, fifty -five of phosphate of lime, four of carbonate of lime,

besides a few other salts, are silently collected at the scene of the

catastrophe, and the damage is speedily repaired. In doing this,

the original contour of the limb or organ is religiously preserved;

no stitches or sutures are left; there is no appearance of patch-

work; but the substances are iaitroduced with such consummate
dexterity, that it would be difiicailt to discover the slightest trace

of the operation when the vital artificers have finished their work.

Should we not think a slioemaker excessively clever if he could

heal a rent in* a boot w’itbout leaving the faintest indications of

his art—more esjiecially if he could do this by means of a sccre-

fi(Hi of leather from the boot itself? . Yet a restorative virtue like

this the body possesses. To such fin extent does it prevail, tliat

even in some cases whereVi toe, a finger, an ear, or even a nose,

has been severed by accident, a re-union has been effected by vital

energy if the cut surfaces liave been promptly ai)pliod.'s/

It is necessary, also, if we may so speak, that there should be
a perishing power equal to the restorative force. Tlie body derives

its value for purposes of organized existence, from the fact that it

consists of an assemblage of atoms held together in such a state

of slippery cohesion, that any of them may be discarded or re-

placed without difficulty. We cannot live unless we are always

dying. Every effort we make probably kills some portion of tlie

muscles employed. Perhaps it is impossible to think steadily for

a few moments together without putting some particles of our
brain to death.^ It will be manifest, therefore, that if the mind
we wish to introduce to the physical creation bad l)een sealed up
in the head of a bronze statue, it could never have attained any
knowledge of external things through such a metallic medium.
A mineral envelope, even if spirit could liave been chained to it,

would have been a clog and not a help. Nor would more organized

matte* suffice. We might fancy a human intellect imbedded in

an oak, but though its body would have eaten of the soil, and
drunk of the dews, and thus maintained its vitality; and though
some have imagined that certain vegetables possessed nerves, and
Diirwin even ascribed to them passions and emotions and amatory
affections; and though Dante represents his self-murderers, wdiom

* It has bo^n found tliat the quantil^ of phospkatic matter contained in tlio urine
ifl greatly increaeed by mental exertion—nearly one-twentieth of the solid matter in

ttie matter in the brain being stated by some physiologists to consist oltphosphorus.
In the case of individuals whose occupations impose a periodical tax upon the

energies of the intellect, a corresponding augmmtation of these deposits may be
dim»>vered. The clergyman, productivefy considered, is rich in phosphorus on the
Sunday or Monday

;
the lawyer, during the progress of Term.
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he converts into trees, as complaining of his cruelty when he

plucks oif ii branch from an indignant trunk, yet it is not likely

that a mind cased in a timber body could know any of the pains

or the delights of sensation. It could not have winced when its

skin—its bark—was punctured, nor could it have enjoyed with a

true Human relish the various substances its roots imbibed byway
of nutriment. Xlie structure required must be composed of ma-
terials which may be pulled to pieces or put together again by
the vital power wuth the greatest facility. Though the ultimate

atoms employed may difter but little from those which constitute

the cabbage or sycamore, the immediate compounds must be

wTonght up into a, more delicate, ductile mass. The form requit^J

must be more plastic than that of the forest tree; it must be sus

ceptiblc alike to the iiilluences wliich address it from without, and
to the biddings of the spirit which is to rule it from within.

Animal life must, in fact, be superinduced upon organic ex-

istence.

Having then before us our phantom visitor, now shrouded in

a frame of vitalized materials, let us proceed to insert the neces-

sary organs one by one. He can hold no converse with nature

until the sluices of sensation are opened. No news will reach

him from the external w'orld, untiUpaths are cut and messengers
provided. Nor can he bring any of his volitions to bear upon
physical things, until an ejftensive array of neiwes and a complete

staff of limbs have been provided. What is the first sense a man \

instinctively employs when he wakes from sleep ? Jhnt of sight. \

What Avould b(j the first act of Adam when he passed into life Tn*
j

the garden of Eden? To look around him. Our spectral
j

stranger must tlierefore, in the first instance, be enabled to see.

As the body is to be his medium of vision, so Nature has already

prepared another medium in order, apparently, that mind and
matter may meet half-w^ay. laght, which is supposed to result

from the undulations of the ethereal element wherein he is

immersed, acts according to certain definite laws; and conse-

quently the organ to be employed must be constructed in strict

conformity with those laws. Two little excavations are there-

fore dug beneath his brow, and two marvellous little globes must
be introduced. Their business is to converge the rays which
proceed from the various bodies around, so as to produce a cor-

rect imagoH>f them within the head. If we could have apprized
the mind concealed in that frame, before it had attained any
knowledge of the working of the senses, that the intention was ter

furnish it with an apparatus which would take copies of all

external forms, and not only bring them, though distant, to the
doors of sensation, but actually transport their images into the
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skull, the scheme would probably Imve been condemned as utterly

ehimerical. Yet this is the first duty of the eye. Its occupation

is to strike off likenesses of surrounding objects, and project

them on the back of the visual globe. It takes portraits of all

comers. All creation aits to tliis silent little artist. The organ
gives its owner access to the whole visible universe, nnd enables

him to make acquaintance with the entire company of terrestrial

shapes.

This however it can only do hy securing distinct vision. The
task of the eyeball is therefore to concentrate the beams of light.

If, instead of any introductory contrivances, the organ commenced
idth a retina, then, as each separate part of an object flings off a cone

or diverging pencil of rays, and as each cone must consequently

overspread the whole retina, great confusion would inevitably result.

Suppose, for example, that our newly embodied visitant should,

when further equipped with limbs and senses, sit down to play at

chess, the rays reflected from a red square would diffuse them-

selves over the entire retina; those emanating from the neigh-

bouring yellow sqiiiiro must follow the same plan, and the board

would therefore appear of one uniform hue. Kings and queens,

witli their mimic array of combatants, would chase each other

uncertainly over an open phtii^ where no appearance of boundary
lines could he detected. Bo, in a map of England, the diflerent

coloured counties would overlie each other on the retina, and the

true border between yellow Eoxhurghshire and sky-blue Northum-
berland would be as ambiguous as it was in the days of the

Scottish freebooters. All vision must, under such cii’cumstanceB,

consist of n vague luminous impression merely. Some luiimals

are actually in this condition. The ahnelida, and several other

inferior creatures, possessing mere eye-dots, are supposed to he

destitute of any proper optical apparatus, and therefore appear to

be incapable of any other perception of light than a loose sensa-

tion, which ,just suffices to inform tliem that noon is something
different from night.

To correct this diffusiveness, therefore, and at the some time to

increase the brightness of an image, the oye is constituted a

refracting instrument. The luminous beams are bent from their

course, and^ each cone of rays is conpentrated on a narrow spot

at the bock of the globe. It would be impossible in this place to

^ter into any minute description of the machinery of4he senses,

but wo may briefly state that, after passing through the window
of tbe organ, called the cornea, the rays traverse a chamber filled

with a wiBtery fluid, and divided into two compaa-tments by a j«r-

forated i^Sreen known as tlie iris, then strike upon the crystalline

lens, and offer ploughing through the vitreous humour which
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occupies the back chamber, they impinge upon a delicate mem-
brane, where a copy of the external object is carefully, but
instantly delineated. During each stage of their progress these

rays have been deflected by the action of the glasses and humours,
and being brought to a focus at, or near, tlie spot where that cur-

tain of living canvas is suspended, the picture they point is the

most complete that could be produced. Such an apparatus is

liable by the Taws of light to certain defects, if those indeed can

be called defects which ai’e the necessary results of the change
impressed upon the path of the luminous rays. Some inconve-

nience, for example, must be expected to arise from spherical

aberration, as it is termed, the beams in their passage through a
convex lens not being l)roiight to their proper foci at all parts of

the image. Then tliere should be some confusion created in conse-

quence of tlie diflerent refraugibilities of the elementar}’^ rays; the

red ray, for instance, being less flexible than the orange, and
purauing its route with tlie least amount of deviation: this is

known as chroniatic aben’ation. Most ingenious contrivances,

however, have been adopted for the correction of these inherent

difficulties, and the human organ is thus enabled to perfonn its

duties without inflicting any perceptible distortion on the images
it conveys.

So far, liowever, the eye is a mere optical apparatus; and so

far, therefore, it may be roughly imitated by a human artisan in

glass and mahogany. In the principle of its construction it

differs hut little from a common camera obscura. How much
more compact it is in form, and how much more finished in

its mechanism, may be understood in a moment by suiiposing

a pair of those unwieldy toys installed in the head of our
living statue, in lieu of eyes. There is, therefore, another

department of vision to he considered, and this we may coll the

department of vital optics. The retina is the connecting link.

The miniatures pencilled upon it must in some way or other be
oommunicated to the mind. How is tliis to be accomplished ?

The further wall of the globe is pierced with on aperture thi’ough

which a nerve is seen to pass, pursuing its course until it enters

the brain. A causeway is thus provided from the retina, itself an
expansion of the nerve, to the head-quarters of tlie intellect But
it will strike many as a paradoxical thing that a luminous impres-

sion sho^jid be transported along a dar/i: road, and produce a

consciousness of li^/U in a recess where the densest obscurity

prevails. It appears, at the first view, ohnost as unlikely a pro-

ject as it would he to dream of conducting a quantity of sun-

beams along an iron pipe, or through an underground sewer.

But in dealing with this department of the visual apparatus, we
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slirtll find that all is mystery. There is nothing in the structure

of the retina (so far as its character has hitherto been ascertained)

wliich will explain the weight of work it has to perform. It is

perhaps the most delicate membrane in the body. To the naked
eye it is a mere film—a thin pellicle of matter. It is nearly

transparent. It is so soft that it will tear with its own weight.

It requires to be supported between the choroid coat and the

hyaloid membrane, to keep it in its place for a mo^ient. Of all

fragile things this seems least adapted to sustain the wear and
tear of vision—to receive picture .after picture, and yet remain
unfuiTowed, and perhaps uninjured, after seventy years of daily

use. Nor is there anything in the optic ners^e to help us to an
explanation. When the sheath is removed, it is found to consist

of a vast number of cylindrical filaments or nerve tubes, each

being of extremely minute diameter, and containing a quantity of

a soft white substance, like the medulhuy matter of tlie brain.

And it is through a collection of pulpy channels like these

we have to forward yictwn’s to the mind! Along this fagot of

filaments we have to convey all thq items of an extensive land-

scape, all the portraits of a large crowd of persons ! Bhould we*

deem it practicable to take a likeness of a man at one railw'ay

station, and then produce a copy of that likeness at another, by
means of the electric telegi’aph? It is difficult to suppose that

anything real is actually transported to die sensorium, though it is

certain that if a ners'e be compressed, its powT>r of conduction is

suspended. Light, as already remarked, is supjiosed to consist ol‘

vibrations merely
; and if the nervous fibrils sen^e only to convey

those vibrations, the delicacy and exactitude with which such soft

slender things respond to every varying impulse, is utterly incom-
prehensible. It has been calculated by Sir John HeiPschell that

the red ray of the solar spectrum, the least active in its oscilla-

tions, swings to and fro not less than'Tlbur hundred and fifty-eight

billions of times in a single second; whilst the violet ray, the

most lively, undulates seven hundred and twenty-seven billions

of times in the same short interval. Yet the optic nerve takes

easy cognizance of these extraordinary movements. And if we
consider, too, what a number of images may be imprinted in

miniature upon the retina at any oi^e moment (as in a large

assembly), and tliat each of these images must produce its own
individual action on that mysterious membrane, it is ynpossiblo'

to conceive bow such an assemblage of separate tremors can be

collected in so limited an area without occasioning utter confu-

sion; But the marvel is still greater when it is remembered that

tliese varied impulses (let them be what they may) must be
gathered in, as it were, from the expanded surface of the retina

—
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must be crushed and contracted so as to suit the calibre of the

optic nerve—must b(i conveyed to the brain abreast, and without

the slightest perceptible interference—and must there produce a

sensational picture corresponding in its character, in its propor-

tions, in its details,, with that which was portrayed on the retina.

-Attempts have been made to estimate the smallest portion of

that membrane capable of receiving a distinct impression. From
the size of the ‘ inipilhe,* discovered by the microscope on its

1 surface, it was calculated that ftOOO separate optical impulses

Imiglit be accumulated within the spac^e of a single inch. This

view wfis su])])osod to be eonfiiTncd by measurements of the

globules of the retina by Weber, which agreed pretty closely In

their diameter with that of the ‘papillm’ themselves. But later

iTupiiries have shown that these projecting points do not properly

belong to the nervous or sensitive portion of the retina. Nor
does it appear, fnmi anatomical reseandi, that each of them
represents a separate nervous filament ; so tliat it might be

imagined to have; its own individual communication with the

brain. Had this been the c^e, our conception of the process of

vision might have been roufjnly assisted by referring to a method
stunetimes employed for taking cojoies of bu^5ts, or even of living

faces, where a bundle of fine wires is pressed gently against

the object, and each receding according to the projections it

encounters, a corresponding impression is produced—at the one
extremity of the wires as a sunken copy, at the other in relief.

An interesting (piestion may here be started. What is the

precise seat of sensation ? Is iX the retina ? Is it the brain ?

is the fonner in any degree percipient of the images it receives,

or does it serve as a mere office for collecting the luminous
impulses prior to their transmission to the sensorium ? Some
Imve supposed that the retina was in reality a continuation of

the cerebrum—a branch of the brain established in the eye-ball

for the readier transaction of visual business. It has also been

fancied that the mind itself might extend to the extremity of

the nervous fibres of the retina, and thus attend on the spot

where the imijges are deposited to receive them in person. There
are many objections to such a view

; and indeed were it correct,

we must be prepared to, admit that the mind runs down into

the nose with the olfactory neiwes, and divides into fine threads

to acconjpany the nerves of touch and pick up sensations in the

toes and fingers. There have been cases, too, in which the

retina itself has been extirpated, and 'where, notwithstanding, a

patient has perceived lights, circles of fire, dancing figures, and
other objects floating before the damaged orbit. It is not there-

fore the retina which sees.
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The final stage of the process is the cognizance of the

sensation by the mind. The cerebral pulp is not the soul, it

is merely its chief organ and prime coi*poreal minister. But
what takes place between tlie two, it would be venturesome to

surmise. Into that council chamber where our - thinking

principle communes with its faitliful vizier, we must not seek to

pry. fttrange as it may seem—^perhaps of all ptu-adoxes the

greatest—^we are utterly ignorant of wdiat we ourselves do in

that mystic retreat. Our consciousness is a complete stranger

to the confidential servant who receives all our behests, and brings

us all our sensuous intelligence. We know him not, except

as an object of mere physiological researcli. How he acqimints us

with the tidings he has gathered from his subordinate nerves

—

how he receives the instructions we choose to communicate with

regard to the movements we require him to execute througli the

agency of the limbs—^is a question which neither of the parties

concerned can answer in the least.

It is important, however, to obseiwe that the mind becomes
conscious only of the changes whii^ have been effected in tlie

brain and nerves by external influences. The old Democritan
hypothesis of ctStaX® is not for a moment to be entertained.

The tree before you is not constantly casting off spectral trees

which are finally lodged in the soul. Brom the 1101*80 grazing in

yonder field, no stream of spectral horses is kept up, although

its form is repeated in the eye every insUmt. The animal simply
aflects tlie surrounding ether ; the ether affects the retina and
optic nerve ; the optic nerve iiflects tJie bniin ; and the brain

ultimately aflects tlie mind. All that we can say of the matter

is, that a certain state is produced in our neiwes by the operation

of external agencies—that this state has some mysterious corre-

spondency with the action of the exciting cause—and that the

variations in the action of this exciting cause are followed by
certain modifications in the condition of our nerves and brain.

When the horse we have just mentioned kicks up his heels, we
perceive the fact from some change which has been superinduced

within ourselves, and although an idealist may kick too at the

conclusion, we are bound to take for granteMi that there is some
faithful analogy between the int^Tial

,

state perceived, and the

external tict '^Anned. If we could cateh a sensation travelling

along the optic nerve, and arreat it in its course, we should
probably have no more power to interpret it, than, if we were to

divide the wires of the electric telegraph, and allow the current

to pass in sparks, we could gather from them the message they

were lutcaided to deliver in London; but still this sensation is

quite intelhgible to the intellect when presented by the brain.
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And however mysterious may he the process of communication,

we see no good reason for doubting that the imaged oak in the

mind must answer bough for bough, and acorn for acorn, to that

\ on the phiin ; and if the wind sweeps through its branches, and

i
flings its leaves into commotion, tlie mental tree must bend and

;
flutter in stiict conformity to its prototype without.

Having now glanced briefly at the nature of the organ required

for the purposes of vision, let us suppose it duly fastened into

the bead of our embodied phantom. He begins to see, but at

first is conscious of notliing more than tin oveipowering sensation

of light; no object can be individually distinguished. Images
float before him iu a confused and indefinite manner ; all* of

them seem to be in a state of incessant movement. After a while

he becomes able to discriminate between^well marked fonns ; he
can perceive a diflerence between a church and a windmill,

between a man and a cliair ; but at first evcrytliing appears either

to touch bis eyes, or actually to form part of liimself. *Je crus

d'ahord ’ (as Adam is represented smying by Button, • when the

latter describes the supposed sensations of the first man), ^ quG

tom ces obJetH etaient cu mot, et faisment partie dc moi~memcJ
.for some time also everything appears flat

; mi animal is only

a plane surface like an outline cut from pasteboard ; a marble
is only a wafer

;
and the human head is no more than a thin

irregubir disc. He has, ki fact, no correct notion of a solid or

proje(^ting body; and all nature presents the appearance of a

pointing without tuiy pers])ective. Being ignorant of the idea

of distance as derived from sight, the neighbouring hut seems to

be as large as the remote castle
;
yon fai‘-oft‘ mountain is not a

whit taller than the tree which grows beside him. Evei*y object

which approaches him appears to expand in its dimensions, and
a pigmy becomes a giant by striding a few steps towards him.

Like Button’s Adam, he cannot comprehend how bis hand, if

lifted towards his face, should attain such a frightful size
;
and

when he glances at his body,he is startled to find it ‘ d'un
*volime ^aoruie, et si grand qae tons les objetsqui avaientfrappe
* ses yeax ne le parament en camparaison que des points
‘ lumineux' At length, however, his vision clears, and experience

soon corrects the little mistakes to which he is at first exposed.

The eye needs training before it is perfect in its performances;

it must §erve a sort of appi’entipeship (ns every infant is seen to

do), before it can carry on the business of vision with practical

efficiency. * To the cliild,’ says Muller, ‘ everything appears

equally distant, and it grasps at tlie moon as the nearest object.*

The part the mind displays in adjusting the visual impres-

sions, is much more remarkable tlian is generally supposed.
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Every one is not aware, perhaps, that it reverses, or seems to

reverse, the posture of every image portrayed on the back of the

eye ; the retina mirroring all creation in a t02)sy-turvy con-

dition alone. The singleness of objects, notwithstanding the

duplicity of the organs, is still more illustrative of the action

of the intellect. Having two eyes, why should not the individual

before us appear doubled? Close the right lid—his image is

perfect and distinct. Close the left—he stands there as vividly

as before. Open botli—and one impression must either vanish,

or both must overhip each other so exactly, that no confusion of

outline can be discerned. Tw’o portraits are taken of tlie same

sitter by different artists, and yet when a2)plied to each otlier,

they seem to coiTespond so minutely, that nose answers to nose,

chin to chin, liair to^hair, and jnmple to pim2)le ;
and tliis

identity of sensation does really occur w'here the joarts of the

retina affected correspond exactly. Some have indeed su2)posed,

that in such case, w'c only use one eye at a time, the sight of

the other being meanwdiile ifi abeyance. Tliis, luAvovcr, is clearly

incorrect
;
for if we interpose a small object between a more

distant one and our own organs, fixing our gaze upon the

remoter body, the nearer one will soon appiair to be doubled,

proving tliat both eyes are in full action; but a very slight

disturbance, or a very small change in the direction of the balls,

is sufficient to dispart the images, and* then dual vision should

ensue. If we j)ress one globe outwardly with the finger, the

flame before us may be resolved into two. Tlio dinnkard has

lost the power of moving his eyes conformably, and therefore is

greatly emban'assed by the dupli(;ate glasses he has to handle,

and the duplicate enemies he has to encounter. Tliere are many
circumstances, too, of almost daily occurrence, wherein two images
should be seen instead of one, did not the mind correct the

impression instinctively
; and in squinting, it is obvious that the

twofold representations made to the brain must be rectified by
mental supervision, for the individual is only conscious of a

single result ; w'hcreas, if the operation for strabismus should he
performed, the eyes, though now made to co-operate, begin to

yield two images until the indefatigable spirit behind the scenes

brings their several pictures into perfect harmony.
When, however, all these introductory difficulties are over-

dome, and our newly-cmhodied phantom has learnt tr use the

muscular tackling wliich enables him to roll the eyeballs, to nar-

row the pupil, to adapt his organs to the varying distance of

objects, and to make other changes in the apparatus requisite for

the attaiiSSnent of distinct vision, he will be prepared to enter into

free intercourse with the innumerable forms which physical crea-
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tion presents, and whilst sitting quietly in its retreat (to adopt
the line hgiire of Plato, where he represents man as gazing upon the

shadow of things in a cave with his own btick turned to the light)

the mind may see all the glories and grandeurs of this world

pass before it in miniature procession, and witliout once stepping

from its secret place, it may become familiar wdth all the shapes

and spectacles which nature has to exhibit by fixing its gaze
upon that little quivering screen which hangs between the outer

and inner apartments of sense. Creation is brought in effigy

to the threshhold of its own habitation. Sun, moon, stars, meteors,

the glowing boTv of God in the clouds, the flaming stranger that

riislics in such hot haste from the silent realms of space and
returns as if tlie curse of the wandering Hebrew were burning
cn its brow,—mountains, forests, streams, vales, the green meadows
and tlie dark l)lue main, with all the magnificent objects which
tlie Creator has scattered over the earth to regale the human
heart,—the works of* man, tlie palaces, temjiles, statues, ships,

engines, and diversified structures into which he has flung his

restless genius—and the words of dead thinkers who have left

their minds in print, and wliilst their dust is wandering in the

breezes or circulating through a series of lovely forms, still make
our pulses beat higli by the abiding power of their spirits—all

these are depicted in swift succession on that tremulous tissue,

and are seen by the eye of the soul whilst resting calmly in its

sequestered cell. Imaged arc continually coursing each other

across the face of that living mirror, whilst behind it the answer-

ing sensations are thi’onging the nervous highway and liastening

in orderly array to the metropolis of the frame. Down that

narrow avenue what sights and pictures and landscapes are inces-

santly pouring into the brain ! It is the chief isthmus between

j

the world of mind and the world of matter. It is the princii)al

bridge which has been thrown across from the realm of thought
to the realm of things.

The next sense our figure will require is that of hearing. Here,
again, we find a medium already prepared, and only waiting for

(in organ to receive the news it has to Convey. The atmosjihere,

as every one knows, is an elastic fluid which may be thrown into a
state ofvibration by the action ofexternal objects—the particles then
repelling each other like so*many lit'tle ivory pellets. These vibra-

tions vary in their (quality, their number, their duration ; and if

an instrument can be constructed to register the different affec-

tions of the aerial medium as the eye does those of the luminous
ether, a new sense may be produced. The ear is just such an
organ, and though it deals with a grosser fluid than the eye, its

mechanism is not the less marvellous. To describe so compli-
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cated an apparatus with any degree of precision, and this, too,

unaided by diagrams, would be like endeavouring to learn Euclid
without the assistance of a angle illustration. We may, how-
ever, obtain as much insight into its structure as is necessary for

our purpose by magnifying its dimensions, and visiting one of

its chambers in an imaginative mood. Conceive of it, then, not
exactly as a cavity hollowed out in the solid bones of a human
head, hut as a cavern excavated in the side of a great rock.

Entering by a spacious arch, cut into various convolutions, the

explorer finds himself in an irregular passage which runs for

some distance into the mountain. Along this tunnel he forces

his^ way, at first descending and then ascending, and encountering

on the road a cheval-de-frise of bristles, which appears to have
been stationed there to prevent the ingress of prying animals.

This passage is known as the meatus auditorius externus. At
its extremity he is stopped by an elliptical screen Ipng obliquely

across the tunnel but closing it exactly. This is the ‘ drum,’ or

memhrana tympani. It is almost transparent, and is sufficiently

lax to tremble with every breath of air. There is no aperture in

it to enable the traveller to proceed, but as screens and stone

walls are alike pervious to the imagination, we will suppose he

has contrived to reach the other side of tliis obstruction. He
will then find himself in an irregular cavern, the tympanum,
scooped out of the hard rock, where a peculiar species of apparatus

in ivory will instantly attract his attent!ion. First, there is a ham-
mer-shaped instrument, the malleus, whose handle is attoched to

the screen through which he has mysteriously trespassed. The
head of this hammer rests upon an anvil, the incus ; and the

anvil in turn is secured, through the medium of a small body,

called the os orbiculare, to a peculiar implement shaped like a

stirrup, and therefore known as the stapes. The further wall o^
the cavern is pierced with two>>penmgs, the foramina, both o^
which are occupied by membranous curtains ; and as these serve

for the tmnsmission of sound, just as windows serve for the

transmission of light, they are termed the fenestree. The
upper of the two, theP fenestra ovalis, is stationed nearly

opposite the screen or curtain of the tympanum to which
we have Seen that the handle of the hammer is attached,

and as fhe base of the stapes is affixed to the membrane
of the fenestra ovalis, this ivory apparatus, comprehending
the four implements we have mentioned, appears to be sCsrung right

across the. cavern, and so forms a solid chain of communication

between the external tunnel and the internal cavity, whatever it

may which lies beyond. The explorer will observe other

openings and recesses which need not be described : his curiosity
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will be mainly directed to the grotto whose walls exhibit those

two curious windows, the fenestra ovalis and fenestra rotunda.

The strange machinery suspended over liis head must find

its explanation there he presumes. We are sorry, however, that

we cannot accompany him further into the heart of the mountain,
as there would be no chance of making its wonders intelligible

without a lengthened sojourn. The inner cavern also being filled

with fluid, it would require a vigorous ofibrt to avoid drowning
during the progress of the necessary researches. Suffice it to say-

generally that this interior cavity, which is very appropriately

designated the labyrinth, from its intricate construction, contains

tliroe portions,— namely, the vestibule, the three semi-circulqp

canals, and the cochlea,—the latter, a very remarkable spiral organ
winding round a central pillar, and bearing no inapt resemblance
to the shell of a garden snail. It is in this curious cavern that

the auditory nerve gives off* numerous fine filaments and drinks

up the sonorous undulations as they arrive. Whilst the explorer,

however, is standing in the middle chamber speculating upon the

mysteries of the grotto beyond, a sound like thunder is heard : it

rolls along the tunnel with augmenting force ; the tympanic cur^

tain is thrown into a state of violent agitation
; the hammer and

anvil—^the whole chain of suspended bones—tremble at the

sho(5k, and their particles, if he could see them, reel to and fro

like drunken molecules
;
through the two fenestres the undulations

pass into the grotto, and a1:e propagated in mimic waves across

tiled flui it contains ; then acting upon the branched extremities

of the nerve, the sensation tlius excited glides up to tlie brain and
lays its message before the mind.

At the first glance it might appear that there was something
unnecessarily complicated about these contrivances, if the object

||)e the mere transmission of a pulse of sound, but the ear is an
^rgan which shows by^ts almost superfluous endowments (if we
may venture to use such a phrase), how anxious nature has been
for the perfect equipment of man. Parts have been added which
are not absolutely requisite (for the contents of the middle ear

have sometimes been lost without the forfeiture^ of the sense);

and a double route has been provided for the conveyance of an
undulation into the inner cavern. It was not imperative that

there should be two windows in the wall wliich divides that cavern
from the tympanic chamber, since the chain of bones stretched

across the datter is capable of conveying a vibration through the

fenestra ovalis into the labyrinth, and in frogs where tlie tym-
panic arrangement is otherwise complete this chain alone suffices;

but in man a second window, the fenestra rotunda, has been pro-

vided, in order, apparently, that the tremours of the ^drum*
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might also he transmitted through the air of the middle chamber,

and entering the inner grotto by this second memln-anous win-

dow, thus heighten the impulse ultimately imparted to tlie nerve.

Other uses have been ascribed to the fenestra in question, but

there seems no reason to doubt that it seiwcs as a second path-

way for the pulses communicated througli the external screen.

If now, having briefly referred to the structure of the organ,

we look to the sensations it transmits in the hope of explaining

.their secret, the attempt will prove as peiqilexing as before. Try,

for instance, to analyse a sound just before it enters the car, and

then just as it leaves the apparatus for the brain. That the

human voice on issuing from the lips produces a series of

oscillations in the air is one of the plainest facts we could assert

;

but if it is considered that these oscillations communicate
thoughtsf

iconlH^emotlouSyiho process will assume a magical com-

plexion. The litile waves we see j^roduced in a sheet of water

when disturbed by a stone, are represeiitativo to a (‘-ertaiii degree

of the motion excited in the air by the impact of the voi(;e. hlow,

if an obseiwer takes his stand at the margin of a pool, when thus

agitated by a succession of blows, can he bring himself to believe

that the little billows he sees coursing each other across the

surface, really convey watery wnmls? By no stretch of ihnoy

scarcely can he construe them into liquid language, lie wont
> allow that yonder series of waves is an address from one nymph
to another ;

or that those ripples, answered by others from tlie

\

opposite shore, are the elements of a dialogue now peiuling

between a pair of talkative wkter sprites. It would require all

his credulity to conclude when the siirlace was perturhed

and furrow’ed by incessant undulations, crossing and intersecting

each other in all directions, that these were the materials of a liot

debate then in progress amongst the inhabitants of the pooU|
Yet were it possible for the air in a hu'ge hall to he rendereeP

visible, and possible also for us to take a horizontal section of it,

when tlirown into motion by a gi*and ‘ palaver,’ it would present a

pretty tolerable resemblance to the surface of that pool, making
allowance of course Ipr the suptJlior velocity of the aerial weaves,

and the somewhat difterent direction in which they act. A visitor

to the strangers’ gallery in the House of CJoinmons would observe

a series^, of ripples emanating from fi**particular sjjot, and spread-

ing onwards until they dashed against the walls of the building.

These ripples would say, ‘Mr. Speaker—I rise for theipuq)ose of
‘ replying to the arguments of the honourable member who has ’

‘ju«t resumed his seat. If the view’s he has expressed are to he
i

‘ adjjpted by this house, I am finnly convinced that the prosperity i

" of this great country will be completely sapped, and that the
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‘ British constitution must he irreparably destroyed.' Whereupon
a number of lively little surges would spring up in various parts of

the building, some of them signifying ‘Hear, hear,' others meaning
‘No, no;’ and then would arise a dreadful agitation of tlie atmo-

sphere, the surface of our imaginary section being heaped up into

huge turbulent billows consisting of cries of ‘ Oh, oh !’ and loud

cheers, and all the other varied utterances of that distinguished

assembly when thrown into a state of high patriotic exasperation.

Nor, if we now turn to the auditory neiwe, can we discover

anything in its action which exhibits the faintest resemblance to

sounds, words, thoughts. It seems almost incredible that a

numl)er of slender nervous filaments could be the conductor^ of

}i speech by Demosthenes or Edmund Burke. Can we properly

(conceive of one of Handel’s Oratorios rushing along a tiny cord

like the trunk of the auditory nerve? How does it seem possible

that all the rich varieties of tone wo hear—all the diversified

notes of Nature, from the whisper of the wind to the crash of a

thunderbolt—should be conveyed along a chain of bones in the

tympanic (diamber, and streaming through this solid conduit,

should impart their tremors to the feiders of the brain ? Full as

this w^orld is of the Creator's marvels, there are few more astound-

ing things, when minutely examined, than the performances of
the ear. The same fibrils which at one moment will carry the

massive harmonies of the ‘^Hallelujah chorus,’ were it hymned by
the Angels of the Nativity themselves, will shortly afterwards

convey the gentle Avail of the parting spirit as it seems to sing
the flesh to sleep Avith the assurance that the Redeemer liveth

;

and that though Avorins devour the forsaken dust, yet He shall

raise it in honour at the day of His appearing.

Ignorant, hoAVcver, as wo may be of A\diat passes in the Autal

(^department of sensation, the organ of hearing introduces its pos-

sessor to a multitude of enjoyments. The Avorld of sounds is

scarcely less important than the Avorld of sights. Indeed, in its

social healings, and for purposes of converse Avith our fellow-

beings, the value of the ear ceinnot be OA^er-estimated ; and it is

for this reason, perhaps, that the loss of the auditory faculty has
sometimes been regarded as a greater calamity tlian the obscura-

tion of the eye. To AA^hat an extent it may be cultivated, every

one knows who has come ifl contact Avith the blind. The percep-

tion of things displayed by those who suffer under this depriva-

tion, is cfbcasionally most exquisite and extraordinary. Dr.
Darwin relates that when he wtas visited by a blind gentleman,
8ir John Fielding, the latter observed, a few moments after his

entrance, ‘This room is about twenty-two feet long,' eighteen

wide, and twelve high.’ The delicacy of an organ Avhich can dis-

NO. XXXVIII. F F
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^tinctly record 24,000 pulses of air in a single second must be

(( extremely great. No wonder, therefore, that it will prove an
interesting addition to the sensational resources of our pliantom
man. When the instrument has been framed in due proportions,

but on a scale of considerable minuteness, and when it has been
•properly fixed in his head, it will bring him into direct com-
munion with the human race ; he will be able to collect their

thoughts and feelings in an apparatus of his own, and the mind
which sits in its secret place to receive the tidings conveyed by
the eye, will listen with delight to the news which is flowing

through the caverns and ivory machinery of the car.

c JHaving now availed ourselves of the atmosphere for the pur-

poses of one sense, we shall find that it may he employed in the

service of a second. Most substances throw olf minute particles

or yield some sort of cfiiuviuin : liquids are continually evapora-

ting
;
plants are issuing their varied aromas

;
many metals when

rubbed are found to be fragrant: all decaying substances are

resolved, in a great measure, into gases ; each individual carries

with him a peculiar savour, and the millions of pores in his skin

are perpetually discharging vaporous mattci's : tvhilst every large

town, it is said, has its own characteristic perfume; though in

Cologne, if Coleridge is to be credited, not less tlian two-and-

seventy stenches might he distinctly computed. The atmosphere
is -therefore a reservoir of subtle particles—a tank into which
innumerable substauces are incessantly pouring their odours.

These particles are too diminutive to he appreciated by the

senses we have already adopted The eye cannot detect the

noxious atoms aiising from a putrid animal; the ear is un-

affected by the contents of its own ministering fluid, liowever

heavily laden with scents ; the hand cannot finger the fragrance

of the rose; nor can the tongue taste one of the hundredH
perfumes which may be served lijj in a parterre of flowers. Such
indeed, is the fine state of division wherein matter may exist,

that a single grtiin of musk has been preserved in an apartment

for ten years, and though doors and windows were frequently

open, and the air repeatedly changed, yet the room was kept con-

stantly charged with the odour, nor could it he discovered at the

end of this time, that the musk had lost the slightest portion of

its weight. What, then, must be the* extreme divisibility of its

substance, and what must be the delicacy of the orgtm which can

at all times recognise the presence of such pigmy particles ?

A faculty, therefore, which will enable our artificial man not

only to ^scover the existence of tliese rare emanations, hut to

discriifinate between their qualities, musji prove of considerable

utility. The merits of this faculty have too often been under-
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rated. It is certainly of more value to some animals than it is to

men, for several of the former earn their living by means of their

nostrils, whilst none of the latter find it necessary to run down
their dinners by the power of their scent. Nevertheless, as we shall

see, there is an important duty to be performed, and Nature, it is

well known, has selected the most prominent feature on the face

as the seat of the sensation. In order, therefore, to give our

imaginary figure due cognizance of these external exhalations, two

more cavJties must ho opened, and two more connexions with the-

brain est ablished. Tliis being done, and the surface devoted to

the duty being increased by excavating various little pits in tlie

neiglibonnng bones, the whole must be lined with a fine mem-*
brate—tlie pituitary or Schneiderian—upon which a host of

nervous filaments are expanded. These, like the ramified

exti eniities of the auditory nerves, collect into two trunks, and
pursue their way to the brain, where they discharge the sensa-

tions with whitdi they may be freighted. Two conditions aro

necessary for the perfect action of this organ : first, tliat there

should be a somcwliat forcible impact of the particles to be

examined upon the membrane of%io nose, with power to keep up
a eurrent of air until they have been thoroughly scrutinized.

This eorulitioii is satisfied by establishing a commiinication

bfaween tlie nostrils and the pharynx, and thence to the lungs,

wliereby we may ^snutt' uj.)^ the odours jiresented with gi*eater

satisfaction, or greater disgust, as tlie case may reipiire. For this

reason we naturally close the mouth and draw a heavy inspiration

when we wisli to study a perfume closely. The other condition

is that the memhrane should he kept continually moist. A liquid

is needed, either to act as a solvent, or to bring the particles into

greater proximity to the extremities of the neiwes. Hence the

pituitary surface must lie freely lubricated, and to secure this end
mueiis is liberally secreted. Should its flow be greatly diminished,

as it is in the first stage of catarrh, the best roses Nature pro-

duces would hecimie as inodorous as the mock gaieties growndiy
the milliners. Should the secretion be entirely suspended, the

owner could not detect all the two-and-seventy stenches of

Cologne, were they condensed into one tremendous compound.
The princijml duty of tli^ olfactory organ is indicated by its

position. Placed at the commencement of the canal leading to

the lungs, business is to intimate the approach of any subtle

matters which may be unsuited to the system. ' The sense stands

sentinel at the gateway, and reports to the mind when it finds

that any suspicious perfumes are abroad. Now that we know in

some degree how much health, is perilled, and how frequently it

is destroyed by various exhalations, the value of such a func*

F F 2
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tiounry should be candidly acknowledged. The nose is a natural

inquisitor of volatile matters ; it is an official inspector of

nuisances. It strains the air for the lungs ; it tests the poisons

which may be suspended in that essential fluid. In doing so

there is r singular unanimity of sentiment, if wo may use such an

expression, between the nostrils and the system generally. Things
wffiich would be injurious to the constitution are usually, if not

invariably, distasteful to the nose : the emanations arising from

decaying matter, and especially from putrefying carcases, arc

naturally offensive to our sense of smell, and these are exactly tlui

vapours which strike at human health, and are now recognised as

'the agents or elements of pestilence. How delicate is the

sym2)athy which subsists between the nose, the mind, and the

stomach may ho inferred from the anecdote of a gentleman, who, on

one occasion happening to pass the carcass of a dog at the time

when it exploded with a teiTific smell, was seized sevei’al years

after with severe nausea on returning to the spot,
.

The mode in which the sense acts becomes utterly ohscurt?

when we haye taken the very first step in the process. 'Why the

particles of one substance shouM produce a pleasant, and another

an annoying iinju’ession, is, of course, quite inexplicable. There

appears to be no connexion between the shape of atoms, and tlic

sensation derived from lily or garlic ; there is ncahing apparent in

tlieir chemical properties or molecular structure to throw light on
the difficulty. If the effects he due to the motion they impart,

how can we reconcile oui’selves to the idea of a fetid wave or an
aromatic vibration? It is certain that the particles themselves

ai’c not absorbed by the nerves and transpoi’ted to the brain, still

less can Ave sui)pose them to be handed over bodily to the mind.

But Avhatever may be the secret concealed in those nervous fila-

ments, their power of discrimination is surprising. Try to count all

the odours that are exhaling in a single garden, or think of the

numerous scents which are gushing from the surface of the globe
like fountains of fragrance or springs of fetor

;
yet here is an

organ AAhich Nature has fitted to take note of these various

effiisions, and distinguishing between tbem with a nicety the most
miuwellous, can translate their several flavours into equivalent

sensations, and, through one and the same set of nerves, can tell

the mind in a moment what noxious thing is stealing from the

soil, nr what spicy treasiu’es are afloat on the breeze.

Being now brouglit into connexion with the worl^ of odours,

through tlie slender avenue of the olfactory nerves, a co-o])erative

sense will be required. Closely connected with the faculty of

smell is that of taste; the former is guardian of the lungs, the

laliter is steward for the stomach. Reference has already been
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made to the work of disintegi-ation which is continually pro-

ceeding in the human frame. The oxygen we inspire combines
with the cast‘off carbon of our bodies, and hurries it out through
the lungs into the air. The skin is throwing ofi‘ morsels of our
substance incessantly ; some portion of us, therefore, departs this

life every instant- Each breath w^e exhale is fraught with our
ashes : we perish at every pore. All this waste must of course

he repaired by a process of inward renewal. It is done by the

importation of matter from without; a slice of the external

world must be eaten periodically to balance this continual loss.

Nature lias accordingly provided a fitting apparatus to receive the

ne(;essnry materials, to churn them into chyle, to convey them to*

different i)arts of tlie system, and to incoiporate them with tJio

various substances of the body. But it is manifest that a work
so important as the maintenance of the structure could not he

safely left to man s caprice, or made dependent solely upon his

sense of duty.
. If the action of the heart or of the lungs were dis-

cretionary—if it were necessary to wind up these organs, as it

were, at certain periods—the ownei**s ignoranee or liis carelessness

Would soon stop their play: they would frequently be allowed to

run down, and many a coroner’s jury would have to record that

such and such an individual had perished because be bad neg-

lected to wind up his works overnight. In order, therefore, to

secure unfuiliiig attention to the duty of nourishing the frame,

tliere must bo some inducement to eat. The labour of mastica-

tion is not slight, and the regular return of that ceremony would
form a very irksome part of existence were it not associated with

some enjoyment. The moving of the jaws some hundred of times

at a. meal, and tlie grinding down of a certain quantity of material,

could present no greater attractions of ihemselves tluin an hour’s

amateur practice every day at a coffee-mill. This toil, however,

lias been skilfully converted into a pleasure—a sense is stationed

at the gateway of the alimentary canal, and endowed with the

power of enjoying the substances required by the frame for its

support. When the mouth is opened for the reception of food,

there you find couched a movable organ wliicli assesses tlie merit

of each article that rolls over its surface, just as the wwghing-
maebine of a toll-gate ascertains the gi'avity of each vehicle tliat

is driven across its platform. Tlie upper surface of this organ is

covered witl^ papilla? of various sizes and forms, but the minutest,

the papilla? villos®, are clustered most thickly at the tip, where

they are most required. When a sapid substance is introduced

into the mouth, these papilla?, wdiicli are erectile or distensible,

are seen to start up like a little army, as if to examine the in-

truder, and the tongue is completely roughened by their rising.
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Sillivii is freely secreted to moisten its siirfftoo, for it is generally

neeclfnl that the materials should be dissolved in order to he' ap-

preciated, though it has been found that sulphurous acid gas

excited taste, and that a small stream of air directed upon the

tongue produced a saline sensation. In examining substances,

this useful little implement—the inspector-general of tastes

—

divides them into three classes : either they are insipid, or un-

palatable, or positively agreeable. Its duty is simply to tell us

how the external world tastes; and right skilfully does it peifonn

its task. If a substance possesses no flavour, there is no tempta-

tion to hard labour at tlie banqueting board
;

if it is disgusting,

•the stomach is nauseated, and remonstrates against its admission
;

but if it happens to be a savoury material, you j>robahly incur a

frightful hill at a hotel, and then lodge a complaint against the

host in the columns of tlie 'Times. The tongue, thereiore, in

reviewing the various substances w'hich creation presents, strikes

out nil that are unpleasant or insipid, and limits our bill of fare

to those that are really relishnblc. But in doing this a inar\Tlloiis

instinct is displayed, Chemical analysis has discovered tliat llie

principal articles employed by way of food, in every part of the

world, contain those very materials of which the frame is clricdly

composed—com, milk, potatoes, and animal Acs]), the sla])]{.r

articles of consumption, embody the cl(‘rnents mainly required

for tlic repair of the corporeal house.* A beautiful accord set^ns

to subsist between the tongue and the stomncli
;
men may train

that lively little member to vicious habits, but if left to its own
native judgment, it will co-operate with its brotlier-functionary in

a manner which is perfectly suiq)risiiig. Tlie warder at the lodge

seems to know what visitors will suit his colleague in the halls of

digestion. Were this good understanding fairly disturbed, wlio

shall say what consequences would ensue ? If emetics and pur-

gatives, for example, had been as pleasant to the palate as sngm*

or champagne, the stomach might have suffered frequently from
invasions of mischievous matter, and the system, instead of being
faithfully served, would have been constantly duped and dis-

ordered, by the traitor at the gate.

Here«gain, in considering the action of this faculty, we can

discover nothing resx)ecting the natur/? of the sensation itself. A
communication is made to the brain through appropriate nerves,

and it is, of course, the mind which tastes, and not tjie tongue

;

but how such a diversity of impressions can be excited, and all

faithfully discriminated, is a question it would be impossible to

answer. All we can do is to admire the uses of a faculty which
not only contributes so highly to human enjoyment, but so

iriftnentously to human durability. Rightly applied, the sense of
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taste is a gift of the most henevolent description, because its

rational use is almost invariably attended with pleasure. Let us
instal it, then, in the person of our iurtificial man, and he will

possess an instrument which will sift the matter that flows from
the external world into his own frame, and, distinguishing the

noxious from the useful, will enable him to follow up the great

miracle of creation out of the dust of the earth, by the gi*eat

maiwel of daily renewal out of the products of the soil.

Another sense is still requisite. When our statue begins to

move, it may run up against the outer world, or come into col-

lision witli some of its angles and prickly points ; and a frame so

delicattdy organized as the human fabric may easily be damage^,
The eyes may to some extent protect it; but eyes don't see in every
direction, are not always' exercised, and in the dark don’t see at

all. Besides, it is very important that some sense should be pos-

sessed which would eiiahlo the mind to discover the forms and
supcriicial qualities of things by experimenting upon them
through the medium of its own cor])oreal limbs. For this pur-
pose, the body must be clothed from head to foot with a garment
of sensation ; it must be slieatlicd in a susceptible tissue wliicb will

give instantaneous notice of contact with any foreign substance.

Nerves are accordingly biid dowm to almost every portion of Itho

surface, and the simple prt'ssnre of any object sulhces to aw^aken
an impression of its presence in the mind. The faculty of
loud}, it wdll he seen, requires no ju'climinaiy organ like tliose of

hearing and vision—it needs no moist membrane like the nose, no
saliva and ei'ectile papillae like the tongue, hut is reduced to a
mere array of ncj’ves concealed in the skin. Being expanded,
iiowe\ er, over the fabric, the utility of this sensuous coating is

imuiousc. It is not, it is true, equally delicate in its perceptions

in all quarters. The fingers arc exquisitely gifted, as we might
expect from their vocation ; and the lips, whose duty it is in con-

junction with the tip of the tongue to examin€?^so many substances,

are also specially endowed. Professor Weber lias endeavoured
to estimate the susceptibility of various portions of the skin by
applying a pair of compasses, and ascertaining tlie least distance

at whicli llie points were felt to be distinct, the sensitiveness of

course being greatest where this distance jiroved to be tbe^mallest.

The ends of the fingers and the point of the tongue were thus

found to bge^ghty times morancute in their perceptions than the

middle oT"tIie arm or thigh. The same results were obtained by
testing dilferences of temperature, or diflcronces in the weiglit of

bodies ;
articles, fjir instance, seemed to be heavier when placed

upon the finger than when laid upon the forehead, and it was

found that a distinction in weight between two substances might
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be detected wlien one of them was only a twentieth or a fifteenth

lighter than the other.

Mere pressure, however, is not sufficient to give us a correct

notion of external surfaces ; contact, if long continued, soon
ceases, in fact, to affect us at all, unless it happens to he painful.

A man is not conscious of his own clothes, but carries about witli

liim an epidermis of linen and broad-cloth as unconcernedly as if

it 'were his own natural cuticle. There must therefore be a power
of moving the tactile neiwes over the surface of bodies in order,

apparently, tliat various filaments may have an opportunity of

investigating the object successively, and their reports being duly

collated by the mind, a more satisfactory result is obtained.

Hence the fingers are supplied vrith a profusion of nerves, drawn
up in concentric ridges at their extremities, as may be readily

perceived. By moving them lightly over a body, as, for example,
over a medal or a seal, -which would only yield a very imperfect

conception of its nature if simply pressed, we may gather up the

details of the device with some degree of accuracy. It is tjilrough

the same nervous conductors, also, that we are supposed to take

cognizance of heat and cold; but if this be so, and the subject has

occasioned considerable discussion, simple pressure, without

motion, suffices to communicate this species of sensation, and,

indeed, the mere approach of a heated or a frigid substance is

enough to ‘ warm,’ or ‘ chiir the mind ,in its retreat.

When the body has thus been invested with a general sense,

the spiritual princi2)le within wdll he aide to receive impressions

from every j^ortion of its surface. It i.s just as if telegraphic

wires ran from every town, from every village, and almost from
every house in England to some central office at Charing (h’oss.

The mind learns in an instant when any part of its frame is

affected : it knows when the toe feels a twinge of gout ns speedily

as when the nose is insulted. A tap on the forehead is not more
distinctly perceived *than the tickling of the sole of the foot.

Whether a blow is inflicted, extending over a considerable area

of flesh, or an insect inserts its j^rohoscis in a minute pore, the

brain is informed of die outrage with equal rapidity. From the

most distant provinc^es of the frame, as well as from the nearest,

the tidings appear to fly to the sensorium with the same integrity

and despatch.

When therefore our phantom-visitant has been furnished with
these five senses, he will find liimself in a position to receive all

the communications which physical creation is permitted to

make. Other senses, indeed, have been supposed to exist—such
as II sense of hunger and thirst, a sense of muscular exertion (the

laltfer enabling us to regulate our bodies with due regard to the
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influences of gravity), uikI a sort of barometric sense which quali-

fies animals to anticipate changes in the weather—but the

evidence in favour of these, as independent faculties, is too

obscure to entitle them to comparison w'itli the five old-esta-

blished carriers of sensation.

There are sevei*al general considerations to which allusion

might have been desirable bad space permitted. Enefly, liow-

ever, it may bo observed :—Firsts that the nerves of special

sense, with their cerebral termini, can only convey the particular

impressions belonging to their own particular organ. If the

extremity of the auditory iieiwc were connected with the retinti,

it would be unable to take notice of the largest conflagration; if

the optic nerve were cmried into the labyrinth of the ear, it could

liot transmit the Old Hundredth Psalm tune, or even the loudest

peal of thunder. Though diving into the same brain, and almost

undistinguisbablo in structure, each lias its peculiar functions;

and so long as it remains attached to the same portion of the

oercljll mass, it cannot exchange duties with its brother nerves.

Kveri where any one stimulus is capable of afiecting them all, it

does not produce the same sensation, but only that wdiich is

characteristic of each. Thus when electricity is brought to

b(‘ar upon the eye, it excites a consciousness of light; upon the

ear, of sound; upon the nostrils, of smell; upon the fingers,

a prickly feeling: and upon the tongue, an acid or an alkaline

taste. Second: the sensations Ave experience maybe subjectively

produced; that is, eaeli organ maybe affected by means wdiich

are wholly internal, or which operate where the natural external

stimuli are Avithdrawn. Thus, the consciousness of light may
be occasioned by pressure on the eyeball in the dark, or more
provokingly, but more convincingly, by tilting at a lamp-post

by night. The eye is sometimes tonnented by spectral figures

Avhieh have no authority for their existence in the external Avorkl,

and the ear has its ghosts of sound as w’ell. In sickly persons,

the nostrils are occasionally troubled with phantom odours,

and the palate, unde/ (’ertain circumstances, is haunted AN’ith

apparitional tastes. In like manner, the sense of touch may he

subjectively excited. The soldier ^ho has lost a leg in honour
of his king and country is fi*equently jflngwtal Avith pains pro-

ceeding apparently from the deceased limb. Talk, too, of certain

unpleasant insects, and Avho lias not one crawding over him at

that particular moment ? and is not the impression so strong that

a real ofiender could hardly aAvaken a livelier conviction of his

presence ? Third : the senses are dependent upon the attention

the mind may bestow. Tlie soul can insulate itself, as it Avere

;

or, locking up all the doors of its adytum, can exclude theimpres-
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sions ^vLicli solicit ndraission. If the thoughts ore steadily fixed

on some absoi^hing subject, the pulses of sound will roll through
the (‘averns of the ear unnoticed, as was the ease 'svith Archimedes,
although a city was then sacking. Or, if a noble enthusiasiu

supports a victim at the stake, the fire may play upon a thousand
nerves without exciting an apparent (piiver in his frame. Con-
vers(iy, the senses may be heightened in their acnteness by con-

centrating the attention, or may he permanently improved by
training them assiduously. Tlie sharpness of vision attained by
the Indian hunter, the adroitness of taste acquired by those whose
business compels them to test wines or other liquors by tlio

tcfiigiie, llie delicacy of toucli wbicli in some degree compensates

the blind man for the ‘ totrd eelipst*' iie has sustained, are hut a

few illustrations of the (control possessed by thi> mind over its

sensuous servitors. Foio'th : the sensations we experience are

riderrcvd, not to the mind where they are apprehended, nor to the

nei’N’cs where they arc excited, but to the liuman periphery wliere

the stimulus is niiplied, or to the outer world from wliie^^that

stinuilus was derived. We know well that all we see of yonder

spire is literally within ourselves, l>ut we are not the less prepared

to make affidavit that the object is at least two nnles dislani.

Tlic pain which has been awakened in your toe. w'hen that great

ponderous fellow trod on it, as he says, by niistako, is really

developed in the mind, but you feel t hat for all practical jtiirposes

it is down in your f(a)t. Nobody but a nu.'tapliysicijin can per-

suade bimseli', without sotiie natural reluctance, tiint it is not

tlte longue ))iit the intellect that tastes all the ciilinarv curiosities

we ('onsume. It is precisely this notion of outness—this centri-

fugal teudenoy of the mind, if w^e may so speak—w'hieii brings us

into more convenient contact with the physical world. Wo are

ever pressed towards it by this singular propensity. Our sensa-

tions are projected upon the objects that excite them. We become
unconscious of our organs as the media of communication, and
seen) to go direct to the things from which the imjnessioiis arose.

The advantages of such an arrangement must be inealculaljle.

What would be our feeling if, in listening to a piece of music, it

was customary to possess a distinct perception of the aiufon of

each bone, and membrane, and cavity, and neiwe employed in the

process ? But all this intermediate apparatus gives us no trouble

whatever. The machineiw of the sense is not in itself an object

of sense. Instead of having to receive reports from nature at

second-hand—to do business through a file of agents—the priu-

cipals seem to meet at tlie most convenient spot, and thus keep
tl^^ varied sensations more palpable and distinct. But, lastly,

what must we think of the extraordinary pulj)—composed partly
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of filbumen, partly of pliosphoms, mostly of water—^int:) which
all those diversified communications are poured ? How can we
realize the idea that this soft, delicate matter receives such an
inciileulablc number of sensations, and yet can not only discrimi-

nate between them in regard to their species, but also in regard

to their details ? If, as has been sometimes supposed, every

individual fibril of every nerve has its separate route to tlie brain,

and its separate insertion in that organ—ea(j]i constituting a dis-

tinct electric wire, as it were—can we gi’apple with tlie fact that

the messages thus emptied into one common reservoir sliould l)e

ke])t unmixed, and then presented without confusion to the mind?
Toiicli any ])art of the skin with the point of a pin, and the jw-
ticular locality is pointed <^t by the cerebral mass in an instant.

Would it not be extmordmary if, on taking up a drop of water

from the Mediterranean, we could tell in a moment from which of

the rivers or brooks ein2)tying themselves into that sea, the tvan-

dcrer had proceeded ?

If.'

Art. IV.— of Great Britain, 1851. Itellgious Worship,

JRnffJaud and Wales, Beports and Tahle,^, Bresented to loth Houses
of Barliament by command ofHer Majesty. 8vo. 1853.

The publication at the head of this article is a significant pro-

duction. Nothing so bewildwng, it may be, as figures, and
nothing more logical :—nothing so dull, and nothing more elo-

quent. The phases of our condition as a people, both religious

and social, as here presented, suggest comparisons with the past,

and thoughts about the future—^and such comparisons and
thoughts as prompt us to say with Galileo, the world ‘does

move though,^ let inquisitors or laggards jabber as they may.
The main fimts in this Report concerning Religious Worship, are

the foDowing :

—

•

1. The edifices used by the Church of England for religious

worship ^re 14,077, including 223 places which are not separate

buildings; and the edifices used by all sections of Nonconformists

are 20,390, including 3285 which are merely rooms so used.

2. Of the present number of churches, more than 2000 have
been built between 1831 and 1851, towards which the contribu-

tion by the State has been .^^5 11,835, and as the total expend!-
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ture is estimated at .dP6,087,000, the voluntary contributions of

churchmen towards budding churches in these twenty years,

must have been something more than five millions and a half,

or eleven-twelfths of the whole.

3. The 14f,077 places used for religious worship by the Church
of England, include 5,317,915 sittings: the 20,39 (> places used

by the Nonconformists, include 4,661,138 sittings—so that ' on
the whole of England and Wales, for every 100 sittings provided

by the Church of England, there are 93 provided by Dissenters.'

4. Taking provision for fifty-eight in the hundred of the

population as an adequate provision, there should be existing

sitting room for 10,398,01% persons; and the sittings provided

by Conformists and Nonconformists 9,467,738. ,If we sup-

pose, |with Mr. Baines, that provision for fifty in the hundred
would be adequate, more than that amount of sitting room is

provided. On the higher calculation, sitting room for 185,450
persons is still required.

5. On the census day, the number of Conformists attending

divine worship was 3,773,474, of Nonconformists, 3,487,558; and
taking into account the persons included in these numbers who
attended more than one seiwice, it is calculated that upon that

day there were 5,288,294 persons, able to attend religious wor-
ship, once at least, who neglected altogether so to do. Of course,

the absent on that day are not to be reckoned as always absent,

but the number 5,288,294, gives the average of the al>sent from
the whole population,

6. Concerning the different sections of Nonconformists, as

compared with each other, the following facts are to be ob-

seiwed.

The places used for divine worship by the original connexion
of Wesleyans, are 6579, including 954 rooms so used. Those
used by the Independents are 3244, including 284 rooms. Those
used by the Particular Baptists are 1947, including 171 rooms

;

and those used by the other sections of Ba^ists are 840, including

123 rooms. So that the Congregationalists of England and
Wales, including Pedobaptists and Baptists, have 6011 places of

worship, including 578 rooms. It thus appears, that the chapels

of the original connexion of Methodists in England and Wales,
are 5625, while those of tte Pedobaptists and Baptists ai’e 5433,

the rooms used by Methodists and Congregationalists being as

954: Xo 578.

With regard to attendance, the morning attendance of the

Congregationalists alone, was greater on the day of the Census

thtn that of the Wesleyans, being 515,071 to 482, 753. But the

evening attendance with the Wesleyans exceeded thof of the
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Congregationalists by nearly one-tliird, but was less by some
60,000 than that of the Pedobaptists and Baptists conjoined.

It is thus shown that the Wesleyans have a slight pre-

ponderance as regards places of worship, if compared with the
Pedobaptists and Baptists united, but that they are in a minority
as regards Sabbath evening worshippers, if compared with these

two denominations taken together; and as regards morning wor-
shippers, if compared with the Independents taken alone. Such
is the relative place aiDong us of two distinctive principles of

ecclesiastical polity—Connexionalism and Congregationalism.

-The only other point to which we^all attention in this place,

is the return made by the Roman OTtholics. The total of tlie

buildings used by this bc^y for worship is 570. The total of

accommodation is for 1 64*,661 persons, and the morning attend-

ance, embracing often a succession of congregations, is given as

240,792. If these numbers show the feebleness of English
Romanism, and the folly of being alarmed at it, they also

remind us of the arrogance and intolerance that must be native

to it—inseparable from it. To fear the hand of the weak* is one
thing, to strike down its insolence is another.

We have spoken of these facts as being significant in relation

to the past. They can hardly fai^ to suggest some comparison
as to what we have be^n, and what we are, as a nation. The
preliminary section of the able report before us touches on the
more prominent changes of religious opinion in English history.

During a thousand years in this history—that is from the con-

version of the Saxons in the seventh century, to the passing of

the Toleration Act towards the close of the seventeenth, the State

dictated the laws of belief and worship as it dictated the laws of

buying and selling. During the last of these centuries, especially

from 1640 to J 660, the plea for liberty of conscience and freedom
of worship was urged with much force, and with a measure of

success. But the stable recognition of such rights belongs to

a period considerably later. This is a humiliating fact, especially

when we call to mind that what was true of England in this

respect during that thousand years, was true of all Christendom.

For, according to our thinking, one of the most obvious prin-

ciples in the Christian religion shouW have been, the principle

which assigns secular things to Caeseur,' and religious things to the

individual conscience in its relation to God.

It is true, to the time of the Advent, religion had been every-

where an affair of State. ^Popular notions and tendencies had
their influence in moulding the religious systems of the nations—^but the religion of the people was everywhere that which the
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State as such recognised and sustained. Men no more thought

of opposing themselves to a decision of the civil power in a
matter of religion, than in the most worldly matter pertaining

to its authority. Rome, everywhere rigorous in exacting civil

obedience from the states which it subdued, was careful to leave

the religion of such states undisturbed. In all places, men were
• expected to conform to the religion of their country, as they were
expected to conform to its general usages and laws. Every
nation had its religious system ;

these systems were all idolatrous,

possessed much in common, and were for that reason tolerant of

each other. One nation, mdeed, there was, which bad become
conspicuous by its protes™gainst idolatry in every foim. Its

hand in this respect was. against erery other nation, and tlie

hand of every other nation was against it. Nevertheless, this

anti-idolatrous system^—intolerant, stem, offensive as it was
deemed—^had come to be, by some means or other, the religion of

a people, and it was ruled as being, even in the case* of the Jew,
a wholesome and creditable thing for a man to be of the religion

of his nation and of his fathers.

But the first proclamation of the Gospel was a breaking up of

these landmarks. It came to men as a message from God, not
from the magistrate, nor from the priest. It claimed to be
received upon its own authority—not upon any authority ab
extra, either civil or religious. Its appeal was to individual

responsibility. It gave to the conscience of every man it

addressed a place apart. To eveiy such conscience it said

—

* These are divine words sent to thee, divinely attested. Ask not
‘ thy civil ruler whether they may be received or not. Go not
‘with that question to thy priest. This matter is none of thedrs.

‘ It is—^it must be, strictly and exclusively thine own. Thine

—

‘ thine own act, it must be, to receive these words and live, or to
‘ r^ct them and perish T

lliis was a new thing in the earth. It was to give the human
conscience a new footing. Henceforth, individu^ responsibility

k not to be transferred to magistrate or priest., The hinge of

each man^s^destiny will be found within each man's soul. By his

own voEtidh, and not by that of another, he is to stand or fall.

To Csesar he owes civil obedience, as -heretofore,—to God alone
he owes religious obedience for all time to come. The Christian

apostles did not originate the phrases ‘sufficiency of Scripture^

and ‘ right of private judgment,' but the prindples indicated

by thos0 phrases were in them as spirit and Efe. WiA ourselves,

the marvel is not that these principles are now widely ^^gnised,
Mt rather that they should ever have ceased to be guiding prin-

dpk« in things Christian.
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But there were old interests that would be sure to array them-
selves against this new truth. In the language of Ron^an law, a
slave was ‘not a person, but a thing/ and the great majority of

the, people in all gentile nations were in the condition to which
that language applied. The doctrines of the gospel everywhere
reversed this maxim of the Roman law. They declared man,
even in his lowest conceivable condition, to be a person, not
a thing, and they everywhere attached rights to that personality.

The priest, of course, scowled on these new teachers, denouncing
them as the apostles of impiety; while to the magistrate, their

favourite tenets were pregnant with the worst elements of

treason. ‘ Should their ideas becoirijprevalent,^ said the priesf,
‘ it is clear my vocation is gone.' ‘ And in that case,' added the

magistrate, ‘*my nile, if it be not utterly gone, l^ecomes the half
‘ only—less than the half of what it was. The bodies and the

‘goods of men may be subject to my sway, but the mind and the
‘ conscience will be subject to another.' Hereupon the wrath of

the magistrate became very great. This new faith was pro-

nounced an execrable superstition, which everywhere taught the
lessons of rebellion. It taught men to ignore the authority of

Caesar in matters of religion; and in what waa that distinguish-

able from teaching men to ignore the imperial authority in secular

matters, except as being that crime, which, of the two, bespoke
the greater degree of wickedness? Thus nowonformity
became identified in the History of the world with civil treason.

Hence the succession of persecutions in the early ages of the
church, and in later times.

All that pagan emperors and pagan priests had once been in

these respects, Christian princes and Christian priests too soon
became, and too long continued. It was not enough that those

fimctionai’ies should give from their private wealth or their per-

sonal influence to the Christian cause. Monarchs and priests

soon learnt to claim the right of ruling through the new religion,

as men in the same positions had ruled through the old. The
state power which had been so long directed a^nst Christians,

was, ere long, directed against pagans, and against dissentients

nearer home. In Christian states, as in the old heathen states,

nonconformity in religion became identified with disaffection to

the state. It was so, Its we have said, over the whole of

Christendom through many long centuries, and in England itself

for nearl]^a thousand years. Rome, indeed, gave large licence

to her children in those lages, itx some respects
; but* tliere ivere

always forms of religious dissent which exposed the delinquent

to prosecution, and to the heaviest penalties, the heresy in such

cases being* construed as an offence against the authority both of
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church and vstate. Hence our own statute for the burning of

heretics, in the time of Henry IV. Hence also the maxims
which obtained on this point to the end of the Tudor period in

our history. Henry VIIL, in ignoring the pontiff, became
pontiff in his stead ; and having asserted the ecclesiastical supre-

macy of the crown, and published his new faith, he dealt with
all who openly dissented from his proceedings as rebels, and
persons so dissenting, both Protestants and Papists, suffered

death. Elizabeth claimed supremacy in matters ecclesiastic^, as

her father had claimed it, and punished those who impugned her

pretensions, as her father had punished them. The priest who
presumed to celebrate m^J^contrary to her pleasure, was declared

a traitor, and many were put to death as convicted of such

treason. The Protestant, too, who presumed to call for a purer

Protestantism than the queen had set up, was declared to be a

traitor, and for this cause, devout men, charged with no other

crime, perished on the gallows.

The separatists from the Church of England in the times of

Elizabeth and James I., whose families gave to the New World
its * Pilgrim Fathers," were prepared to plead for a liberty of

worship quite as large as that which was ceded by the Toleration

Act, a century later. But it is not until half the seventeenth

century has passed away, that even our English Puritans begin

to give signs of seeing the principles of religious freedom some-

what in this light. Their call had long been for a purer religious

system, but the system was still to be one, and was to come forth

with the full sanction of the magistrate. Their aim was a purer

conformity, not the toleration in any shape of 7io?icoiiformity.

The intolerance of the Presbyterians, both Scotch and English,

had been but too conspicuous down to the fall of the Common-
wealth, and had been kept in check purely by the military supe-

riority of Cromwell and of the parties who adhered to liim.

These causes tended to restrict public worship to the walls of the

existing churches almost entirely, down to the time of the Ee-
fltoration. Subsequently, the operation of the Conventicle Act,

and of the Five-mile Act, tended to the same result. So few, in

consequence, were the places of worship existing in this country

apart from the Established Church before the accession of

William III., that the effort to place’ edifices for Nonconformist
worship side by side with those of the Established Church, may
be said not to have commenced until about a century *knd a half

since
;
and during this interval, the change that has come to pass

among us in this respect, is that which the figures in the report

before us have furnished ! The places reared% Nonconformists

nearly one-third more than those in the use of the Established
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Church
;
and nearly half the population who worship at all,

worship in these Nonconformist structures, the difference in

favour of the Established Church being less than three hundred
thousand, upon an attendance of more than seven millions.

Nor is this sign of self- helpfulness among English Noncon-
formists since 1688, the only feature of this nature nqw obser\"-

able among us. Of the existing edifices belonging to the Church
of England, one-seventh, as we have seen, have been raised in

the interval between 1831 and 1851, and eleven-twelfths of the
costs of those buildings have come from the self-helpfulness ot

modern churchmen. So much for t^ action of a free Noncon-
formity upon Conformity itself. It is m)t too much to say, that it

is not in the nature of a rich ecclesiastical establishment that it

should give itself to self-reliant effort of this nature, except as

stimulated by such influences. Even here the case does not end.

It is largely to this impulse, supplied by our greater religious

freedom, that we must attribute the self-reliance of our people
in a thousand forms beside. Where people look to theii* rulers

to give them churches, they look to them to give them canals, and
railroads, and hosj)itals, and all things of that nature. The law
which first recognised, jirotected—^in the language of Lord
Alaiisfield ' established,' the Nonconformist place for worship, by
the side of the parish place for worsliip, contained the germ
which has sent foith this spirit of self-reliance, first into

religion, then into charity, and then into many forms of the
useful and the profitable, until we now find it affecting our whole
cast of thinking, feeling, and usage as a people.

The contrast, as regards religious worship, between the England
of less than two centuries since and the England of the present,

strong as it may be, is not so strong as that presented at this

hour between England and the continent. Every state there has
some minister to whose oversight the matters of religious worship

are assigned, and the people become puppets in the hands of that

minister. In some instances—as in Italy and Spain—the system
which has the sanction of the civil power is one, all othei^s are

proscribed. Where the population are divided in great numbers
between the Greek Church and the Roman Church, or between
Romanists and Protestants, still the lines which distinguish

between the tolerated and the not-tolerated, are made to be so

clear and jigid, that no footing is left for anything beside
;
and

even the tolerated is so fenced about by conditions and prescrip-

tions, that the people act more like automatons than like free

agents. Everything gets its time, and place, and shape from the

authority above them, scarcely at all from anything spontaneous

NO. XXXVIII. G G
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within them. In regard to religion, the state there is, to the

last, as a nurseiy in which the people are children, and where
what they may do or not do, is determined for them, not by them.
Over that vast continent, with slight exceptions, the maxim
acted upon is, that neither in religion nor in politics are the
people to J^e trusted. All local government is subject to the
central government

; and the central so acts through the local,

that in politics, as in religion, the authority above is everything,

what is beneath is as nothing.

But to treat communities as made up of children, is not to

ensure to them the simplify of childhood. These governments,
accordingly, everywliere proceed on the assumption that their

subjects are as wicked as they are weak, so that these nurseries,

in fact, become so many gaols, and the kings who preside over

them, so many gaolers. No doubt their people arc weak, for

communities must be dealt with as men, if they are to become
such. Wicked no doubt they are, inasmuch as it is inseparable

from the rule of wickedness that the ndetl should be wicked.

Union, accordingly, whether in public meetings or in private

organisations, is discountenanced and precluded; for in union
there is strength, and the people must not be strong. But man-
hood, manhood in intelligence, virtue, and religion, that comes
only where settled liberty comes. It is a great retributive law
of Providence, that rulers who fear a free people, shall never have
sway over a great people.

The rulers of the continent are not wholly ignorant of the
different state of things which obtains in this country. We
remember to have been present at a conversation between the

pre.sent King ofPrussia and several Nonconformist ministers, some
thirteen years since, when his Majesty expressed himself as

greatly astonished on being informed of the probable number of

Nonconformist places of worship in London and its vicinity. But
subsequently, his Majesty adopted measures for obtaining statis-

tical information on such topics for the whole country. At
present, we may say, that it is not the wani of acquaintance with
what is doing in this way in Britain or America, that ha.s left the

continent where it is, but rather the want of a disposition on the

part of the rulers of the continent to^ profit by the experiments
and results which Providence has placed before them.

In so far, then, we may feel grateful, as we compar(> ourselves

with our own past, and with the present elsewhere. But there

is one startling fact brought out by the figures of this report,

which suggests that much as we may have done, there is nearly

^ much more needing to be done. We refer to the figures

whicli show that on every Lord's Day, there are more than FIVE
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MILLIONS of persons who should be at some place of worship, and
are not^

In dealing with this fact, some discrimination is required.

Does this al)sence from public worship result from the want of
accommodation? Taking provision for 50 per cent, as sufficient,

the sitting room provided is found to be above that amoimt.
Taking the higher, rate of 58 per cent, it rises nearly to that
proportion. But is this amount of accommodation so distributed
as to be apportioned to the distribution of our population ? This
is not the case, and thus the accommodation which appears to

be sufficient on paper, proves to be insufficient in fact. It is

calculated, and upon data which seem to be sound, that some-
thing more than three sittings out of every ten actually provided
sliould be accounted as surpliis and useless, from the inequalities

of disirilmtion as compared, urith the popidation. This reduces
the 10,212,503 actual sittings to 8,753,279 available sittings,

leaving a dt ticioncy of 1,044,734. This deficiency, however, of

mor(.‘ than a million and a half of sittings, goes but a little way
towards accounting for an average of more than live millions of

ahsonteos. Were this additional 1,044,734 sittings provided, it

is to he supposed in the case of these, as of the others, about one
half ^\'ould be left unoccupied.
Of course, so long as this deficiency exists, there is room for

zeal in the direction of buildiiig churches and chapels. But we
must (confess that the feature of this case which afiects us the
most deeply, is the fact that it is found to be so much easier to

provide accommodation foi* worship|)ers, than to give that interest

to the worship which shall dispose the people to use the accom-
modation when made available. As we said, it must not be
concluded that the 5,288,294 persons reported as total neglecters

of public worship on the census day, consist of persons who are

always so absent. Many may be occasional attendants
;
but the

majority, we fear, consist of persons wlio are very rarely, if ever,

seen in a place of w^orship of any description. As to this point,

and the quarter in which this absenteeism is chiefiy to be found,

we shall allow Mr. Horace Mann to speak.

‘ The middle classes have auginontod rather than diniinishod that
<levotional sentiment and strictness of attention to religious services hy

* It slioulclj perhaps, be stated, that the day on \vhich the census was taken,
was a day of wind and rain in an unusual degree, especially in the northern counties
and in the evening. This fact would not of course affect the comparative attend-

ances at diflTereiit places, but it no doubt did affect thci attendance generally, so as
to give an aggregate of numbers considerably below the return that would have
been made under other circumstances. We must not, however, make .such allow-
ance for this fact as would materiidly disturb the case as i>resented in the Report.

G G 2
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which, for several centuries, they have so eminently been distinguished.

With the upper classes, too, the subject of religion has obtained of late

a marked degree of notice, and a regular church-attendance is now
ranked among the recognised proprieties of life. It is to satisfy the

wants of these two classes that the number of religious structures has

of late years so much increased. But while the labouring millions of

our country have been multipl3"ing \rith oin multiplied material pro-

sperity, it cannot, it is to be feared, be stated tliat a corresponding in-

crease has occurred in the attendance of this class in our religious edifices.

More especially in cities and large towns it is ohserviihle liow absolutely

insignificant a portion of the congregation is com])()sed of artisans.

The}' fill, perhaps, in ^ outh, om* National, British, and Sunday Schools,

and there receive the elements of a religious education; but no sooner

do they mingle in the active world of labour than, subjected to tlie con-

stant action of o])posing influences, thej^ soon become as utter strangers

to religious ordinances a.s the people of a heathen coimtr\'. From
whatever cause, in them or in the manner of their tn^atment by religious

bodies, it is sadly certain that this vast, intelligent, and growingl^' im-

portant section of our coimtiymen is thoroughlv estrang(Ml from ou)’

religious institutions in their present aspect. l*rol)abl3% indeed, the

prevalence of injidvliiy has been exaggerated, if the word be taken in

its popular meaning, as implying some degree of intell(?ctiial cflbrt and

decision; but, no doubt, a great extent of negative, inei’t indifierence

prevails, the practical elfeets of which arc much the same. There is a

sect originated recenth% adherents of a system called ‘ Secularism,’ the

principal tenet being that, as the fact of ft future life is (in their view)

at all events susceptible of some degree of doubt, while the fa(,*t and the

necessities of a present life are matters of direct sensation, it is there-

fore ])rudent to attend exelusivelj' to the concerns of tliat existence

which is certain and immediate—not wasting energies required for })re-

sent duties by a preparation for remote and merely possible contin-

gencies. This is the creed which, probably, with most exactness, indicates

the faith which, virtually, though not professedly, is entertained by
the masses of our working jiopulation—by the skilled and unskilled

labourer alike—hy hosts of minor shopkeepers and Sunday traders—and
b}" miserable denizens of courts and crowded alUys. They are Uncon-
scious Seciilarisis—engrossed by the demands, the trials, or the plea-

sures of the passing horn*, and ignorant or careless of a future. The.se

are never or but seldom seen in our religious congregations, and the

melancholy fact is thus impressed upon oui* notice, that the classes

which are most in need of the restraints and consolations of religion,

are the classes which are most without tliem.’—P. clviii.

Two questions arise here. What has led to this state of

things? and, What maybe done towards removing it? In the

llepprt before us, some attempt is made to answer both these

questions.

^4 Our churches and chapels are said to be regarded by the

artisan and humbler class as belonging much more to the middle
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and upper classes than to them
;
and the use of pews, and other

marks of distinction observable there, are spoken of as tending to

strengthen this prejudice. For ourselves we are no admirers ofthe
pew custom. We wish it were at an end. But some appropriation

of seats is inseparable from Protestant worship, as being a
worship in which families, as such, engage togGither; and the
temper which could demand that everything of this nature
should be surrendered to its pleasure, is not of the modest or

the equitable sort for which excuses should be made. Separate
efforts to meet this difficulty have not been very successful.
‘ Kagged churches' have respect to the lowest grades of the pooj*,

and to be effective need to be conducted by a kind of talent rare

to obtain
;
while chapels in low districts, purjiosely for the poor,

have been almost uniformly failures. As a rule, there are few
churches or chapels in which the working man, or the poorest man,
if ill any tolerable degree attentive to his person, may not obtain

what should be deemed suitable accommodation. Sunday will

not be a day for piety to any man to whom it is not a day for

cleanliness, and only let this latter preliminary for public worship
bo? attended to, and the doors and sittings in our places of worship
will be found open to all such comers. In fact, every one knows
that it would be an intense gratification to the middle and
>vealthier classes everywhere, to see their neighbours from a
humbler lot assemble with*them in their common acts of worship.

No man can have any knowledge of these classes without being
assured that such is their feeling. It may be, that there are

connexions in which something more may be reasonably done to

abate the appearances of distinction, where all are worshippers

alike before their one Lord; but all that it may be proper to do
in this direction being done, the evil deplored we fear would not
be found to have suffered much abatement. Be it remembered,
it is by the middle and upper classes, reported as being generally

present at public worship on the Lord's Day, that this neglected

accommodation has been provided, and for the greater part by
voluntary contribution—a fact which is alone sufficient to indicate

where the greater portion of blame in this matter rests.

It is said that one reason of this alienation of the humbler
classes from our religious Services is, that our Christian commu-
nities have not shown an adequate sympathy with the poor as

subject to* great political disadvantages, and to much physical

suffering. We presume that the classes above the persons who
so complain, and who are somewhat strict in their church or

chapel going, are not less favourable to the political elevation of

those below them than persons in the same condition who make
small account of religious worship in any form. Christianity
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rarely does all we could wish it to do, or all we think it ought to

do, for those who profess it, but it surely does not leave men in

general in a worse condition than it found them. And then as to

sympathy with physical suffering, why there are scarcely any
limits to the expedients by which the religious people of this

couutiy are endeavouring to mitigate such suffering. No; the

cause does not lie there. Men do not become alienated from
their religious neighbours because they find as a rule that men
are more unselfish and more humane without religion than with

it. The great facts in our social history demonstrate the false-

l^ood of any pretence of that nature. The poor who join our

religious communities bear no such witness concerning the

not-poor whom they find there.

Another plea said to be in the mind of very many of these

absentees is, that, in their view, the ministers of religion, in all

connexions, are men given to their work as to a trade or profits-

sion, for the gain of it
;
and their instructions are said to be set

at nought because their motives are judged to be meat?, and
selfish. That such men should so think concerning some
ministers is hardly surprising; but the condition of mind which
disposes a man so to judge of all ministers, and to discard

religion itself as the consequence, must be allied with a strange

narrowness of thinking, or wdth a very foul dishonesty. Some
men, no doubt, realize wealth by be6ommg religious teachers;

but what is the condition of the great majority? So far as these

last are concerned, are there not a hundred vocations in w^hich

their talent would have a better chance of remuneration?

We come nearer to the root of tliis evil in the following

paragraph ;

—

‘ Another and a potent reason why so niiTny are forgetful of religious

obligjitions is attributable to their poverty; or rather, prohahlj, to cer-

tain conditions of life which seem to be inseparable from less than

moderate incomes. The scenes and associates from which the poor,

however well disposed, can never apparently escaj)e—the vice ajid filth

which riot in their crowded dwellings, and from which they cannot fly

to any less degraded homes—what awfully affecting teaching, it is said,

do these supply in opposition to the few infrequent lessons which the

Christian minister or missionary, alter much exertion, may impart!

How feeble, it- is urged, the chance, according to the course of human
probabilities, with which the intermittent voice of Christianity must
strive against the fearful, never-ceasing eloquence of such surrounding

evil! Better dwellings, therefore, for the labouring classes are

suggested as a most essential aid and introduction to the labours of

the Christian agent. And indeed, of secondary influences, few can be

.^illrteemed of greater power than this. Perhaps no slight degrw of that

religious character by which the English middle classes are distinguished
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is tlie consequence of their peculiar isolation in distinct and separate

houses, llius acquiring’ almost of necessity, from froquont opportunities

of solitude, those habits of reflection which cannot be exercised to the
entire exclusion of religious sentiments; but, certainly, however this

may be, no doubt can he admitted that a great olxstruction to the pro-

egress of religion with the working class would be removed, if that con-

dition which forbids all solitude and all reflection were alleviated.’

—

P. clx.

Where these influences come from an unavoidable poverty, it

is hardly possible to look with too much forbearance on those

who sufler under them. But we scarcely need^ say that the

case changes greatly when these disadvantages come, as tli^^y

often do, from improvidence, or something worse. No one
acquainted witli our manufacturing districts can doubt that in

the case of a large proportion of our working classes, the filth in

which they live is a filth they choose. With too many, the great

luxury of Sunday is, that they can lounge in their unwashed
condition on that day more freely than on any other. The young,

indeed, for obvious reasons, do not often yield to such kinds of

indulgence, but such is the example which they often see in the

middle-aged and the old. It is natural that whatever opposes

these low and sensuous liabits should be hated by these j^eople;

and as nothing is so much opposed to them as religion, so

nothing is so much hate^J as religion. The most prevalent type

of iiToligion, however, with these classes, is that which Mr. Mann
has described as an ‘ Unconscious Secularism"—a habit of craving

for such present enjoyments aa may be realized in their circum-

stances, and leaving the future to take such complexion as it may.
Such we suppose to be the creed of those groups of mechanics

who may be seen strolling into the fields round Manchester on a
fine Sunday morning, their faces washed and shaven, but no
Sunday clothing, every second man with a little ugly cur yelping

and running at his heels ; and who, as other people are returning

from their places of worship, may be seen drawling their way
home with gathered flowers or evergreens in their hand, or

handkerchief bundles containing food for tlie rabbit.

The fact is, that a change—slow but momentous—^has come
over the social conditions of Europe, of the magnitude and
tendencies of which Europe herself has been little conscious. In
ancient Rome, and in the ancient nations generally, the slave

population was everywhere the great majority. Men did not

enact poor laws, build hospitals, or found asylums for the

indigent, in those days, for the poor were the Slaves of the rich,

and the rich, or well to do, provided for their own slaves as they

provided for their own qu^rupeds. The peasantry of the pro-
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vinces were generally of this class, and so to a large extent were

the artisan populations of the towns and cities. Even the higher

kinds of traffic were mostly carried on by strangers, who were
not eligible to the rank of citizenship. That the minority hold-

ing the majority in this condition might do so with safety, and^

without fear, the power of the master over his slave was allowed

to be almost unlimited. Sharp remedies accordingly were
always at hand for such as might be disposed to idleness, intem-

perance, or inconvenient vices of any description. Little was
done, as will be supposed, for the education of these people

;
but

much was doiTe by force, if not by better influences, to quell all

iuclinations deemed mischievous. In the serfdom and villanage

of the middle age, we have the later stage of this condition of

things. In our own day it has died out utterly from every

state of Europe—with the exception of Eussia.

The great fact, the great novelty here observable, is, that the

masses of the people who now till the land, or work in tlie

factory, in place of being nearly all slaves, are all free. They can
any of them be as idle, as drunken, as dissolute as they please, so

far as regards any authority which their employers or superiors

have over them. There are, of course, the checks which are

found to be inseparable from such vices. But these are now the

only forms of restraint that come upon the lowest. High and
low are so far upon a level. To such ap extent have the tides of

time shifted the relations and conditions of society among us.

These tides, moreover, while they have thus completely changed
the real and relative position of the producing classes, have given
so large a development to the industrial tendencies of modern
nations, as to have multiplied these classes many-fold.

Here two questions of grave import come up. Is it probable

that these classes, passing into this state of entire freedom, will

be found to be so far sensible to their new responsibilities as to

make a wise use of such freedom? If not, whence is the power
to come that may control these classes now, as the slave-holding

class was wont to control them in times past? The answer
given to these questions by modern history is not, we regret to

say, satisfactory. It is very manifest that politicians have felt

this transition of the mass of the people from bondage to freedom
to be fraught with danger; and in the arbitrary governments of

nearly all the states of Europe, we see the curb that has come
into play in the room of the old task-master. Policemen,

priests, and soldiers, are the instruments used to impose on the

people a restraint and servitude as real, if not in all cases as

pitiless, as that which existed two thousand years ago. Prescrip-

tififts the most minute, oversight the most suspicious, and power
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at once pervading and resistless, from a central goveniment, have
come into the place of the household orders, household watchings,
and household authorities of antiquity. The nariie of slavery is

abolished, the substance of the thing is to a large extent per-

petuated.

We in this country, and our kinsmen in America, are happily
familiar with something different Our people, free as their

condition is, can be ruled without such expedients. But who can
look on the labouring and artisan classes of this land, and say

that they are giving signs of knowing how to make the best use
of the free action which Providence has placed at their disposal?

That something more might be done by a wise legislation, and*

by more kindly thoughtfulness in private life, to ameliorate the

condition of the really necessitous, may be admitted. That many
also in these classes may be described as industrious, sober, well-

conducted, and intelligent, is not denied. But this widespread
neglect of religious worship, and of all religious culture, is symp-
tomatic of evils underneath, for which little or no excuse can be
honestly made. It is in vain to say we want more churches and
chapels. In vain too is it to find fault with the places of worship
that exist as wanting in attractiveness. No less beside the mark
is it to complain of the want of sympathy in the upper and
middle classes with the poor. Nearly half the sitting room
provided and made available is not used. This happens, too, in

districts where the accommodation is of all sorts, and adapted, we
should judge, to all tastes. The testimony of the deserving poor,

also, who do worship with their richer neighbours, is not that

those neighbours take no interest in their general welfare. So
much otherwise is it, that the charge often flung at them by their

irreligious companions is, that they take to religion in the hope
of making a gain of godliness.

No doubt there are bad men who do their best to fill the mind
of the working classes with prejudices against religion and
religious people by such pretences as we have mentioned. But
the effect of such efforts would be trivial, were there not a cause

of such disaffection lying beyond and much deeper. We have
sometimes blushed as we have heard and read the excuses which
Christian men and Christian ministers could feign, in extenuation

of that neglect of religious duty in the working class, which they
would not fail to denounce in fitting terms, were it as conspicuous

in any other class. Let the ministers of religion be men of

honest speech, say we, whether addressing courts or crowds, and
whether dealing with the sins of the highest or the lowest. The
great cause of the evil we deplore is, with the poor as with the

rich, the repugnance of an earthly mind to the spiritual life en-
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joined in the gospel. The mind so conditioned can avail itself

of many excuses; but in the view of the Omniscient they will be
what that term describes—excuses.

But the fact that this very general neglect of public worship
by the working classes is ascril)ed to causes that are unreal, does

not release religious men from their obligation to do whatever
may be rightly done to abate such prejudices, and to bring those

subject to them under religious influences. Christian men owe
thus much to this class in common wdth every other class.

Casting aside all mere pretences, the substance of the case is

this—the tendency of the classes in question to live to such

•forms of the secular and sensuous as are within their reach, is so

strong; and the Christian agencies opposed to this tendency are

so inadequate to counteract it, that the result follows which is

before us in this Report. The one question, accordingh% sj>o-

cially demanding our attention is,—^what may we do to give to

our Christian agencies the greater adaptation and potency so

manifestly needed?
Every party has been in some degree occupied with this ques-

tion. Ncu’ have tlieir thoughts been given to it without elfect.

In the early part of this century, Mr. Simeon of Cambridge, and
some worthy men of his school, foimed an Association, the

object of which was to secure the ntixt presentation to churches

in large towns and populous districts. In attempting by tliis

means to secure sound religious teaching in such places, they

have proceeded without molestation, and, as now appears, with

signal success. It is probable that the good men so employed
regarded the experiment to which they had given themselves as

a novelty. But it was not so. 8o far hack as the early part of

the reign of Charles the First, some zealoas Puritans combined
their w^ealth and influence for the same puq>ose. But it was not

theirs to proceed without molestation. That ‘ little great man,'

archbishop Laud, came down upon them, seized their funds, and
made them deem themselves favoured in not being exposed to

the ruinous consequences of a suit before the Court of High
Commission. Such facts, taken together, show that we are not

exactly as we were. But these are not the only means employed
by the Church of England to bring the more negligent portion of

our people under her influence.

‘ Various are the schemes proposed in order to accomplish this more
constant and familiar intercourse of Christian teachers with the mul-

titude. The Church of England is at present considerably restricted

in its efforts this way by canonical or customary regulations. Never-

theless, so deep is the impression of the urgent nature of the case, that

propositions have been made for adapting to the purpose of religious
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services, a greater number of rooms, licensed by the Bishops; and it

has even been suggested that ‘ street-preaching/ under proper sanction

and controul, would not be a too energetic measure for the terrible

emergency. The employment of additional agents, over and above the
augmentation which is necessarily o(^casioned by tlie building of addi-

tional churches, is also urged, but hitherto not much has been achieved

in this direction, as compared with what is needed. The necessity, if

pro}>cr pastoral supervision in towm districts is to be accomplished, of a
greater number of agents than of churches, will be evident on very

sbght reflection. For many reasons the churches in large t(3vvns are

constnicted of considerable size, and rarely with accommodation for less

than 1000 persons. Under present circumstances, a congregation wliich

shoiJd moderately fill an edifice of such dimensions, must be drawn froiA

a lu^iglihourbootl containing 4000 or 5000 persons. But it evidently

is im|»ssil)le for any minister, compatibly with the severe exertions

Avliicli the }>resent age im])oses on him in res}>t?ct of pul])it-duties, to

perlbriu with reference to iuiy large proportion of these 4(X)0 or 5(X)0

persons, that perjjctuiil visitation which is necessary, first to gather, and
then to retain them within the Church’s fold. The choice tlien seems
to be— either a inueh minuter subdivision of existing districts, wit! i the

erection of much smaller cl lurches,or (if large clmrches are to be rctaineel)

tlie em|)lovmeiit, in each <listrict, of a number of additional agents as

auxiliaries to the regular ineundicnt. These additional agents may, of

course, be of two kinds—clerical and lay, and vigorous efforts have been
made, of late years, to ])rovide a satisfactory supply of both. The
‘ Soci(*ty for Ih’onioting tli» Emjdoyment of Additional Cui’ates in

Populous I^laces,’ founded in 18dG, with a present income of 19,000?.

per annum, aids in providing 323 such curates. By Sir llol>ert Peel’s

Act (0 and 7 Viet., c. 37) the Ecclesiastical Commissioners have made
232 such districts, but all these aj>])omtincnts are iu coiUem^iladon of a
chuj’cli being sooner or later provided. There appeiu'S to he no scheme
for giving to a clergyman the cure of souls within a small and definite

locality, apart from the very onerous duties which attach to the pos-

session of a church.
‘ The employment of lay-agency has been a measure forced upon the

Church, both by the clear impossibility of worthily supporting, if not
entirely clerical, so numerous a body as is requisite for any really effec-

tive visitation of the poor, and also by the evidently ivadier access

which at first is granted by that class to overtures from persons of

their own condition, having no professional garb. It has been thought
that by employing iu each populous town ^wish, in subordination to

the clergyman, and with Iris sanction, a considerable staff of such
assistants, much impression might be made upon that part of his

paiishionefs which unavoidably eludes his personal attentions
;
that

considerable numbers might be thus allured within the circle of his

influence, and ]irepared for his maturer teaching, who would otherwise

continue utterly untaught, and that this might be effectually accom-
plished without even in tlie least infringing on the ministerial offices.

Probably the force of these suggestions was assisted by the practical
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experience of such a plan afforded by the Methodist community, in

which some ten or fifteen thousand lajunen are employed, not merely
in the work of visitation, but also in that of preaching, and it might
have been concluded that if such a wide responsibility could \w, confeiTed

on Methodist lay-agents, while the regular Methodist ministers lost

none of their prerogatives, but rather gained augmented influence, the
benefits which must result to the jxjorer classes Irom the eftbrts of

lay visitors and Scripture readers in connexion with the Church of Eng-
land, Avere not likely to be counterbalanced by the least depreciation of

the functions of the regular clergy. And the actual result a])]>cai\s,

according to the testimony of incumbents wlio have tried the plan, to

justify these expectations. The ejctent to which the lay-agency is now
adopted by the Church of England is not easily c()m})utcd. There arc

tw^o societies hy Avhich such agents are supported and assisted —the

l*asforal Aid Society and the Scripture Headers' Association—the

former aiding 128 lay-agents, and the latter 823. Indcpciuhmtlv of

these, liowever, there are doubtlcs.s many supported hv individual and
local funds. Tliere arc also many district Ausilors. The Iny-assistanks

and the Scrijjture readers are expected to devote six hours ])er day to

their engagements. They are limited to conversation mid the reading

of the Bible mid Prayer-book. They are not on any iiccoimt to preach'
—Pp. clxii—clxiv.

Sydney Smith once said the Church of England Avould ‘ die of

the genteel.^ But for some time past she has appeared lient

upon falsifying that prophecy. Tlie majority of men now
ordained year by year to conduct her services, are men who have
not graduated at Oxford or Cambridge. Aptness for the work,
natural or acquired, not conventional status, has come to be the
commodity demanded.
The lay agents among the Methodists include nearly 20,000

jiersons, either as local preachers or class leaders. Among other

classes of Nonconformists lay agency is by no means so con-

siderable as it should be. But we scarcely need say, that Evan-
gelical Dissenters have their Home Missionary Society; their

connexion with City Missions; their organizations in every
county, to secure that the strong shall assist the weak; their

branch churches, preaching stations, district visiting societies, and
Sunday schools.

But with all these appliances of Conformists and Noncon-
formists, the people who attend public worship on any Sabbath
day" give you litBe more than half numbers that should be
there—should be there, inasmuch as nothing but the want of

inclination prevents the number being nearly double what you
find. Clearly, it is with churches and chapels as it is with

schools, the difficulty is not to get the building, and the material

ajJparatus, but to get the requisite official 7nind—the mind
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capable of furnishing the article which the community shall feel

to be worth going thither to obtain. With the several visiting

agencies of which we have spoken, we may not dispense. We
want them in greater amplitude and efficiency. But all this is

intended to bring the negligent into the habit of sincere and
intelligent worship, and to this end it is strictly necessary that
the worship itself should be of a sort to awaken and perpetuate a
true religious feeling. But even Christian men do not see how
difficult it is to bring minds of the requisite power and culture to

this work—nor how momentous it is that such minds should bo
brought to it in greater numbers, however great the difficulty. In
the past, it has been the pulpit, more than the senate, more than
our secular press, that has contributed to make England what she
is. It is the pulpit eminently, that has given to the mass of our
people the intelligence, industiy, sobriety, and right heartedness
that have distinguished them; and where the lower strata of

society are thus impregnated, the higher must learn from them.
Make crowds virtuous, and you shame courts out of their un-
cleanness.

That the great majority of men who fill our pulpits should be
men of moderate ability, is unavoidable,—in some resj^ects

desirable. But the proportion of men above that level might bo
greater—ought to be greater. Our clergy, when they do not
come from a humbler clas§ than formerly, come mostly from the
families of our middle class, and from those of the less wealthy
among our gentry. The prizes of an opulent establishment are

not without attraction to some of these parties; to a much greater

number, we arc willing to believe, the wish to find a home in

some sphere of orderly and quiet usefulness, has been the great

inducement in seeking the priest^s office; while by all, the status

realized in such service is felt to be an advantage. It would be
strange, if among the thousands included under this description,

some minds were not found to develop, so as to become marked
for leadership : but few among our young men who have a right

to feel that they may command position as professional men or

statesmen, are found choosing the service of religion as the

better and the nobler. If this be so with the Church of England,
it wull not be expected to ^>6 otherwise with Nonconformists. In
the last century, able men gave themselves to the vocation of tln'.

churchman from motives the worldliness of which was left

almost without an effort a# disguise: but in such a state of

society as ours, the chances of success to such men would be
small. No government would dare to prostitute its patronage in

their favour. What we need is, that the class of minds which
once gave themselves to the side of the church for the gain of it,
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should now give themselves to the side of Christianity itself from
the love of it But the case is not so—certainly not to the
extent to be desired.

Our warning voice on this subject, as regards church and dis-

sent, in England, on the Continent, and in America, was uttered

in the following terms, so far back as the year 1847.

‘ The wealthy establishmenivK of Europe, particularly the OIiui'cIk-s of

England and Ireland, have little occasion to complain of the want of

aspirants to the honour of ministering at their altars.

‘ The matter, however, is nmeli otherwise in some connexions. Pro-

fessor Tholuek stated, in a conversation with ourselves little more than
twelve months since, that some seven years ago, the University of

Halle contained hetween eight and nine hundred divinity stude-nts,

while at ])resent it does not reckon more than half that numbta-. In
the others Universities of Germany there were the like symptoms of

decline. We are not pre])ared to say that the falling oil' in the theo-

logical seminari(.‘s of the United States Inis Ijeen in so gi’oal a projior-

tion as appears to have been the Ciise in Germany; but we have bivii

assured, once and again, by visitors from tliose States, that eliange of

tliis complexion is so generally ol>seiwable in that eomitry, as to Ijc re-

garded hy'all good men with sorrow and alarm.
‘ If we look to the Nonconformist bodies of Gr(‘at Britain, we should,

perlia])s, except the Free Church of Scotland iroin the religions deno-

minations having reason to com))liim of the deficiency as to the suji|>ly

of men willing to devote themselves to tlijs service. Tli(.‘ events wliieii

have given existence to tlnit cliurcli are of such a nature, and so r(?cent,

as to explain this exception—for exception it is— and, we f(.*ar, the only
one of its kind. Even this body, it seems, has only to cross the Tweed
to become sensibh? to the common wjmt. Indei)en(lerits5 Ba|)lists,

Methodists, all concur in exju’cssing their regret, often llioir astonish-

ment, that while our ])0]»ulatioii is so rapidly increasing, eandidate.s ibr

the Christian ministry do not at all keep proportionate pace with tliis

increase.
‘ The increase of Nonconformist colleges has not brought with it a

corresponding increase of studemts. Where the aeeommodatiou is

limited, the college may be tolerably filled, esjieeially if the standard of

admission be low, and the terra, of residence comparatively short. But
some establishments are obliged to content themselves with a number
much below that which they could well receive, while others are all but
empty, or on the verge of extinction.

If we look then, not merely to Englislf Nonconformists, but to Pro-
tefslant Christendom at large, embracing botli shores of the Atlantic,we
find that the Christian niinistry, the exception of what may be
seen within the pale of two or three opulent establishments, is much
less attractive over this large surface now than it was a generation

since
;
that is, the increase in its numbers has not been proportionate

to the great increase of the ])opulation, and that just now it appears to

dropping into the rear oi' the progress of population very ]>eroeptibly.
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If we could regard present a])pearances as indicating a slight positive

increase—a conclusion to which we do not ourselves see our way—this,

it must be remembered, woidd not be sufficient to protect us against a
marked relative decrease. An increase of plfices of worshi]) sujiposes an
increase of ministers, but these facts are not sufficient to pi’ove that the
religion of a country is greater in j^roportioii to its irreligion than for-

merly. Til our own country there are manifest signs of increase in some
quarters, particidarly in manufacturing towns and districts, but these

often seem to b(j greatly counterbalanced by the stationariness or de-

crease observabh^ in other directions. In some of our larger towns,

clear advances have Ix^en made; but when we compare the past with the

pri'sent, in not a f(nv ot‘ our second cla.sg and smaller towns, the results

are oft('n of another d<iscri]ition. The knoivledge of many of our readers,

will sugg(.‘st to them not a feiv unwelcome proofs as to the justness of

this .statement.
‘ Now it is to be carefully ob.served that the causes of this state of

things are general. The evil is not contined to a sect or nation. It

allects nearly the whole of Prott‘stant (diristendom.’

Since we thus wrote, this want of men, especially of the right

men, lias made itself to be so much fedt, that at length there

sociiiH to be a disposition to look at the lact as being indeed a
fact, and to ask the (juestion—how has this come to pass? To
ascertain the cause of this fVulurc may be to see some way
towards the best means of making provision against it.

One very obvious cause /)f this want of mental force in the

work of religious teacdiing among Noiiconfonnists, is before us in

the fact, that the greater part of the men so employed are in-

adequately .sustained. The estimate of the value of ministerial

labour has not risen at all in tlic same ])roportion with the esti-

mate of other labour. It may be true that the Church of Eng-
land has her curacies and her livings of small value. But there

are Tietter things in the distance. Each man can live in hope.

In the mean time an opulent church is regarded as giving to the

humblest of its ministers a status which acts upon the imagina-

tion as a set-off against individual poverty. Widely different

are the circumstances of the Nonconformist minister. It is rare

that he is not a married man. He is generally found at the liead

of a family. He is not one of a class of men for whom nearly

everything is provided out; of some common fund. He stands

comparatively alone in his pastorate. His responsibilities

are personal. . There is noting in the system with which
he is connected to give him fBy adventitious importance, or to

cause poverty in his case to appear other than it k Poverty in

him is simply what it is everywhere else—and becomes in the

pjopular feeling only the more repulsive, as allied with a func-

tion which men are expected to regard as sacred. The sort of
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care and dependence generated by these circumstances seems
to reduce the office he sustains to the level of the common and
the worldly. In his case, the unthinking crowd do not see

poverty elevated by religion, so much as religion degraded by
poverty.

Of the six or seven thousand dissenting ministers in England,
more than half, we suspect, would be found to be in the class of

the inadequately sustained—men whose income varies from one
to two hundred pounds a year, the means of a large proportion

being little above the lOOZ., of some below it. The effect of

such circumstances in the case of men with families, and often in

r expensive districts, can be imagined. The Christian minister

should possess a considerable library. His home should afford

facilities for quiet reading and meditation. His mind should

be free from secular cares. He knows that to sustain a creditable

appearance, and at the same time to owe no man anything, is

indispensable to his oflScial influence. If the several items of

necessary expenditure in the case of such men were taken fairly

into view, and compared with the means placed at their disposal,

many an inconsiderate religionist we think would be constrained

to admit, that of all his arrears of debt, the debt due from him
to his minister is the greatest. Men of more than ordinary

ability, the pastors of large or comparatively wealthy churches,

may be without reasonable ground for complaint in this respect

;

but we are now speaking of a much larger class, found below
such men in position, and who may, we think, be justly descril)ed

as sufferers to an extent little to the credit of those who accei)t

service at their hands.

It is in vain to say the men themselves, in not a few instances,

are of a humble grade as to origin and ability, and not entitled

to high remuneration. We reply, that to proceed as you are now
doing is the surest possible course to perj^etuate the supply of

men of this grade, with few that rise above it. If you would
possess something better, you must study better to deserve it.

Let there be a general rise in the estimate of ministerial service,

and the service itself will soon be seen to reach a much higher

standard. Nor will it avail to say that talent and worth rise to

their level, and that the position of the dissenting minister

may always be regarded as a creation of his own. This may be
inie of men placed in large tomis, or in thickly-peopled dis-

tricts, and would be still more tiwif the ground in* most cases

were not already very much occupied by kindred or by adverse

agencies. Over a la^e surface, however, even a high degree of

tSent would not suffice to produce more than a comparatively
^ limited impression

;
and this fact, taken in connexion with the
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inadequate notions existing as to the claims of the miuistiy on
the resources of the chinch, leaves such districts subject to a very
defective agency. In the established church, the endowments
of the state are the largest, where the people are the fewest

—

in the agricultural districts. With nonconformists it is the
reverse.

But if the preceding objections have little weight, we attach
still less to the sneer of that class of men who say, we do not
want men who serve God for ‘ filthy lucre,'—who become minis-

ters for the sake of ‘ the loaves and fishes.' Truly, we none of us
want such men. But it is one thing to require that men should

not bring a selfisli and sordid temper to the ministry, and another
to require that, for the honour of being allowed to do us service,

they should be content to become martyrs to poverty all their

days. Ability has its marketahh^ value, and our young men of

ability see that the walks of professional life, or of an honest
traffic, hold out to them the jjromise of a reasonable return for

tlieir industry—^^vhile the prospect before them as dissenting

ministers, is little else than a liard fight with necessity and
diipendence. Slioidd it surprise us, in these circumstances, to see

tlie attractions of the sacred office eclipsed by other considera-

tions <— indeed, so. often thus overshadowed as to leave the
church only a scanty supply of ability to choose from?

According to the testimony of observant men, this is too much
the pass to which things have now come among us. Scciilar life

is everywhere opening new and broader channels of occupation,

and holding out bounties, or at least the promise of bounties,

greatly in advance of anything which even men of ability can
hope to realize in the nonconformist ministry. It is liot

—

and we wish this point to be distinctly marked—that men of

talent and piety would not be often prepared to make a reioum--

able measure of sacrifice in favour of the better cause ; .
])ut the

sacrifice demanded by our manner of thinking, and our usage on
this subject, they regard as tcweasonable—as embracing inore

self-denial than churches have a right to demand, from the class

of men who are able and willing to do them service.

The substance of our say here is,~we have learnt to do much
honour to building material, as separated to religious worship,

hut we have not learnt fo render due honour to the mental
material that must be separated to this service, if the half of our

buildiug material, at presen#valueless, is to become valuable.

We have spoken to this effect years since,—we wish it had
been to better purpose. Of course, we do not mean to say that

there are not Christian men, and Christian churches, who see

their duty in this matter, and do it. Nor should we forget to

NO. XXXVIIl. H H
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say, that we account improvement in regard to the maintenance
of ministers, as mie element only in the needed change.

One further point on which nonconformist churches need to be
led into some new paths of thought and solicitude, relates to the

obligation resting upon them to send gifted and devout men
from their midst to become evangelists and pastors. Nothing is

more conspicuous in the history of the primitive churches, than
the feeling that to be attentive to this duty was one of the

greatest ends of their existence as churches. But in many
modern churches, and churches of considerable magnitude too,

not only does there seem to be no such feeling—the idea that

§iuch a feeling should be found among them does not seem to

exist. There are nonconformist churches, and churches which
deem themselves somebody, which have existed for twenty or

thirty years without sending a single mind into this field of

labour, and without thinking of the fact as a matter to be
troubled about. That ministers die in considerable numbers
every j^ear, is no secret. Nor does a man need to be a great

genius to see that new ministers will be required to fill up
the vacancies left by the old, to say nothing of occupying new
ground. But the (juestion as to whence this supply is to be ob-

tained—that is not asked. We want words to .express our amaze-
ment at the absence of thought—^the apathy in this respect, whicli

has been allowed to remain so long a characteristic of noncon-

formist churches. The primitive spirit in this matter is not in

them— scarcely a trace of it. In fact^ a young man of talent,

disposed to look to this work, has often to lay his account with

hinderance, rather than help, from the church to which lie bedongs.

This, to our own knowledge, has been the case with several of

the ablest men who have entered our ministry within ' the last

ten years. When ministers are wanting, colleges are expected

to supply them, but who is to supply the colleges? That, we are

sorry to say, is a question too commonly left to obtain such

answer as it may. Rich congregations may furnish money to

build cliapels, but unless they become quite as much concerned

to furnish the mind by which cliapel services may be made what
hey should be, their money will not prove to have been very

wisely expended
In this respect, religious families, especially of the more

w^#althy class, are often as faulty as the churches to which they

belong. The ministry, as such, does not always hold m very high

place in their thoughts. Some of its chiefs may be welcomed to

their houses, but little of the kindly esteem with which the class,

for the office sake, should be regarded, is perceptible. Indeed, so

^'^uch otherwise do they feel, that if Mr. Samuel, or Mr. Charles
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should be suspected of an inclination to become a minister, the

thing would be a matter of regret—^would be felt in some cases

as an affliction. Why is this?

Perhaps the trouble here begins at the beginning. In such

case, Mr. Samuel will be required to go to a dissenting college

for some four or five years, and there, it is supposed, he will be
obliged to associate in the way of domestic companionship with

young men whose homes have not been so advantageous as his

own. Mamma looks grave at this, and as to Miss Eveline,

she is quite shocked at the thought of it. But we beg most

respectfully to assure Miss Eveline, and her mamma, that the^e

is nothing here to be shocked at or troubled about. In all

probability Mr. Samuel will not have been in college a week,

without finding that it includes men of an intelligence not

inferior to his own, and men with as just a sense of the becoming

as would be found in any of the young gentlemen with whom he

has been wont to have fellowship elsewhere. It may be, that the

majority will consist of men who have not had all Mr. Samuel’s

opportunities for improvement in these respects; but let Mr.

Samuel only give proof that he is really the better for his

better opportunities, and the lesson he will soon learn in college,

preparatory to new inculcations of it to the end of his days, is,

that, disjointed as this world of ours may be, the precedence

which a man deserves is generally that which he gets.

But the college trouble is not perhaps the great trouble. Mr.

Samuel will have to depend for his success, in a great measure,

on being able to commend himself to the favour of common and

coarse people—^j)eople who often behave so rudely and un-

gratefully towards their ministers. And assuredly, rude and

ungrateful people are not pleasant people to have much to do

with. But do the classes in which such behaviour is sometimes

found, fail generally in the response which kindness should call

forth? On the contrary, is it not notorious that the deserving

minister is nowliere greeted with blessing more sincere and

hearty than among the poor of his charge? But were this less the

case than it is—the rude, the ungrateful, the ill-conducted in the

world, are somehow a large class; and Mr. Samuel will find

them crossing his path vefy often, whatever path he may choose.

We suppose him to be a man of talent. If he be not, let him
by no means attempt the work of teaching in the pulpit, or any-

where else. But being this, let mamma and Miss Eveline per-

suade him to give himself to mercantile life, or professional life.

Here he will have to do with competitions, and with disagreeables,

in endless forms, from those above him, abreast of him, and
below him. Suppose him, however, to make his way, on the

H H 2
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whole, successfully. He now has his villa, his vehicle, his credit-

able .status, his dinner-parties, and all things of that sort. So he
lives, so at length he dies. Members of his family mourn his

loss. His friends are sensible to a transient vibration of sym-
pathy. But the waters of time stream on, and speedily no trace

of his having had existence remains. This, be it remembered, is the

favourable issue,—there might have been failure, disaster, min.
But is there anything in such a career to be very earnestly coveted?

Suppose Mr. Samuel to resolve to become a congregational

minister. He becomes, as the consequence, at Iccist a fairly

educated man. He finds, in his constant employment as a 2)ubliG

instructor, occupation genial to his tastes as a man of reading

and culture. His vocation lies in presenting material for

thought to the minds about him, and in endeavouring by such

means to call forth and to nurture moral and spiritual feeling.

All this has naturally a favourable influence on his own intelli-

gence, and on his own better sympathies. Progiess, in its best

tbnn, is realized in his own case, through his constant eflbrt to

realize it in others. Tlie minds he can influence, moreovei', pxe

a power he can wield. His labour is of a kind to give him, not

only a public, but a representative position. HLs pulpit is not

his only place of influence
;
he can speak with effect elsewhere.

Nor is speaking his only form of power; he can write a.s well

as speak. The field over which he cati communicate good, and
whence he can derive good, is thus far greater than can have
relation to any private person. He knows what it is, perhaps,

especially in the eaiiy part of his career, to be annoyed by the

rude—but he does not fail to see that the civil outnumber the

rude, that the grateful are more than the ungrateful, that the

right feeling is generally stronger than the wrong, and that the

sense about him suffices to enable him to put down the nonsense.

If life be a battle, he feels that it is nevertheless his own fault if

his footing be not safe. Beyond the limits of his charge, the

tried minister will find very many who will esteem him highly

for what he is, and what he does; while within the circle of that

charge, he is beloved as the man who has contributed to bring

many natures under happy influences to which they were once

strangers, and to perpetuate the flame of devout affection in

many hearts, by a constant in-pouring of the oil needed to that

end. So he lives, and so he also dies—dies not obscurf^ly, but as

one whose loss is mourned as a -mde-felt bereavement. Nor is

he soon forgotten. He is still present to men s thoughts as one

who could do something for his generation, and who had a
^art in him to remember the forgotten, to attend to the

neglected, to visit the forsaken. The effects of his labours are
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wide and lasting, they go down in expanding undulations to

children's children, and lind their richest results beyond the
limits of earth and time. To be rich in the conventionalities of

this world is one thing, to be rich in such possessions is

another. The ignorant, the worldly, and the vain, may not see

all these things as included in the possible career of the English
congregational minister

;
but such is tlie happy condition of our

land, that all this is open to the view, and fairly within the reach,

of the man of ability and piety who enters upon that office.

We admit, it is only the man of ability and of general worth
who can become the man we describe. The majority of congre-

gational ministers must be men occupied in obscure duties, and
filling a humble sphere. But this is saying no more of Congre-

gationalism, than must be said of the ministers of every other

system, however connexional or hierarchical. Nowhere do
these extremes meet more than in Komanism. But haughty
men, like him of Westminster, are not ashamed of their church
because the great majority of its priests are poor. It would be
well if some Christians, who think themselves less haughty than
Cardinal Wiseman, were as humble, or at least as philosophical,

as the said Cardinal in this respect.

We do not, however, mean to deny that there is much in the
democratic spirit sometimes evinced in nonconformist churches

to seem almost to justfly sensitive natures in shrinking from
contact with them. We do not scruple to say, therefore, that if

such churclies are to have the men they want, in sufficient

numbers, and sufficiently qualified for their work, they must
learn, not only to pay them better, but to treat them better. We
find, however, the men who complain the most of this evil

are almost invariably feeble men, or men wanting themselves in

prudence and temper. The man who would govern others must
first learn to govern himself. Among the individuals who have
recently seceded from the congregational body, and obtained
ordination in the Church of England, we know of no one whose
failure may not clearly be traced to faults in himself, rather than
to the system which he has repudiated, and on which the blame
has been laid. Immorality, want of aptness as teachers, or want
of judgment and temper, have been the causes why these
persons have changed their ecclesiastical relationship. It is no
reproach^to Congregationalism that the men who succeed in its

ministry must be men of character, men of some ability, and men
of good sense and self-control. Even such men have their patience
tried by the unreasonable in such connexions, much more than
should be the case. But men of this make, as we have said,

generally know how to neutralize the evil by the good, and how
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to use tlie sense so as to put down the nonsense. The man has
not learnt a lesson necessary to all stable efficiency in life, who
has not determined, that neither himself, nor tlie interests in
which he is concerned^ shall be found to be at the mercy of those
factious or fickle influences, which, in place of being flattered by
being submitted to, should be humbled by being surmounted.
It should be expected that men will sometimes play snake and
devil in your path

;
but it belongs to a true Christian leadership

to crush snakes, not to be scared hy them
;
to resist the devil, not

to run away from him. There is a time for all things—for the
gentleness of womanhood, and for something very different.

How far the few men to whom the alleged evils of dissent have
,

been so vexatious have succeeded in amending their condition by
changing it, is doubtful. Looking over the space of a generation,

we may find one or two men of this class who get some cpiiet

living, and in the routine of their village or parochial preachings
and duties, find their occupation to the end of their days. But it is

somewhere below this point of harmless mediocrity that renegades
of this description generally find their halting place. Through
many a long year you may see them prosecuting their labour
as hewers of wood and drawers of water for the workmen—or

i*ather for idlers above them. Truly the nonconformist minister

must be a gieat wdteh at observation who has learnt to look to

the curate's office that he may be less worked or less vexed. In
some obscure agricultural parish, his labour may not be great,

but the ignorance he finds, the sensuous and other vices every-

where rooted about him, tend^ sadly to falsify his dreams
concerning such districts ; while the agreeable companionships to

be found there go within a space as small as the pittance

assigned him for his services. But a curacy in a populous
district—to look to that as a post that will be honourable and
pleasant, compared with that of a nonconformist pastorate, that

must assuredly be to evince an extraordinary measure of sagacity.

Our neophyte has to begin his new career, probably, as a
Scripture reader. After some service of that sort, with more of

the really ungenial in it than anything of the kind to which he
had been required to conform himself elsewhere, he obtains the

status of a curate. In this capacity, and in a large parish, he
has "to baptize nearly all the young children

;
to marry nearly

all the people who require such service from him, whether on
week days or on Sundays; and to bury nearly all the dead, at

nearly all hours, and exposed to all weather. Beyond this, he is

open to calls at any moment to go to the extremes of the parish

terbaptize any infant expected to die; or to administer the com-
munion to any man or woman in dangerous sickness, and
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requiring liis aid. Then there are schools, Sunday schools and
day schools, which will prosper but as under his oversight, and
which will not decline without the blame being laid at his door.

Command of time—space, for reading, thought, self-culture

—

where is it? Such is the amount of this man's outdoor occupa-
tion, that you may nearly always see him in the street. Of course,

his pulpit duties come in addition to these parochial duties.

But in the pulpit especially, he has to please two masters—the
rector and the people. To the former he is in the relation of

employed to employer. He is well aware that in that quarter
he must ‘ please' if he is to ‘ live.' While, as regards the 2)eopla

he is not long in discovering, that the same human nature which
would bring its disagreeables before liim in the chapel, has its

jdace in the churcli. People at church have their notions and
talkings about his presence, and voice, and manner, and about
the style of liis scirmons, and about the matter of them too, much
as in his former connexion. Canvass the parish, and you perhaps
find a very chaos of opinion existing about him, and those who
dislike him, are not often very delicate in their mode of making
him aware of that fact. The baptisms, marriages, and burials

in the more wealthy families of course fall to the rector. The
circle, moreover, in which the rector visits is his own—that of

the curate is generally a stratum much lower down. Busy verily

are the little gossipings, and intriguings, and strifes, found often,

in tliis little world. Very commonly there is a party for the
rector as against the curate, and another for the curate as against

the rector, besides i)artics who have no great love for either, and
who may be seen straying from the canonical pasturage of the

parish, to secure what they desire under some neighbouring
.shei)herd. And this

—

this, good reader, or a state of things of

this substance—is the sort of world into which a young gentle-

man does now and then pass, in the hope of finding that there

his labour will be less burdensome, his occupation more genial,

his authority more respected, and his temper less tried than
among evangelical nonconformists. Who caii doubt that in such

aspirants we see the wise of their generation

!

It will be seen from what has gone before, that we expect
to find the non-worshipping millions of our people become
worshippers, in the proportion in which the ministers of religion

are bettei* sustained and better estimated, and in the degree in

which churches and religious families shall learn to account it as

their honour that they have sent gifted men into this field.

We shall surprise some of our readers, we fear, when we say,

that the cause of the distaste for the ministerial office evinced by
some men, lies in the fact, that modem Protestants have learnt
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to narrow the province of the Christian minister unduly, enacting

that the man who gives himself to this service, should be pre-

pared to merge his proper manhood in his spiritual function.

There are many men who are ready to do good, ready to separate

their lives to it, who are not content to be classed among women
as the condition of being allowed so to do. Men there are, who,
if they are ever religious, must feel that their manhood has been
made, not marred, by that influence. But for some two centuries

past, religion has ceased to be a mainspring in politics, and the

great matter in treaties. As the consequence, the tendency
has become general which disposes the laity to look upon the

hiinistors of religion as a class of men who should be separated

simply to their spiritual duties. Now that the Christian pastor

should be no ‘ striker,' no ‘brawder,' nothing of that vsort, we all

know
;
but we do not know that he is in all cases to shut himself

up to a quiet routine of spiritual service, and to do his best to check
and crush all those strong and wider sympathies which might
make him to be alone everywhere witlx men as men. Such
were not the views prevalent as to the true province of tlie

Christian minister in those times when, not only good men, but

men of the greatest capacity and energy, were found sustaining

this oflice. The fathers of the early church, the great ecchisiastics

of the middle ages, the protestant reformers, and our own
puritans—none of these could have p'assed muster as spiritual

men, according to the lame and weakling standard now in vogue.

We believe that this mawkish idea as to the sort of person the

Christian minister should be, has done, and is doing, immense
mischief, by placing this function in such a light, that men
who must be men, turn from it, as from a course to which they

can have no vocation.

Let the character of the Christian minister exhibit all the

tenderness of the * beloved disciple,' if such should be his temper-
ament ;

and let him confine himself to obscure and quiet duties,

if such should be his bent : but if it be in him, let him be as lion-

like as a Knox or a Luther. If he have the power, let him concern

himself, after their maimer, with questions affecting churches

and nations. It is the nature born with them which makes such

meh what they are. If thS^eimreh does not give them their

field of action, they turn naturall^Stom the church to the ^te.
In this manner, strength goes to the secular, and weakness only

is left to religion, and for this^religious men are chiefly to blame.

That it is possible for men to concern themselves with things

collateral to their office until that office becomes a failure, is not

denied. We have no wish to see such instances multiplied. At
present, however, they are very rare. In general, our ministers,
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in fill connexions, are exceeding good in this respect, most docile

:

so much so, that many who cannot hope to he found in the same
degree obedient, are constrained to seek greater elbow-room
elsewhere.

We repeat, the notion of good people now-a-days, as to what
Christian ministers should be, requires them to be women rather

than men ; and as the result, to a great extent, the effeminate

take to this office, and the men pass it by. If religion is ever to

become a great power in human affairs again, its ministry must
include men who shall be, as in the olden time, men of action,

men of might, men at home in the cautious and the kimlly, but

not less so in the I'osolute and the l)old. In the Church ol*

England, nothing of this sort must be expected. Every
clergyman is born as amidst the machinery of a great church-
inill, wliich touches him at all points, and alas ! for him, if he
should forget that such is liis position. What law, strengthened by
public opinion, does for the clergyman—public opinion, without

Jaw, does to a large extent for tlie nonconformist minister. So
the vocation of tlie minister of religion is made to be that of a

man whose great virtue lies, not in his attempting great things,

or in his presuming to think of so doing, but in his being orderly

and good. It is true, the polity of the Church of England is

hierarchical, and the uppermost should be the greatest. But no
pains are spared to ensure* that her bishops shall be, beyond all

men, of the orderly and good description ; and as the men below
do naturally set their affections on those things above, it becomes
a study with them to make it very plain, that they are so tnily

moderate and harmless, that they might be entrusted with a

prebendal stall, or even with a deanery or a bishopric, any day,

Avith perfect safety. Thus, what should be the higher life of thv^

system, acts everywhere as an incubus, overshadowing it. Its

favours are so dispensed as to put honour upon a narrow, calcu-

ting mediocrity, more than upon eminent worth, and men of

real ability, who might command success in that direction, choose

to seek their distinction in other connexions, Avhere its conditions

and fellowships are of a higher and more manly complexion.

The only real aristocracy among the ministers of religion, is the

aristocracy of God's makiftg, the aiistocracy of mind
;
and our

lainejit here is, that we have not more of this, directed, not exclu-

sively to tke nurture of some local pastorate, but to the raising

of Christian influence generally to its due place among us. The
great use of such men would be to work the press, and the orga-

nizations which Christian agencies may be made to assume^ as

such men only can work them. The great become great by their

power to wield the instruments of power.

But when we say that it belongs to the Christian minister to
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do what he may towards the upholding of Christian influence

generally in the world, we do not of course mean to unden’ate

the duties he may owe to an immediate charge. On the contrary,

let the significance of ministerial service be more adequately

perceived and appreciated
;
let the men, as the consequence, who

are engaged in this service, be more suitably sustained, and dealt

with in general more considerately
;
and let churches and families

learn to count it an honour that men have gone forth from ilieir

midst to this service, and then the elements will be at work
which must ensure that the preaching, the worship, and the pas-

toral oversight, may all become of the kind best adapted to

ensure the public sympathy.
With regard to preaching, one thing indispensable to its

efficiency is, that it should be of the right substance. It is not

expedient that it should give prominence to speculations involv-

ing questions which the wisest have not been able to settle, and
which tend to generate error more than to edification. But it is

expedient—imperative, that the great facts which belong to the

present condition of human nature sliould be rightly estimated

;

and that the great facts of the Gospel which exhibit it in “ its

remedial—its truly helpful character to man, should be clearly

and fully presented. There is one book ever before the preaclier,

to which it behoves liim to make appeal, and often
;
and tliere

is a book beyond that, of greater vfiiue to him than all otliers,

the book presented in the moral nature of man—the book of

human consciousness. Taking his stand intelligently on this

double ground, the modem jireacher has a right to speak as one
having authority, and not as the scribes. From that conscious-

ness, deeply laid in the mind itself, must he aim to call fortli an
honest verdict as to what man /«, and what he needs. This end
attained, nothing can be a Gospel to man that does not point

to a way of pardon which is seen to be consistent with rectHude,

and that does not point to a path of renovation that may be
travelled by means of a power above his own—by the helpfulness
of .that Spirit whose breath is the breathing of the pure and the

blessed for humanity. God is a Father, but anthropomorphic
discoursing about his mercy as such does not meet all the diffi-

culty of the case. He is also a Moral Ruler, and he will have
his great day of assize and of judgment. Man should strive to

become better
;
but it avails little to place pictures of the spiri-

tually beautiful before him, and then to say to him—^now you
are not like that, but you should be like that. His answer will

be: 'I have learnt by bitter experience that I am not good at

j^copying after such models ; I have not power to assimilate myself
to such visions, if I am ever to be much other than I am, I must
have help—help from above myself.* So deeply seated in the
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awakened moral nature of man is the feeling that his guilt

requires a propitiation, and that his depravity needs such help
as is pledged to us in the promise of the Holy Spirit. While
human nature continues what it is, these truths will not lose their

adaptations, their value, their freshness, in the hands of a com-
petent and devout ministry. Among the millions of our people
wlio become worshippers, it is only the veriest vestige of them
that once think of stopping short of these tmths. The voice of

the religious intelligence, of the moral instinct, of our nature is,

tliat if Christianity does not dp thus much for us, it may be dis-

carded as a physician without value.
^

With regard to the manner in wliich this substance of evan-
gelical truth should be placed before the people of this nation,

the great thing needed is, that it should be done so as to present
the rciyult^ of the best mental discipline, without anything in the
language or tlie manner to indicate the processes through which
this proficiency in exposition and enforcement has been derived.

Nevou' has it been more necessary that the preachei^ should be a
man of much reading, and of earnest self-culture

;
and with all this,

never has it been so much needed that his manner should be free

from everything that would remind you of the college and the

class-room—rich in the simplicity and naturalness which men
bring with tliern to the discussion of the common topics of

common life.
*

But preaching and worship are not the same thing, though,

the relation of the one to the other is obvious enough. In the

Church of England, the department of worship is deemed so im-
j)ortn.nt, tliat scarcely anything in it is left to the discretion of

the clergyman. Where the conducting of public worship rests

wholly with the minister, it must he expected to vary, according

to the varied abilities and tastes of the man so employed. In the

Church of England, as in the Church of Kojne, great care has

been taken to provide against the accidents of unfitness in the

ministry, by providing that the same things shall be said and
done everywhere—that, and no more. In nonconformist churches

there is greater liberty, and the acceptableness of worship, hardly

less than of preaching, depends on the qualifications of the

minister. The nonconformist minister, we fear, does not always

bear this sufficiently in mind. No man should suppose that his

manner of conducting worship, any more than his preaching, will

prove acceptable, if it be not the result of some forethought and
solicitude. Such readings of the scriptures, such a manner in

prayer, and such regulations in psalmody, as may best conduce

to the nurture of an intelligent devoutness, do not come of

chance. But we have known some nonconformists very zealous

in defence of what they call free prayer, who somehow, have not
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often acquitted themselves in the use of that freedom in such a

manner as to show that it was a freedom that became them. We
believe that the men who do the best in this service, are often

the men who are the least satisfied with what they do.

It is the fact that nonconformist ministers often seem to think

so much less about how to conduct religious worship than about
how to preach, tlmt has led some of the most intelligent among
them to ask, if some admixture of liturgical prayer might not be an
improvement on the present practice. Certainly, there is nothing
in Congregationalism, nor in presbyterianism, to preclude the use

of prayer in that fonn
;
and it is high time that some distinction

should be made between the principles of those forms of polity,

and the matters which have become allied with them purely from
the accidents of history. But the question is, would innovation in

this form be an improvement ? That it would j^ut an end to

some acts of slovenliness and inefficienc}^ may be admitted, but
what would be its general effect ? Would the good of the change
preponderate over the evil ? Our impression is, that the evil

would greatly outweigh the good. In history, such instrumen-

talities have come in as the signs of religious decay, never as the

means of religious revival. What we want, is not more form,

but more life—not more letter, but more spirit. That liturgical

forms may be devout in language and spirit, and that devout

minds may be much imprcs.ssed by them, is not disputed. But
their natural effect is to induce a dependence on such helps, until

the only idea of prayer left is that of ‘ praying a prayer.' No
doubt, the devout mind may bring devoutness to a liturgy, but
experience demonstrates that upon the formal it falls everlastingly

as a form. The question, as mooted by two or three ministers,

at the last autumnal meeting of the Congregational Union of

England and Wales, had respect to some adrnixture only of

liturgical prayer w^th free prayer
;
but we doubt if one in fifty

of English congregationalists would be found in favour of such a
change, even within those limits; and it would be well, we think,

that such questions should not be broached in such places, until

something better than a waste of time, and mischievous talk out

of doors, may be expected to result from them. If the w'ish be,

that nonconformist worship may be 'made more interesting to the

iiumbler classes, change in that shape would certainly be a change
in the wrong direction. What those classes w^ant. is more of the

natural, not more of the artificial
;

vitality, not mechanism
;
and

this they will have, in the measure in which the advocates of

free prayer shall be found to be truly alive to the responsibilities

it brings with it, and shall acquit themselves conscientiously in

relation to it.
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At a, time like tlie present, wlicn public spirit, administrative

capacity, tlie science of government, oratorical ability, and com-
manding talent, if nut wliully dead in Prance, are, ibr the most
imrt, inactive, it lieconies tlu5 business of the publicist and reviewer

to velcr to the glorious past, and from tlio names, the doctrines

and the deeds of the SuUys, the Collierts, and the Turgots, to

teach Frenchmen, how muck greater—how much more useful

—

liow much more world-renowned, were the public men in T'’raiice,

in the sixteenth, the seven teentli, and the eighteenth centuries,

than under the Frencli empire in these later days. We need
scarcely say we have no prtyudices against this or that public

man, at home or abroad, on account of his religious profession or

belief. It is onr conviction that, in political life, Jews might be

found, like M. Goudehaux, to perform the functions of French
Chancellor of the Exchocpicr, if not with the signal ability, at

least with the purity and clean handedness of Mi*. Gfladstone; hut
when we find tlio finances of France now, and for many mouths
past, ostensibly administered by the creature of an IsraelitisJi hanker,

(M. Fould liimself having, under the rose, the chief direction of

of them with a view to influence tlie exchanges and the funds,)

we cannot choose hut revert Xo the time under the monarchy of a

great and good Bourbon, Henry IV., when Maximilien de liJethune

Duke of Siiljy, after luiving greatly distinguished himself in war
and negotiation, was entrusted in 1507 with the most resjiousible

place of Sitrintendant des finances. It was in tliis capacity that

Sully gave such immense development to French agricultural

industry, that he introduced many valuable reforms, diminished
the public debt, established an equilibrium between income and
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cxiicinliturc, placed a surplus in the treasury, and was enabled to

funiisli considerable sums for the carry inpf on of the war with

Spain and Savoy. France has now to chronicle no refonns : on the

contrai’y, it must be recorded that the public debt has increased

twenty-fold, and that the national expenditure is much in advance

of the national income. There reigns now in France a far more
uncontrolled power than existed in the time of FTenvy T V. ;

indeed

a despotism more stringent and iiiKpiestioned than prevailed in

the time of Louis XIA^.
;
yet there is no Sully or no (,'oll)ert to

compensate, to illustrate, or to gild it by superior power of ad-

ministration. liOuis XIV., it is mie, frequently Avasted the wealth

of his subjects in wars of aggrandizement and ambition, but under

Colbert, at lea.st, the greatest attention Avas bestoAved on the

interests of trade, of commerce, and of navigation. Consultative

committees, or as Ave should phrase it, ebanibers of (‘ommerce,

^yere created throughout the kingdom, free entrepots Avere insti-

tuted, roads Avere made in every quarter of (lie land, and piracy

was put doAATT on the high seas. XorAA^ere these the only benefits

for which France was indebted to Jean llaptiste Colbert. IJe

more equally and more justly diffused taxation, lessening by de-

grees, if not Avholly putting an end to those exclusive privileges

claimed by the nol3les and the clergy. Fie was the first minister

of i’rance who sot his face against sinecures, and the earliest

statesman to generally establish thj)se observatories, libraries,

colleges, and academies, commenced under Ei(dielieu and Mazarin.

The example of the Colberts influenced the men of the succeeding

generation aaFo flourished in the reigns of Louis XV. and Louis
XVI., and contributed to raise up a body of statesmen and econo-

mists to whom France, ns Avell as Europe and the Avorld, are

hu’gely indebted.

Among the remarkable names in the eighteenth century, there

is none perhaps more liouonred by every lover of his species than

that of Turgot. In any epoch of history, whether ancient oi:

ipodem, it would he perhaps difficult to find a name which com-
bines in a greater degree the union of intelligence with probity

and of patriotism, AA'ith a zeal for the advancement and improve-

ment of his species. Philosophy and social economy found in

Turgot one of the wisest and ablest of expimcnts, whilst the public

sendee in France never possessed a more able, moral, and en-

lightened member.
Anne Bohert James Turgot, the youngest son of Michael

Stephen Turgot, Prevot desMarchands under Louis the Fifteenth,

was bom at Paris on the 10th May, 1727. At the period of his

birdj, one of the earliest of F>ench economists, Marshal A'auban,

htul been twenty years gathered to his fathers, whilst Boisguilbert,
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the author of the Factum dc la France, tlie Detail de la France,
the Traite de Grains, and the Dissertation sur les Richesses, had
been thirteen years in the tomb. Quesnay, the father of moefern
French politictil economy, heing twenty-three years Turgot's
senior, was, in 1727, in the meridian of his fame as a physician,

and while Turgot was yet in the cradle, was deeply engaged in

those economic studies in which he subserpiently became, and still

(M)utiniie8, an authority. Condillac, who has written so much
and so well on wealth and its distribution, on commerce, and the

precious metals, was twelve years Turgot’s senior, and was far in

advance in his studies when the future Intendant of Limoges was
a l)nl)y in the nurse’s anns.

'I’ho family of "J’urgot was undoubtedly ancient. It passed

into Normandy in the time of the Crusades, and is regarded by
genealogists as a branch of a family bearing the same name in

Scotland. Ifwcare to believe Caledonian bioginiphers and heralds,

the Scotch branch of the house was not merely of the highest*

antiquity, but very illustrious, for it claimed descent from Togiit,

a Danish prince, who lived a thousand years before the Christian

era, and counted among its members a certain 8t. Turgot, Abbot
of the Monastery of Dunclin, minister of ^Malcolm the Third,

and one of tlie most distinguished men of his epoch. A wise

man may laugli at these assumptions of fintiquity, on wliich

many families of all nations too fondly dwell, and exclaim, with

Bums— •

^ The rank U but the guinea stamp,

The man's the gowd for a' that.

'

But, b(' tliis as it may, it is certain that Turgot was a man of

ancient lineage, and that ho had better .reason than many old

houses—if he wore so disposed—to boast f)f the merits and

virtues of his predecessors. It was by one of his ancestors that

the hospital of Conde-sur-Noireau Avas founded in 1281. llis

great grandfather sate as President of the Noblesse of Nor-

mandy in the States- General of 1011, and there attacked, with

indignant eloquence, the unjust concession of all the waste lands

of the province made by the govemment to the Count of

Soissons.

The gl and iatlier of Turgot, jireferring the career of the magis-

tracy to the profession of aVms, successively became, towards the

close of the seven tcn iitli century, Intendant of the Genenility of

Metx, and»of the Generality of Tours. In these functions,

rendered delicate and difficult by the existence of privileged inte-

rests, he distinguished himself by an inflexible integrity, by firm-

ness, by moderation, and by zeal for the public weal.

Michael Stephen Turgot, the son of the Metz Intendant, and
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the father of the future minister, was rresiJent of the Second

Chamhre dcs llcquetcH, and in 1721) was made Prcvot des Mar-
('hands of the City of Paris. Tlio talents and excellent jiuhlic

(|ualities wliich the father of Turgot exhibited in fulfilling these

magisterial functions, induced Louis the I'ifte^enth and the autho-

rities to eontinue him in the exercise of these functions for a

period of eleven years ;
a longer time tlian had ever been allowtal

to any of his predei:essors. While order and economy distin-

guished his magisterial (?;n*eer, lie was not wanting in a liberal

hospitality, or in a certain display, not to say magiiilieomce. not

unsuitable to his office, lie did much to improve and eiid»ellish

J^aris, and, in a penod of famine, made most laudable efforts to

sup])ly the wants of the iioor. In England we have, or had a

month ago, a commission of sewers, composed of a numerous and

well-paid body of gcmtlemen ;
but London, nevertheless, is without

any woj‘k comparable to the gi*eat sewer of Paris, embj'acing, as it

do(.‘s. that portion of tlie city situated on the right bank of the

Seine. Tliis work, w’orthy of the public and sanitary s])irit of the

Homans, is due to the father of Turgot. It was under his admi-

nistrathm, too, that the Quai de THorloge, narrow and dangerous,

was made larger and more commodious, tliat it wjis extendial to

the extremity of the isle of the palace, and united by a handsome
stone bridge to the opposite side of the liver. The handsome
fountain of the Hue de Grenelle, construeted under the direction

and from the designs of Bourchardi, fs another monument of his

careful taste. Nor was this public-spirited Edilc undistinguished,

in tlio administration of his functions, by moral and personal

courage. At a period wdien frequent and sanguinary encounters

took place bet-ween the Swiss and the Gardes Eraneaises, the

Prcvot des Marchands on one occasion hastened to tlie scene ol’ the

encounte]-, placed himself between the combatants, and disarmed

one of the most furious of the ringleaders, while he addressed to

the others such forcible remonstrances as induced them to put an
end to their quarrel. Such w^is the character of the sire of young
Turgot, a man whose praises are recorded by Voltaire in more
than one of his productions. ^

Anne Robert Jacques w’as the third and youngest son of this

exceUent man. According to the usages of the time, he was des-

tined by liis parents to the ecclesiastical state, and was entered at

the (Allege of Louis-le-Grand. After having linished his studios

in rhetoric in this establishment, lie followed the superior classes

at the College of Plessis. From this he passed to the Seminary
of St. Sulpice, and from St. Sulpice, with the degree of Bachelor

Jp
Theology, to the Sorbonne. The Sorbonne, at the period of

See ' Si^cle de Louis XV.,' and also ' Le Temple des CJotlts.’
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its institution by Robert de Sorbon, chaplain of Louis IX., was a
small establishment, called the Pmivre Maisony and its professors

were called maitres; but for centuries before Turgot
entered it had become famous as a school of theology, had
become formidable not merely to kings, but to popes, and had
acquired from its wide-spread renown, the title of Concilc per-

2)Huel des Gaules.

The history of the earlier days and studies of Turgot is upon
record. He was remarkable for the seriousness and sedateness of

his disposition, and for habits of labour and study. In his early

boyhood, as in his teens, he was remarked for a wisdom and
settled gravity beyond his years. Nature, study, and reflection^

had made of him a species of beardless sage ere he had shaken
off’ the dust of the schools. While he wmis at the College of Louis-

lc-(irand, his parents perceived that the pocket-money which
they allow^ed him for his private pleasures disappeared wdth extra-

ordinary quickness. Desirous of knowing how this money W'as

expended, tln^y charged the head of the establishment to keep a

close watch on the disbursements of the boy, when it was dis-

covered tliat young Turgot had divided his money among the

poor, and out of door, or extern pupils, for the purpose of enabling

them to purcihase books. One might have thought that a son
capable of such admirable conduct w’ould have been looked on as

a mother’s pride, but it is \*ecorded that the good huly, when he
oc(tasi(jnally returned to the jjRh'nial mansion, regarded him as

an awkward lout, because he could not make a bow with the

grace and supphmess of a Lauzun. Madame Turgot frequently

ieprt)ached her son with this awkwardness and maladdress.

Rut these reproaches, sufficiently unreasonable and misplaced,

only increased the natural timidity and mauvaisc honte of the

cloistered student. Instead of becoming more agreeable and
modish, as w jis expected, the young man either fled the salon

as soon as a visitor w^as announced, or hid himself behind a

screen or an ottoman. The Abb6 Morellet tells us that he has

heard Madame Dupre de St. Maur,* who was a great friend of

Madame Turgot, say, that young Turgot did not leave his liiding

till the visitors had gone. This circumstance may account for

an occasional shyness exhibited by Turgot in later life, a shyness

Avhi(di his enemies attributed to haughtiness or pride.

Turgot's tutor in rhetoric at the College of Plessis was Guerin,

a good scholar, a man of literary tastes, and, if we mistake not,

the author of a translation of Tacitus. His professor of philo-

sophy was the Abbe Sigome, who was the first to substitute the

* ‘ M^raoires de Morellet.’ The husband of Madame St. Maur was a maitre det

comptes, and had written the * Essai sur les Monnaies.’

NO. XXXVllI, I I
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Newtonian pliilosopliy lor the Cttrtesian system. The p^ood abbe,

author of the Institutiona Newtoniennea, and LeilmetzienneSf long
survived his pupil, and died at tlie patriarchal .age of ninety,

in 1800.

/\t the College of Plessis, the friend and companion of Turgot
was the Abbe Bon, a man of an energetical character, and of much
talent. At the Scyrboune he had for fellow pupils, and for liiends,

men who liave all in somewise vindicated for themselves a place

in history. These were the Abbe de Brienne, Archbishop of

Toulouse and of Sens, and who in 1787 succeeded Calonne as

minister undtir Louis XVl. ; Boisgelin, who died Cardinal and
Archbishop of Tours in 1801; the Abbe de Very, who had
influence euougli with Aladnme de IMaurepas (wife of the minister)

to procure the admission of I’urgot into the Cabinet ; the Abbe
de Cice, wlio became Archbishop of Bordeaux

;
anfl tlie Abbe

Moreilet, who, born in the same year as Turgot, 1727, survived

till 1810, and thus became, like P^outenclle, the link between

two ages and two literatures. Of the excellent xVbbe IMorellet,

honourable mention is made in a former number of The Jiritisli

Qmrterki Review,^ We would here merely renjark, that the

Ahbe, one of the most sensible and judicious waiters of the

eighteenth centuiw, who, like Turgot, battled all liis life for ideas

of order and progress, has left some di^tails respecsting his fellow

pupil, Turgot, which have the greater interest inasinucli as

Moreilet was not a man who allowed sentiment, or enthusiasm to

overmaster liis reason. It is thus that tJjo scljolar, economist,

and man of the world, speaks in his memoirs of his college

friend ;—

f

‘ This man wlio has raised himself so much above the herd, who has

left a name dear to all friends of humanity, and to all who were
acquainted with him, gave early promise of the sagacity, depth, and
penetration which he subsequently exhibited. He joined to an
infantine simplicity a masculine dignity of manner, which caused him
to be respected hy the oldest of his fellow pupils. His modesty and
reserve would have done honour to a timid and retiring girl. The
slightest approach to indelicacy, equivoque, or doubUf-eMendre, oiri-

barrassed him, and would make him blush to the eyes. Yet this

reserve did not prevent the glow of a natural gaiety, or the frank and

hearty laugh of a cheerful and geniah natui'e. Turgot had a pro-

digious memory. He remembered pieces of 180 verses after having

ih^rd them read twice or even once. He knew by heart the principal

fugitive pieces of Voltaire, and many passages of his* poems and
tragecUes. The dominant charaoteristics of his mind were penetration

and breadth/

* Art. on French Memoirs, No, XXXIV,
t Moreilet, * M^oires in^ts/ p. 12*
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Tn the colleges of Louis-le-Grand, Plessis, and the Sorbonne,
'Ihirgot must have spent ten or a dozen years of his life, and as he
was a hard and indefatigable student, it may be imagined how
much he must liave read. In the beginning of 1751, after having
finished the course of his theological studies, and deeply read in

almost every branch of science and literature, he wrote to his

fathei* a firm and respectful letter, in which he announced to him
that he could not embrace the ecclesiastical state. His father

approved of tlie resolution, though his liiends—the Abbes de
Cice, de Ilrienno, de A^ery, and de Boisgelin—were of a contrai*y

opinion, mundanely thinking that Turgot might postpone the

suggestions of the still small voice of conscience, and give pr(f-

cedence to tin? promptings of ambition. With a view to induct

him to bu'ego his resolve of abandoning his church ns a pro
fessiou, the four abbes sought an interview with Turgot. Dupont
de Nemours, who appears to have been present at the interview,

tells us what passed on the occasion. The abbess slated to Turgot
that he was about to bike a resolve incompatible with his inte-

ivsls, and indeed with good sense. They represented to their

JViend that he was a younger son, and consequently poor—that

the magistracy required, if not fortune, at least an easy com-
petence, without which the magistraUj enjoyed no consideration,

and could hope for no advancement. They dw^elt on the fact,

that Turgots father enjoy^Ml some renown, that his family pos-

sessed iniluenco and credit, that he was therefore (Certain at once
of obtiiining a w^('althy preferment, and speedily a bishopric, in

Languedoc, in Provence, or in Brittany. In these circumstances,

said the abbes, it wdll be possible to realise your ideas of admi-

nistration. Without ceasing to be a churchman, you may become
in time an homiiic d'etat

^

and do a world of good to those about
you. To these and many other arguments of a similar kind
Turgot replied, that he was obliged to his friends for the interest

they took in his welfare, that there was much truth in their

remarks, and that he wnuld have his friends follow the counsel

they gave to liim, but that, as to himself, his resolve was taken

;

for, added he, ‘ It is impossible I can agree to w’carj a mask all

the days of my life.’ It need scarcely bo stated, considering the

character of the man, that remained unshaken in this resolve,

and immediately divested himself of the ecclesiasticalwlress.

As he had combined the study of law with theology, lie was
admitted * dbnseillier snhstituf of the attorney-general,* the 5th of

January, 1752. From that period there commenced for Turgot,

as is observed by M. Daire, a career wliich may be divided into

four distinct periods :—the period between his first entering society

and liis appointment to tlie Intendance of Limoges in 1701, the
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sixteen years during which that intendancy lasted, his brief

ministerial life, and the epoch of his disgrace. We ought to

have stated, that the economical, philosophic, and politi(ral ten-

dencies of Turgot, had exhibited themselves with Mat, while In*

yet wore the ecclesiastical habit, and sate on the benches of the

Sorboniie. It was in the year 1710, and when only in his

twenty-second year, that he addressed, from Saint Siilpice, his

letter on Pai^cr-money to the Abbe Cice. In this letter, of whicli

unfortunately we only possess a fragment, the Jiuthor proved how
chimerical were all the data on which was founded the system vi

Law which led to such disastrous results in 1720. It were doing

but scant justice to Turgot to praise this work. It should be

remembered that this most able tractate on credit and i)aper-

money was the production of a young man of two-and -twenty,

and that it was published at a time when the articles Fermiern et

Grabis, by Quesnny, in the Encyclopedia of Diderot hatl not ap-

peared—when the writings in iho Ephem&ndes dn Citoye n, hy
same hand, had not been published,—and when the jirticlcs coii-

tributed by Quesnay to the Physiocrafie had not seen the light.

Among French authors there then only existed the writings of

Eoisguilbert, Vauban, Melon, and Dutot, to guide the young
economist s investigations, and, without detracting from the merits

of these remarkable incpiirers ntid economists, it may be said,

that there is much of error mixed uj) witli their speculations and

remarks—error winch Turgot carefully se
2
)arated from what was

sound and truthful. It should also be home in mind, that from
much written by Melon and Dutot, Turgot altogether dissented.

They wei'e defenders and a
2
)ologists of Law, and Turgot luul

exposed and laid bare the system of the B(;otchman. Though
there is no doubt that, in subsecjuent life, Turgot became well

acquainted wdth the works of Petty, Davenant, Mun, and Child,

yet we have no evidence that he had read any of tliese works so

early as 1719, and it does not appear that he plagiarized any of

their ideas. The Neapolitan, the Abbe Galiani, one year the

junior of Turgot in 2)oint of age, and with wdiom he subsequently

became acquainted, had not at this period, nor for many yca]*s

aftenvards, written his ingenious treatise on money, or his clever

treatise on commerce. Adam Smitli^ four years the senior of

Turgat, tliough subsequently well acquainted with the intendant

and minister, W'as at this time unknown to him, nor w’^as the

Wealth of ’Nations published till 1766, seventeen years after-

wards. Montesquieu, indeed, in his Lettres PersaneSy^ had pub-

lished an admirable piece of irony against the doctrine of Law',

fiU^ined by the Abbe TeiTasson (the author of a History of

* * Lettres Persanes/ CXLII.
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Roman Jnrhprudcnce, and a man of considerable ability), that

paper was the fittest of all instruments to represent money, and
Paris Duverncy bad also written with cleverness on the subject,

I bough be bad not entered deeply into it. Turgot, on the con-

trary, imbued wdtli the principles of Locke, and sustained by his

own reflections, bad, by the subtlest arifilysis, gone into the very
heart and con*- of the question. It is only necessary to read a few
pages of his production, to establish clearly wdiat is credit, what
is money. He liappily exposes all the paradoxes of Law and of

his advocate the Abbe Terasson. The Abb6 Terasson wdslies it

to be taken for an axiom, says T’urgot, that the credit of a di^- •

creel- and able merchant is ecpial to ten times the amount of his

capital. Hut this credit is not a. credit of bills or notes {credit

dc hUlcts) like that of the bank of Law. A shopkeeper who buys
goods for ten times the mnount of his capital, and who would pay
for th('m by hillets an portcur (by wddeb Turgot means bills at

siglit) would be speedily ruined. A merchant borrows a sum
wdth a view to make it productive, and be makes out of this sum
not merely sufbeient to pay the stipulated interest, but the prin-

cipal at a given time, making the while a profit for himself. This
c redit is not founded on the capital,—on the goods or stock of

the shopkeej)er,—but on his industry and probity, and it neces-

sarily su
2
)poses an exchange, or bartering, at a given time, fixed

beforehand, for if the bills were payable at sight, the shopkeeper
could in now'ise make productive the money he borrowed. Thus
the ])rofit whiesh the merchant makes of his credit, and which, it

is alleged, would be tenfold that wdiicJi he w^oiild make wdth

liis capital, is solely the result of his industry. It is a i)rofit

wdiich lie draws from the money which passes through his hands
by operation of the confidence which the lender reposes in his

punctuality of jiayment, and it w^ould be ridiculous to conclude,

as I read in Dutot, * that he might negotiate bills for ten times

the value of the money-capital he possesses.’

It will be seen by this extract that a young seminarist, in his

tw’enty-second year, in a comer of the Sorborme, understood credit

as it was understood seventeen years afterwards by Adam Smith
in liis Wealth of Nations

y

and fifty-four years afterwards by Jean
Baptiste Say, jirofessor of political economy at tlie ConsciTatoire

des Arts et Metiers, in his Traits d'Eeonomie Politique. Turgot
does not lattribute to credit the power of creating capital, but

merely the ptiwerof actively promoting or vivifying the circulation.

He avoids falling into the confusion of the school of Law, in wliich

public and private credit are jumbled together, and in wdiicli no
distinction is taken between the deplorable abuses of the one, and
the salutary effects of the other.
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The ideas of Turgot upon money are not less remarkuhle than

those on ci-edit. If the opinions proclaimed by him at this pejiod

he compared with the views enunciated by Montesquieu, in the

Eaprit des Loin, it will be seen that the vague and hazy concep-

tions of the ingenious, eloquent, and celebrated jurist imd ])hilo-

sopher are not to be compared widi the luminous and positive

deductions of tlie y(»ung seminarist.

At the end of tlie year 1711), Turgot was named Prior of tlie

Sorbonne. This office, a species of elective dignity, imposed on
the individual invested with it., the obligation of pronouncing a

l^atin discourse at the opening and closing of the academical

term. In fulfilling this duty in the session of 17r>0, Turgot pro-

claimed the prineijiles which guided and governed his future life

;

principles of order, of liberty, and of jirogress. That some of liis

notions were visionary and impracticable, tlici*e can be no doubt : but

where is the enthusiastic and generous-minded man whose notions

have not been visiomiiy" at one j>eriod or other of liis existence ?

Condorcet tells us, in his Life of Turgot, that the latter regarded

perfectibility as one of the distinctive qualities of the human
species. This perfectibility apjieared to him to belong to liuman
nature in general, and to each individual in particular. lie be-

lieved, for example, that the progress of physietd knowledge?, of

education, of method in the sciences and the disco \'ery of new
truths \vould contribute to perfect the organization, and render

men capalde of holding more ideas in their memory, and of imdti-

plying combinations. He also lielieved, and in this he was
undoubtedly right, that our moral sense was capable of improve-

ment, or, in other words, of greater perfection. The belief enter-

tained by Turgot (though adopted by few or no men of his gene-

ration) and by most philosophical thinkers of the present day, is

that men become better as they become more enlightened. The
object of the philosopher was, instead of binding human virtues to

prejudices, or sustaining them by the enthusiasm of exaggerated
principles, to convince men by reason, that their interest and hap-
piness depended on the practice of the Christian virtues. From
these extracts it will be sufficiently seen that Turgot, on entering

the lay world and divesting himself of the ecclesiastical habit, hud
stepped into the busy scene with a mature and seasoned intellect,

and i\ mind freighted with pliilosopliical and literary spoils. From
his earliest youth he had not merely hungered and thirsted for

knowledge of all kinds, but had l>een animated by an earnest

desire to be useful to humanity. We have already stated that he
was named Suhstitut du Procvjrev/r General, Tliis appointment

beheld hut a year. In 1751, he was appointed Inteiidant de

lAmoges,. On the aOth December, 1752, he was named Con-
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seiller mi Parle'tnciit, and on the 28th March, 1753, Maitre des

liequ^teH. The duty of a Maitre des Requdtes was to examine
into and make repoi’ts on alfairs of magnitude relating to govern-

ment, law, and administration. The post was therefore in har-

mony widi his desires. Turgot entered the magistracy only with

a view to open himself a wieket to the higher administration ;

a career which ajipeared to him to afford greater means and op-

portunities of serving the interests of his country, justicci, and
truth, than any other. Intendants in his day were generaUy

chosen among the Maitre des llcquetes, and ministers from among
the inteudmits.

An admirable trait is related of him during the iieriod he filled

tlie office of Master of Requests. He had been charged with the

examination of an atiair in which an enijiloye of the fiinns had
l)een accused of mis-statements and prevarications. In the con-

viction that tlie man was guilty, Turgot was not forward to enter

into a, consideration of the question, wishing to posqione as long

as possible! tlio accomplishment of an act of necessaiy severity.

Having looked, after a long delay, at the papers and documents,

he discovered the prools that the person accused was innocent.

Without considering for one moment, the kindly motive that

induced him to pause in Ids investigation, Turgot ascertained the

amount of salary that had been held back from the supposed
delinquent during the pendency of the inquiry, and this sum he
caustfd to he hmided to tlie official, with the remark that the pay-

ment was not an act of generosity, but a simple act of justice.

Idle position and talents of Turgot now placed him in intimate

intercommunication with the most celebrated people of his age.

He bectune an hahitue of the salon of Madame Geoffrin, to which
not only axil the most celebrated savants, literary men, and artists

of Paris resorted, hut the most distinguished strangers who visited

the ca
2
)ital.

' We must here pause to say a word or two, as to this celebrated

woman. Madame GeoJSnn was not an authoress, nor a person of

litoi’ary tastes and acquirements. Nothing has been published

of hers hut four or five letters addressed to friends and acquaint-

ances. But it is not on these letters, nor yet on her shrewd and

apt conversation that her fame rests. Born in a comparatively

humble rank, she married a commercial man of Paris, one Pierre

Pranqois ^eoflxin, one of the lieutenant-colonels of the national

guard, and one of the founders of the mannfactwre des places.

This worthy mam, who had made his fortune, was a quiet, easy

person, an excellent listener, who allowed Ins wife to do the

honours of his house. Madame Geofftin, who lost her mother

and father when in the cradle, was brought up by her old grand-
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mother, who had a good hard head and much mother-wit of her

own. The old lady seems to have indoctrinated her grand (diild

with much shrewdness and infinite tact. All she tauglit her w^as

to read and observe ;
and Madame Geoffrin studied both with

great effect, as she herself states in a letter to the empress Cathe-

rine of Russia. By force of tact, observation, personal bearing,

and management, Madame Geoffrin succeeded in establishing the

most celebrated salon of her time, or that indeed had existed

since the days of the Hotel Kambouillet. Madame Suard rejire-

sents the demeanour of Madame Geofirin as admirable, and talks

of her * air dc raison meh'c a la honie.' Diderot, too, speaks of

liie noble yet simple taste of her dress, formed on the model of

Madame do Tencin. The circle of Madame Geoffrin embraced

not only men of letters, properly so called, but artists, scailptors,

and painters. There Avere tw'o dinners eA’cry week. On Monday
the artists were invited

;
and there might be seen together

Vanloo, Vemet, Bouchet, lia Tour Vien, Lagreiick^*, Soufflot

Lemoine, a few amateurs and patrons of the art, and some lit erary

men, such ns Marmontel, &e. On Wednesday, the dinner Avas for

literary men, such as D’Alembert, Mairnn, Marivaux, Mamiontel,

the CheA’alier de Ohastellux, Morellet, Saint Lambert, Helvetiiis,

Raynal, Thomas, Grimm, D'Holbach, and Burigny. One lady

only was admitted beside the mistress of the house, and this was

Mile L’Espinasse, so famous for hex* liaison wdth DAlembert,

and her unhappy passion for Senhor de Mora, and the (flie-

valier Guibert. Madame Geofliin had remarked that a number
of women, by distracting attention, spoil the conversation ;

Jind

this was the reason why she only admitted Mile de L’.Espinasse,

who, without name, without fortune, without beauty, by her

agreeable qualities, her mind and esprit, created for herself a

position and a standing equal to the best among the literary class.

At both the salons of Madame Geoffrin and Mile de L'Espi-

nasse, Turgot was ever a welcome guest; and at both he had
the opportunity of meeting the best French, and the cream of

foreign society,—the Carraciolis, the Creutzs, the Galianis, the

Gattis, the Humes, the Gibbons, the Walpoles, and the Shel-

bumes. Of the salon of Madame Geoffrin, Horace Walpole gives

an account to his friend Gray. He talks of the hostess as an
extraordinaiy woman, with more common sense than any of her

eex, and as possessing great promptitude and peimtration in dis-

covering character. Be this, however, as it may, for many years

of her life, Madame Geoffrin received the Mte of French and
foreign society of two generations, comprising Fontenelle and

Jdontesquieu, Turgot and Condorcet.
The frequenting of good, agreeable, and polished society did
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not turn the attention of Turgot from the pursuit of science and
letters, rhysics, chemistry, and the mathematics, to which he
}iad given a deep jind early attention, were now studied by him
in their relations with agriculture, comrnei’ce, and manufactures.

A portion of each day’s labour was devoted to history, to ethjes,

and to metapljysies; and simultaneously with those studies,

Turgot commenced the learning of the Hebrew. His attention was
subsequeiitly directed to modern languages. He becaime so

thorouglily acquainted with the German and English, that he
was enabled to render Gessner and Klopstock into English, and
8halvspoa)*o, Hume, and some of the pamphlets of Dean Tucker,
into German. In his twenty“fourth year, that is to say, in 1751%*

this remarkable man placed on paper a list of the works which he
meant to write. Tliere were to be commentaries on the Holy
Scriptures: treatises on natural and revealed religion; researches

on tlie origin of languages; anfilysesof Hebrew, Lsitin, arid Erench
treatises on translaticuis and etymologies; essays on universal

philosophy, metaphysics, etlsics, geometry, astronomy, chemistry,

polities, legislature, geography, history, &c., independently of

labours on poetry and the drama. I’he list comprised tw'o-and-

fifty projects, of which fifteen hild been commenced. But to

complete these fifteen, or say even one-fourth of the original con-

<‘eption, would have recpiired not one, but seven lives, of much
more than average duration and industry, not to speak of average

ahility. The wise ones of this w'orld may laugli at the over-eager

zeal of an earnest and studious recluse; hut in justice to Turgot
it should be Btatcd, that, at the very time he had composed this

list, he had written a treatise on the love of God, had translated

from the Hebrew the Song of Solomon ; from the Greek, the com-
mencement of the Iliad; from the Latin, the first Book of the

Georgies, and the commencement of the fourth
;
independently of

portions of Horace, Tacitus, Cicero, Seneca, Ceesar, Ovid, and

Virgil. Not content with these eflorts, he had rendered into

French many portions of the poems of Ossian, great part of the

Spectator, considerable portions of Pope, and detached portions

of Shakspeare and Johnson. In addition to these varied literary

efforts, he laboured at the Encyclopedia with uncommon zeal, and

composed the articles. Existence, Etymologic, Expansibility

Foire, Fondation, &c. Intlie Memoirs of the Academy of Inscrip-

tions for J 76a we find tliat he had sometime previously dis-

covered a*coi^t in the constellation Orion, which lie announced

to the Abb6 de la Caille.

It was in 1755 that Turgot became intimate with Gournay,

who had been intendant dn Commerce since 1751, and with

the famous Dr. Quesnay, physicilin of Louis XV., both of
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wliicli gentlemen commenced to propagate in France the

princi2)al truths of political economy. The doc^trines of these

men, so differently educated and brought up, may be resumed in

the words, Laissez faire, laiesez jHisser. A few years sufficed to

give these doctrines some acceptance. Goimiay, n busy man of

action, forced them upon the Bureau de Commerce, Quesnay in-

troduced them at court ; and in the very core of the administrative

body they found a support in one of its most distinguislied

members, the Intendaut d’rudiiine. Tui'got adopted them all the

more readily from having accomiianied Goumay in some official

tour, in which the latt(T had made him palpably toucli, as with

his finger, the evils created by the restrictive and prohibitive

systems.

Between the period of his leaving the Sorbcnne and his tliirty-

second yeai*, it may be remarked, as a j)roof of the intelleetual

activity of Turgot, that he had written two letters against ihc

system of Berkeley; critical remarks on the works of Maupertuis,

intituled, Philosophical lieflections uj^on the origin of Languages,
and the signification of Words; secondly, Observ^ations, under tJie

form of letters, addressed to Madame Graffigny; thirdly, the

plan of a Pcditical Geogi'ajjhy, and of two discourses on Universal

Histoiy; fourthly, two Letters on Toleration; fiftlily, the Cov-
cilidteur, or Letters of an Ecclesiastic to a Magistrate on Civil

Toleration; sixthly, the translation ofi several ol' Dean I'ucker’s

pamphlets; seventhly, the articles in the Encyclopedia, to which we
have before adverted; and eighthly, an eulogium on Goumay.
Turgot had also intended to write for the Encyclopedia the

articles Mendicity, Inspectors, Hospital, Immateriality', Humid,
Humidity; but Dupont de Nemours tells us, that the suspen-

sion, by order, of the volumes, disgusted him with this species

of work. This suspension of a gi’eat undertaking, pronounced
and revoked several times, was the result of the intrigues of
the Boman-catholie clergy of France, to whom all means, even
to the pain of death, seemed fitting and i)roper, with a view to

intimidate and put down the })hilo8ophicnl spirit.

From tlie article Fondatiou, we are tempted to make the fol-

lowing short extract :

—

‘ Out intention in this article is to examine the utility, or rather to
show th<i inconveniences of foundations.'®^' Let us hoix} that the fol-

lowing Cfmsiderations, combined with the philosopl^al spirit of the
age, may contribute to deter from new endowmenS, anti to destroy

the remnant of ' suj^erstitious reverence which stu’vives ifor ancient

ones. A foundei- is a man who wishes to eternize the eff'ect of his

The term fondation in French 'V^^uld probably be better rendered by the word
endowment in Bbiglish.
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will. Su})pOBing hin^^-to be always actuated by the purest intentions,

how many reasons are there to induce us to mistrust his intelligence.

How eiisy is it to do evil in wishing to do good. To foresee with
cci'tainty if an establishment will produce the effect which the founder
proposes to himself, and will not have a directly opposite effect

;
to

distinguish, athwai*t the illusion of a near and apparent good, the real

evils which a long series of i*emote and unknown causes ini\y bring in

theb’ train; to prol)e the real woimds of society; to trace them up
to their causes; to distinguish remedies from palliatives; to enti*ench

oneself against the seduction of day-dreams and false hopes
;
to look

with keen, severe, and unimpassioned eye on a project environed by
an atniosjihere of indiscriminate jniblic praise and gratified self-love

—

this would, indectl, be an eft'ort of the profoundest genius
;
and pos-

sibly
j
uditical science is not so sufficiently advanced in our day that

any man could succeed in such an undertaking.*

Turgot, after tliis opening, devolojis Ids subject at largo, and
demonstrates tliat every endowment, however useful, carries within

itself an irj’emediable vice iuhenmt in its very nature, the very

impossibility of continuing it endnringly. Founders, be main-
tains, delude tljemselvc’s in imagining that their zeal will coiumu-

nicaUi itself from age to ago, to those chai’ged to perpetuate

their intentions, lie tlieu goes on to prove, tliat though, for a

time, the spirit ol‘ the Jbumler may endure, yet it at length eva-

porates, for hahit and custom dull and blunt the edge of every-

thing ; and entlnisiaBin, he sensibly remarks, cannot be propa-

gated fj’om one generation t(i another.

In 1 751, Turgot jiublislied Ids observations addressed to Madiinie

Graffigny, in w^hicli he pronounces a strong opinion ns to tlie

neia'ssity of inecjiiality of conditions among mankind. This was

foll()wx*d hy Lettres sur la ToUrancey and the Conciliateur, little

works in wldcli an elevated morality is introduced into the consi-

deration of ])olitical questions. The article Foires et Mardtca, in

the Encydoxxediay tnid the Eloffe de Gournayy published next in

succession, are all papers in which Turgot gives further proof of

that j’are economical intelligence wldch he had oli'eady exldbited

in the letter on paper-money.

In IVfil Turgot was named to the Intendancy of Limoges.

The office of intendaiit w^as eqidvalont to the Missi Dcyminici,

or royal envoys, dining tlie tw^o first races, an institution re-

established by St. Louis under the title of cnqiuHeitrs. During

the last centuiy, the functions of intendants were very extensive,

comprising the attiibutions of inspector and administrator. As in-

spector of the conduct of judges, ofthe police, of officers of finance,

and the conditions of agriculture, manufactui-es, and commerce,

were within liis domain. As administrator liis authority was

almost sovereign. The whole scale of the distribution of taxa-
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tion, the distribution of troops; in a word, almost everything re-

lating to civil and municipal, and a good deal relating to military

organization, were under his supervision and control. He could

either be the scourge or the saviour of a province.

As soon as Voltaire was informed that he was appointed in-

tendant, he wrote to him thus ;
‘ Vn de vos confreres rient dc

‘ mecrirc qiL un intendant nest ])ropre qii'd faire da vial
; fesp^rc

* que vovs proaverez qu'il peMt faire heauconp dc hicn.' That
an intendant might do much good, Turgot conclusively proved.

The province which he administered resembled a small and happy
state surrounded by a vast and miserable empire. There was no

**subject of social, sanitary, or domestic economy, to which he did

not turn his attention. Moral and material, agricultural, com-
mercial, manufacturing, navigable, and horticmltural im])rov('ments

were encouraged. The intendant entered into com])jirisons between

I'impdt sur le revenu and I'lmpui sur les coasommations. He consi-

dered the incidence of taxation, and the diflerenccj between direct

and indirect taxes, and the conserjuenees to crown and people.

He compared the amount of taxation in his own generality with

iintecedent years, and with neighbouring de (jeneredite and
2)ay8 d'election. He considered the condition of agricmlture and

of the haiTests. He addressed himself to the parish priests, ask-

ing their co-operation, with a view to produce the successful

working of various administrative measures in which ho look an

interest. Though many of the clergy had showti an indiscreet

zeal against his articles in the Envyclopoidia, yet Turgot was too

much of a philosopher to render Christianity responsible for the

bad passions of these priests, or to confound all the clergy in the

blind, unreasoning, yet scoffing and systematic hatred home
towards the clerical l)ody by Voltaire and his school. On the

contrary, the intendant exhibited a laudable zeal to gain over the

country priests, and to avail himself of their rights and influence

to facilitate and lubricate, so to speak, the springs of his admi-
nistration. He looked on them, says Dupont de Nemours, us his

natural sub-delegates, and was only too happy if he could find in

each parish a man who had received some education, and whose
functions ought to inspire him with ideas of justice and of cliai*ity.

With the priests, then, he maintained a most active correspond-

eirCe, requesting them to communicate to their flocks anything that

might be of practical use in economical, sanitary, or agricultural

science, the diseases of cattle, of sheep, &c. Turgot also sug-

gested to the priests to intimate to the pea8anti7 that they might
communicate their wishes and petitions to him, at particular days

^nd hours, through the medium of their pastors. Thus the

intendant had the means at hand of kiiwing the whole state of
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liis (listri(*t, and of doing a world of good to the poor and igno-

rant inliabitants. d'o the municipal officers, and the commissaireit

dcH tallies

i

he also addressed specific instructions on the prepara-

tion of the roles de la taille in the towns and cities, thus proving
that there were no details, however minute, connected with his

his office, into which ho did not enter. It would be necessary to

go tbrough papers which, now that taillcs and corvees have been
long abolished, arc wholly without interest, to prove the solicitude

wbicli Turgot exhibited, in these small matters, for the coinm(ui

weal. Yet this is the careful, considerate, and judicious man who
was called a theorist, though for thirteen years he did not cease

to study the administrtive system in all its minute and secret

springs.

To the credit of Turgot it ought to be stated, that, in 176;^,

he might have obtained the intendancy of Lyons, or liouen, but
he wished to settle himself at Limoges, to use his own words,

2 )011 )' y reformer Vassleltc de la taille. He desired, in a word, to

be pbleed in a poor and inhospitable district, with a view to con-

ti’ibiite, to use Bentham’s phrase, ‘to the greatest happiness of the

givat(^st number.’

Turgot’s reports to the ca)uncil of state, his correspondence with

the ministry, his exposition, full of moderation and force, of his

principles of government and administration, generally assured

him a triumph in the highest official quarters. But he had mindi

popular error to deal witlf, when combating for popular rights.

Even ill establishing the first ateliers de charite, even when insti-

tuting the lying-in and vcterinoiT schools, and the Society of

Agriiuilture, he met with unheard of difficulties and opposition.

But the working and effect of these measures obtained for Turgot

not iiK'rcly the confidence of those under him, but the confidence

of tlie country people, who, in the end, blessed the name of the

magistrate who look’ed to tlieirTeal interests.

Never was there a public administrator in lamoges who did

more to distribute equitably the burden of the taille. During his

incumbency of office, one hundred and sixty leagues of new roads

were constructed, the old roads were repaired and well kept, not

by poor peasants forced to work vrithout remuneration, but by

contractors paid from the funds of tlie communes, subsequently

reimbursed by the treasury.

Ill the years 1770 and 1771, the beneficent intentions of tliis

grea t administrator were suddenly checked. The Limousin, a moun-
tainous county, in which agiiculture was backward, was afflicted

with two successive years of scarcity, during which the people

were forced to live on buckwheat, Indian com, and chesnuts.

It was at this period that all the old prejudices against a free trade
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in corn were in full force. The supreme- courts, the municipal

magistrates, sought to exhume from the dust of their registers a

bundle of regulations, by the aid of Avliich it was hoped the better

to provide for the public subsistence. But those regulations had
tlie effect of cnimping the efforts of commerce, by interfering with

liberty of trade. Turgot abrogated all these anticpiated rul(?s, pre*

scribed moderation and finnness to Jill the agents under his orders,

enlightened the people by the mediation of their parish priests,

and neglected no means in his power to procure bread juid labour

for the poor. To the amount of money received from the govern-

ment, he not only added all the ready money he possessed, but

contracted n. loan of 20,000 livres. He so organized the ateliers

*llc charite, that men, women, and (diildren could find employment.

He established de chariirm all the parishes, and minutely

traced out their duties in a long paper of directions, commemdng
with these words, ‘ Le soiilagement den homnies qiil souj/reni cst

le devoir de tons et Iaffaire de tons'

It was during the period of his intendancy of Limoges^ that

Turgot finished his most remarkable economical works—the 7i/-

Jicxions snr la formation ct la dlHtrlhntwn des rlcliesses, the article

Valeurs et Monuaies, intended for the Dletionnalre de Commcrccy
projected by his friend the Abbe Morellet, the Mfmolre snr Ics

j^rets d'argent, the Lettres snr la, llherte du commerce des grains,

and the celebrated Memoire snr les mines. Among these
2
)roduc-

tions, of wdiich, as M. G. Daire tnily says, the redative value is im-

mense, and the absolute value fully on a level with the existing state

of knowledge in social and pohtical economy, the treatis() on the

formation and distribution of riches, should particularly attract

attention. This work, which has gone through four editions, is a

catechism of the doctrine of Quesnay and of Gournay, and is the

most precise, elegant, and clear exposition of the general principles

of the science, such as they are established by Adam Smith himself

If the works of Turgot and Smith be simultaneously examined,

it v/ill be found that the definitions of value, riches, labour, land,

capital, direct and indirect production, population, exchange,

markets, destitution, wages, rent, x^r^fit, taxation, are almost iden-

tically the same ; and these terms, according to the remark of the

late M. Rossi,* comprise the whole science of the wealth of

nations.

We have no desire to detract from the reputation of tlie late

Mr. Jeremy Bentham, or to contest his claims to great-originality

of thought, and still greater originality of expression. We remem-
ber reading, a good many years ago, when just emerging from

boyhood, liis letters on usury, and being greatly struck with the

* Eossi, ^Cours d’Economie Politique, ' tom. 1.
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force of his reasoning, the freshness of his illustrations, and his

grea t vigour of expression. But we must now admit that Turgot
had preceded Bentham, for the Lettres sur les preU d'argent were
written in or 17 70, whereas Bentham’s letters on the usury
laws were not written till 17H7, from Crichoff, in White Ilussia.

As Bentljam had previously made three joumies to Trance, and
was well acquainted with its literature, there is good reason for

thinking h(3 had previously read the production of Turgot.

The MemolreH sar les prets d'argent was occasioned by an
attempt of certain traders of Angoulcme, not merely to exonerate

themselves from their liabilities, on the ground that the advances

they hfid bound themselves to pay were made to them at a usurious^

interest, but on their further attempt to criminally prosecute the

Itniders. Turgot, who had been all his life the defender of liberty

of trtide and commerce, regarded the procieedings of these repu-

diators as grossly immoral and dishonest, and was appalled at the

e()ns(ypienees that might result to the commerce of the country.

Unfleterred l)y popular (damour, the unpopular word usury and
usurers laid no terrors for him. Feeling that it was beyond the

dominion and power of the legislator to establish a legal rate of

interest, and that the per-c(;nta.ge chargeable or charged, must vaiy,

not only with the ahundance of money, hnt tlie risk and the secu

lity otliTcd, Turgot jdaced tlui qu(‘stion fully before the Council

of State, in the Memoir to which w'e have alluded. It is a very

clear and convincing state* paper, and is more popularly written

than some of his other works.

In Le Mrmoire siir les mines^ it is a curious fact that Turgot
enunciat(‘d, on the legislativ(3 poi*tion of the question, ideas which
Napoleon produced in the Council of State, in the long and cele-

brated discussion on the law of the Slat of April, 1810.

It is not our purpose in this place to write a history of the

reign of Louis XV., or to say more of that monarch than that the

last days of the lover of Madame de Pompadour and Madame du
Barry, and of the proprietor of Parc-mix Cerfs, were such as might,

from his life, have been anticipated. The parliament was exiled,

the country was humiliated and discontented, and the nation

heard without regret, on the 10th of May, 1774, the death of a

prince whose career as a sovereign had been shameless and in-

glorious.

Even though the principles »iiid character of the new king, Louis

XVI., did fiot differ from those of his grandfather, tlie change of

a ministry which had become odious to the nation was a pressing

necessity. It was in this wise, that on the 20th of July, 1774,

Turgot succeeded to the obscure nainister of Marine, De Boynes,

and tliat on the 24th of August following, he was named Coa-
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troleiir- General, equivalent to finance minister—was, we should

say, Chancellor of the Exchequer—in idnee of the Ahbe XeiTav.

It cannot be said that Turgot s nomination was due to the effect

of public opinion, for public opinion had little or no weight at

the time. Neither can it be said that his joining the ministry in

anywise gratified the capital. Tlie truth is, thfit the people took

little interest in public affairs at a time when it was pivdiibited to

write on matters of administration—at a time when there were

few, if any, daily journals—at a time when the press was composed

of periodical works subject to the censure. Though renowned in

the province which he so admirably administered, though reco-

^ised in Paris among philosophers, men of letters, and adminis-

trative officers of the government, the name of the Tntendant of

Limoges was almost unknown to the court and to the capital. At
that era, neither talents, nor capacity, nor jidniinistrntivc ability,

were passports to office; and it was to an accidental circurnstanci*

that Turgot owed his appointment. The Abbe de Very, wlio had

been his fellow-student at the Htuhonne, exercised a great inliuom t.*

over Madame de Maurepns, who lierself enjoyed unbounded sway
over her uxorious old husband. M. de Maurepas, exik^d fur a

quarter of a ccntuiw, in consequence of an epigram he had levelled

at the Pompadour, was recalled shortly before^ the death of Louis

XV., and now played the part of Mentor to his successor. When,
therefore, the dismissal of De Boynes was determined on, the Abbe
de Very spoke so warmly of liis frienef to Madame dt? Maurepas,

that M. de Maurepas resolved to offer him tlie vacant place.

When Turgot entered the ministry, public? affairs were pretty

much in the condition in Aviiich they were at the death of l.ouis

XV. TJie noblesse were altogether absorbed in frivolous j)lea.sures,

or in servile dependence on the court, whilst the clergy and par-

liaments were simultaneously disputing for pre-eminence. The clergy

were distinguished by bigotiT, by fanaticism, and by ignorance

;

tlie parliament, by an opposition to all reform. At tliis period

eveiything was vendible, and in the market—from the highest

judicial place, from the highest grades in the army and navy,

down to the lowest municipal office. In the financial world,

there W'as a perfect chaos and confusion. The abuses pointed at

by Boisguilbert and Vauhan still continued. Thirteen contro-

leurs-g^m^raux had indeed quickly succeeded to Law ; hut not one

,of these, though some of themwore neither wanting in capacity nor

patriotism, had shifted the bui*den of taxation. Thertailley the

capitation, the vingtihnes (which had replaced the dixi^me), con-

tinued to weigh on town and country with the same inequality as

Jffi the reign of Louis XV. The indirect taxes were farmed out to

inexorable fiscal undertakers. The proliibitive system—the system
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of iuterferiug with everything-;—as well as the system of mono-
polies, prevailed in all that related to foreign commerce and in-

ternal trade. The exportation of grain was not only forbidden
from Trance, but its free circulation was interdicted from one
province to another. No modification had been introduced into
the (uistoms system—a system which Boisguilbert had pro-
claimed the opprobrium of human reason. The gahelle was
obnoxious to tlie reproach made against it by Vauban,—^^vhilst the
octroi fell on the very poorest classes.

Su(di wjis really, and without exaggeration, the state of things

w hen Maurepas, on the suggestion of his wife, opened the cabinet
to the Intendant of Limoges. The first act of the new ministQ¥ •

in accepting the functions of Comi^troller-General, in other words,
of Minister of Finance, was to lay before the king his views. In
tliis noble programme,' written at Compidgne immediately after

his audience with his majesty, the true, simple, and honourable
character of the new minister discloses itself. He says to his

sovereign, ‘ Point de hanqueroute, point d'qiir/mentation dimpots,
point d'cnqn'unts,' and on these three topics he enlarges wdth all

the freedom of an honest man and a good (dtizen. He tells the

monarch that he must arm himself against his own goodness, and
tliat he must consider and compare the condition of those who
])ay taxes and from whom taxes must be extracted with the con-

dition of those (he meant the courtiers) who profit by the liberality

of the sovereign. He then goes on to state that on economy de-

pends tlie prospexuty of the monarch’s reign, interior quiet and
exterior consideration, the happiness of the sovereign and of thr^

nation. I do not ask your majesty, says Turgot, to adopt my
piinciples without having examined and discussed them, either

personally or by delegation, but having once discovered the

justice and necessity of my view^s, I pray your majesty to main-

tain them with firmness, without being terrified by the clamours

that it is impossible to avoid whatever system may bo adopted.

The whole burden of the letter is the necessity of absolute eco-

nomy. ‘ II 71 y a qu un moyen, swe,' says the honest minister,

‘ c€8t de 7'eduire la depense au dessous la I'ecctte.'

From this letter from Compiegne, it will be seen that Turgot

was under no illusion whatever. He counted neither on the gra-

titude of the people or of the prince, but boldly enunciated the

truth. His views were not limited to a simple financial reform.

,

He went 4)eyond that point, and projected freedom of labour

within, and freedom of commerce without. He further projected

a political constitution providing alike against despotism and

anarchy ;
a system of education suitable to form men to their

rights and duties, and to make of them veritable citizens. A friend

NO. XXXVIII. K K
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to unity of power, Turgot was nevertheless no partisan of that sys-

tem of centralization which tends to deprive parishes, arrondisse-

meiits, and provinces, of the right to regulate tlieir own affairs.

Sucli were Ksonie of the general views of Turgot in entering the

ministry. It need scarcely he said that he wtis not precipitate in

wishing to carry them into immediate execution. He had learned

in the school of (loumay that deliberation is necessary in the

reform of abuses, that all luneliorations re([uire to he cai’efully

prepared, and that sudden agitations are dangerous. Nor had he

forgotten another recommendation of the philoso})her, that pru-

dence in the practice of the best things has its limits, and that it

• would be useless to seek it in theory, if the passage from specula-

tion to action should he dt^emed impassable.

With the exce])tion of the measure which rendcreid the trade in

corn free in the interior, Turgot, during the hist months of 1774,

and finring the whole course of 1775, united liis efforts to the

establishing of order in the hnanees, and to tJie introducing of

importiint ameliorations, hut of simple detail, in the economical

rSifime, It was at his suggestion that nii nrret ])assed in Sejjtem-

ber, 1774, by which all the absurd obstacles impeding the sale

and eireulation oi' com within tin; kingdom were done away
with.

This is not the occasion, and indeed we have not the space, to

(.‘liter into a history of the course taken by Turgot in ref(;reiice to

the ])arliaments. We must pass over this portion of the history

of a good and conscientious minister, and come to a eonsideration

of liis (!onduet in reference to the fermievH-tjeneraux. Before

liis time it had been the usage lor the laruiers-g(uieral, at each

renewal of tlioir lease of the taxes, to gratify, in other words, to

bribe the controleuy'-genrffal, or minister *of finance, with a pre-

stmt of :K)J,(I00 francs. This pot-dc-vin, to use the word then

iiud now' in vogue, was divided into six annuities of 50,000 livres

eatdi. Turgot not only refused to receive his portion of this scan-

dalous subsidy, hut further insisted that the whole of it should he
paid into the cause des paurres.

In the I’eign of Louis XV., and idso in the preceding reigns, it

likewise had been the custom for die farmers-general to pension
or, in more sinewy Saxon, to bribe certain seigneurs ami nobles

demies about the court, who paid hack the ItuTiiers in kind, by
favour accorded by the monarch to the improper solicitation of

courtiers and courtezans. In a letter to the farai^rs-general

Turgot directed that this shameless system of comiption should
for the fiiture cease.*

* yLettres .aux Fermiers-Generaax/ dated 14th September, 1774.— ‘Actes du
Mim8t2»re de Turgot, ’

p. 482.
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He also procured to be abolished a practice which, in the lan-

guage of financiers of that day, was called contraintes solidaires.

This was an arrangement by whicli the largest rate-payers of each
parish were rendered resp(uisible for the amount of the tmlle ap-

plottod to the community at large. The imprisonment and the

ruin of the largest rate-payers t>ften followed in cases in which the

whole rate was not (collected. The elocpient pen of a just and
cfpii table minister exposed the deplorable efiects of these iiiitpiitous

l)roce(‘diTigs, and the result was that the contramtes solidaires

were abolislied. In his Memoir to the king, Turgot calls it ‘ a

cniel, unjust, and ruinous law. Yet,’ he says, ‘I ought to admit, .

‘ to your majesty that this law, comprised in the general regulation
‘ on the tallies in 1000, is linked by that date to two names we are

‘accustomed to hless and to respect; fin* in 1000 Henry IV.

‘reigned, and the Duke of Sully administered the finances, iliit

‘ the disorder in the collection of the taxes was so extreme when
‘ this department was confided to tlie (Excellent Sully, that one can
almost excuse Jiim for having forgotten to take those precautions

‘ suggested alike by wisdom and humanity.’^

AnttHiodeiitly to Turgot’s ministry, the peasantry tbronghout
the kingdom were cx])osed personally to be called on, and were
rtajuired to furriisb their horses, tluur carts, for the service of

tlie eo)tro(S m'dlfarres. The Intendant of Limoges bad long
done HAVny with this gricwjince in bis intendancy, and now, as

]^Iinist(;r oJ’ Finance, suppressed the abuse all over the kingdom.
IVy tugbt or ttm arrets <la vonselU he also abolished various pri-

vileges called ‘ hanaliiff ties moulins et des fours
f'

‘ droits d'octroi

et dr marr.he.’ Some of these were privileges of grinding of corn

aiul baking of bread, wbieh raised the price of the loaf an eiglitli

above its rofil value. A (jonirnission wati issued for the purpose
of imiuiring into any titles by which these supposed j-igbts or

privilt^ges were gra,iit(‘d. The object Turgot bad in issuing this

commission was to arrive gradually at the purchase of these

privileges, and by the same means at the ])iii'ehase of all seigncurial

rights.

Tlie strange privilege granted to the JIdtel Dieu of Paris,

—

namely, the monopoly of selling meat during the season of Lent

—

was also revoked by the Contrdlenr-Geueral, Tlie pi’oduce of this

monopoly was reckoned at o0,0()0 livres. Various trades and
callings were also emaiKajiated from llie galling and burdensome
restrictions* long placed upon them. So late as 1775, only

certain ports in France had the privilege of carrying on a com-
merco with the French colonies in America. Turgot, by two

* ‘Memoire au Roi pour lui proposer I’abolition des Contramtes Solidaires^

3 Janvier 1773.’— ‘Actes dn 3Iinisti}re do Turgot, ’ pages 372 et 373.

K K 2
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arrets du conseily of December, 177o,- and of March, 1770,

extended these privileges to certain other ports, till such time as

he could abolish them altogether. He dedicated to the improve-

ment of roads and of internal navigation, all the funds wliich the

state of the finances permitted him to employ for that puii)ose.

Every one who remembers the old routes and chaimfes of France,

must recollect how badly they w'ere made and kept, and also how
unnecessarily wdde they were even for the most extended traffic.

During the ministerial career of Turgot, the l»rcadth of royal roads,

previously fixed at CO feet, was reduced to 12, an immense advan-

tage for the State, for it not only I'educed the cost of making and

re^pairing the roads, but also enriclied the kingdom by the addi-

tional quantity of land laid under tillage. Independently oi‘ this,

D’Alembert, the Abbe Bossut, and Condorcet, all three members
of the Academy of Sciences, were, under the title of Inspectors

General of Inland Navigation, appointed to study all prt)jects

tending to improve the .system. A great improvement was also

introduced into the public vehicles, and the general means of

transport, whether by land or by water. The minister cancelled

all the leases granted to public carriages, and the monopoly of

can7ing persons and goods i)asBed into the hands of the Slate

until such time as a better amingement could be made. Till tbe

period of wdiich we are speaking, there existed in the kingdom but

two diligences, those of Lyons and ef liillc, heavy imudiim^s,

which from their construction, d:c., could not exceed a speed—or

rather a slow'ness—of from ten to eleven leagues a day, or a

distance of from twenty-jive to twenty-seven English miles, which
any toleraiily fictive man could easily walk without fatigue. The;

messageries royalcs pjo^ided all the great roads wdth new’ car-

riages infinitely lighter and more commodious, and it w’us to these

carriages driven en poatc that the public gave the name of Tur-
gotines. The establishment of conveyances so favourable to the

public interests greatly annoyed the clergy. The proprietors of

the old carriages, says the Abbe Proyart, procured for travellers

the bles.sing of hearing mass on Sundays and holy days of

obligation. But the reform introduced into the mode of travelling

introduced a reform among the clniplains, and the travellers hy
Tnrqotines learned to go altogether without a mass like Turgot
himself.^ The Tnrgotines further provoked the following

epigram :

—

* MiniAtre ivre d’orgueil, traiichaiit du souveraiii,

Toi qui, sans t’emouvoir, fais tant de
Puigse ta poate abaurdo aUcr un ai grand train,

^ Qu’elle te mfene UtouH lea diablea.’

‘ LouIb XVI et sea vertua aux prises avec la perversity de son siksle.*
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AVe have not space in this place to enter into a comparison
l)etween the administration of Turitot and Terray. Such a com-
parison between the two ministers would require a separate

article, and fully as many pages as we can allot to Turgot him-
sell‘. We may, however, state, as one among a hundred instances

of his j)rocccdings, that Turgot annulled the lease of the powder
manufactory, ei-ected it into a royal undertaking, phu^od at its

head TiUvoisier, tlie greatest chemist of the day, and by that and
other means procured a revenue of from 800,000 to 900,000
livres a-year foi* tlie government. The jdace of banker of tlie

court was also suppressed.
, .

The good faith and punctuality ^vith which Turgot paid Ihe

])u1)lic creditor and the private pensions of the needy >vho bad
<Jone the state good service, cannot he too highly commended.
He displayed this regularity in public business, and this ze/il for

the public servi(^e, at a time Avhen he was suffering horribly from
tlie pains of gout wlii(di chained him to his bed.

When tlie Intendaiit of Jamoges mitered on power, he had no
personal enemies.* But as soon as it became known that be in-

tended to govern in tlie general interests of all, there arose on
every side a cloud of persevering, malignant, and potverfiil ojipo-

iieiits. Maurepas, tc whom he was indebted for a seat in the

ministry, and wlio saw that by his probity and intelligence he
would acipiire an ascendancy over the monarch, was the first to

cousjiirc for Turgot's ruin.

Wo have already stated the efforts made by Turgot to produce
a free trade iu graiu, and the enemies he made in consequence.

The coincideiK^e of a lamiiie with this measure of free trade in

corn, gave new force to tlie opjionents of tlie contrCleuT-cf^neml.

Til April, ITTf), disturbances arose at Dijon, in consequence of

the dearness of provisions. The revolt extended from Burgundy
to Bontoise, from Bontoise to Versailles, from Versailles to Boris.

There are not wanting strong reasons to believe that some of

'rurgot’s colleagues encouraged the revolt, and that it was actively

fomented by I.enoir and Sartines. Maurepas and others made light

of the affair; hut Turgot, aided by Malesherhes and the old Marechal

du Muy, obtained from Louis XVI. power to have the military

under his orders with a view to crush discontent. TVenty-five

thousand men under Marshal Biron were called out to drive the

flying lA^ib before them. This army remained encamped along

the Seine, the Marne, and the Aisne, with a view to allow supplies

of grain to arrive. But new disturbances having broken out at

Amiens, at Auxerre, and at Lille, a louder outcry was raised in

oppositign to Turgot, against whom no calumnies were too absurd

to utter. Pasquinades, caricatures, and epigrams were showered
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down both on Turgot and Biron, among which the following is by
no means the worst

:

«

‘ Biron tes glorieux travaux,

£n depit des cabales,

Te font passer pour un heros^

Sous les pilliers des holies.

De rue en rue, au petit trot,

Tu chasses la famine

:

G^n^ral digne de Turgot,

Tu n’es qu’un Jean Farine.*

But against small pamphle teers and bitter epigrammatists, the

able, ekxpient, and sarcastic pen of Voltaire vindicated Turgot, in

the piimphlet entitled, Diatribe d I'mtcur des Eidw'tmrides da
Citoyen.

As tlie period of the coronation of the monarch approached, the

hatred of the clergy against Turgot became more envenomed and
intense. The minister Avished, as an economist, that the crowning

of the king should take place in Paris; and, as a pliilosopher

—

indeed, as a Christian—asked, in conjunction with JV3 aleslierhes,

that the monarch should abstain from taking tflb oath to exteimi-

nnte heretics, and never to ptwdon duellists. But the French
bishops, who entertained greater horror of toleration than love ior

antiquated customs, did not cease to implore the monarch to per-

secute the protestants, and were highly indignant at the charitable

and (jhristiaii effort of Turgot. They elffirged the man—^probably

the most imbued with religious ideas of any man of his day—with

conspiring to overthrow religion, because he would not, so far as

in him lay, allow it to he made an instrument lor civil oppression.

After the coronation, wliieh took place at Kheims, 4 urgol ad-

dressed to the king a masterly memoir on the subject of ilie

3oronation oath, in wdiieh the question is treated with tlie greatest

elcaniesB of expression, and tJie utmost possible dialectical skill.

At a time wlien the Komish hierarchy and the court of Borne are

seeking to influence and overhear tlie consciences of moiiarcliH,

the reading of this memoir, or such part of it as remains—for un-

foitunately a portion is lost'—must he a subject of mental delec-

tation to every independent and tolerant mind. The minister

satislftctoiTly proves to the monarch, that as a Christian, as a just

mai^ he should leave to emdi of his subjects the liberty of follow-

ing and professing the religion which his conscience tells him is

true. As a prince, whetlier catholic or protestant, Tui’got proves

to demonstration, that his sovereign is independent of all ecclesi-

astical power.

From the manner in which the efforts of Turgot 'were received

t5y certaJn (dasses, and from the adversaries which his efforts at

refonn created, it was easy to see Biat he would not he allowed to
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remain long in power. The*sworn foe of all privileges; monopo-
lies, and institutions, which tend to distribute riches in an
artificial manner, tind >^liich intcrlered with the progress of freedom,
labour, and intelligence, he raised for lumself a host of enemies

;

and his memorable etlicts for the a])olition of the coi^ee—^for the

suppression of thejurandee—lor the free circulation of wines—and,
in a word, for every measure that could emancipate industr}^ and
labour, exasperated against him every monopolist, every seliisli

intriguer oj- pohtical adventurer who battened on tlie public

purse. It was in July, 17GO, that he submitted to the king a

Memoir, in wbi(di lie proposed the abolition of the corvee, the

duties levied in Paris on grain, flour, and the d^truction of many
offices conmu:ted wdth the halles, the quays, &c., to wliich it

not necessary more particularly to refer. We havo no means
of exactly knowing the impression produced on Turgot’s colleagues

by tiiis Memoir
;
but it may be inferred it was an unfavour-

able impression, from the obsen^ations of the keeper of the seals,

Miromenil,^- who talked of tlie privileges of tlie noblesse, &c.

To this, Turgot answered, that government, being for the advan-

tage of all, all ought to contribute to the necessary expenses, and
in this point of view tlx^ pecunhuy privileges and exemption of

tlie nobles appeiued to himunjust. Notwithstanding the observ-

ations of Miromenil, the king, on the Oth of February, approved
of tlie edicts prepared by»Turgot. But tliese edicts were as yet

unsaiictioiied by the pjirliameiil.. After a month of fruitless nego-

tiations, ill which tlie king liad to encounter remonstrances and
objt'ctions which induced him to say, ' 11 ny a que M. Turyot e.t

mol qui aimons Ic penjjle,' it was determined to bold a lit de

justice, I’lirgot projiosed to substitute for tlie corvee a territo-

rial contribution, w'liose maximum should not exceed ten millions.

But (lie Avocat-Chuieral Seguier vehemently opposed him, con-

tending that a system such as tliis would confound the noblesse,

the lirmest siipjiorl. of the tlirone, and the clergy, the sacred

ministi-y of the altar, with the people who had no riglit> to com-

plain of tlie eorree. It is suggested to your majc.'Sty, snid Seguiei*,

to extend and multiply commerce, by delivering it from fetters,

prohibitions, and restrictions. But these restrictions, fetters, and

proliiliitioiis, roally contribute to and create the security, the glory,

and the immensity of French commerce. The l^ikingtons, the

Hcnleys,^tbe Youngs, the Tyrrells, the Sibthoq^s, in England,

talked I’rom IHKi to 1852, like the Seguiers, in France, in 1770,

whilst tin; late Sir Eohert Peel, from 1840 till the period of his

lamented death, spoke and struggled as Turgot spoke, wrote, and

* * ObaervationR du Garde-des-Sceaux et Contre-Observations de Turgot but la

BuppreMiioTi de la Corvee.’
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Struggled, iVoin his early maiihoocl till his too early demise in

1781.

The last acts of this great and good minister, were to issue an

edict S'ur la lihre circulation des vim, to institute a permtuient

commission, for the purpose of inquiring into the ravages of pesti-

lential maladies on men and animals, and to forward the establish-

ment of a cause d'escompte, at four per cent. These last measures,

combined with his former acts, had raised a general indignation

against Turgot, in the classes tliat exercised an influence on public

affairs. It was not merely the clergy, the nobles, the magistracy,

^nd the higher classes, who were discontented. Warehousemen
and shopkeepers^eciiine clamorous, so soon as it appeared plain to

them that their apprentices, journeymen, and clerks would have a

fair start by the destruction of monopolies. It is to the credit of

Voltaire that the patriarch of Ferney, at tliis juncture, aflbrded to

the good and patriotic minister the* aid of his facile pen, and

branded the corvee in one of those bitter and bantering pamphlets

which he could write so well. If vre are to credit the memoirs of

the time, not merely Maurepas, his own colleague, intrigued

against Turgot, but Monsieur, tlie brother of the king, aftemards

Louis XVIII., who, it is said, published a pamplilet against him,

called Le Singe de M. de Maurepas. The following lines were

also attributed to the pen of Monsieur, lines whicl), married to a

popular air, were said or sung by the pitrties opposed to Turgot.

‘ Inonder I’Etat des brigands.

Multiplier lea mendians,
Des grands diminuer la eomme,
£t soulever les paysans,

Sent les r^sultats ei&ayans
Du syst^me de ce grand homroe.

* Ce ministre gros et gras

Et d’une epaisse encolurc,

Veut d^truire tons les etats.

Turlure.

M^mc la magistrature,

Kobin Turlure.
* Point de feodalitd,

Nous dit il dans ses brochures,

Mon cri e'est la liberty.

Turlure.

Hors le Boi tout est roture,

Bobin Turlure.
* 0 Boyaume infortund

Dans quelle mdsaventure,
Turgot t’a-t-il plongd,

Turlure,

Toi et la race future,
' Bobin Turlure.’

In April, 1766, Turgot perceived a very great coldness on the
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part of Louis XVJ.
; anti it was indirectly intimated to him, tliat

he would do well to resign. But the intrepid minister answered,
that he Avoiild await his dismissal, which he received on the 12th
May, 1770, in due form.

Turgot left the ministiy without any other regret than that

arising Irom being no longer able to be useful to his country or

to humanity. The exact and natural sciences, philosophy, and
literature, occupied his time in the too short interval which inter-

vened between his dismissal from office and his premature death,

at the early age of fifty-four. He employed the leisure of his

retreat in extending the circle of his knowledge in geometry, in
^

asti*onomy, in physics, in ehemistiy, and in geology. He spenf

nine]) of his time in the society of Bossut, D’Alembert, Condorcet,

Jjavoisier, Eouelle, and Bochon. He died of a severe fit of the

gout on the 2()th March, 1781.

A\’e have already sjioken of the intellectual activity of Turgot.

He Inid early apjilicHl himself to the study of the mathermitical

and natural sciences ; had discovered a comet in his early man-
hood, and had addressed to Buffon important observations on his

theory of the earth. The article ‘ Expansibility,’ in the gi‘eat

KiH'ifclojKedia

,

attests his knowledge in ])hysics. He studied

(diemistry under Bouelle, and geology with Desmarets. His
correspondence proves the lively interest he took in all the

seiiuiecH. In literntui’o, ho*was a great admirer of the ancient

classic authors, lie lias left a translation of the first hook of the

Georgies, and of some odes of Horace, which are not without

merit.

There have existed men, says Condorcet, wiio have exhibited

greater genius and more brilliant cpuilities than Turgot ; hut

tliere never lived a man wiiose wiiole oireer afforded a brighter

• example of an almost perfect human being. His strength and

purity of mind, his wisdom, prudence, and gentleness, joined to

liis happy natural gifts and qualities, presented a combination of

as much virtue and as little vice as falls to the lot of fallible

humanity.

Always occupied with noble and useful thoughts, it w^as Turgot

who, shortly after leaving the French cabinet, proposed to the

ministiy that, in case of war, the vessel of Captain Cook, who
WHS then proceeding on his third voyage of discovery round the

globe, shonJd, in the interests of science, be treated as a neutral

vessel, and her commander be allowed to pursue his voyage with-

out any act of hostility from the French flag.

In considering the career of Turgot as an economical writer,

intendant and minister, we must judge him, not by the light and
* See Soulavie M^moires Hiatoriques et Politiquea du R^gne de Louis XVI,
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science of tlie present day, but by the lis^bt of his owa time. It

should be remembered tliat, in our own eountiy, which has been

parlimnentaiw and commercial for ages, and in which freedom of

inquiry on certain subjects existed from remote times, that the

earliest economical works were those of Petty, the son of a clothier

in Hampshire, who studied in ' France and the Low Countries/

wdio gave instruction in anatomy and chemistry in Oxford, who
suhse(piently was created a Doctor of Physic, elected a Fellow of

Brazennose, and appointed to the Anatomical Professorship in

the University. But the Political AnaUmp of Ireland, the

Treatise on Taxes and Contrihutions, tlie l\)litical ArithvictiCf

‘and the Treatise on Money, though written between 1()5 aJ and

lOOl, and nearly a century before Turgot published anything, are

all very inferior works to those of the Frencli economist. Petty

was followed by IMun, a London merchant, who maintjiined, in

that our foreign trade was the rule of our treasure. Mim
also defended the East India trade from the charge of exhausting

tlie national wealth, and exhibited much pracjtical knowledge and
shrewdness ; but he cannot be stud to have enuneiated any very

great principles, or to have developed any vei’v gretit truths.

From the works of Davenant and Child, who published various

tracts on Finance and Trade between the period of the lievolution

of ltU)8 and 1700, Turgot may have gleaned several facts, and a

good deal ofpractical information—^forDaveiiantwas a com missioner
of excise, and ( 'liild wa.s a dii*ector and cljairmnn ol‘ the East
India Company—but he made these facts his own, hy extracting

from tliem, by induction, valuable principles—^|n’inciples whicli

he put foi’tli in his Tieflcxions mr la Forniaiion et la DistTihuthm
dcs liichesses, and others of liis works economical and adminis-

trative.

'i'urgot, therefore, reaped but little advautagi^ fhnn the eai'lier •

economists of tliis (joiintry. He, un([uestioiiably, derived much
more advant age from tl»e earlier economists of France. To Yauban,
Avho may he called the creator of modern statistics, who found
the empty iiaiiio of statistics existing before liirn, luit gave us the

I'eality, Turgot was unquestionably much indebted. It was Vauban
who hrst conceived the importance of statistic's to an administrn-

ti<yi, aud who suggested tlie orders wliieli w’cTe given hy the

minister to intendants of proTinccs in 1 tJ 8, to make a census

of the population, and to collect together in tlieir fjey.m‘aliie8 all

fac?ts and opinions which could forward the interests of commenre
and agriculture. I'liis simple imd necessaiy labour, of which the

government never once thought till it was suggested by Vauban,
the Marslial bad himself, as a private individual, long previously

undertaken. We speak not only of tlie Dnne Boyale, a most
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valuable work, clearing tbe way for Turgot, but of tlie other works
and memoirs of Vauban, which prove that no man in France was
better ac-qiiainted with the financial and economical state of the
kingdom. Fontenelle, in his eioge of Vauban, paints him as

interrogating men of all ranks, of all i)rofessions and classes, with
a cuj*iosity remarkable Ibr one in his high station. He would fish

out and learn the value and rent of lands, the different modes of
culture, tlic number of peasants employed on each fann, the nature

and quality of their diet, the rate of their wages, Sui. Alone of

his age and time, he divined that these details, apparently paltry

and insignificant, belong to the ^’and art of governing men.
Vauban was the first to ])roclaim : ‘ que h travail est le principe *

‘ de tnate richessc
;
que la liberte de I'industrie el du commerce esi

‘ un bleu, et que tontea les eHtrarca quon y apporte Honl wt grand
* These!* truths, afterwards elaborated and enlarged by
lloisguilbeil, and formed into a science by Turgot and Adam
Smith, were proclaimed in the English parliament by Pitt, Eden,
Loi'd Aucklau{l, Huskisson, Canning, Lord Wallace, and the best

of the Whigs, but more fully carried out into practice by a recent

<!onvcit, the late Sir llol)ert Peel, tliau hy any of liis pi’edecessors,

whelli(!r Whigs, Jladicals. or Tories.

The works of Poisguilbert—little known in France, scai*(!ely,

indeed not known at all in England—^wertj of infinite use to

Turgot in giving liim just ifotions and clearing the way for bis

doctrines. Boisguilbert, in the palmiest days of Louis XJV., Imd
the tH)urage to proebiim thl^ folly of war, and the absurdity of a

system of administration wbieli, in i>aralysing the efforts of agri-

culture and commerce, dried up the sources of the national wealth.

From the ample stores of Le J)elail de la France, the Factum de

la France, (lie I'raile des (irahis, and, above Jill from tlio Dw-
sertatlon snr len lilcltcHHCii, IArgent et les 7Vibvifs, Turgot derived

benefit, as be derived btaiefit from all he read and all lie learned.

But though Boisguilbert bad the initiative, for be was earlier in

the held, yet the iiicoutestible glory of jiartially and pra.cti(,*ally

freeing labour, and giving cominer(!c a certain freedom and liberty

belongs to Turgot.

It is no part of our duty in this ])laec to show the differences that

exist between Turgot in bis lleflcxions anrhi Formation et la Dis'^

tribution dee Hichesses and Adam Smith in liis Wealth of Nations.

Suffice it to^ay here, that the Frenclmian, whose work preceded

the Englishman’s liy nine years, is completely agreed with the

Phiglishman as to the principles which ought to guide and govern

agriculture and commerce, as to the division of labour, as to the

elements of price, as to specie, the distribution and employment
* ‘ Dime Royalc, par lo Mardchal de Vauban.* Edit. 1707.
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of capital, the interest of money, and as to the indispensable

necessity of giving to commerce full and unrestricted liberty.

That Turgot was a good and conscientious man cannot, we
think, be doubted. That he was a gi*eat statesman may be also

conceded, if greatness is to be estimated by large and sound
views, by immense acquirements, by a passion for the public

good, and zeal, amounting absolute devotion, in the cause of

humanity.

We have said that Turgot was no mean theologian. He had

read the Scriptures carefully and critically, and in his life con-

formed to the gi'cat canons of Holy Wnt. As an economist, tliis

knowledge of the Bible enabled him to deal in a masterly manner
with the question of the kings coronation oath, and also to refute

those arguments ignorantly drawn from the sacred volume as to

supposed unlawfulness of taking interest for the* loan of money.
One has only to read the t^Bth section of tlie Menwire sur h:H

Prets dArgent, under the licad, Exmnen et des argu^

ments quon tire de VEcritureconirela Ugitimiie dn pret d inifret

to he convinced that Turgot had read the inspired hook more
frequently than illiberjd and intolerant doctoj’s of the Sorhonne
in the highest places in the (iallican Church.

The Lettres Circidaires of Turgot aux Cures, when l»c was

Intendant of Limoges, evinced a patental interest for the people

intrusted to his charge— •

‘ Jai vu,’ (says he, in one of his letters to the parish priests,) ‘ avec

douleiir que dans qnelques paroisses le a sign6 seul, paroe que per-

sonne ne savait signer; cet exces d’ignorance dans le jxjiiple me
parait un grand mal, et j’exliorte MM. les cur6s a s’occuper des moyens
dc r^pandre un pen plus d'instruction dans les campagnes, et k me
proposer ceux qu’ils jugeront plus efficaces.’

Again, in his circulai' Anx Officers de Police, in a time of famiiit?,

he thus reasons -with the moh

—

' Que pretend le peuple dans son aveugle emportement 1 qu’on

oblige les marchands ^ vendre a bas prix ? qu’on les force a vendre 1

En ce cas qui voudi’a lui apporter du grain 1 Les pav6s des villes n’en

prodnisent pas ;
bientot, ^ la place de la cherts, ce sera la famine qu’on

eprouvera.’

In his Travaux relatifs la Disetic de 1770 et 1771, he enters

into tlie dilferent manners of preparing and dressing^rice, and the

best mode of procuring employment for women and children.

Tliese suggestions bear testimony not merely to the official and
prefectorial, but the fatherly interest with which Turgot regarded

the people committed to his charge. The memory of so good and
so great a man ought to blossom amidst a great and grateful
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people. The Freiicli arc certainly a great and, we believe, a
grateful people, and so long as parliamentary government flourished
tJie name of Turgot was not forgotten. But, since December,
1851, tlic French are without light or liberty; and captive, slum-
bering, and buried, nations forget tliemselves, forget their children,

forget tlioir past history, forgot their heroes, patriots, and greatest

men.
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Turkey is a semi-barbarous empire in the last stage of dissolution.

This the prophets of evil, who hope to realize their own predic-

tion, have declared with the utmost confidence, and in methods

the most diverse. Carefully, however, do they abstain from telling

the world that there is an alternative
;
and that in'their attempts

to realize that alternative, the supreme rulers of Turkey have

steadily pursued a system of social reforms which, at least, have

the merit of deserving success. History does not present a

more difiicult problem than that which the present Sultan and

hLs immediate predecessors have attempted to solve. That pro-

blem is nothing less than whether a Moslem feudalism may be

made to work m harmony with the most advanced Christian

civilization. Let the two extremes be carefully observed,—^the

depths whence Turkey was to be lifted, the heights to which
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Turkey was to be raised. As the measure of the depth, you may
take the Koran, while in the New Testament you may find the

line which will lead your eye to the ultimate height. In this

amazing elevation, two points specially arrest attention,—they are

social freedom and religious equality. Have the Sultans, it may
be asked, really attempted to bestow on their subjects these ines-

timable advantages? Yes, those advantages, the realizing of

which cost England so much blood, and so much treasure, in

struggles, which, beginning with John, liave ended only in the

reign of Victoria—two Sultans, one ofwhom still reigns, liave con-

scientiously and zealously striven to confer on their enijiire. The
‘

*’ annals of the w^orld present no instance in w'hich the sovereign

power has, with equal sincerity, of its own accord, undertaken so

wise, yet so perilous a task. Superficial writers represent the

Moslem reforms as the remoulding of the Turkish army after

the European fashion. In reality, they involve a revolution, and
a renewal of individual, social, and political life. Parallels to

this change you may find only in those great events which mark
the epochs in the progress of our own Christian civilization.

The great social vice of the Turkisli empire is not unlike that

against which our own country has had to contend for eight cen-

turies. The niling power comes from without. The Sukan is an
emblem of conquest in Turkey, much as William the Conqueror

was in our own land. The great difference is, that wluireas in

England the ruling caste gradually, though never completely,

melted away iuto the mass of the population, in Turkey it has

always remained distinct and separate, governing both by and for

itself. Hence the lordship of its feudalism was a univer.sally

localized despotism. Against that despotism, the Sultans at

length raised their powerful arm, and in consequence that des-

potism is now in a far advanced stage of dissolution. Tlie petty

tyranny of those whom we may, by allusion, describe as the

Turkish barons, found its chief support in the Koran. In this

particular, their despotism had a very great advantage over that

of English feudalism. In the latter, religion being common alike

to serf and suzerain, worked in favour of social ameliorations.

In the former, rel^on tended only to rivet the social chain; for

not only did the Etoran stand in broad hostility to the Bible, but
it also withstood all change as change, being a stereotyped infal-

libility for all knowledge, and all the applications of knowledge
—for the state, if we may so speak, no less than the church.

Yet, these two iron bands did the Sultans undertake to break

astftsdejr: The process began at the enii of the last century, under
' Sdim HI, who struck an effectual blow at Turkish feudalism,

as it existed in the hands of Here Bey, in Asia Minor. The real
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difficulty of this attempt was experienced by him when he
assailed it in Europe. There the great territorial possessions

were held by the feudal lords, designated Spahis, who lived at
ease and in luxury, by means of extortion practised on their

Christian serfs with all the rigour of irresponsible tyranny, and
all the insolence of unmitigated Islamisra. This dependence
Selim III. abolished. The Spahis, seeing their power escaping
from their hands, conspired against the Porte. The Porte had
recourse to military reforms ; the Jannisaries perished, a standing

army was established, and the sovereign power prevailed, espe-

cially in the hands of Mahmud II., the predecessor of the

present Sultan, Abdul Medshid From this time down to the^ *

year 1854, Constantinople has been the real centre of Turkey,

and Turkey has begun to assume the appearance of a state, and
aimed to deserve the name of an . empire. So great a social

revolution could not be perfected within a few years. The
Turkish aristocracy, though smitten, was not destroyed. Once
very powerful, it remained very discontented in its downfall.

In that discontent, what a rank soil for Russian intrigue

!

And with a diligence and unscrupulousness all their own,

—

and with a perfidy the most consummate, have Alexander
and Nicholas laboured thereon, and been allowed to reap an
abundant harvest. The success of tlieii* infamous intrigues

has been greatly promoted by the religious difficulty, which
the Porte also took in hand. In this effort the Sultans ex-

posed themselves to the risk of alienating Moslems without

conciliating Christians. Moslems of the severer schools wore
alienated. Christians of all kinds suspected, or even feared,

the hand whence they received favours in themselves invaluable.

How easy for Russia to work on both these parties,—rigid Mos-
lems and timid Christians ! And such working there was,

—

|)erformod, too, in a spirit and with an effect truly diabolical.

Broadcast over the land were the seeds of disaffection cast.

Every local sore was made sorer. Every nascent disturbance

was fostered. Every smouldering ember of insurrection was
fanned into a flame. Yet amidst hindrances from the Russian

influence, as well as from intemal disorganization, hinderances of

all kin<ls and of huge magnitude, has the Sublime Porte perse-

vered in its most laudable effort to bestow on its subjects s^ial

liberty and religious equality. The wishes and aims of Mahmud
II. far outstaipped his ability. Yet great was the good Ijp con-

Jferred oh Turkey' 'no'Ponly by diminishing the power of the

landed aristocracy, and weakening

but by repairing and extencGngtlie public r^s, by organizii^

a system of post-office operations, by originating establishments
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for printing, for sanitary purposes, for widows and orphans, and
specially by introducing schools in which the young were con-

ducted from the more elementary to the more advanced branches
of general knowledge.

I
The foundation-stone of all Turkish reforms was laid by Sultan

I Mahmud when he drew up the edict of Gulhane.

I

War, sickness, and death depriveTEim of the h6libuF6^ its plib-

^

i lication. That honour was reaped by his successor, Abdul^ Med-
shid, who issued the new constitution on the 3rd ofTTovei^er,

,
1839. As its head, and as its primary prihHpre,“ tEe

‘ great social doctrine, that all the subjects of the Ottoman empire

• ^are equal in the eyes of the law. Next comes a doctrine of

equal value, namely, that of reliffiimsjeQmilitv. The two united
^ amount to the grand fact,—thatin the constitutional law of Tur-

key, all persons, whatever their race, whatever their condition,

whatever their faith, are substantially on the same footing.

Regulations of inferior moment we need not describe, only let it

I
be said that they are conceived in the spirit of these two great

j
principles, and that they are fitted to enlarge the liberty and

I
lighten the burdens of the subject

The execution of this most wise and liberal decree has not been
achieved without inteiTuptions, hinderances, and drawbacks, even

in the Divan itself. Nevertheless, the progress of the reform has

been steady. Political liberty, religious equality, the lower and

the higher education, in fact, the ele/hents of a Christian civiliz-

ation, have made material advances in the midst of opposition,

so as now to justify the fullest hope of eventual success, if only

time and opportunity be afforded. In pursuance of the princi-

ples proclaimed in the Uatiisheriff of Gulhane, the Porte has put
forth a succession of laws and regulations which it collected and
published in another important constitutional act, termed the

tanzimat
It is true that, up to this time, the evidence of the Christian

has not been equivalent to that of a Moslem in civil cases
;
but

^ distinction of that sort has now disappeared. One of the

objects sought by our government, in pursuance of this general

scheme of improvement has been, that the distinction in this

respect, which had been dope away in criminal cases, might be
done away also in civil cases, and this is now accomplished. It

is true also, that the principle of the Koran which restricts the

bearing of arms under a Moslem sovereign to the ^irofessors of

that faith is felt, to a large extent, as a grievance, but even that

impediment is giving way. Englishmen, of all men, should

that the competing of such changes is often a work of

time. ^ ^
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The book by Mr. Warrington Smyth, placed at the head of

this article, is the production of a man who has lived with the
Turks, and with the races about them, and not merely looked at

them in passing; and his report bears throughout the impress of

knowledge and truthfulness. Speaking of the Mohammedans of

western Turkey, he says

:

‘ They not only occupy most of the government offices, and the

positionofcountry gentlemen,butbesides shopkeeping, exercise a variety

of trades. Armourers, boatmen, saddlers, porters, pipe-makers, &e.,

are iiiost commonly Turlcs, either of the old Asiatic stock, or a mixed
race of somewhat degenerate appearance. ^

‘ The lands are for the most part divided among the Moharnmedai^
spahecK, and from this cause a large portion of the Bosniacs and
other slaves lujve embraced the Musselman creed. The foregoing

pages have given instaiices oi' what I believe is the general state of

harmony between these landowners or titheholders and their Christian

peasantry. It has long been the systematic course of the enemies of

i\irkGy, not only to sow dissension, hut to persuade the rest of Europe
that a cruel o])pression is exercised toward the cultivators of the soil.

But whilst such sweeping assertions arc distinctly false, it will be
Jbund that where cases ol* injustice and wrong have occurred, they

are generally traceable to the irregular and vexatious imjjress levied

by certain governors. These occasions are becoming yearl}" more
unfrequent

;
some of the excesses have been stayed by enactments

of the government
;
others,* by the better feeling which has arisen

with the amelioration of the state of all classes.

‘A French author, no mean judge of the difficulties attending the

goveniment of so complicated a population, pays a handsome compli-

ment to* thef general fairness of Ottoman inile :
—

‘ Compm'h a tons les

auCrea peaples de la Turquie, il n'en est pas un seal qui, mis a la

place till Turc, saurait pcuUUre gouverner des nations si disparates

avec autant dejustice, d'impartialiie et de toUranee religieicse.'*

‘ Many of the details of the Tm'kish regime might he imitated with
advantage by nations who imagine themselves far higher in the scale.

Few readers are not aware of the liberty of the institutions which
allow every man a fair field of enterprise, and throw open the highest

honours to the humblest aspirants
;
but we have not yet appreciated

the simplicity of organization, the rapidity of' executive administration,

and the facility of resources which contrast favourably with the

cumbrous movements of goyernment* fettered by ‘red tape,’ and
hampered by formalities. Too true it is, that with this simplicity is

coupled a fearful amount of corruption; but if it is no apology to point

to similar t^ils, equally infecting certain of their powerful neighbours,

there is something to be said lor the particular circumstances of the

* ‘ In comparison with the other peoples of Turkey, there is perhaps not one
which in the position of the Turj^s would have known how to govern such different

nations, with so much justice, impartiality, and religious toleration.’

—

Ami
La Turquie de VEurope, Paris. 1840,

NO. XXXVIII.^ L L
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'oomitry. Until tlie appointmeHtg are made in a better maimer at

bead quarters, eveay offitaal feels that he has to look forward to

—

mt
what he deserves, hut u'hat he can get. The consequence is clear

;
he

commences a system of extortion to indemnify himself in case of soon
losing his' post, and one sin begets another. Let matters be so

regulated from the ministry downward, that a man in the public

employ may trust to obtain the fair reward of his merit, and the
corruptness of the place-holders will rapidly, diminish

;
advancing

education will lend its aid to the natural good feeling of the Turk,
which is only observed in the officials by a concurrence of temptations.*

—pp. 276—278.

The value of the reformatory efforts, to which Mi*. Smyth

I
refers, can be estimated only when the mixed character of the

j
Ottoman population is taken into account. Our details must be

I

limited to the religious diversities of the thirty-five millions of

;

souls which compose the total of the subjects of the Porte.

I Above twenty millions are Mohammedans : of these twenty
' nearly four millions dwell in Europe, a similar number are in

Africa, the rest inhabit Asia. Belonging to various Christian

confessions are above fourteen millions, ot whom about one mil-

lion are Eoman Catholics, and two millions and a half Arme-
nians, to say nothing of other less considerable sects. Next
to the Mohammedans in consequence stand the members of the

Greek Church; but the Mohammedans are to the members
of that church as nearly two to ona It should be remem-
bered, too, that the Greeks by nation, who are members of the

Greek Church, and now included in the Turkish empire, do
not constitute a thirtieth part of the population of that

I
empire. Mr. Smjrth estimates them at one million (p. 275). Bo

I
much for the knowledge and sagacity of the politicians who have

i called for the setting up a Greek empire in the place of the

Turkish ! Tlie Christian sects are distnbuted over the empire

very unequally. Abounding in Wallachia, Bulgaria, Servia,

Bosnia, and generally in European Turkey, where they form
three-fourths of the population, they fall in Asia to one-fifth of

the subjects of the S^tan, and scarcely have any existence at all

in his African possessions.

With these facts before us we need not be surprised that

I^amism is the established religion. If any religion is to take

precedence in the favour of the stiate, it is likely, we suppose, to be

the religion professed by the greatest nurhber. Ail other religions

are hot only tolerated, but regarded by the law witH impartiality.

When the Mussulmans established tbemselves in the vast

j^provinces which now form their empire, they found there only

the Greek church, for Catholicism had but a feeble existence in
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those regions. The very .day they took Constantinople, the

^ Gre^_j^niuni^,

I
Christian siibjecta If the MohainmSans^fe^two to one, every

I
third person is a Christian. In some parts of the empire the

I
bulk of the population is Christian. The Established Church,

|

I
then, has a rival everywhere ; and in provinces, not few, nor un- i

I important, that rival is its superior as to the number of its »

adherents. Yet is the Moslem church tolerant. Not fifty years

ago even England could not present a parallel to this. How
i long is it since the Test and Corporation Acts were abolished ?

Who, of mature years, remembers not the vehemence with which ^
English catholics knocked at the door of the constitution? And
with what a Draconian code did English protestantism endeavour

to extirpate Irish Catholicism ! Yes, if we would do justice to

^
Ottoman tolerance we must compare it with protestant in-

tolerance in Ireland. In Ireland we saw alienation of belief,
j

predominance of numbers, foreign sympathies—do the traducers
;

of Turkey remember how we dealt with danger in these forms ?

Only as yesterday have we become as liberal as the Turk is to-

day. Some among us there are, nevertheless—great liberals too

—

who a^e blind enough to work to their utmost for the ruin of a
land in which religious freedom has grown more rapidly than,

it has ever grown, in the face of so many difficulties, in ancientj

or. ic ^ ^—
|

mentioned. Besides these authorities there are four archbishops,"^

namely, of Cyprus, Litidsha, Scarpatho, and Mazzovo, who are

independent of the patriarch of Constantinople. The Armenian
church is under the government of four patriarchs, the highest

in authority at Constantinople, the rest at Sis, Achtamar, and
Jerusalem. Under the first, there are fifty bishops; under the

second, thirteen
;
under the third, seven ; and seven imder the

fourth. Another branch of Armenian Christians belong to the

Catholic church ; they, too, are represented at the Porte by a
patriarch resident at Constantinople, who governs the Syrian and
Nestorian Christians, divided into two-and-twenty dioceses. The
Koman Catholic church is in the same manner represented and
governed by one patriarch in the capital, under whom are three

archbishops, three metropolitans, three pontiffs, four bishops, and
fourteen priests. Those who^ are called ‘ the Latin Rajahs,' that

is, all foreign Catholics, by birth Greeks, Poles, Hungarians,

Italians, Germans, &;c., who have become Ottoman subjects, have

each their own officers for the supervision of their worldly affairs.

The protestants, also, since their recognition in 1850, are in

possession of a representative of their own. To make our state-

ment complete, we add that the Jews, of whom there are about
L L 2
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3 70,000, have in Constantinople a high priest, under whom are

seven areh-rnl^l'‘^o or*rl +rvi'» vwol lua^waxtu ikU

—

fwv
w/taf 1m deaerves, tmt what he cm get. The consequence is clear

;
he

commences a system of extortion to indemnify liiniself in case of soon
losing his' post, and one sin begets another. Let matters I>e so
regulated from the ministry downward, that a man in the puldic
employ may trust to obtain the fair reward of his merit, and the
corruptness of the place-holders will rapidly diminish

;
advancing

education will lend its aid to the natural good feeling of the Turk,
which is only observed in the officials by a concurrence of temptations/—pp. 276—278.

The value of the reformatory efforts, to which Mr. Smyth
refers, can be estimated only when the mixed character of the
Ottoman population is taken into account Our details must be
limited to the religious diversities of the thirty-five millions of
souls which compose the total of the subjects of the Porte.

Above twenty millions are Mohammedans : of these twenty
nearly four millions dwell in Europe, a similar number are in

Africa, tbe rest inhabit Asia. Belonging to various Christian

confessions ai'e above fourteen millioDS, of whom about one mil-

lion are Koman Catholics, and two millions and a half Arrae-

Ipians, to say nothing of other less considerable sects. Next
k the Mohammedans in consequence stand the members of the

preek Church; but the Mqhamp9jedi!,us to ihemiembers

the amount of this liberality yet brought into full re-

* T)ie following exta:act is from a correspondent of the Christian TimeSf hearing

the date of the 25th of January last:*— ^ The sprea^l of Bible truth has been such

in Turkey for the last twenty years, that it is impossible for me to believe that

God is now alwut to give his work up to the destroyer. A distinguished Christian

traveller from England, recently put tlie question to the American missionaries

here, whether the statement made by Mr, Layard in Parliament, that there are

more than Ihrty towns and villages in Turkey in winch are Protestant congrega-

tions, is strictly true ? This led to the writing down of a list of names of places,

and theoheering fact was established, that in iha.n t-nwriH
yUliSig^ hi.

this enmire, there ai'e Protestant assemblies for Bivine worship on every Lord’s-

day ! The largest of these congregations is that at Aintab, about three days N.E.
frpm AleppOf where t^re^ ygore than TijA Bgamataii^g. And liesides these, who
totwbpenly a^i^^eTlEHemselves as Protesronts, risking all the consequences, there

are known to be thousands among the Armenians, in the capital and throughout

the interior of Turkey, who ore retdly Protestant in sentiment, though not yet

aufiioiently moved by religious Ifrutli to impel them, to take au open stand for the

Gospel before the world. Now, may we not reasonably hope that all this prepara-

tion is to be followed by a glorious completion ? Twenty-five years ago, not a

single Protestant could be found among all the natives of this /.land, and Pro-

testantism was either wholly unknown, or, where known at all, it was considered

as synonymous with infidelity and Atheism. And, alas ! the careless and worldly

lives of most of the few foreign Protestants resident here at that time, gave too

strong a confiiinatioB to this original Jesuit calumny. In this respect, ^o, there

has been a very pleasing change, and we have now serious-minded Christians living

here, from England and Amenca, and from various parts of the Continent, letting
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lief. Consider the peculiar position of the Porte in regard to its

Christian subjects. If the Mohammedans are two to one, every
third person is a Christiai In some parts of the empire the

bulk of the population is Chiistian. The Established Church,
then, has a rival everywhere ; and in provinces, not few, nor un-
important, that rival is its superior as to the number of its

adherents. Yet is the Moslem church tolerant. Not fifty years

ago even England could not ipresent a parallel to this. How
long is it since the Test and Uorporation Acts were abolished ?

Who, of mature years, remembers not the vehemence with which
English catholics knocked at the door of the constitution ? And'
with what a Draconian code did English protestantism endeavour
to extirpate Irish Catholicism ! Yes, if we would do justice to

Ottoman tolerance we must compare it with protestant in-

tolerance in Ireland. In Ireland we saw alienation of belief,

predominance of numbers, foreign sympathies—do the traducers

of Tiirkey remember how we dealt with danger in these forms ?

Only as yesterday have we become as liberal as the Turk is to-

day. Some among us there are, nevertheless—^great liberals too

—

who are blind enough to work to their utmost for the ruin of a
land in which religious freedom has grown more rapidly than
it has ever grown, in the face of so many difficulties, in ancient

or in modem times. •

tlieir light shine on all around. Just look, for a moment, at the following com-
pnrative statistics ;

—

Number of Protestant clergymen labouring in Constantinople and
its suburbs in 1830 ... 0

Ditto ditto
. ^ • „

• • • ' ‘

Num})er of Pr^esUint sermons preach^ on'^eveiY'KinSba^
difterent languages, in ditto 1830

Ditto ditto

Number of Protestant schools in ditto .18^0
Ditto ditto 1854 ... 14 ^

You will understand that these statistics refer to Constantinople it^ imme-
diate environs alone. In the whole Turkish empire (including Constantinople)

there are, at the present tune, not fewer than sixty-five Pr9teBtant we^chers t

And I have another pleasing and'fll88l ehooUiU^ng ra state, wmcIiisT^hiSt

although among these there are representativeB of several different branches of the.

Protestant Church, yet, so far as I know, without, at present, a single exception,

they are all labouring liarmoniously for one and tlie same great object. For
example, at the metropolis from which I now write, among the nineteen clergymen
mentiimed, there are Episcppalians, Presbyterians, Cougregationalists, and
Lutherans, and one Waldeusian, and yet but one spirit seems to pervade them all

;

and they ofteli come together for prayer and conference, in regard to the great

work in which they are engaged.’

We should add to this statement, that a Protestant library was opened, not long

sinoe, in Constantinople, where, in the course of the ^ jY
different languages, were sold, besides a large number 6f Protestant publications.

In Russia, the Bible Society is suppressed, and along with it all freedom of publi-

cation, and of speecli. Since this note went to press. Lord Shaftesbury has added
to his many good deeds by throwing further light on this subject.
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The comparison drawn between Irish Catholicism and the

Greek churdi believers in Turkey has yet another point of

resemblance. If Ireland once belon^d to the Irish, European
Tiarkey once beloi^d to these Greek-ehiarch Christians. Deep
as may have been the feeling of the Irish Komanist as he re-

membered that church property in Ireland belonged of right to

his communion, not less deep is the thought in the mind of the

Greek churchman that Constantinople, with all its^high historical

associations, and all its ever verdant l^eauty, was once the capital

of the Christian world, and ought again to be the capital of the

"‘^nstem church. The feeling is shared even by the humblest
members of the Greek communion. A popular song, after repre-

senting the Virgin Mary as standing near the principal mosque,
once a Christian cathedral, in Constantinople, and there bitterly

bewailing her lost seat and her lost supremacy, offers her at the

end consolatory words, which may be rendered thus

:

<‘Mary, gracious mother of God,
Mouru not, weep not, thy lost throne

;

Time flies fast, time quickly comes,
VV^hen thou once more shalt have thine own.

”

By what rare exception is it that the Ottoman policy has not

sought guarantees against* the effects, of such recollections and
such desires, by imitating the dragonades of Louis XIV.; or the

deeds which stamped the epithet of ‘ bloody' on the name of one
of our English sovereigns; or by pursuing such a policy as drove
from our shores the founders of American independence, and
which, at this very hour, is perpetuating alienation^ and distrust

between two-thirds of the people of Europe and their rulers ?

Another comparison must be sketched. How, in respect of

toleration, does the Sultan appear when placed by the side of the

Czar ? Genealogically speaking, the Russian church is a member
of the Greek church. As such, its head ought to be dependent
on the Greek patriarch of Constantinople. In fact, however, the

Russian church owns no superior but “ the Emperor of all the

Russiae.” As governing the stat^, Nicholas governs also the

church* In the one, as in the other, his power is supreme, lus

will is law. And the union of the highest civil and ecclesias-

tical functions in one man, causes the Czar to be regarded and
hflnoured as a prcmena divns, a sort of god on earth—^ke repre-

sentative, if not the incarnation, of deity. Certainly, in every

house, in Bussia,^ whether it be a princely hall, or a shopkeeper's

or a boor's solitary and wretched cabin, you may see

aloagode tbe images of the saints, who are worshipjped as the

household gods, a picture of that hard, dry, emotionless, and
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contracted visage—the countenance of the Czar Nicholas
;
and the

veneration paid to that picture, differs from that paid to those

images, only by lines too faint to be appreciated except by the

hair-splitting theology of Rome.
The ecclesiastical supremacy of the czars is due to the same

mind which laid the foundation of their civil aggrandizement.

'In 1721, Peter the Great declared himself the head of the Greek
church in Russia, supplanting the power of the Patriarch of

Constantinople by his own, which he graciously condescended to

support by a sacred s3mod, the members of which he himself

nominated. Accordingly, Nicholas, in virtu© of the divine right -

of legitimacy, is the very focus of orthodox''* light in Russia.

The church is liamcssed to the car of the state, and the emperor
is the charioteer. p]ven in knotty points of controversial divinity,

the last appeal lies with the czar. That which he declares

to be true, is true
;
and an object on wliich he has pronounced

the epithet holy, by the very act becomes sacred. Take an
instance, which we give the rather because we wish to ask our

Russia sympathizers, by how many degrees the religion of the

Czar is better than the religion of the Sultan. The instance is

found in a few words cited from a proclamation issued by the

father of the reigning despot, Paul I., who, in the year 17^,
addressed the “ Sacred Sypod" in these words :

—

‘ Wo Paul, &o. &c., after by a special investigation, we had convinced

ourselves, that in tlio monastery of Spasso Sumorin, wonder-working
hones belonging to the very venerable Peodosius, had been discovered,

wliich wonder-working bones were distinguished by healing the

diseas(;s oi' all who, with full faith, had recourse to their aid, we saw
reason to consider tlie discovery of those sacred bones as an unques-

tionable sign that the Lord looked down on our reign with favour.

In consequence we raise our ardent prayers and our thanks to the

Supreme Ruler, and authorize our very holy synod to make known
this hajipy discovery throughout our dominions, according to the

usages wiiicli the holy church and the holy lathers prescribe.

‘ Given at St. Petersburg on the 28th of September, 1798. ’f

* When the present emperor appealed to the ignorant fanaticism of his serfs, hy
declaring that, in attacking Turkey, he made war on behalf of ‘ the ortho<lox

religion,’ he, according to the well-known use of tliat plirase in his own dominions,

meant and (lesignated the Greek Church in Russia.

t It is to be hoped that the investigation was very searching. Else, a mistake

may have been made not unlike that happily found out in a case related by Mar-

mier, in his Lettres mi la BvMie, vol. iv. p. 39, that on a discoveiy made in

Nofgorod of wonder-working bon«B of extraordinary efficacy, infownation was sent

to the czar, with a request t^t the departed might be canonized. Closer inquiii^

were instituted
;
wlien, alas ! it appeared that he to whom the bones liad belonged

was no saint at all, but liad lived a very dissipated life. Thereupon, the emperor
deposed the archbishop, who had desired the canonization

;
and then, as a czar

might be expected to do, banished the peccant bones to Siberia /
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The imlimited jDOwer of the Russian sceptre is employed solely

for political ends. As a political instrument the Greek church

is protected, controlled, and, when necessary, eased of any super-

fluous wealth. Dissidents are, at the best, regarded with aver-

sion, treated with harshness, and it is well if something much
worse does not befall them. The unfortunate Poles have grievously

suffered at the hands of the ‘ orthodox' rulers of Russia. The
persecutions of the united Greeks of Poland began immediately

after the first partition, and were resumed with extreme bitter-

ness on the triumph of the Russian arms in 1881. Polish autho-

^ijties give the number of lliese religionists as 3,160,000. The
czar Paul I. appointed a commisSbn whose business was the

conversion of the united Greeks, though their deviation from the

emperor’s creed was scarcely more than nominal. The mis-

sionaries were accompanied by soldiers. When the former had
spoken in vain, the latter employed the eloquence of their

resources. Converts multiplied, and many a Te Deum was
offered to the Most High, in acknowdedgment of the success of

the operations. In 1830, three bishops, Siemansko, Luszezguski,

and Zubko, applied their efforts to the same detestable purpose.

They began with persuasion and cajolery; the work proceeding

but slowly, they tried the eflect of promises and threats; then

they pleaded their cause by means of presents, and finally brandy

was made an agent of their propaganaism. Yet, strange to say,

recusancy had it nearly all its own way. What remained but
force? Accordingly—we cite the words of an official document,

a kind of reply to a ukase issued 2nd December, 1835, command-
ing instant adhesion to the czar's chmrch—Hhen the officers ceased

‘to work by deception, and took to violence; they seized us by
‘ the hair of our heads, and beat us till they made the blood run.

‘ Then some of us were haled to prison, and others hurried off

‘ to the city of Lepel. When the commissioners saw that they
‘ could not convert us, they forbad us to celebrate any of our
‘religious rites.' This spirit of manly fortitude, however, was
the portion of only a minority; two millions of souls were thus

driven into the loving embrace of the emperor Alexander, then
the head of the Russo-Greek church.

'Yet more melancholy ai’e the details given by the abbess

Makrena Mieczyslawska, of the persecutions she underwent.

She was the superior of a nunnery in the city of Minsk. Com-
manded by Bishop Siemansko, already mentioned, to enter with

h^ sisters the ‘ orthodox' church, she* refused. Thereupon she

•'and the other nuns were violently torn from the convent, and
taken first to Witepsk and then to Polozk. There they were
handed over to the mercies of a Greek nun, by name Czemis, by
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whom they were igriominiously treated. Having been fettered,

they were compelled to discharge the lowest offices. Nay, they
were made to do work which only men could safely perform

;

they laboured in the quarry, they dug out lime and sand, they
conveyed the materials in wheelbarrows. Their dwelling was a
humid stable, their bed a little straw, fire they had not. So bad
and insufficient was their food, that they must have perished but
for charity. Twice a week they were scourged. Siemansko
made his appearance several times, in order to bring them over

to his views; he failed. After a martyrdom of seven years,

there were alive, of fifty-^ht nun.s, only nineteen; of whom-
seven were quite cripples, dpit blind, and the remaining four in

a sickly condition. Tliese four effected their escape amid many
dangers, and sought refuge in Rome, under the wings of the

pope. Thus does one Christian flee from the violent hands of

another; thus does a Greek creed, deeply dyed, pervSecute the

adherents of another Greek creed, somewhat lighter in hue, at

the very hour when Islamism disowns the intolerance of which
it has grown ashamed, and admits men of all creeds to equal

rights with its own professors.

The Catliolic church of Poland has suffered less, though its

condition is truly lamentable. Its relation to the Russian

Establishment may be illustrated, if we mention the substance

of a number of ukases bearing thereupon. The most impor-

tant are the following An ordinance of December 29, 1819, by
which several foregoing ukases were confirmed with augmented
rigour

;
one of the 8th October, 1839, prohibiting the employ-

ment of chaplains in private abodes
;
one of the 10th of June,

1830, and another of the 11th July, 1836, forbidding the Catholic

clergy to have in their service members of the state church
;
one

issued in 1831, and another in the year 1832, restricting the

liberty of the Catholic priests as to travelling in the country, and
requiring them not to quit their homes without permission ; one

of the 31st December, 1839, prescribing to Catholic priests the

kind of confessions they were to hear, and the number of

masses they were to celebrate
;
one of the 16th January, 1840,

addressed to the Catholic College, commanding its authorities

to regard the United Greeks no longer as belonging to the

Catholic communion, but as members of ‘ the Orthodox

Church ;
flgain, one of the 21st March, 1840, respecting per-

sons who are termed ‘ apostates,* that is, such as would not re-

nounce the United Greek church in which they were born—and
directing that they were to be regarded as persons of unsound

mind, and as such to be placed in wardship, from a share in

which their nearest relatives were expressly excluded.
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From this glance at the tender mercies of Russia in dealing with

conscientious religionists elsewhere, we can readily imagine what
her course would be, with Constantinople as her centre, towards

Mohammedans and Catholics, and above all towards Protestants

and Liberals. But we may now look for a moment to the sort of

Christianity which is involved in this question, and towards which

we are called upon to exercise such tender and brotherly solici-

tude. The history of this quarrel, in so far as it has respect

to the ‘ Holy Places/ will throw some light on this point.

The ‘ Holy Places' are found in and near the city of Jerusa-
^ lem. Under what aspect, then, do^ Christianity appear before

the eyes of the Moslem ? Tliither IPallows Christians of all de-

nominations to resort, and there, near tlie spots which are hallowed
in the memory of every true believer, and whose sanctity ought
to quell every angry passion in the minds of those who visit

them, one might expect that the religion of those devotees would
appear before the eyes of unbelievers in its own mild, liberal,

and attractive form. But what is the fact ? All travellers unite

in describing the scenes which are enacted in those ‘ Holy
Places’ in Easter week, as a scandal to religion, and an offence to

morality. Take the evidence of Dr. Olin, who visited Jemsalem
in 1840.* Speaking of the services of the Catholics in the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre, which represent, in scenic style, the

crucifixion of Christ, that pious and learned divine remarks

—

‘ Many of those who assisted at the pageant appeared, as I was
told, to be deejdy affected; the mass of spectators, howt‘ver, and
many of the monks, evidently regarded it an idle and trivial affair,

while a rabble, always attendant on such exhibitions, indulged in all

kinds’ of disorder, and friMjnently compelled the Turkish j)oliee,

who were stationed in different parts of the church, to interfere

with heavy blow's for the preseiwation of order. The Musselraen
look npon these scenes with undisguised and bitter contempt, and
evidently use their batons with hearty good-will. The resurrection

was celebrated by the (ireeks
;

the Armenians, Copts, and native

Clu’istians take paii; in the services. The Greek ecclesiastics sire

alwaya less solemn and decent in the perforaiance of their fiinctioiis

than the Catholics, and on the present occasion they were guilty of
pra<;tising upon the ignorant multitude a gross and palpable fraud,

which it was not easy to witness without an entire loss of all respect

and confidence. I \vas present during a part of this mortifying
exhibition. The pretension is that fire is miraculously kindled within
the holy sepulchre. The high ecclesiastics of this sect, I believe,

a£beE some religious exercises in the chapel, entered into the sepulchre,

* ‘Travels in Egypt, Ajcabia Petraea, and the Holy Land.’ By the Eev. S.

Olih, B,B. Preaidtot of the Wesleyan University, (United States.) 2 vols. Svo*
Kew York. 1843.
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tliQ whole hocly of the church being crowded with pilgi’ims and less

interested spectators, and those about the sepulchre provided \vith

torches, wax candles, and tapers. All eyes were intensely fixed upon the
se])ul(dire, vvdien, after a brief delay, a brilliant light appeared, and was
raised to a small aperture in the western wall

;
this produced a strong

sensation in the nndtitude, who rushed forward with frantic eagerness

to light their torches by the celestial flame. The confusion and
tumult that ensued are indescribable, and the Turkish police were on
the alert to restore order by the usual expedient of beating the people

over the head and shoulders with fists and clubs. Such are the means
employiid by bisho])s and archbishops, the professed successors of the

Apostles, to promote ]jieiy and inspire devotion among the people..

Such dishonour is poured upoJJlifehe adorable Saviour in the house of

his fi-iends—on the very spot where, according to their tradition and
assured l)t‘licf, ‘ he was delivered for our oflences, and rose again for

our justilieatiou.’ (vol. ii. pp. 109-10.) ‘The worst |)art of the

affair,’ remarlcs another and a highly leiunicd traveller,* ‘ is not the

nianif(.‘st fraud ])raetised in the pretended miraede of the five, but the

geruTal dissoluteness which this nightly ceremony veils, and which
borders on ihat of the heathen orgies. Greek piiests forget them-
selves even to descend to sympathy with Turkish dervishes, setting

morality and modesty alike at defiance. One day Ibrahim Pasha, as

master of Syria, ]dayed in this fire prodigy the part wliich Napoleon
Buonaparte ])layt‘d at Najdes. In Naples the blood of St. Januarius

was unwilling to become li(|u^d
;
thereon arose great exeitement among

the people. Jhionapai’te (commanded that the blood should become
liquid. Liquid it becatne ! In the siune way did Ibrahim act with
the dilatory tire, wliile he sat looldng down from the gallery on tlio

ceremonies of the Greeks.’ (vol. ii. 45, 4-0.)

From a still more recent traveller,f who has given a full

account of these deplorable scenes, we gather an additional fact

or two,

‘ The l^asha’s interference nearly cost him his life, such was the

frightful faniiticism of which the priests made it the occasion. The
whole ceremony is, as mny be supposed, au object of derision with the

Mohammedans. Such scenes are not at all uncommon in the holy

eit}^. Very often does there arise a conflict between Latin.s and Greeks

respecting the employment of an altar. The sacred ceremonies often

cud with clubs, and even arais
;
and, not long since, two men were

severely wounded in a quarrel in the church of the Holy Sepulchre,

Yet these public olfences are not the worst. Worse than they are the

divine seiwiciis in the dark, at the festival of the commmucatioii of the

sacred light as au image of the gift of the Holy Ghost. Then the

entire chm’ch lies, from evening to midnight, in the thickest darkness

* Constantin Tiscliendorf, ‘B»eise in den Orient.’ 1846.

t ‘Reisebilder aas deni Morgenlande.’ Von Dr. T. Dietrici. 2 vols. 12mo.
Loudon : Nutt. 1853.
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—the veil of silence must remain over the gross and sensual multitude

—it suffices to state that the superstition of the Greeks openly pro-

claims in Jerusalem that a man whose birth stands connected with the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre is endowed with altogether special

ability.’—vul. ii. pp. 193-1.

It may be thought that there is little connexion between these

disgraceful proceedings in Jerusalem and the mother churches

in the great capitals of the Greek worship. On the contrary,

the last authority infonns us, ‘ The fire kindled by the holy lie

‘ is widely propagated
;
many in their zeal carry the sacred

- flame as far as (.Constantinople, and it is said in Jerusalem that
‘ in St. Petersburgh a lamp, kindled from the sacred flame, is kept
‘ continually burning.’ (p. 194.) These facts can give but a veiy

imperfect notion of the bitter and inveterate hatred with which
the adherents of the two great churches of Christendom meet and
contend with each other near the grand mosque of Jerusalom, once

the temple of Jehovah, now one of the most sacred spots of the

Ottoman empire. The source of those scandalous quanels is

sacerdotal rivalry, the object of them certain places and certain

privileges, in regard to wliich, from time immemorial, the Greek
tries to gain an advantage over the Latin, and the Latin over the

Greek. Between the two ecclesiastical belligerents, the Porte acts

the part of police-officer. But shameful as are these feelings, and
the uproar and fightings which proceed from them, the quarrel

is espoused by European powers, who, on tlieir j)art, prompted
severally by their priesthoods, employ all their resources to out-

wit and go beyond each other. Thus, a petty and despicable

squabble between two knots of low sectaries in Palestine may
set the world in a blaze. In the contest and complications which
have hence repeatedly arisen, the attitude of the sultan has

been one of dignity compared with the position of the Latin king

or Greek czar.

Specially creditable is the attitude held by the sultan in the

presemt dispute. Not by any endeavour after self-aggrandize-

ment, not by the invasion of the prerogatives of any other nxler,

not by oppression, insult or treachery has Abdul Medshid been
brought into trouble, and his dominions invaded, and thousands

of his unoffending subjects slain. ^His sole fault is found in

the misfortune of his being placed in such a position as to have

to do his best towards keeping the peace between two brawling

factions. In that laudable eflPort he is innocent of partiality.

Tolerant he has been, and his aim has been to make the two

-Combatants tolerant like himself. This dignified impartiality is

the sole cause of the sultan's present diflSculty. We repeat it

—

and we wish it to be repeated everywhere, the sultan s sole
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crime is liis tolerance ; a Moslem emperor is menaced with de-

struction by a (so-called) Christian emperor, because of his solici-

tude to uphold religious toleration and religious decency.

The facts of the case are these. The Emperor of France and the

Emperor of Russia pretend to certain protectoral rights over their

respective communions as far as they exist in the territories of the

sultan. Very anxious to conciliate the priesthood and the Camarilla

of Rome, Louis Napoleon, when he liad set his heart on an im-
peria;! throne, persuaded the sultan to show some favour to the

Latin or Romish Christians in Syria. But favour to the Latins

was disfavour to the Greeks. Accordingly, the Emperor of

Russia, scarcely less desirous to stand well with the priests of his

church, and always ready to pick a quarrel with Turkey, fell into

a passion, and resolved to make the sultan repent his good-
natured concessions. Yet what was the favour? anything at

which the autocrat might justifiably feel displeased ? any
trenching on his riglits ? any breach of international law ? It

was simply a decree (Feb. 1852) that in future all Christian con-

fessions should enjoy the same privileges in respect of the ‘ Holy
Places.’ What more just ? What so likely to put an end to the

quarrels which had so often broken the peace in the sultan’s

dominions, and brought perplexity into his council? Even if

tliereby France gained anything at the expense of Russia, why
should the adjudicator bS blamed and punished for an act of

simple justice, recognising a strict equality ? Russia, not content

to stand on an ecjual footing with her Latin sister, demanded
that the Creek church should take precedence, and when the

Mohammedan judge pronounced an impartial sentence, she smote
him in the face. And it is for a wretched ecclesiastical squabble

like this that the sultan’s empire has been invaded, and the peace

of Europe broken up ! Humiliating truly is it to be obliged

to add, that of the three parties concerned, the Mohammedan
alone appears in a reputable light

;
with him rests, not merely

all the morality, but all the good manners of
,
the strife.

The quarrel which Russia began in jealousy she lias prosecuted

in deceit, and sustained by violence. On the 16th of March,

1853, the Russian plenipotentiary, Prince Menshikof, handed to

tlie Porte a note, complaining that by the concessions to France
the rights of Russia were damaged, and the position of its em-
peror compromised

;
and demanding, as a means of preventing

the repetition of such an injury, a treaty distinctly recognising

the rights and privileges of the Greek Cliristians in the Turkish

empire, and empowering the czar to interpose from time to time,

as should seem to him expedient, as their protector. This claim

was put forth in a more formal or fuller, and a more precise
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manner, by another note presented by the same hand, on the

19th of the ensuing month. Here the ground is already changed.

The dispute, which began respecting a few spots in Syria, is now
extended till it covers the whole Ottoman territory, and a de-

mand for superiority over France has grown into a demand for

the concession to the czar of a share in the government of the

sultan s empire. A concession of the kind would be a surrender

of its sovereignty on the part of the Porte. Had the concession

been made, only one more act, namely, his abdication, would the

grand sulttin have had to perform to give the last blow to his

power. Abdul Medshid woidd have been a poltroon as well as
* k traitor, had he listened to the demand. Clearly did the divan

penetrate the designs of Russia, for this was not the first time

they had been jmt forward. On the 5th of May, however, it

put into the hands of the Russian representative two firmans,

designed and fitted to adjiust the differences in Palestine. Meii-

shikoff l eplied, that the documents touched only one part of the

question, that the required guarantee of the rights of the sultan's

Greek subjects was not spoken of, and that he would fix tlie 10th

of the month as the ultimate limit for his receiving a satisfactory

answer on that point. Accompanying the last Russian commu-
nication was the draft of a treaty by which the Porte was to bind

itself to the czar not to lessen inanyway the rights, immunities, and
privileges enjoyed by the members of*the Greek church through-

out the length and breadth of the Ottoman emjnre. On the

appointed day the sultan gave his answer to the prince, which
was to the efiect, that he was willing to comply with any requests

which did not trench on his honour and independence, but that

he could not conclude with a foreign power a treaty which inter-

fered with the internal administi-ation of his dominions, and
which in so doing would strike a fatal blow at liis sovereignty.

At the same time, he gave the most distinct and emphatic as-

surance, that of his own free will he would uphold the liberties

and privileges of all Christian professors, and specially those of

the Greek church, throughout his empire. Having made this

declaration, not only to Russia, but to all the powers, the sultan

thought he had taken from the czar all ground for any special

demand. Menshikoff, however, insisted on the treaty, and post-

poned his ultimatum to the 14th of the month. Meanwhile,

Russian intrigue being busily at work, a change of ministry took

place (May 13th) in tire sultan's divan. Effected for Russian

purposes, the change brought around the sultan s person men of

>rtrength more equal to the crisis. Mustapha Paslia became

grand vizier. In view of the alterations in the cabinet, a delay

of six days was asked for and granted. On the 19th, accordingly,
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the Turkish minister for foreign affairs, Redshid Pasha, placed in

the hands of the Russian ambassador a proclamation, addressed

to the Greek patriarch of Constantinople, which undertook that

no changes in regard to ‘ the holy places' should in future be
made witliout the joint concurrence of Russia and France; gave
permission to the Russians to erect in Jerusalem a church and a
home for strangers, and offered to ratify these ffivours as well as

the general rights of the Greek church in Turkey, by a formal

and solemn act. These concessions, in reality, met all the claims

advanced by Menshikoff. But the required treaty, giving special

right of interference to Russia, was not promised. Consequently,

tlie Russian embassy quitted Constantinople.

Tiie rest of the Russian policy is so notorious as scarcely to

require recapitulation. The dominions of the Porte were invaded
on tlie pretence that Nicliolas took possession of the Principali-

ties solc'ly as material guarantees for the due execution of his

requirements. No sooner was he in the heart of his victim s

territories, than he began to exercise acts of sovereignty, in other

words, to put the property he had plundered into his own coffers,

at the very moment that he declared before all Europe that his

sole wdsh was to secure the rights of the Greek church in Turkey.

While thus endeavouring to blind the eyes of the w'orld, he took

pains to throw an element of personal bitterness into the quarrel

with the sultan, for, on the 31st of May, Count Nesselrode

informed Redshid Pasha that the czar took the refusal of a treaty

as an insult. Having thus got tlie cauldron well heated in

Turkey, Nicholas left no means untried to keep off foreign inter-

ference. How long and how well ho succeeded, and how he has

at last failed, miserably failed, is known to all.

We do not make any attempt to conceal the fact that there is

much official corruption in Turkey
;
nor is it denied that the

executive of the sultan is often so feeble in the distant parts of

his empire as not to be sufficient to give that degree of security

to life and property wliich is indisjiensable to tlie material and
moral prosperity of the people. The license of polygamy, and

some other provisions of the Koran, also present their peculiar,

difficulties. But notwithstsinding all these drawbacks, the Turk

is a manly and noble nature, if compared with th^gimt majority

of those who arc now leagued against him, whether in Turkey or

elsewhere. Take the following passages as a sample of the

report whicR an intelligent Englishman makes concerning the

Turk, as the result of living with him.

‘ My oompaiiioiis had served, some of them as officers, li(ut mostly

as privates, in various cor])s, and, though sometimes, externally,
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rough, were as a body remarkable for propriety aucl kindlinf?ss of con-

duct, supiTior to what we should meet in a similar grou].), among
matioRS occupying a higher place in European estimation, tlie injunction

to ‘ do unto others as you would they should do mito you/ is not con-

sidered an idle form of words by the Turks, Init is carried into prac-

tice. ' The most wealthy does i\ot disdain to converse with the

poorest, the strong man in a mob will yield to the old or to women
and children, sons exhibit rc^spect amounting to reverence tavards their

parents, and the stranger amid a crowd meets with those attentions

whi(^h prove that the people jiossess, in a kindly heart and manner, one

of the most agreeable elements of civilization.’

—

A Year with ihe

Turks, pp. 184', 185.
• ‘ Only one little trait of Turki.sh honesty may I introduce, as it

happened to fall under my own observation. A friend of mine wan-

dering through the bazaar, wished to bin" an emliroidered hand-

kerchief of a Turkish shopkeeper; he asked the ])rice. ‘ Seventy- five

piastres.’ ‘ No,’ said he, awai*e that it is usual among all the traders,

whatever theh* creed, to ask more than the value, ‘ tliat is too much
;

I Avill give you seventy,’ and as the dealer seemed to nod assent, he

counted out the money. But his siuiirise was great when the bearded

Osinanli, gravely pushing him baedi twenty )jiastres, obseiwed, ‘ Tiiis is

more than the just price
;

it is always the custom here to bargain over a

thing down to its fail* value, and as fifty piastres is my proper price, those

twenty belong to you.’ A'erily not a few among our ]>rofessing C^iristians

might take a lessorrfrom the believer in the Koran !’—jip. 180, 181.
‘ 1 must, how'ever, do them the justioke to observe, that 1 saw' wdth

them none of that ojjpressive and ov(*rbearing manncT tow'ards iharayahs,

or Christian subjects, so often imputed to the Turks, and which indeed,

in theory, is one of their duties as true follow'er.s of the prophet. They
ahvays entered just as familiarly into conver.sation with the Bulgarian

peasants as with the Osmanli, inquired into all the particulars of the

state of their Bareket ‘ blessing,’ or harvest, and supplied them wdth
a pipe of good tobacco. It is true they always called them yiaoiir ;

but as the word is commonly used, there is nothing in it implicative

of insult, and it is only employed to distinguish those who are not
Mohammedans.’—pp. 207, 208.

Take the following, as showing the sort of friends that Chris-

tians may find among Moslems:

—

‘ Mahmoud took me aside. ‘ My soul,’ quoth he, ‘ attempt not to

sliart, danger encircles us now
;
hut if it be the will of Allali, it will

soon pass away. We have now been road companions for many a mile,

and 1 have learnt new things. Christians from your countries in the

west need not be like most of our giaours—drunkards, c;heats, or liars. I

am convinced that it is not what we call ourselves which secures the

favour of God—w'hose name be praised! Whether we say we are

Muslim or Christian, it must be oiu* actions alone which can render us

acceptable to Allah. Come, then, to my house
;
you shall be my son
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as long as you think lit to remain, and no hurt shall befall you as long
as I and mine are sale Irom harm.’ My speech in return was probably
neither neat nor ap]iropriate

; but, at all events, we fell into a kind of
family circle, and 1 was no less grateful for his hospitality to a stranger,

than glad to have so good an opportunity for making myself more
acfjuaintedwith tlie domestic life ofthis somewhat enigmatical people.’

—

p. 221.

The following is not a pleasant comparison as between Moham-
medan and Christian :

—

^
‘ What’s in a name ?’ Well had Mahmoud Beg observed to me

that, as regards religions, it mattered little to Allah what we call om;-*

.selves. My good ilohammedan friends, to say nothing of their

hosjntality, liad been so serupidously honourable on the journey, that
my share of the expenses, ealeulated to the utmost farthing, . had
amounted to an absurdly minute .sum. 1 was now to see what the
nominal profession of a ])urer creed would do. The Greeks received

'm(‘ at a house in the outskirts of the town, witli fraternizing expres-

sions to welcome the brother Christian
;
but scarcely a quarter of an

hour had ])a.ssed beibro they took advantage of my baste, and inability

to trade elsewhere
;
and as their horse was provided with a samov

or paek-saddle, elieated me outrageously in the price they gave for

tln‘ saddle, which 1 was obliged to leave behind. It was the first

specimen, and far fi’oin the last, of their (brty meannes.ses and trickeries,

which they allowed were not pnmtiscd by the Turks, because, forsooth,

the ‘ Mohammedan ixdigion strictly forbade any deviation from
honesty !’ p. 251). * ‘ * * *

‘ In ju’oeeeding northward, we had to ford the Servian Morava,
wliich, swollen by rain, nearly carried away our horses

;
and we then

struck across to rejoin the main routb at Yagodin. My Greeks, in

the mean while, did their best to turn me to account, over and above

the sum I had agreed to pay them. At one time it was my cloak,

at another my pistols or other arms, wdiich they coveted
;
and ^st

they would propose 1 should make them a present of the desired

object as a reminiscence of a journey with a brother Christian, and
then sugge.sted a friendly exchange to the same end, wherein

the article proposed on their side was about a tenth of the value of

that on mine. It was too absurd to raise one’s choler, but when the

scheme was propounded during a long wet ride, or on a scrambling

road, where the horses’ legs plunged through rotten timber into a

quagmire, it so far discontented me with my guides, that I wished

them no good, and that their places were filled by my old Osmauli

friends, ever truthful and honourable.’—pp. 271, 272.
•

In the past and the present, the outrages ascribed to the Turks

have generally been the work of parties whom the true Moslem

would disown. Often, too, these reports exhibit a marvellous

faculty for invention. Dr. Michelsen, in his Resources of the

NO. xxxviii. M M
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Ottoman Empire^ describes one of these scenes in the following

terms :
—

^ The Christian villages they plundered, and sometimes
* burnt down. Yrania, a considerable town, inhabited by Chris-
^ tians, did not escape this fate

;
the churches were destroyed,

' the men massacred, and the women and children dragged away
‘ into slavery.* Now it so happens that Mr. Warrington Smyth
Tvas at Yrania at the time of that insurrection

;
and, in refutation

of Dr. Miche]sen*s description, vre have to state, that Yrania is

not a Christian, but mainly a Mohammedan town; that no vil-

lage in its neighbourhood was either burnt or plundered; that

there was no massacre of the Christians, nor any carrjdng of

Women and children into slavery; and that the insurrection w\as

an insurrection of Mohammedans against their Mohammedan
superior, on account of an obnoxious tax. It is true that before

the outbreak w'as quelled, a mob of these Albanians succeeded

in throwing down a church then in the course of‘ erection, but the

outrage was denounced by the Mohammedans of Yrania hardly

less than by the Christiana Look on this picture and on that
In short, the want of the Turkish government is not the want

of a disposition to rule well and wisely, so much as the want of

power so to do, in regard to thirty-four millions of people, of

many races and rehgions, scattered over a territory of more than

a thousand miles in length.

What this Eastern cpicstion is in iiH^p^olitieal bearing, w^e hope
to show in another place; but we arc now prepared to look at it

intelligently in its religious asi)cct. With such facts before us,

we may readily distinguish the question as it is, from the one-

sided misconceptions of it which some men have endeavoured to

thnist into its place.

I. This question is not with us a question of religion at all

—

it fs simply a question of natural right. It may seem strange,

that we of the British Quarterly, who may be suimosed to have
something of the theological narrowness of the old ruritan school

cleaving to us, should take upon ourselves to lecture certain of

our politicians, not thought to be much burdened with such gear,

on the duty of looking to moral questions as resting on a basis

quite independent of theological differences. Something of this

sort, however, we feel bound to do. We say, then, that of all

the forms of religious bigotry, there is none that we execrate so

deeply, as that which prompts a man to assign a religious reason

for a moral wrong. The soul and essence of the Inqilisition is in

that plea. From that has come the dungeon, the rack, the

stake—all horribleness. Russia has done a flagrant wrong to

:her neighbour
;
and to assign a religious reason for acquiescing
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in that wrong, is to subject religion to the foulest stain that can
be cast upon it.

II. The (juestion liore is not whether the Turkish Government
is the ])est the world has ever seen, or something very different,

but whether the Russian Government coming into its place

would be an imj^rovement upon it. In other words, whether the

worst form of despotism shall be allowed to take the place of a
state of high comparative freedom, both civil and religious.

Whether a power that will not lie, that will not cheat, that will

not persecute, shall be supplanted by one manifestly wedded by
long habit to falsehood, craft, and intolerance. The choice lies

between a power that has politically progressed, and is willing to

progress
;
and a powder which has been stationary, and is resolved

to be so.

III. Nor is it a question whether efforts should be made to

ensure that what may need to be done to place the Christians of

the Ottoman empire upon an equality with the Moslems shall be
done

;
but 'wlxether this end shall be secured by means that would

reduce the Sultan to the place of vassal to the Czar, or by such

moral influence on the part of the great Christian powers, as

may comport with the due independence of Turkey, as a mem-
ber of the great family of European States. The man who
does not sec the wide difference between placing Russia alone

ill the one relation to Turkey; and Christendom at large in the

other ; must be so destitute of political insight as to be out of his

place in meddling with such questions. The greatest enemies
to Christian liberty in Turkey, accordingly, are the men, who, in

place of looking to the intervention of the Christian powers to

secure that object, are choosing such a moment as the present to

take the position of insurgents. What these men covet, is not

subjection to the Czar, but’ a licence which must entail upon
themselves the greatest evils— or, in the case of the Greek, a
visionary liberty, which it is not in his nature to know how to use.

IV. Nor is the question to be settled one affecting a majority

as ruled by a minority. The partisans of Russia insist that the

Mohammedans are not more than a fourth, some say not more
than a million, of the population of Turkey. But how is this*

made to appear ? By severing one-half of the Turkish empire
from the other half, and then discoursing about the half as if it

were tlie whole 1 Turkey in Europe is made to pass for Turkey
Proper ; which is much as though a disputant should choose to

reckon Lancashire and Yorkshire as England, that so something
which could only be said of those counties, might be said of all

our counties. We should not, perhaps, be surprised to find men
mm2
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who can bring themselves to uphold Russian aggression, attempt-

ing to do so by such means. They give signs of being in bad
company. It is good to seek equality of rights, but it is not

good to seek even that end by foul means.
V. Nor is the point at issue whether it would not be prefer-

able to see a Christian ascendancy at Constantinople, in place of

that which now obtains there, if there were really Cliristian

elements in Turkey from which to constitute such a power. But
of all the follies broached on this subject, that of a Greek

. empire in the room of the Turkish, is the most egregious.

1

Tlie men who are of the Greek race in Turkey do not exceed a
million,—one ihirty-fiffh of the entire population, or oiie-Jifteenth

V*of the population of Turkey in Europe. And if there l)e enough
|Mn this bare mention of numbers to make the idea ridiculous,

it becomes still more so, when we look from the numbei s of

these aspirants, to their character. The modem Greek, accord-

ing to those who have had the best means of knowing him, is

a man whose riding passions are selfishness and vanity, and
whose skill is ever taking the shape of duj)licity and cunning.

It is not from such materials that Providence is wont to constnicl

great empires. At present there is no Christian race in Turkey
to which the other races would submit for an hour; and tlic}^

all know too much of the rule of the Czar to expect that his yoke

would be lighter than that of the Sultan.

VI. We must further say, that the question to be determined

is not whether this majority of Christians, found chiefly in

the west of the Turkish empire, is to be for ever subject to a

majority of Mohammedans, found chiefly in the eastern division

of that empire; but whether the time has come for transferring

the power exercised there to new hands, and whether Russia is

to be allowed to go in alone to effect the change, wholly irres2)ec-

tive of her neighbours.

If these points,—the real points at issue,—^be duly considered,

our readers will see the value that should be attached to the

talkings of a few weak and misguided men on this subject. It

is well for these very quiet and cautious gentlemen, that there are

men who are resolved that rascality shall not be uppennost in

Gpd's world if they can prevent it.



Atit. VI J.— (1.) Phases of Faith. By Fraxcis William. Newman.
Second Edition, doliii Chapman.

(2.) A Defence of the Fclij)se of Faith, hi/ its Author; heing a
Itejonuler to Professor Newman^

s

‘ Pe]flg^ Longman and Co.

Mr. Newman tells us that, great as was the talk about the

Eclipse of Faith at the time of its appearance, he abstained

from reading it until about to publish this second edition of his

Phases. It is expected, we presume, that we should accept this

statement ns evidence of the cool and philosophic manner iA

whicdi Mr. Newman acquits himself on all matters of this nature.

It may be regretted, hov:ever, for his own sake, that he should
have felt disposed to play the Stoic so resolutely at that juncture.

Had he read the Eclipse at the time of its publication, space

might then have been left for the subsidence of first impressions,

before committing himself to the responsibilities of a professed

Reply. Discretion, thrust somewhat rudely from the helm for a
season, might have returned to that position. As it is, the case

is bad—very bad. Mr. Newman, never remarkable for caution,

never blessed with any great amount of discrimination or far-

sightfidness, enters the lists of controversy with all the disadvan-

tages of an angry man. •Every page he reads seems to give

more compression to his brow, more resentment to his eye, and
more sharpness to his tongue. His indignant rhetoric becomes
awfully sweeping; his failure to discern between things that

differ becomes more extraordinary than ever; and his logic, if

possible, more confused than ever. Under these influences, he
favours us with a portraiture of his opponent. It is laid in with

a succession of strokes, each darker than the former. Charges of

a wilful suppression of evidence, of a designed misinterpretation

of the clearest language, of virtual falsehood in these forms and
in many more, follow thickly upon each other. At length Mr.

Newman succeeds in placing this unhappy beast of a writer

before his readers, not only as a scoffer at sacred things, but as

one who can impute the most atrocious immoralities to his

Maker, and who, in consequence, must be an Atheist in disguise,

and an Atheist of such sort, that Mr. Newman assures us there

is not a person of that profession in the circle of his acquaintance

that would‘not be found to be, not only a gentleman, but a very

saint, in comparison with this man

!

Nor is Mr. Newman alone in writing after this unique and
edifying manner about the Eclipse of Faith and its author.

His friends have shown, through the literary organs at their
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disposal, that they fully sympathize with his disturbed feeliug,

and that they think it ({uite right, in an exigency so painful,

that he should have laid his hands on the weapons he has used.

The first attempt of these kindly-disposed persons was to diveit

attention from the book by dismissing it as shallow and utterly

beside the mark. But as this policy failed, the book, from
having been very weak, became suddenly very wicked. So that,

according to the last voice raised to comfort Mr. Newman, the

Eclipse is ‘an inspiration of utter moral scepticism and irre-

verence its tendency being ‘ to enthrone a Devil everywhere,

.^d to leave a God nowhere;' the writer being a man, who, while
‘ attempting absolutely nothing to clear the disturbed waters of
‘ Revealed faith, hastens with the utmost glee to poison the
‘ fountains of Natural piety; relishing the sorrows of the believers

‘ whose dreams he seeks to dissipate, and content to persuade
‘ them that, as the Universe is ugly, and their life an Injustice,

‘ and their own Nature a lie, it would be scpieamish to find any-
‘ thing in scripture that is not good enough for them.' Hence
if the writer be not an Atheist, he has given himself to the work
of Atheism; and if to be distinguished at all from the other

labourers in that field, the critic affects to be at a loss to sav

where the diffifereuce may be found. The name of the ‘ friend'

of Mr. Newman who so writes need not be given.*

Those who know the author of the Eclipse will read these

amiable criticisms with some amazement. These critics know
very well the position which the 'writer of that work has taken
in the world of letters. Nor do they need to be infonned that

the office which he fills in one of the religious institutions of this

country, is an office that would not have been assigned to him
except on the basis of confidence or something more than his

Christian orthodoxy. Itwould be pure affectation to suppose these

facts unknown. Nevertheless, the gentlemen to whom we refer are

jfieased to caution an innocent public against thiswicked person, as

a man of amost irreverent and sceptical spirit,as a mocker at sacred

things, as disingenuous and untruthful, as a preacher of Atheism,,

and a man more lost to moral feeling than even Atheists are gene-

rally known to be. We see now, more clearly than we have ever

seen, how it has come to pass in the history of religion, that the

best men should so often have been the most traduced, and how
the charge of Atheism especially has come to be so rife. Judging
from the case before us, the lantern needed to find the honest

man can never be needed to find an Atheist. Both Hume
"^and Gibbon have somewhere said, that of all religious sects,.

* ‘ProBpoctive Review,’ No. XXXVI. pp, 534, 535.
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your philosophical sects have Leen the most persecuting. What
some people would brand as heresy, these people can brand by
other terms, and the bad name being given, the hanging of course

follows.

The only part of this publication by the author of the Eclipae

of Faith that we have read with pain, is that in which we see

such a man put on the defensive against such accusations.

However, if such ofial is to be tiirown, it is as well, perhaps,

that it should be so directed Good will come of it. The
public will learn how to estimate the rhetoric of these gentle-

men—so concerned to school us into the new and the proper in

all things—when they resort to the use of it on other occasion^^

The best cure of bad doing often is, that it should be over-

done.

But if the author of the Eclipse of Faith be not the man
which his accusers would make him, what is it that has exposed

him to this ‘terrible justice,’ as it is called, at their hands?
The question is a natural one. So far as regards the pure

argument of the Ecli2>8ej whether as directed against the

speculations of Mr. Newman, or against others of his way of

thinking, we must confess that we find little in the book that

has not had its place in some form or other in our own pages.

From some cause, however, we have not ourselves been visited

in the same style of retribution. Mr. Newman, indeed, has

shovvn that he does not very well like some of our ways ; and
one or two among his confederates in this Anti-Christian crusade

have taken their own modes of making us aware that our

criticisms have had a somewhat, disagreeable influence upon
them. But our delinquencies, it would seem, are venial, com-
pared with those of which the writer of the Eclipee of Faith
has been convicted.

The secret of this difference, however, is not hard to find.

It is not pleasant to be laughed at. No amount of philosophy

must be expected to stand that. But the writer under con-

sideration has shown that he possesses the genius that can not

only lay bare an absurdity, but prepare men to enjoy their

hearty laugh over its downfall. It is in this fact, and not in

misrepresentation, caricature, levity, profanity, and so on, that

the sin of this writer really consists. The speculators assailed by
him are sometimes learned, sometimes acute, and sometimes

eloquent
;
•but it has not been permitted that their lucubrations

should be enlivened in any case by the slightest resemblance to

wit or humour. That t^y should deprecate the use of such

weapons is most natural. Dr. South, we are told, was once

taken to task by his diocesan for sins of this kind, as not unfre-
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queiitly perpetrated by him even in the pulpit. The facetious

divine is said to have replied, with the look and tone of one of

the sorriest delinquents, ‘ Ah ! my lord, you don't know what

you will do when you have wit !* Nor do the gentlemen in

question know what they would themselves do in such circum-

stances. As it is, they look grave, shake the head, and cry,

' Fie, sir, lie !' No band of hill-side Puritans could exhibit more
of the demure when fronted wdth the profane. Wit, however,

is one of the last possessions of man to lie unused. Its spon-

taneity is commonly irrepressible. We hold that the man who
has it, is bound not to conceal, but to use it—of course to use it

•fright. We are glad to find the spirit of our author, up to this

mark, and to see that he is fully alive to tlie shallowness of the

exception which some well-meaning people may take to his

course in this respect.

‘
‘ But ridicule ?’ it will be said. Yes, and ridicule, too, if motives

be untouched.
‘ It is a sword, I know, which cuts both ways

;
but it is never so

keen as when truth whets it. God is my witness that so far from
calling down fire from heaven to injure an opponent, 1 would not

scorch one hair of his head
;
but as for his opinions, if I believe them

pernicious to mankind, I should he, in my judgment, a traitor and
renegade to truth and conscience, if I did not tax every energy of my
nature to make them appear so to others. This cannot be done, as

Mr. Newman himself says, in his preface* to the new edition of The
Hebrew Monarchy, without giving offence

;
hut, as he truly says, it

must be done, and I accept and concede on equal teriii.s. No doubt it

would be pleasant, if, in performing this friendly office for eticdi other,

men could find out some moral chloroform which might stee}> in pain-

less slumber a too sensitive vanity, while some huge fungoms growth
was being dissected out. But this cannot be, and the scalpel must
must proceed. * * *

‘
‘ But will not the employment of ridicule against the opponents of

Christianity lead them to use the same weapon P 1 imagine some good
timid Christian to say. I answer. And have they ever spared it, dear
simple soul ? Will yoiu' not using it, prevent their abusing it Will

your throwing away iA\e arrow, prevent their transfixing you with

theirs ? Is not the shield of Christianity stuck full of those shafts ?

From Lucian to Voltaire, the whole literature of infidelity shows wliat

sort of * reciprocity ’ forbearance is likely to meet with. Your enemies
have tried the weapon, and it has been in vain. You may see that

somehow it does not prevail, Na}’*, take heart, man
;
one of the most

striking tests of the indomitable energy, the vital povrer of gour
religion, as striking as its resistance to persecution itself, is its

invulnerability to ridicule. Though Shaftesbury was wrong in saying

-^hat ridicule was the test of truth, it is usually impossible for error

long to stand against it
j
nor is there another historical religion on
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earth that could (UKlurc the ridicule poured upon Christianity, if

))oured upon it (as is the ease with the ridicule the gospel has
evie(nAiitered) hy ineu growing up in the midst of it. If Christianity
could have been laughed out of existence, she would have ceased to
breathe long ago. We have but to look into the writings of the
ancient philosophers and satirists to see how little the ancient mytho-
logi(‘s would liave stood against such weapons. Jupiter, with all his

tliunderbolts, could not have resisted the raillery of Plato and Cicero
;

and idl tlie shafts of Apollo would be of no avail before those of
Aristophaiies and Lucian.

‘ If you have, as you believe, truth on yom* side, you will do well and
wisely not wholly to cast aside a weapon which has not been, and will not
be, used the less against you for your rejecting it, and which truth

always, in the nature ol* things, can wield more powerfully than error.

As to the legitimacy of its occasional use against solemn ‘ follies
*

and woidd-bc sacred ‘ impieties,’ read Pascal’s immortal Eleventh
Letter; if that does not convince you, 1 have nothing more to

sa^'.’—pp. 27—30.

Mr. Newman is offended—shocked—^l)y such a way of think-

ing, and hy the exliibitions of the unseemly to which it has led.

With a self-ignorance and a self-complacency eminently charac-

teristic, he gravely says—^ My heart does not reprove me for

having written a word to undervalue the sincere religion of any
man.’ (/V^a.s6.s, 178.) To be sure not. Who but an idiot would
ever confess to having so d^one. When the papist sends his vic-

tim to the rack or the stake, is it for ‘sincere religion’? Nothing
of the sort. The man is a ke^'etic—a wicked heretic. So, as

wo have. S(^en, is it with some other people—care is taken
that the bad name shall be given before the hanging begins.

That done, nothing can be more becoming than the ceremony
that follows. Beyond a doubt, Mr. Newman and his coadjutors

are capable of large charities—^upon occasions. They can find

the religious sentiment and ties of brotherhood in strange

places. In the priests of Baal, who could add lust and impiety

to treason and rebellion; and in those Pharisees, who could

snare the path of the Just One to catch him in his talk
;
in

Papists, Mohammedans, Hindoos, Calmucs, and Cannibals,

—

everywhere, in fact, except among those orthodox or evangelical

religionists who stand so thick upon the ground in their native

country. Mr. Theodore Parker becomes quite heroic in this

direction. You may see him grasp the smeared hand of his

man-eating, brother with a most chivalrous greeting, while upon
his Christian neighbour in America he frowns so horribly that if

the poor wretch be not repelled to infinite leagues in distance, no
thanks to Mr. Theodore Parker.

But Mr. Newman—^he is not Mr. Parker. Not exactly. There
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are some differences, both physical and mental, between the two
men. They have, however, much in common. Mr. Newman's
charities are fully as eccentric as those of Mr. Parker. If we
credit him, the reason why the Christians about him do not see

as he does is, in part that they want sense, more commonly that

they want honesty. They would, for the greater part, rather

believe their own lie, than come to his truth
;
and so they go on

believing their own lie. That our philosopher should so write about

Christians, will excite no surprise if we bear in mind how he has

learnt to write about Christ. In Jesus, Mr. Newman finds a man
whom he can chai’gc with ‘evasion,' with ‘a vain conceit of clever-

•ness,' with ‘arrogance and en*or combined,' with ‘mistakes which

indicate moral unsoundness,' with inculcating ‘ fanatical and
mischievous precepts,' and with a ‘ blundering self-sufficiency.'

Through this last infirmity He is said to have assumed a cha-

racter which He at length felt did not belong to Him. But such

was His false pride, and want of honesty, that rather than re-

cant and retreat, He proceeds to break the peace, insults the

authorities, utters blasphemies, all that He might provoke the

Jews to put Him to death, and so find a remedy for His desperate

fortunes by perpetuating a false impression of His mission on.

the mind of His followers ! And tliis gentleman—the gentleman
who can SO write,

—

^THIS is the gentleman who can look us in the

face, and with the grimace of a most saintly quietism can say,

‘ My heart, does not reprove me for haring written a word to

undervalue the sincere religion of any man' ! ITmph !

But some of our uninitiated readers will be eager to inciuire,

what evidence can possibly have been present to the mind of

this writer, to seem to lend the slightest justification to such an
estimate of One to whose matchless wisdom and goodness even
the enemies to Christianity, as a system, have ]>een constrained

to do homage ? This question skmdd be a very easy one to

answer. No man, we should suppose, could have taken such
ground except on a basis of proof so clear and irresistible as to

preclude the possibility of mistake. But of such relations be-

tween premises and conclusions Mr. Newman knows little. It

is his nuwiner to give you impressions where you expect proofs,

and his opinions accordingly are in most instances impressions

from impressions. Mr. Newman has been at some pains to

assure us tliat he has little faith in a ‘ logical consciousness,' as

it is i^ed ; and in truth he may well speak slightipgly of that

&bcuity, for it has never stood him in much stead. In the

ptesent instance, the moral significance of the conclusion is

^weighty beyond expression; but when you look for the foundation

on which it ^ould rest, you are not only put off with fancy where
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you expect fact, but the fancy itself is of the most flimsy and
dreamy description imaginable. The writer who is here defend-
ing his Eclipse of Faith shall furnish us with an example or

two on this point. The first instance we select relates to the
alleged mischievous teaching of our Lord.

‘ He (Mr. Ncwinau) affirms that Jesus Christ intended to proclaim

absolutely and indiscriiriiiiately the first principle of Communism

—

a total and abrupt renunciation of wealth that what other men re-

gard as general principles, which, like all other general principles, must
be interjireted by the spirit, not by the letter, are to be pressed to the

utmost rigour of literal interpretation—which those of no moralist

will bear ;—or even that what was Christ’s demand on His first personal

emissaries, who were to go forth in the strength of their miraculous

mission ‘without scrip or purse,’ He designed should rule the conduct

of all His discijdes then and through aU time! The answer to the ‘ rich

yomig man,’ whose sell-righteous conceit assui'ed him that he had
kej)t ^all the connnandments from his youth u]),’ and whose demand of

a more rigid te.st was well met by a reply which disclosed to him his

weak point, and showed that he was mistaken in supposing himself

willing to pursue ‘eternal life’ at all hazards, Mr. Newman thinks

was the answer which Christ would have given to ever}' inquiring dis-

ciple
;
and that the maxim, ‘ Sell that ye have, and give alms,’ Cfiirist

designed absolutely for every Christian, and for ever ! Mr. Newman
may say, ])erliaps, that he is rir/ht in his criticism, and that the gene-

rality of the Avorld arc wrotig; but even then, what man but Mr.
Newman would proceed to assail the moral character, even of a mere
man, on a criticism so precarious that not one out of ten thousand can see

its Ibrcc r* And that they with good reason demiu* to it is plain enough,
for if this astounding principle were the corner-stone of Christ’s teach-

ing (as it muvst have been, if a jninciple at all), how is it that Jesua

Christ does not uniformly mention it on the many occasions on which
He receives His disciples ? How is it that when Zaccheus declares he
is going to give ‘ the hall' of his goods,’ in reparation of the wrongs
inflicted by his rapacity, Jesus Christ does not tell him that Ikat was
not enough, and that he will not be let off* without giving the whole?
How is it, that when ‘ riders’ believed on Him, how is it that in His
interviews ivith Nicodemus and others. He says nothing about tins

grand pre-requisite of discipleship ? how is it that the ‘ rich J oseph of

Arimathea,’ was still rich at Christ’s death, and had not long before

become a ‘ Christian Socialist ?’ how i.s it, when advising the rich

men rather to make choice as their guests of the ‘i>oor’ than tlie

‘ rich,’ that He does not toll them that they have no business to have

any choice i|i the matter ? that all their money was to be thrown into

a common stock, and that ‘ no man was to call an3i3hing his own ?*

How is it that He says, ‘ The poor ye have always with you,’ when He
ought rather to have said, ‘ there is to be neither poor nor rich ?’ how
is it, when He reproved Martha ‘ for being cumbered with much serv-

ing,’ that He does not also reprove her for wasting the ‘ joint-stock’ ?
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Our critic may, perhaps, say, ‘Oh ! all this is rubbish—legend—no part

of the true history.’ Then how does he know that just the j>recept,

‘ Sell that ye have, and give idins,’ is the only j)art that true his-

tory ? Why does he retain just so much as he thinks will make for

his unenviable thesis, and ignore idl that makes against it r Is

historic criticism *?

‘ But Mr. Newman imagines, as some others have done, that his

theory derives support from the conduct of the apostles and the dis-

ciples at Jerusalem, at and just after the day of Pentecost. The
generality of commentators and critics (Neander among them) see in

this nothing but a temporary provision. It seems to have been to

meet the wants of the multitude of ‘ strangers’ (then luvaiglit Irom all

'parts to Jerusalem) just converted to the laith, for whom the resi-

dent Christians, in the ardour of their Christian love, dissolved for a

time the connexion of and fuuWy and ‘ had all things common.’
That this is the common sense view is seen by this, that nothing of

the kind appears in the ‘New Testament’ itself when the emergency
had passed away. It is also to most mind.s conclusively proved to be

the right view by IVter’s question to Ananias, acknowledging his

right to the estate he had sold, fltoujh he was a professed Christian,
‘ Was it not in thine own power ?’ which it would nut have been bad
the fundamental principle of Christianity demanded its sumnuler.

‘ But, at all events, with such a mass of evidence against him, with

the all but unanimous assertion of critics and eommentators on tlie

other side, who but this crit ic would feel suflieiently secure of his judg-

ment to found upon it a charge of ^tnoral unsouudness’ in the

Foimder of Christianity H

‘ And lastly, looking still at Christ as a mere man, who )>ut our

critic—even if Christ had proclaimed the ])ri]ieiple of the coinmimity

of property—would hav<i founded upon it grave iuferi’iiees of moral

imperfection r I think the ju-inciple politically as pernicious and mis-

taken iia Mr. Newman can do, and that far, far less than the human
wisdom of Christ can see it to l>e so. But does it necessarily fol-

low that men who have maintained an}" such mistaken principle are

morally unsound ? Would he deal out the same measure to all

the philosophers who have maintained this or similar false poUiical

notions ? Would’’he so deal with l*lato, who so zealously maintained

this very argument ‘r’— (pp. 127—180.)

We give the following as another specimen of the sort of

light to be expected from the free criticism which has of late

grown up among us.

‘ Take the account of Christ’s answer to the Pharisees )j"ho came to

entrap Him by their question respecting the tribute money, and

whose insidious villainy He baffles by saying, ‘ Keiider unto Cajsar

^he things that are Caesar’s, and unto God the things that are God’s.’

On this answer (though not one syllable is added by Christ himself,

nor by the historians who record it, that can for a moment countenance
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the fanev,) Mr. Newman ventures to say that he cannot but think

our Loj*(l ‘ sliows a vain conceit of the cleverness in his answer and
adds that he cannot regard his ‘ error’ as a merely intellectual ^ error,’

since ‘ blundering self-sufficiency is a moral weakness.’ Wliat can for

a moment justify tliis most gratuitous imputation of ‘vain conceit’

and ‘ blundering self-sufficiency,’ when there is not one syllable on
the face of the history—not the fiiintest shade of expression—to jus-

tify it? Mr. Newman may, jicrhaiw, say, as he elsewhere says in

reference to other points, that he is only giving his impressions,— ‘ a

statement of fact concerning his own mind, and that is all. I'^aleat

quantum !' Whereupon the reader will say, of course, who cares for a

million of his impressions without evidence for them ? and to that

(piestion I, for one, should not know what answer give. This sort
*

of criticism is not to do justice to Christ, even if He were nothing but

an ordinary character of history
;

lor it is fancy evidence, not to

];>roduce it or sift it.

‘ Nothing, again, can excuse the eccentric criticism with which Mr.
New jnan introduces these strictures. He says that to ‘imagine that

because a coin bears Cicsar’s head, therefore it is Ca?sar’s pro])erty,

and that h(' may demand t<> have as many of such coins as he chooses

paid over to him, is ])uerile and notoriously false. The circulation of

foreign coin of every kind was as common in the Mediterranean then
as now, and everybody knew that the coin was the property of the

hohfer, not of him whose head it l)are. Thus, the reply of Jesus,

which pretended to be a moral decision, was unsound and absurd; yet

it is uttered in a tone of dictatorial wisdom, and ushered in by a grave

rebuke, ‘ Why tempt ye me, hypocrites ?’

‘The meaning here imparted to our Lord’s words is ‘i)uerile’

enough, but the puerility is in Mr. Newman’s criticism, not in Christ’s

answer. How far-fetched is this gloss (yet needful to make Christ’s

decision ‘ 'unsound') compared with the obvious interpretation gene-

rally put on his words ;
‘ Since you thus recognise, in fact, Caesar’s

political authority by receiving the current coin which bears his image,

render to him the political allegiance which you thereby acknowledge

;

and to Cod the things that ai’c God’s.’ This Mr. Newman calls

evadiny the question
;
he has heard the ‘ interpretation,’ he says,

‘from high Trinitariams, which indicates to him hmo dead is their

moral sense in everything which concerns the conduct of Jesus.’

Polite words ! But Mr. Martineau tells him that Unitarians are in-

volved in the same condemnation ! What modest confidence there

must be in a criticism which will not only have Christ in the wrong,

btit, to make it out, is ready to affirm that the moral sense of almost

all Christians must be half-dead into the bargain ! This surely is not

to weigh evidence, but to assume oneself infallible in the matter,

thougli to d^ so would imply that not oidy Christ, but nearly every-

body else, was not merely fallible, but grossly defective in moral sensi-

bility ! The whole passage (that Mr. Newmian may not accuse me of

not quoting enough) the reader will find in Appendix (No. II.), where

he will see withwhat complacency om* critic proposes for Christ a hetier
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answer tl\an Christ gave ; as well as w4th what humility he apolo-

gises for the innocent Phainsees by asking, ‘ Was it not their duty
thus to probe by their questions the wisdom of one who professed to

be an authoritative teacher ?* Here, again, we see fancy at work,

and the history ignored
;

if the history was supposed to be faithful at

all, why should it be assumed that the answej* of Clirist is correctly

given—it assuredly was not correctly interprett;d—wliile the account

of the Pharisees is quite a mistake. The only answer one can con-

ceive is, that if Christ muM be proved in the wrong, then tlic Pharisees

must be presumed in tlie right. The critic can imagine conceit in

Christ where the history is wholly silent
;
bo silences history when it

speaks against the Pharisees. He imagines they came, simj)le, inno-

•cent souls, in piu'e good laith to try the wisdom of Christ as a toaeliei*

sent from God !’—(j)p. 124—126.)

But even this is not the worst. It is with inexpressible dis-

gust that we touch anything so foul as the criticism to which the

following passage refers, but here tlie poison and the antidote

go together, and may be safely left to do so.

‘ Mr. Newman further represents our Saviour as denouncing the

atrocious wickedness of the rulers, not because the chaiges were true

and the condemnation just, but as guiltily and of set purpose exas-

perating them to mui'der Him, in order that He might escape the diffi-

culty ol* maintaining His claims to be the Messiah, which, it seems, He
liad long hoped He was (!) but of which He had recently liad great

misgivings, and now felt to be untenable* ! I defy any one to produce

from all the literature of Europe a j)a.ssagc so liLXiu’iaiit'in extrava-

gance as the following :
—‘The time arrived at last when Jesus felt

that He must publicly assert Messiahship
;
and this was certain to

bring thhigs to an issue. 1 suppose Him to have hoped that He was
Messiah, until liope and the encouragement given Him by Peter and
others grew into a]>ersuasiou strong enough to act u])on, hut not alwa3^s

strong enough to still niisgivhigs. 1 say, 1 suppose this, hut 1 build

nothing on my ^supposition. I however see that when He had resolved

to claim Messiahship publicly, one of two results was inevitable, i/*

that claim was UJ-founded ;
viz., either He must have become an im-

postor in order to screen His weakness, or He must have retracted His
j)rctensions amid much humiliation, and have retired into privacy to

Jearn sober wisdom. From these alternatives there was escape only hy

death, and upon death Jesus purposely rushed.’
‘ Here I do not stay to ask what are the grounds for the pleasant

'suppositions’ above; for our critic says he 'builds nothing on them;*

and it is well, for nothing can stand on such mere quicksand. To
wi'ite thus is to indulge fancies, not to criticise history

;
but I ask, first,

how does all this imputation of low and gross villainy harmonize with

the impressions drawn from the whole of the only accounts we have ?

and, secondly, if we reject those accounts, then, as before, what right

have we to/orm even a conjecture to the prejudice of Christ ? But
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the crowning absurdity of the whole is, tlie line dilemma which Mr.
Newman has constructed, and which, like most of his dilemmas, arc

dilemmas from which no one is in danfj^er but liirnself. He says, ‘ one
of two results was inevitable if that claim was ill-founded

;
viz., either

€3irist must have become an impostor, in order to screen His weakness,

or He must have retracted His j)retcnsioiis amid much humiliation, and
have retired into jirivacy to learn sober wisdom.’

‘Mr. Newjuan, perhaps, does not like to say that Christ was an im-

'poator at the time H(3 thus planned this curious suicide at the expense of

other p(‘oi)le’s guilt
;
and so he tells us, that if He had lived He must

have heoomc .an im|»ostor, or retracted His claims to the Messiahship

;

therrfore^ He resolved to die in order to escape the alternative ! Hid
ever any man, (‘xcej)t Mr. Newman, suppose that this was escaping th«

alternative r* Would not the mere fact of his dying to escape the

iiltennitive of hvcominff an impostor (if any man ever did, would, or

could die lor miy such purj^osc) convict Him of already helnr/ an im-
postor Is it not very much as if we were told that a man committed
suicidi' in order to escape the alternative of hvcoming a thief, which he
felt that lie must be, if he did not turn .an honest man ? Would not the

very act prove, if it proved anything hut sheer idiocy, that the man
was jilready in lieart such a thief that he would sooner die than not

he one ?
‘ However, such is the theory which Mr. Newman thinks is fairly

extractable hy ‘free criticism’ from the history, which, however, must
be all set aside, and a pure romance substituted in its place, to give

the faintest colour to it. ‘Qcai’lv,’ (to use a favourite formula of Mr.
Newman’s, but I hope with more reason,) if we thus throw aside the

history, then we are simply reduced to silence. As before, we eimnot

repjct all that makes for Christ, and substitute hincies that make
against him. 1 deliberately say that if we look at Christ as a mere
man,— as one of whom we know nothing hut what the Evangelical nar-

rative, restricted to the purely human element, discloses to us,—there

is not a m.an who has any pretensions,—1 do not say to Christ i.an ity,
but to candour or common sagacity,—-who will call this (I will not say

p'obable, hut even the flimsiest plausilde) historical criticism
;
and

th.at if there is one thing which, even rejecting all Christ’s supernatural

claims, the narrative of His life rivets on the soul, it is that Jesus

Christ was utterly incapable of tlie mingled atrocities and absurdities

here attributed to Him S’-~(pp* 131—133.)

To this no addition need be made. Mr. Newman, it seems,

cannot at all understand how perfection should belong to Christ,

seeing that he was a 'irmn—the limited in existence being neces-

sarily imperfect To err, he tells us, is human. It is so, no
doubt, as human nature is now conditioned

; but can we not

conceive of this nature as conditioned otherwise, and as having

been, in fact, otherwise conditioned in Christ ? Or is it impos-

sible to comprehend what is meant by a perfection proper to
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finite beings ? If any man hesitates to answer this question,

let him read Milton's delineation of the angels, and he will see

that man is equal to such a conception, whether the Deity be

equal fo the realization of it or not. But Mr. Newman cannot,

for the life of him, make out, how there should be a limitation

of capacity, and no ‘blundering,' no ‘ moral uiisoundness.' God’s

creatures, we think, are not likely to feel greatly indebted to

our author for such an estimate of their condition and destiny.

But so ennobling is this new philosophy—so may light become
darkness ! It is anything but strange that one betraying so

much obtuseness on such a point, should be found losing his

way on many beside. But it is strange to find such a writer

stilted before us as one of the guides of public opinion.

That Mr. Newman should complain so bitterly of the course

taken towards him by his critic in the face of the principles of

‘ free criticism ' on which he has himself acted in judging of the

New Testament, and especially of Him who is its great subject,

would be to us very surprising, if we had not become so familiar

with the incoherent and inconsistent in his writings, as to cease

to be surprised at any of his ways. The principles of criticism

which may be said to have given Mr. Newman his results in

this field are the following :—1st. The evils which a religious

writer does not directly condemn, he may be understood to

approve. 2nd. The principles which such a writer does not

directly teach, he may be understood to condemn. Srd. When
one passage in an author gives you a particular view of his

teaching on any topic, it is to be concluded that there are no
other passages in which any modification of view is presented.

4th. Where historical testimony fails, it belongs to a ‘free

criticiser ' to supply the void from impressions as to the probable

or possible. 5th. Where historical testimony shall seem to be

improbable, it belongs to criticism to substitute the probable

from conjecture in the place of such evidence.

Some of our readers will be prepared to say, ‘Surely this

‘ is caricature—men of sense, scholars, can never avow such

‘ principles. It would be to say, in effect, that they may suppress
‘ evidence, or create it, almost at pleasure.’ Even so—and we
must do these gentlemen .the justice to say, that they do not

care to avow these principles, in the form in which we have put

them—^they only avail themselves of liberty to act uj)on them,

as often as the exigencies of their case may seem^ to require.

On this point there is illustration enough in the extracts con-

tained in this article.

The New Testament does not in direct terms condemn
slavery

—

therefm'e Christianity is the ally of the slaveholder.
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Those writings do not commend marriage in all circumstances

—

therefore they are in favour of a monastic celibacy, and adverse

to the rights of woman. Our Lord told the young ruler to sell

his goods, and give the proceeds to the poor—therefore he must

have been opposed to all right in private property, and a

preacher of communism in its most ultra form. The reasons

assigned by him for his last visit to Jerusalem, and for his pro-

ceedings there, are said to be improbable—therefore they are

discarded, and tlie void is supplied by inventions deemed more

probable—inventions which represent him as chosing to die,

rather than submit to mortihed pride, or return to honest

courses. •

Mr. Nowrnan would have little right to complain, were we
to subject liis own character to scnitiny according to these rules

of judgment. And our readers can imagine the pretty picture

of vanity, conceit, bhiudering self-sufficiency, and moral unsound-

ness he would become, were we so to do
;
but the. measure he

has used shall not be tiieted to him again by us. We will not

descend to meet an injustice so fraudulent by resorting to its own
Aveapons, The fact is, Mr. Newman is wanting in the capacity

demanded for a successful dealing with subjects of this nature.

Wo are disposed to think thus the more, from the circumstance

that the facts in liis history as presented in his own writings,

are of such a nature as tp convey impressions concerning him,

to all men of sense, of a kind which no man could ever have

intended should he conv(;yed. The man who so writes as to

compel you to laugh at his Aveakness, does so, you may he sure,

unconsciously. It is said of a pious old man in Aberdeenshire,

that lie was Avoiit to pray CA'^ery morning in his family that the

Lord would give him a ‘ good conceit " of himself through the

day. Truly Mr. Francis NeAvman does not need so to pray.

When his beard had been but a feAV short years upon his chin,

he had grown so much wiser than the wisest churchmen or the

Avisest dissenters, that he felt himself called to supply ‘a great

Avaiit to Ghrietendomf by giving to it a model church, then soon

to be set up within the walls of Bagdad; and Mr. Newman's
life has been all of a piece with this beginning of it. He has

now lived to make such discoveries concerning the character of

Christ, as the intelligence of the race before the birth of his own
had failed to reach. He must always be doing some great

thing. At iirst he was to purify Christianity, and to astonish

all Christendom by that. Now he is to destroy Christianity,

and is to become memorable hy that In his passion as a
regenerator of Christianity, our young apostle was, of course,

infallible
;
and in hi|; present passion to destroy this system,

NO. XXXVIIT. N N
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Mr. Newman is, of course, infallible. Tbe worst of it is, that tlie

men of tliis fluctuating temperament, while they expect youto give
them credit for sincerioty as they pass through aJl the forms of

error which they profess to have thrown ofi*, they never seem to

tliink that it becomes them to give yon credit for sincerity in

still adhering to some of those supposed errors. What gall did

not Robert Soutbey and Samuel Taylor Coleridge sometimes
distil upon such poor democrats as happened to cross theii- path
in their later life, expecting, all the while, good and guileless

souls, that you should cede to theni the praise of having always

been sincere, whether preaching the wildest democracy in tlieir

• *youth, or pouring scorn on every form of liberalism in their old

age. So much is it in the nature of some men to have ^ a good
conceit ' of themselves.

If Mr. Newman and his friends be really sanguine as to tbe

success of their labours, it is not easy to discover the gi ound on
wliich they rest their expectations. Of the paradoxes advanced
by this school up to the present time, there are few which they

have not been compelled virtually to abandon. This, they have
done, either by falling back upon such explanations as involve a
surrender of the positions assumed, or by substituting misrepre-

sentations and personalities in the place of logic, and deserting

their ground silently imder the cover of such expedients. It may
not be useless to report progress by jnentioning a few points of

this nature.

1. The assumption that the difiiculties of Deism are much less

than those which are said to beset Cliristianity, is one of the

points which have come to be -so manifestly untenable as to be
m effect given up. One object of the author of the and
of some others, of late years, has been to show that if the excep-

tions taken to the diaracter of the Divine Being, as presented

in Revelation are valid, then the exceptions which are taken to

the Divine proceedings in nature and providence, must, for the

same reason, be also valid
; and the course before us be, not

simply to relinquish our Christianity, but to become atheists.

Now, how have the opponents of the author of the Eclipse met
his reasoning on this point? By showing its unsoundness?

, Not so—^but by flinging invectives at him, as a man labouring to

cast the reproach of immorality upon his Maker, and as being

the worshipper of an immoral divinity; as a man who may wefl

be suspected of atheism itself, seeing that his great object is to

enthrone a devil everywhere, and to leave us a God nowhere.

Such, it seems, is the best replywhich the gentlemen in question

can furnish, and may we not truly say that bad is the best ?

Must there not be in the hearts of these jlisputauts a conscious-
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ness, latent if not acknowledged, that their cause in this view of

it is indefensible. These writers know that nothing has been
further from the thoughts of the author of the Eclipee, than to
charge his Maker with immorality; but there is a purpose that

may be served by describing him as saying what it is well known
he has not said, and has not meant to say, and he is so described

accordingly. We need not remind our readers of the terms that
might be used to characterize such a style of controversy. Our
ol)ject just now in exposing it, is merely to indicate how com-
pletely the weapons of legitimate discussion must have failed

when such means are resorted to in their stead. In fact their

argument in this connexion is one of great exigency. Mr..
Emerson finds himself shut up to the conclusion that the God
in nature is another Attila or Genghis Khan, aiming at great

achievements, but heedless of the cost. He is cognizant of

humanity, and makes his use of tliat^ but leaves all personalities

beside, to go down beneath the iron pres^re—^the vast sweep of

law and destiny. Mr. Carlyle s speculations appear to have led

to a like comfortable issue. Theodore Parker, in his last work,

flies from nature as we know it, to a compensatory state of

existence beyond the present, and to that, not for the souls of

men only, but for the souls of brutes ! Even then the case is

too hard for him
;
he knows not how to infer the character of

the Creator from the create^. It is not enough for him that the

signs of wisdom and goodness should preponderate. Nor can it

be enough for any man. Where the good is ascendant, what is

unlike it may bear some harmonious relation to it—but we need
a voice beyond nature to assure us that it is so.

2. Our readers are aware that it has been assumed to be
absurd to suppose that the Deity in giving a revelation to man
should entrust it to a book, in place of lodging it in men's hearts

and consciousness. Great has been the scorn cast upon the idea

of ‘a book-revelation,' as it is called; as though it were one of

the silliest conceptions that have ever found a place among men.
But somehow, it has been shown that the absurdity lies on the

other side. It has come out that the reasoning which would
make ‘ a book-revelation' to be necessarily worthless, must make
the world of things that has come down to us through the

medium of books to be also worthless, giving to the labours of

Mr Newman himself, as a producer of books, a place among the

vain and useless. The whimsey that would thus put an end to

the divinely appointed connexion between the present, and the

acquisitions and certainties of the past, has been shown to be so

utterly absurd, and the laugh that has been raised against it has

been so overwhelming, that the men who have given utterance to

N N 2
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the paradox have become visibly ashamed of their own oftspriiig.

It now appears that nothing more has been intended, than tliat

men should not be expected to receive lies as truths, because the
said lies may happen to have place in an old book. Why, who
upon earth, gentle sirs, has been so weak or so wicked as to

expect you to do anything of that sort? If this be all you have
meant to say, what a pity that you should have said something
so widely ditferent in such manifold connexions. However, so

ends the short life of the paradox that would have us account a
revelation in a book as something in its own nature absurd.

o. Another dream of this school, which has been, like some
, others, vivid for a time, but not for very long, consists in its teach-

ing about what is called the ‘ intuitional consciousness.' This
sort, of consciousness has been declared to be high above, and
strictly independent of, that everyday drudge, ‘ logical conscious-

ness.' The latter has to do with facts and outwards
;
the former

has to do -wnth visions and revelations, which come from sources

purely its own. It is, we are told, in the riglit use of this dis-

tinction between these two forms of consciousness, that the whole
difference consists between the spiritual man and the merely
natural man. Now, no man ever denied that the mind has

an intuitive power as well as a rea.soning power,—the sole ques-

tion is, does the intuitive power depend on the other powers
of the mind, for becoming what it i^ or does it not ? If it does

not so depend, then where is your guarantee against extrava-

gance, fanaticism, madness ? If it does so depend, then w^hence

all this mystic boasting of its independence ? The truth is, so

palpable has been the absurdity of the discoursings set forth on
this subject, that it has been found necessary to sound a retreat.

Great care is now taken to assure us that no one has ever meant
to say that the intuitional consciousness—or spiritual insight of

the mind, is really a separate power of it, but that it should
always be remembered, that this consciousness is properly the
mind itself, acting in consequence of the development it has
realized from circumstances and experience. Now, this is what
we have always insisted upon as sound doctrine. It is, however,

something widely different from the doctrine which the school

under consideration have been putting forth most assiduously for

some- years pas*t. Even Mr. Newman, not to mention others, is

now seen availing himself of such obscure hints of a common
sense description as are to be found in his writings,.for the pur-

pose of abandoning a position, with as little damage as may be,

which he finds it impossible to sustain.

^ 4. It will be remembered, that one of the stratagems resorted

to in this warfare has been, to make a free use of scriptural Ian-
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guage in a noii-scriptural sense. A style of expression the most
Christian, has been used for purposes obviously the most un-
christian. But the foolery,—^the imbecile attempt at fraud in-

volved in all this, has been laid so bare, that the enemy is not
likely to be seen taking that ground again. It has been a
wretched device

;
the language of Fdndlon from the lips of Vol-

taire could hardly have been so offensive.

5. We scarcely need say that the mythic theory of Strauss has
fallen into the category of these exploded follies. The discovery

of the treatise by Hippolytus was hardly needed to put an
end to that Tubingen romance. But this it has done, and
Strauss, deprived of his mythic hypothesis, is left to take his*

place with the vulgar scribes who have found genial occupation
in ehiborating the alleged discrepancies of the Gospels.

C. And while time is thus furnishing its unexpected testi-

monies to the antiquity and authenticity of the New Testa-

ment, the monuments raised within these few years from their

burial-places in Southern Asia, are sending their light over the

wdiole region of evidence affecting the claims of the Old Tes-

tament.

In fact, there is hardly a point in the field covered by this con-

troversy where the scale does not turn on the better side. We
look the enemies of this cause—the cause of God and of the

by-gone millions in the woi^d’s histoiy—in the face, and we say,

with all the emphasis we can command—it is strong yet, and it

vrill be stronger yet ! The battle has been the battle of all past

times. The victories have been new with every generation of

our species. Good men—true and strong men to do its bid-

ding at all hazards—will never be wanting. It is still the

anchor that must give hope to humanity. Stronger men than

are now arrayed against it, have been in past times but as stubble

in its path, and will be so again. To bring the plottings of its

foes to nought, we only need that the men who profess to be its

friends should be found

—

faithful.
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In placing at the head of tliis article the name of the volumes
with which Dr. Whewell has still further enriched international

law, and the names and titles of other works published in Ger-
many and America, we are desirous of directing the readers'

attention to an aspect of the Busso-Turkish question not hitherto

discussed in the daily or weekly journals, or, strange to say, even
opened by our quarterly contemporaries, having space and leisure

at command for such inquiries. Neither has this view of the

question been broached in Parliament. It has long been evident

to every careful observer of the honourable House, that its mem-
bers most especially eschew historical and ethical discussions, and
everything like a comprehensive and elevated tone, in the

handling of public questions. At a period when a spirit of gene-
ralization and large views were much more commion than at

present, Burke was considered the dinner-bell of the House of

Commons
;
and it has often been observed in disparagement of

some t)f Mr. Macaulay's best reasoned and most felicitously

expressed speeches that they were far too much of essays to be
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effective within the walls of Si Stephen’s. The man who thinks
deeply, reasons profoundly, or recurs with much research to histoiy,

ancient and modern, to bear out his views, is deemed a bore for

being above liis audience in Si Stephen’s ; hence it is, that no
development liistorically and ethically of the balance of power,
in relation to Russian aggression, has been hitherto brought in aid
of English abd French interference. The Blue Books have been
thumbed on all sides with commendable industry—despatch
after despatch has been quoted with endless and tiresome itera-

tion—^the trading and financial interests involved in the ques-

tions of Russia and Turkey have been over and over again con-
sidered, but no attempt has been made to show that England, irt <

the course she is pursuing in reference to Russian aggrandize-

ment, is only following a systematic arrangement such as has

been established in ancient and modem times for securing to dif-

ferent states, within the same sphere of political action, the

undisturbed possession of their territories and their independence.

The phrase, balance of power, is occasionally used in pamphlets
and speeches without any very precise or definite meaning. But
among historians, jurists, and international lawyers, the words
have a distinct and positive significance, as describing a system

wliich has ever prevailed amongst civilized communities, whether

Christian or pagan. As understood by every careful reader of

history and of treaty and ^ternational law, the balance is that

constitution subsisting among neighbouring states, more or less

connected with one another, by virtue of which no one among,

them can injure the independence or the essential rights of

another without meeting on some side effectual resistance, and^

consequently, exposing itself to danger. One of the ablest

writers and clearest thinkers of modern times, however, has

demonstratively shown that the system of a balance, if l^not

reduced to a formal theory, was at least practically adopted by
the ancient states of Greece and the neighbouring nations.

Xenophon, in his Institutions of Cyrus, represents the combinar

tions of the Asiatic powers to have arisen from a jealousy of the

increasing force of the Medes and Persians
;
and Thucydides

tells us that the league which was formed against Athens, and

which produced the Peloponnesian war, arose exclusively from the

anxiety with regard to the principle of a balance. As a further

application of the principle, Hume states that, after the decline

of Athens,, and when the supremacy over Greece was contested

between the Lacedflemonians and Thebans, the Athenians en^-

deavoured to preserve the balance by throwing themselves into

the lighter scale. They supported Thebes, says he, against Sparta,

nntil the victory of Epaminondas, at Leuctra^.gave the ascendaojoy
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to the former, after which they immediately went over to the
conquered, from generosity as they pretended, but in reality from
their jealousy of the conquerors. In the oration of Demosthenes
for the Megalopolitans, the utmost refinements of the principle

of a balance are discerned. The great orator it was who first

discovered the dangerous rise of the Macedonian power, and who
sounded the alarm through all Greece. Demosthenes lays it

down as a maxim, that the interest ofAthens required that Sparta
and Thebes should be weak. But as the situation of Thebes at this

juncture was critical, it was apprehended that she might sink

in the contest with her rival. On the other hand, if Sparta sue*

.Qeeded against Megapolis, she would find it less difficult to reduce

Messene, and this addition to her strength, when that of Thebes
was impaired, would destroy the balance between the two leading

states, which it must be the interest of Athens to preserve. On
these grounds the alliance with Megapolis was supported by the

greatest of ancient orators. The Athenians rejected the advice

of their great speaker and statesman. His efforts to arouse his

own countrymen and the other states of Greece to the new danger
which he discovered in the first rise of the Macedonian power
were unsuccessful, until it became too late to resist the progress of

Philip. His endeavours to form a general confederacy resulted

in a league between Athens and Thebes. The Dorian States

remained passive spectators whilst tl\e liberties of Greece were
destroyed on the plains of Cha;ronea. Demosthenes would have
included the king of Persia in a general alliance against

Macedon. Considering the moral superiority which discipline,

valour, and science gave the Greeks, the Persian was in reality a

petty prince in comparison with the leading Greek States.

In the stormy and troubled politics of Greece we find that

every prevailing power was sure to meet with a confederacy

against it, often composed of its former fiiends and allies. The
Persian inonarchs uniformly followed the advice of Alcibiades to

Tissaphemes, which was, always to support the weakest side in

every contest. The pursuit of this counsel for near a century,

prolonged the Persian empire; while the neglect of it for a

moment, in the reign of the aspiring Philip, reduced his dominion
with a rapidity of which history presents few instances. The
successors of Alexander jealously observed the balance of power,

and pursued the policy observed by the Persian monarchs. The
fortune of Antigonus threatened them anew witb universal

monarchy; but their combination at Ipsus saved them. The
Ptolemies first supported Aratus and the Achaeans, and then

GJaomenes, king of Sparta, as a counterbalance to the Macedonian
monai’chs. Hiero, king of Syracuse, though the ally of Rome,
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sent as>sistance to the Carthaginians during the war of the auxi-

liaries, esteeming it wise that no such force ought to be thrown
into one state as to incapacitate the neighbouring states from
defending their rights against it.

The only Greek prince having relations with Rome, who
seems to have been sensible of the necessity of preserving the
balance of power, was Hiero II., king of Syracuse. Though
professedly the ally of Rome, he sent assistance to the Carthagi-

nians during the servile war, e.steeming it necessary, says Polybius,

both in order to retain his dominions in Sicily, and to preserve the

Roman friendship, that Carthage should be safe
;
lest by its fall the

remaining power should be able, without contest or opposition,*

to execute every purpose and undertaking. Hume truly remarks
that the principle, call it envy or prudence, which produced the

ostracism of Athens and the petalism of Syracuse, and expelled

every citizen whose fame or power overtopped the rest, discovered

itself in the foreign politics of Greece, and raised enemies to the

leading state, however moderate in the exercise of its authority.

In short, says the writer, ‘ the maxim of preserving the balance of

‘ power is founded .so much on common sense and obvious
‘ reasoning, that it is impossible it could have altogether escaped
‘ antiquity, when we find, in other particulars, so many marks of
^ deep penetration and discernment. If it was not so generally
‘ known and acknowledged -as at present, it had, at least an
‘ influence on all the wiser and more experienced princes and
' politicians.'* The generality of Hume’s conclusion, as is well

remarked by Wheaton,f is limited by two leading historical facts,

that the principle of interference to preserve the balance of

power, though admitted in the reasonings of statesmen and his-

torians, was not practised with sufficient con.stancy in ancient

times, to prevent the aggrandizement, first of Macedon, and then

of Rome, at the expense of all other civilized states.

The idea of a balance of power in Englaijd dates from a remote
period. It is true that after we lost our possessions in France,

we concerned ourselves but little with foreign affairs
;
yet even

so early as the reign of Henry VIII. this monarch saw that all

accessions to the French power were dangerous to England; and
this made him enter into a strict alliance with the emperor
Maximilian and the king of Spain. Shortly after, England
engaged in a war with Charles VIII., to hinder Brittany from

being unitod to the queen of France. The successor of Henry VII.

spent immense treasures in keeping the balance even between

* 'Hume’s Essays.’ Discourse vi. p. 108. Edinburgh edition. 1752.

+ ' Law of Nations.’ p. 18. New York edition. 1845.
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tb6 two great empires of Europe, during the reigns of Ferdinand

and Charles V., and Louis XII. and Francis 1.

Our Elizabeth followed, in thisrespect, in the course of her father.

During the civil wars which lasted from the reign of Henry II.

to that of Henry IV., the Spaniards would have overrun France
had it not been for the seasonable assistance which the Virgin

Queen afforded to those professing the reformed religion. James I.

pursued for a time a different policy from his predecessors,

loimded on the hope instilled by Gondomar—that an alliance

with Spain would render him more powerful over his own people.

But the clamours of the country produced a rupture with Spain,

which was no sooner declared, than demonstrations of joy were
visible from one end of the kingdom to the other. It may be
urged that a portion of the forei^ policy of Cromwell, we mean
his alliance with France in preference to Spain, was in some sort

destructive of the balance of power. But Cromwell entered

into this league chiefly from considerations connected with home
and domestic politics; partly with the purpose of awing the

people of England, pa^ly from the desire of maintaining himself

by the exercise of unlimited power, after he had dispensed with

the forms of a parliament. Charles II., from more vulgar and
more corrupt motives, pursued a similar course. He increased

the strength and reputation of France, a;t the expense of Spain

and Holland. In pursuing these anti-ruational leagues and con-

nexions, he had to run counter to his people and. his parliament.

Measures alike destructive of the balance of power and the
superiority of England, led to the overthrow of Caries's brother

James. In the reign of Anne we adopted-^because in accord-

ance with the doctrine of the balance—a truer system of foreign

alliance. The victories of Marlborough, arresting as they did the

conquests of Louis XIV. (who at one time threatened to enslave

Europe), attest the wisdom of the counsels, while they reflect a
^lendid lustre on the military renown, of England.
Any one who reads the State Papers issued during the period

between the peace of Westphalia, in 16458, and that of Utrecht,

in 1713, or the history of public and international law during

that period, will discover among the principles constantly ap-
pealed to in the diplomatic discussions, the right of intervention

to prevent the umue aggrandizement of one European state

affect!^ the general security and independence of nations, by
materia^y disturbing the equilibrium of their respective forces.

Whatever disputes might arise as to its application, the principle

itself was acknowledged on all hands, although it was not always

acfinrately distinguished from the right of interference by one
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state or a number of states, in order to obviate a danger arising

from the internal transactions of a neighbouring state.

We have already attempted to show from ancient history, that

the system of a balance of power was theoretically understood
and practically adopted by the ancient states of Greece and the
neighbouring nations. By some it may be urged that the first

practical application of balancing system to that constant

supervision which has been since habitually exercised over the

relative forces of the European states can only be distinctly

traced back to the developments their policy received soon after

the invasion of Italy by Charles VIII., at the end of the

fifteenth centuiy. We are not of this opinion. We think the^

principle of a balance has ever more or less pervaded European
policy from an earlier age, though it is certain the princes and
republics of Italy extended on this occasion to the affairs of

Europe the maxims they had hitlierto applied to regulate the

balance of power among the Italian States.

The principle of interference in order to maintain the balance

of power is stated with accuracy and moderation by Fdndlon, in

the work written by him for the instruction of his pupil, the
Duke of Burgundy.'*^ In this work, the Bishop of Meaux cites,

as an example of the cases in which the principle became
applicable, the undue aggrandizement of the house of Austria^,

under Charles V., and his sj^iccessor, Philip II., who, after having
conquered Portugal, sought to make himself master of England!
Supposing his right to the English crown to have been as undia-

put^ as it was the reverse, Edndlon maintams the right of

Europe to prevent the addition of the Britisli islands to the vast

possessions of Spain, Italy, Flanders, and the East and West
Indies. These territories, combined with the immense naval
power of Philip, would have enabled him to dictate laws to all.

the other states of Christendom, Fdnelon contends that a par-

ticular right of succession or donation ought to yield to the

natural law of security for so many nations, and asserts that

whatever disturbs the equilibrium so as to render imminent the

danger of universal monarchy, cannot be just, even when founded
on.&e written laws of a particular country. The reason is, that

these laws established by one people cannot prevail against the
natural law of the general liberty and safety, written upon the

hearts of aU the other nations of the world.. When a given
power is rising, or seeking like Eussia to rise, to that point in the

scale of nations where all the neighbouring powers combined

* Examen de la coDscienoo sur les devoirs de la Boyauti^.
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would be incapable of opposing effectual resistance, these nations

have a right to unite together for the purpose of preventing this

aggrandizement before it is too late to defend their common
independence. To render such an*alliance lawful, the danger
must undoubtedly be real and imminent, and the league or

alliance may be rendered offensive where the aggressive design,

as in the instance of Russia against Turkey, renders it indispens-

ably necessary. At the same time, the objects of the league

ought to be laid down with exactness
;
for it is neither lawful

nor just to destroy a power under the pretext of moderating it.

In thus recognising a balance, we do not look to a j)ossible

equality, or contend that states should be measured, scpiared and
rounded by a common standard. But what we maintain is, that

if a system of Europe is to exist, and to be maintained by
common exertions, no one of its members must ever become so

powerful as to be able to coerce all the rest.

It may so happen that by extraordinary circumstances, by
collusion, by connivance, or by indifference, by neglecting proper

precautions, or by omitting to oppose the }>roper obstacles, one
great kingdom in the European federacy, may attain to such a

degree of preponderance, cr to such an habitual system of spolia-

tion and aggression on its neighbours, as to draw upon the whole
State-system of Europe the danger of sudden destruction. In
the physical as in the moral world, ^ system the operation of

which is regulated by weights and counter*weights, can only be
shaken by one of these losing its original power, or having that

power unduly increased. Defensive leagues, as in the present

union of England and France, are, it seems to us, just and
necessary, when they are designed to prevent the undue aggran-

dizement of a particular power, or to prevent that power from
endangering the general safety. A power unduly pursuing its

own aggrandizement at the expense of its neighbours has no
right to consider such an alliance as a ground of hostility, since

it is formed in the exercise of a right and a duty by the con-

tracting parties. Every jurist of any repute in Europe will

admit that any invasion of an ally's territory, that any infraction

of the existing peace, by unjust aggression or spoliation, justifies

an offensive alliance against the spoliator. Our English law says

Omnia prcesumuntur contra spoliatm'em, and in this regard

the customary law of nations is not different from the English

law. If confederations of states, or the union of t^vo or more
nations, can prevent any one very powerful state from overbearing

a less powerful, or a weak or defenceless neighbour, such unions

—

£urthe*present alliance of England and France—are not merely

justifiable but highly commendable
;
for it is highly necessary
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that in times of common danger there should be common
measures of prevention, whereby the preponderance or unjust
ambition of any unruly member of the European states-faraily

may be thwarted and opposed. The object of civilized states,

in tlieir comity with (iach otlier, should be preservation and pro-

tection against a common danger. The interest of the more
civilized and Christian states of the world, is to defend and pre-

serve the ad vantages already enjoyed by them and by their weaker
neighbours, whether Christian or pagan. To effect this end they
should increase their collective strength to resist Russia. If

states might always depend on the virtue and forbearance of

their neiglibours for their independence, there would be no
necessity of inventing the system of a political balance or equi-

poise. But so long as one large empire is guided and governed
on the principles prevailing in Russia, aggression and injustice

must be considered to have a positive existence—indeed, to be
inseparably incident to human affairs.

It will l)€‘ perceived from the illustrations we have drawn from
our own history, that England, like Greece, has always endea-

voured to maintain the political balance, and that though some
of our princes, by the corruption of their courts, have been induced
to lavour the most asjiiring monarchy, yet that the parliaments
of England have ever used their utmost care to ensure that no
oiif; power may gain undply, still less alisorb, obliterate, and
altogotli(5r efface every other. In this our House of Commons,
adopting a policy of common-sense, have followed the reflections

of tlie prince of Italian historians.

‘ WIkjti a. })rincc or a cotnnionwcalth,’ says Machiavel, ‘arrives at that

height oi’ri'.putation, tliat uo neighbouring prince or people dares ven-

ture to invach? hivn unless coin})elled hy indispensable necessity, he may
do what he }>leases. ’Tis in his election with whom he will make war,

and with whom Ik? will be at peace; for his neighbours being afraid of

his power are all glad to be his iriends, and those potentates who are

furthest off, and have no commerce with him, look on as unconcerned as

if the consequences could have no relation to them
;
and in this error

they many times continue, till the calamities are brought home to

tlieir own doors; and then ’tis too late, for they have nothing but

their owui private force to oppose, which is too weak when the enemy
is grown so strong.’

It may be asked, can the system of a balance be placed on
practical bf^ses? We submit it can, and that there are maxims
as applicable to this question as to any question of public or

international law. If a European state should attempt, for

instance, as Russia has attempted, by unlawful enterprises to

attain a degree of power which enables it to defy the danger of
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a union of several of its neighbours, or even an alliance of the

whole, such a state should be treated as a common enemy. If,

on the other hand, it had acquired that degree of force by an
accidental concurrence of circumstances, and without any acts of

violence, whenever it should furnish a just occasion, no means
which political wisdom could devise for the purpose of diminish-

ing its power, should be neglected or untried
;
for it is a prin-

ci^e of the European federal system, properly understood, that

no one of its members should ever become so poweiful as to be
able to coerce all the rest put together. It is desirable for the

interests of humanity and civilization, that any state which
•infringes the balance should be coerced either by the collective

strength of the European family, or by any union of two or more
states. The fear of awakening a common opposition, or of

drawing down a common vengeance, would thus in itself be suf-

ficient to keep each state within the bounds of moderation.

It is not, however, so much the amount of power possessed by
any one state, that is objectionable, as the direction and tendency

of that power. No state—perhaps no two states on the habitable

globe, possess such immense power as this little island. But that

power has been almost uniformly exercised to the spread of

Christianity, civilization and commerce—to the humanizing and
improving of our common species. The British empire being

washed on every side by the ocean, c^n rarely wish to gain, and
scarcely fear to lose, in any aggressive war. The limits of our

island are precisely, and we would hope securely, fixed by the

hand of nature; and our vast colonial empire is the creature and
the child of our immense commerce, and of our decided mari-

time preponderance. But though this may be admitted to be
so, the pages of history, and the events of the last half-century,

sufficiently prove to English statesmen and politicians, that the

increase of any one of what the late Lord Castlereagh called the

CTeat mOitary monarchies of the Continent, still less its consoli-

dation into a vaster empire, would be destructive to the general
equilibrium, and might, in the end, be fatal to the independence

of our beloved country. Great Britain, therefore, however seem-
ingly secure in this little island, is deeply interested in prevent-

ing a concentration into one mass of power which might

—

nay,

w&ch certainly would—^be dangerous to herself. The geogra-

phical position of these islands clearly indicates that no accession

of territory on the Continent can be desirable to ife. But our

political relations with the Continent as clearly point out tliat it

is our best -policy, not only in our own interests, but in the

lAerests of the civilized world, to establish and preserve a steady

balance of its various powers, so that there may be no overpoise.
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The fii-st Lord of tlie Admiralty, in his able and generons-
toned speech at the dinner given by the Reform Club to Admiral
Sir Charles Napier, glanced at this topic, so that it is evident it

has not escaped the attention of the cabinet.

To any attentive observer of the continent the internal con-
stitution of Russia—its geographical situation—^its relation to the
neighbouring states of Austria, of Prussia, of Sweden, of Den-
mark, and of Turkey—all place it in a position of necessary

aggrandizement and overpoise. The aristocratical nature of its

government—the submissive and sla-vish obedience of its people
—the decisive influence of the military character upon the whole
system—the unprincipled nature of its pohcy, using alternately,

despotical, republican, and revolutionary instruments—sufficiently

maik it out as a state onl}^ turning its natural or acquired advan-
tages to the achievement of external preponderance. This
tendency of the Czar is favoured and facilitated by his own
absolute and uncontrolled will, by the servility of a cabinet of

mere instruments, and by the superstitious barbarism of a
people wlio look upon their emperor as on a level with their

God. Nicholas rules over a land in which neither civil, nor poli-

tical talents, nor social virtue flourish
;
in which the whole fabric,

social and political, rests ui^on a basis of aggression, injustice, and
faithlessness. In most of the monarchies of the Continent, the

military character maintains its rank, but nowhere is the pre-

ponderance of the military so great, nowhere is the government
so essentially aristocratic, so much of a pure stratocracy, as in

Russia. To the drilling, clothing, and fashioning of soldiers—^to

the fabrication of arms and munitions of war—^to the production

of serried battalions and the multiphcation of mere brute foice

—

every interest and feeling of the country is unconditionally

sacrificed. Russia, therefore, in its external relations, is charac-

terized—to use tlie words of Sir J. Graham, at the Reform Club
dinner—by a more lawless spirit of aggression and aggrandize-

ment than ever disgraced any country.

The real question, then, now is, whether Russia possesses and
uses her power m such a manner as not to encroach on her

neighbours? The answer is at hand. The occupation of the

Danubian Principalities in defiance of treaty—the threats held

out to Sweden and Denmark, to Prussia and Austria, speak

trumpet-tongued. Should Europe, more especially should Eng-
land and France, look tamely on in this juncture, without

opposing obstacles to aggression, from the unchecked prepon-

derance of Russia must ultimately, and not distantly, arise the

ruin of the smaller, the degradation of the greater, and the peril of

the secondary and third-rate states. By tlie balance of power, of
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wliich we have spoken, designating an equilibrium among
states, we do not imply the chimerical idea of an equality in

strength and influence among federated states, but a common
right to enjoy unmolested, both in their internal and exterior

relations, all the privileges of independence. The federal system
of Europe, it cannot be too often stated, is not based upon de-

grees of power, but upon the external limitations of this power.

The state which, like Russia, is not prevented by any external

consideration from oppressing a weaker state is always, however
weak it may be, too strong for the interest of the whole. The
state which, like England, can be made to respect the rights of

• the weakest, though tlie most powerful of all states, is not too

powerful. The true acceptation of a balance of power then is,

a principle among the family of states, by virtue of which no one
among them can injure the independence or tl)e essential rights

of another without meeting effectual resistance.

Ha^^ing, as we conceive, made plain the presiding principle of

a balance, and defined wdiat a bahmee should be, we think it

will be conceded, from the events of tlie last twelve months,

that there arises in the case of Russia a fair occasion for the

application of these princijdes, on which depend the integrity and
equipoise of the European system. If it was just for the allies

to put this European system in practice in their wars against

Louis XIV,, and in our own days against Napoleon Bonaparte,

surely it is most just and necessary that Russia, at this moment
overshadowing Germany, threatening Sweden, and occupying

portions of Turkey, should be restrained and chastised. At
various epochs in the history of the world, the greater portion of

the smaller states would have gone to ruin had they not been
supported by the general interest of Europe. Some of the

smaller might be effaced and overborne now, had not England
and France resolved on acting as a counterpoise to Russia. In
their pact of intimate union, these two powers disclaim all selfish

motives and interested views. They engage themselves not to

extend their territory at the expense of their neighbours—tliey

renounce all schemes of indemnity and aggrandizement—pro-

nouncing an anathema against Russia for breaches of treaty law,

and violations of international right—they go forth to do battle

in a high and holy cause, claiming the approval of civilized and
Christian men. They go forth to do battle against a nation

seeking to obtain such a degree of power as would enable her to

defy a union of her neighbours. For the last twelve months
Russia has at nought the united remonstrances of England
ajiid France. Neither the debates in the Houses of Parliament

last year, nor the public meetings, nor the State Papers, nor the un-
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equivocal expression of public opinion, have caused Eussia

pause. On the contrary
;
she has strode on from falsehood to

fraud—from fraud to violence—from violence to a dastardly

butchery, as at Sinope. Has not, then, this empire furnished the

occasion for a common united action against her ? Has she not

thrown down the gauntlet to the two most civilized and Christian

nations, and demonstrated to their sovereigns^nd statesmen that

the time is come when they should leave no means untried for

the purpose of curtailing and diminishing Kussian power ? Has
not Russia infringed on the system of balance necessary to the

security of Europe and the repose of the world ? In a word,

does she hold her power with those checks and guards, with thaf

conscientious control, and with those external limitations, which
prevent her from oppressing weaker states, interfering with their

essential rights, or injuring their independence ? Does not the

European interest—we may add, the interest of the civilized

world—require the exhibition in her regard of that effectual re-

sistance by England and France which would make her respect

the rights of the weakest ? To these questions there can be but
one answer. If England and France had not bestirred them-
selves now, after twelve months of fruitless efforts by negotiation

to put off the evils of war, their inaction would have been evi-

dence of the decay of public spirit, of inordinate selfishness, of

an exclusive thirst of gainy and of an oblivion of all thos# great
motives of duty which ought to gufde and govern the most Chris-

tian and civilized states in the European system.

The Emperor of Russia has now arrived at a kind of unnatural

dominion incompatible with the safety or the repose of Europe.

In his external relations he has forgotten tdl national rights—all

national and personal interests. Acting on an impetuous and un-
governable passion, and on a mad and insatiable ambition, he has

fanned into a flame the fanaticism of his people. He has claimed

that which no monarch can or ought to claim—a distinct excep-

tional personal prerogative and quasi divine right, out of the limit

by which nature and reason have circumscribed every personal

right and every prerogative for the universal good. It is only

from the a^lication of sound principles ofpolicy, and, failing these,

from an appeal to the sharp arbitrament of the sword, that the
balance of Europe can be redressed, and might be placed in sub-

ordination to right. The more energy and vigour is employed
now in checking the first acts of injustice and violence, the less

frequent will be the cases in which other nations will be hereafter

called on to interpose.
^

It may be said that Nicholas of Russia, in the course he is pui-

suing, h^ exhibited more ambition than genius, wisdom, or com^
NO. XXXVIII. 0 o
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Ulon sense. Tlie fact is so; and it is because ambition has
obliterated, if not effaced in his mind, every trace of reason,

right, and justice, that an appeal to force becomes necessar}^ It

may be urged that such is now the equality of discipline, the
equilibrium of forces, and the rapid communication among cid-

lized nations, that it is obviously impossible for Kuasia, even
though aided by a^onfederacy, to fsubjugate Europe, or to Jiold

it in subjugation supposing it to be once subdued. But against

a spirit of aggression and conquest moral means form no insur-

mountable obstacles, and we must add to perpetual vigilance arid

unlimited mistrust, valour, patriotism, and determined resistance.

Wars arc undoubtedly among the greatest of human evils. But
there are occasions in which nations w'ould degenerate, decay, and
Avither away without wars. Opinion is the principal support of

power, and states are seldom any longer strong, or valorous, or

wise, than while they are so viewed by their neighbours. Things
subsist in this world which we call ours more by fame, by opinion,

and by rumour, than by ?iny real strength. Thus it was, after

the death of Charles V., the Spaniards for some years presented

their empire by the opinion mankirid conceived of the deptli and
wisdom of his counsel. But when a nation puts its own weak-
ness forth, and proclaims, at all seasons, and under all circum-

stances, perpetual peace, its protection is no longer relied on, and
its allftince is no longer courted—other countries first despise and
then insult it—for mankind conclude that where courage and
Avisdom are Avanting, there is neither stability nor strength.

In all that we have said in reference to the principle of a
balance, we desire to be distinctly understood as limiting our

observations to an ei^ternal application of the doctrine. The
application of any such doctrine to the intermil affairs of any
nation, would be an obtrusive intermeddling, wholly destructive

of the sovereign rights of an independent community, as little

justifiable as our interference in the affairs of France in 1798.

We know there are those among us who will say, in a very

fiaunty and flouting style, ‘ See what your balance of power
* dreaming has done for us—look at the wars that have grown
' out of it, and at what it has cost ua' True ;

and in like manner,

as Mr. Burke has so admirably shown in his Vindication of
Natural Society^ man may point to the mischiefs incident to

government in every shape, whether affecting large communities

or small : but this being done, the matter does not. end there.

Seeing that the evils inseparable from civil government, in the

histo|:y of every nation, are so many and so weighty, shall we
Attempt to mend matters by resolving to do without it? It

is by means of these political arrangements that we have ceased
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to be dwellers in forests, feeding upon acorns when nothing

better came in our way. It is in our power to dispense with
these costly arrangements, and to go back to our first love. Shall

we do so ?

So in the case before us; the great arbitration system, for such

is its real nature, which we intend by the term the balance of

power, has not sufficed to make the men who have had the

working of it, men of perfect wisdom or perfect virtue
;
nor has

it been strong enough to prevent the outburst, in some cases, of

princely or national ambition. But seeing that these evils have
gone along with this principle, shall we attempt to mend matters

by an utter renunciation of it? To take this course would
in effect, to say to the strong everywhere, ^ You may invade,
‘ oppress, absorb, the weak, on any scale, the matter shall be no
‘ concern of ours :—no, not though the struggle should come to lie

* between some two great powers,- which have absorbed the less,

‘ and the issue may be, that one of these powers will become the
‘ master of the other, and will setup a colossal despotism, beneath
‘•whose shade liberty will perish, civilization will become to the
‘
‘last degree corrupt, and religion itself be nothing better than a

‘ tool for the priest and the despot.' All this the man has said, or

should be prepared to say, who preaches that the principle of a
balance of power should be repudiated and proscribed in the

politics of Europe. No jjoubt this principle has not been worked

^ without cost; but he who does not see that the attempt to

dispense with it would entail far greater costs—costs literally

incalculable, is a man who should never presume to open his

mouth on any large question of statesmanship. Europe is

clearly mapped out ^y the hand of Providence to be w^hat she

has been in this respect Her coasts, and seas, and rivers, and
mountains, all serve to part off her people into separate powers,

and to suggest that the great European family has quite as much
dependence on sound law in relation to the international, as in

relation to the national.

On this subject a remarkable book has been published onlya few
weeks since, the title of which will befound at thehead ofthis article.

Pr. Solgar, the author, is a Prussian, was a professor in Germany,
and not long since a refugee in this country. He is deeply read

in the history of European diplomacy, and indicates, in almost

every page, his loathing of the present state-system of the con-

tinent. Jhe worst that can be said against this balance of
power theory he has said, and with much ability. Its origin he
denounces as most immoral, its working as most disastrous, and
his only hope for Europe is, that such a change may come as

o o a
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shall bring it to an end, and leave the different nationalities to

regulate their own affairs to their own liking.

But Dr. Solgar's scheme labours under two grand defects

—he ignores the fact that the ruling houses or families of Europe
could never have parcelled out its territory between them as they
have done, if the respective peoples of Europe had not assisted

them in so doing : and, furthermore, while he finds it easy to lay

bare the evils which have gone along with this system, he fur-

nishes no guarantee against the same things in substance being

done again by those nationalities, were they to start anew upon
the same platform. The dominant communities of Europe have
made Europe what it is. The princes could have done nothing
without them. Nor is it of avail to say that this balance has

always had respect to some two or three or four poweis, and been
worked l)y these powers with a view to their own advantage.

That again is a state of things wliich must be regarded as in-

evitable. Inequalities of state powc^r come from causes which
no theorising can control

;
and what is more—the lesser states

find their great element of safety in these rivalries of the greater.

When an enlightened sympathy with right and liberty shall be -

come stronger in the nations of Europe than the brute instincts

of nationality, Europe will be free, and her embroilments hitherto

will come to an end—but' not till then. It is proper to add,

however, that those who like ourselves are not prepared to en-

dorse Dr. Solgar's tJoeory, fiN'ill do well to read his hqok It is

rare to meet with the result of so much reading and thought in

so small a space. His description of the policy and designs of

Russia, though, as uttered more than two years ago, they come to

us as a prophecy from the past, read like a history of the present.

The volume consists of four lectures, introduced by a sensible

preface from the editor.

According to every principle and canon of international law
the different states which cover the surface of Europe—indeed, we
might say the civilized states that cover the surface of the globe

—

ought to have a national morality and a national sense of justice

as well as the individual men that dwell in them. Principles of

public law enjoin on states as well as on individuals to keep a
conscience, and to fulfil their promises, pacts, and treaty engage-

ments, and there ought to be a coactive power to enforce in prac-

tice theories—which are worse than useless—which are hypo-^

critical, if not reduced to action. The place of a high inter-

national court or tribunal, of a sort of Amphictyonic Council

or Areopagus existed in the brain of Henry IV. of FrMice, and
wc^ deMoped with much more of philanthropy than of prac-

tical skill by the Abbd St. Pierre. It is now about one hundred
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and twenty years since the project of perpetual peace was
broached by the good abbd, yet of this project the most peaceful of

ministers, a minister more peaceful even than Lord Aberdeen,
said to the author, * Vous avez oiihlw iin aHicle easeiitiel, celui
(Venvoyer des missio'iuiires pour toucher Ics cceuvs des princea,
et leur persuader d^entrer dans vos vues/ Supposing the abbd
to rise from his tomb now-a-days, and to be aided by the Patriarch
of the Greek Church and the Metropolitans of Kieff, Novogorod,
and Moscow, what reasonablechance is there that the Czar of Russia
would deign to listen to their united reasonings and sage counsels,

or if he listened that he would have the sense to foUow them ?

Ambitious and warlike princes are not turned from their views of

spoliation and aggrandisement by Gospel truths or the best rea-

soned homilies, and Cardihal Dubois, who knew princes and
courts as well as any man of hLs day, expressed his sense of the

impracticability of St. Pierre's project when he exclaimed, ‘ ce

soiit les reves d/un hommie de hien*
The miseries arising from unregulated, rash, and hasty wars

were as present to the mind of Grotiiis as to any man of our own
day. No one was more imbued than he with the ChristiSn

spirit—no one more implicitly lived up to the great truths of the

Gospel. In his great treatise, which we have placed at the head
of this article, he strenuously maintained the duty of keep
ing the peace when peace was possible, and also of never resort-

ing to wai; unless in a case of most vital urgency. The philoso-

pher of Delft would have a nation bear some wrong rather than
resort to the sword

;
but he nevertheless quotes Ambrose to show

‘ that he who does not repel an injury for an ally if he can, is in

the wrong as much as he who does the injury.' And he quotes

Sallust and a host of classical authors to prove that when we are

asked to assist allies, it is to be considered whether we may ab-

stain from war; and then, whether what is required is sufficiently

pious, safe, glorious, or, on the other hand, unbecoming. Apply-
ing these doctrines to the interference of Great Britain and
France in behalf of their ally, Turkey, was there ever a juster

cause of appealing to the last arbitrament, according to ail jurists,

ancient and modern ? The wickedness and unprincipled ambition

of the Emperor Nicholas has forced the Porte to resort to war,

and justifies us, as allies, in aiding the Sultan to resist aggression

with the strong hand and the high courage ever inseparable from

a good cawse and honourable purposes.

For now nine and thirty years, in other words, since the peace

of 1815
,
the object of Russia has been to sow dissension and mis-

trust between France and England, and it has been in conse-

quence of her great successes in this nefarious policy, that the
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Czai’ and Cabinet of St. Petersburgh have been enabled to accom-
plish iiff much as they have done. Fortunately, however, the two
most civilized and most powerful nations of the world now see

clearly their own interests and the interests of the world, and it

is to be hoped that an alliance so auspicious may long survive

the great occasion that has called it forth, and fully justifies it in

the interests of Justice, of Equity, and of Peace herself.

We have rarely the good fortune to agree with the principal

Secretaiy of State for Foreign Affairs of the late Derby cabinet,

but we cannot help, on this occasion, expressing our concurrence

i^ the remarks of Lord Malmesbury in the debate of the 15th of

February, in the House of Lords, that the possession of Con-
stantinople by Russia would be to us a greater misfortune and
a greater loss than the loss of Ireland. How long should wc
hold Malta, Gibraltar, and the Ionian Islands, after such an
event?—how long would the overland communication to India

by way of Egypt and the Red Sea be open to us ? France is

as much interested as ourselves in excluding Russia from the

Mediterranean. With Russia at Constantinojile, and in the

event of a war and coalition against France, the intercourse

between Toulon and Algeria would not be uninterrupted.

For centuries France, moreover, has Jiad a great commerce and

a considerable jearrying trade in the Echelles du Levant. How
long would that commerce, and carr}^ng trade survive a new
Byzantine Empire, in whicJi Russia would range und«r her flag

the enterprising, hardy, and nautical Greeks of the coasts and
islands, sailors by instinct and pirates by profession ?

A great outcry has been raised by the Protectionist press

against Lord Aberdeen, and Mr. Disraeli has gone the length of

charging the Premier with connivance at, or collusion with

Russia. W e are far indeed from going these extreme lengths,

but candour obliges us to confess, that the Earl of Aberdeen has

from the early part of 1853 exhibited too great a desire to

confide in the promises of a power which has never solicited

confidence but to betray it, or made promises but to break

them. At Christmas, 1852, and in the beginning of the year

1853, Lord Aberdeen was under the impression that the

intentions of Russia were of the fairest, and that all her designs

in reference to Turkey were honest and honourable. But at

the very period when this good easy earl so deluded himself,

our minister at the court of the Czar was writing home to

Downing-street that the fifth Russian cor'ps d'arm^e was called

ij^o active service, and was ordered into Bessarabia, so that it

might be withm almost hail of the Principalities of Moldavia

and Wallachia. All this while Russia was trying to make a
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secret treaty as on a former occasion, and when remarks were
made on the increase of her forces and her considerable military

preparations, the evasive answer of the Chancellor Nesselrode
to Sir H. Seymour was, that it was necessary the diplomacy of
Russia should be supported by an army and a fleet. But even
three, four, five, and six months after these events, and when the
eyes of every man, woman, and child in England were opened,

Lord Aberdeen, and we regret to be obliged to add, the Earl
of Clarendon, placed the greatest reliance on the friendly

assurances of Russia, and too credulously placed faith in her
most false and most mendacious protestations.

Nor were warnings wanting from able agents of England J\t

other courts than the Czar s. One would tliink that the mission

of Mentchikoff, and the arrogant and insolent manner in which
that person demeaned himself towards the Sultan and his

ministers, might have caused the scales to fall from the eyes of

even a more credulous statesman than Lord Aberdeen. But
when, in addition to the menaces of the Russian envoy, the

First Lord of the Treasury was in possession of the monitions of

that most able and energetic public servant Lord Stratford de
Redclifle, one really wonders at the contumacious obstinacy and
impassiveness of the most cold, callous, and sluggish-blooded of

English statesmen. ‘ I implore your lordship,' wrote Lord Strat-

ford, with increased earnestness, ‘ to contemplate the Eastern
‘ question in all its magnitude, and to pursue a course which
* would enlist every kind of exertion in favour of a triumphant
‘issue/ Yet, to the amazement of English ix>liticians, Lords

Aberdeen and Clarendon stood still with folded arms, and neither

by bold indignant words, nor energetic demonstrations, struck

terror into the heart of Nicholas. If in April, May, June, or

even in the middle of July of the past year, one earnest speech

in the style of Ciiatham, or one energetic demonstration in the

manner of Elizabeth or Cromwell had been made, the Czar
would have done our bidding, and liave recoiled from bis fell

purpose
;
his troops would have paused on the frontiers and nevei’

have entered the Principalities on the 27th of July. Our brave

words uttered from the depths of our hearts—words to be

followed, if need be, with braver deeds, would then have awed
the tall bully, and have helped to restore, to use the Emperor's

own phrase, the ‘ sick and dying man.' But though Parliament

was sittiijg in full conclave, we were silent and apathetic, as

though we had no conscientious “convictions to utter, and no

gloiious duty to do
;
and the consequence is, that Nicholas

believed that the heart of England had ceased to beat as of old,

and that her conscience and courage, if not dead, were sleeping
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the sleep of the sluggard. Hence he went on in his purpose,

patting our Premier and Secretary for Foreign Affairs on the
back, and desiring his Saxon servant, Brunow, to thank Lords
Aberdeen and Clarendon very particularly in his Imperial name,
and to assure the Premier more especially ^qu it nous senMait
avoiT completement compris eon beau role'

Though our fleet sailed to Besika on the 31st May, yet it

was not till the 23rd September it proceeded to Constantinople.

The order to enter the Black Sea, in consequence of instructions

from home, was not given by Lord Stratford till the 11th of

November, and it was on the 30th of that month that the foul

^nd dastardlydeed ofSinopewasperpetrated. Thus, indecisive tem-
porizings and delays have failed, as they almost always do fail, of

their effect. These paltry and peddling expedients are unworthy
men of wisdom, courage, or statesmanship : for, as Cardinal de Betz
well remarks, * II n'y a pomt de pet its pas dans les grandes
affaires.' A still wiser and a still greater man, Bacon, says

—

*Nay, it is better to meet some dangers half-way, though they
‘ come nothing near, than to keep too long a watch upon their
‘ approaches, for if a man watch too long, it is odds that he will
‘ tall asleep.' Lord Aberdeen seems, indeed, to have fallen asleep

from long watching, and, however good his intentions and his

thoughts, yet in practical statesmanship he has, after forty years'

service, yet to learn that ‘ good thoughts,' to use the words of

Bacon, ‘ are little better than good dreams.' Sir James Graham,
in an able defence of the head of the administration, has said

that this tardiness and these delays were productive of great ad-

vantages, and he instanced the complete union with France and
the concurrence of Austria and Prussia But to this observation

it may be answered that France was as prepared to’walk hand in

hand with us at the Christmas of 1 852, as in the beginning and
spring of 1853. The concunence of Austria and Prussia, is, we
regi*et to say, a day-dream of the First Lord of the Admiralty.

Neither of these Powers have given a cordial concurrence and
adherence to our policy, and as to active co-operation, we need

hot look for it till we have gained the vantage ground for Turkey,

and achieved a triumph for right over might In that season

of success and .sunshine we may count on being ‘ encumbered
with the help' of the two German monarchs, and there wants,

perhaps, but this last act to accomplish the degradation and the

ruin of the character of these monarchs in the eyes of the

majori^ of their suffering subjects, whether at Vienna or at

Berlin.

„^beit some men in the Cabinet have exhibited a reprehensible

caredulousness and a great lack of proper courage, yet in this un-
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enviable category certainly stands not the leader of the House
of Commons, Lord John Russell has risen to the level of a
great occasion, and has spoken with a courage and in a tone
worthy of his name and his country. ‘ I don't look at a war
‘ with Russia,' says the noble lord, ‘ with the apprehension which
*some seem to feel We shall be able,' he repeats, ‘to provide
‘ all the means for carrying on the war with vigour : for if we
* enter on war at all, the operations should be carried on with
‘ vigour and effect.' In these wise and confident words of the
leader of the House of Commons we entirely and thoroughly
agree. No man who knows anything personally of Russia—no
man who has ever travelled in the country and studied its

people and its institutions can fail to concur in Lord John
Russell’s remarks. These are fully borne out by all who have
Avritten on the Russo-Turkish campaigns of 1828 and 1829,
wliether English, French, or German by birth. Col. Chesney
lias recently published a most interesting book on the subject

;

and he, as well as Valentini la Coste and others, all prove the
truth and justice of Lord John Russell's first remark. In the

campaign of 1828, Russia sent out an army of close upon 100,000
men, and ordered fresh levies of 90,000 men. Yet with the aid

of a fleet of eleven sail of the line, eight frigates, and twelve

corvettes, to threaten Constantinople from the Euxine, and with

a fleet of eight sail of thg line, seven frigates, and twenty-seven

smaller vessels menacing the capital by blockading the Darda-
nelles, the Russian commander performed no feat worthy of

honourable record. His losses amounted to 50,000 men and
20.000 horses ;

and his fate in the course of 1 829 was most
critical, liis army numbering scarcely more than from 1 5,000 to

17.000 bayonets. At a review at which Colonel Chesney was
present in 1829^ the Russian force amounted to but 13,000 men,

liarassed, dispirited, and having no confidence in themselves or

their commanders. Turkey was then worse than unprepared to

meet the Russian arms. The Porte had suffered, not only from

the loss of her fleet at Navarino, but by an exhausting struggle

in Greece of six years' duration. The few successes which

Russia gained in that campaign, were gained by bribery and cor-

ruption. The Pasha of Mush, who was decoyed to the Russian

sicfe by the Pasha of Kars, deprived the Turks of 12,000 men,

among whom were the Kurdish cavalry.

Russia^has now, as in 1739, but two alternatives. If she

succeeds in marching a large army into Turkey—^which we hold

to be impossible—it will assuredly be starved. If, from the

decimation of her troops, by fever, famine, and the various ills

incident to a bad commissariat, she marches only a small army
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into the couiitiy, it will be destroyed l)y the Turks, whose
soldiers are distinguished by implicit obedience, by an enthusiasm
bordering on fanaticism, und by sublime and heroic courage.

One has only to read the accounts of the massacre of Sinope, to

be convinced that there is as much devotion to duty, and as

chivalrous a sense of military honour among the Turks as among
the English and French. The Turks, impetuous and brave on

all occasions, excel almast all nations, according to Colonel

Chesney, in the defence of a town or of an intrenched position.

If, on the otlier hand, we regard the Russians, how different is

the picture. ‘ Nothing,^ says Mr. Oliphant, ‘ bears looking into

Russia; and the system of sailoring and soldiering will even
‘less suffer a scrutiny than the system of serfdom.' The
ceremony of raising a Cossack regiment, according to the same
authority, consists in the simple process of ordering a certain

number of men to meet at a given point, whence they are

marched incontinently to the scene of action. By dint of

frequent contact with the Cossacks, the Circassians have leamt
to estimate the^ie self-called formidable warriors at their true

value, and now they hold them in almost as great contempt as

they do the ordinary Russian soldier. Notwithstanding the

large numerical force, occupying on paper, and in detailed

statistical accounts, fabricated by mendacious and mercenary

Russian agents, the south of Russia, tfee greatest difficulty must
attend the concentratioii of an anny upon any one point until

railroads intersect the empire, and its water communication is

improved. At present, except during four months in the yeai*,

the climate alone offers obstacles insurmountal)le to the move-
ments of large Indies of men. The roads are impassable for

pedestrians in spring and autumn, and in winter the severity of

the weather precludes the possibility of the troops crossing the

dreary steppes. In addition to the natural impediments pre*

sented by the configuration of the country, the absence of roads,

and the rigour of the climate, all military and naval operations

are crippled by a system of wholesale and hideous corruption.

The profits of a colonel, in dealing with clothing and other

contractors, are calculated at 3000^. to 4000Z. a year, exclusive of

pay. ‘ It is scarcely possible,' says Mr. Oliphant, ‘ to apprehend
‘ at a glance the effect of a process so paralysing. The fact is,

‘ that the Ruasian army, numerically so far superior to that oi‘

‘ any European power, and supplied from sources whi|^ appear
* inexhau^ible, is re^y in a most inefficient condition, and
* scarcely worthy of that exaggerated estimate which the

‘British public seem to have formed of its capabilities.' The
best proof that the jwwer of the Russian army is a sham and not
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a reality, arises from this fact—that the position of Eussia in the

Caucasus has remained unaltered for twenty^two years. That
the Russian soldier is not efficient on the field of battle may be
gathered from this—that 200,000 Russians have been held in

check, for nearly a (piartcr of a century, by a small but brave
and gallant body of men, who are fighting for their liberty and
their native land. If we do not take our stand now on treaty

and public law, and the doctrine of a balance, there can be no
limit to RussiaTi aggre.ssion. Only sixty years ago, the most
westerly point (^f tlie Russian empire was still 200 miles from

the Austrian frontier. At present, the Russian and Austrian

frontiers arc conterminous for 500 miles, and if Russia be ngt

driven out of the Danubian Principalities, that extent will be

doubled. Hitherto Russia has only posvsessed the swampy Delta
of the I)anul)e, and her frontier is conterminous with that of

Turkey for about 80 miles. But if the contemplated annexation

takes place, it will extend along the shores of that river for

nearly 500 miles, to the little town of Orsova. The best efforts

of England and France must be directed to prevent this result,

otlicrwise Russia will have acquired within eighty years, that is,

since the treaty of Kamardji, in 1774, a greater extent of ter-

ritoiy than all that remains in Europe of the empire they have
been robbing and plundering since the days of Peter the Great.

There can be no better general rule given for our conduct

and attitude towards Russia, than one which we find at hand in

the words of Lord Bacon. ‘ It is necessary,' says that great and
wise man,

‘ That princes do keej) duo sentinel that none of their neighbours do

overgrow, by increase of territor^% as that they may become more able

to annoy than they were. And this is generally the work of standing

counsels to foresee and to hinder it. For there is no question, but

that a just fear of an imminent danger, though there be no blow given,

is a lawful cause of war. For certainly, as long as men are imm, and

as long as reason is reason, a just fear will be a just cause of a pre-

ventive war; but especially if it be ptirt of the case that there be u

nation that is manifestly detected to asjjiro to monarchy and new
conquests

;
then other states, assuredly, cannot he justly aciaised for not

staying for the first blow, or for not accepting Polyphemus’s courtesy,

to he the last that shall he eaten up.*

If Russia, then, be allowed to * overgrow' and we do not keep
* due seniinel,' the fall of Turkey must be the conset5[uence, and

the fall of Turkey and the possession of Constantinople by Russia

would be followed by that of both shores of the Euxine, and the

eastern portion of the Mediterranean, including Greece, Syria,

Mesopotamia, and Egypt must in no very long time belong to the
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masters of Constantinople. These speculations assume the reality

of facts when a map of Turkey and the circumjacent territories is

carefully studied. They are the results of designs entertained

since the time of Peter—of designs deliberately prosecuted by
Catherine, and under the flimsiest and most transparent dis-

guises—openly avowed fifteen months ago by the Czar in his

conversations with Sir Hamilton Seymour in those remark-
able papers laid before Parliament, by command of Her Majesty,

on the 18th of Marcli. This policy of Russia has been fixed

and unwavering, for this amongst other reasons, that it has been,

owing to the apathy of Europe, unvaryingly successful. The
acquisitions and aggressions of Russia, scarcely observed in their

earlier stages in the last century, have now as.sumed a character

and a proportion calculated to call forth a determined resistance

on the part of two civilized and most powerful kingdoms.
‘ When a state grows to an overpower,' says Bacon, ^ it is like

a great flood that will be sure to overflow.’ Russia is striving to

attain this position, and it becomes the duty of England and
France to dam up this immoral power and barbarous people,

lest they inundate the fairest portion of Europe, discharging

their shoals of serfs, and worse than this, their slavish principles,

on the free and civilized states.

Many of our readers may remember that the L^zar of Russia

paid a visit to this country in the summer of 18-14, one of his

objects being, it was then said, to open the eyes of Her Majesty
to the designs of the late King of the French, Louis Philippe.

But it is now evident that the principal object of that journey was
to pave the way for the ruin of Turkey, and to prepare the minds of

statesmen and public men in England to consider the downfall of

the Ottoman Porte as an inevitable and not a remote event. The
Czar had frequent opportuities of seeing the late Duke of Welling
ton, Sir Robert Peel, and Lord Aberdeen, whom he had known
on the continent so e^urly as 1813. It is not very likely that the

late Duke of Wellington was very enthusiastic on the subject of

Turkey, or that his Grace considered there was then any
enduring vitality in the Ottoman Power. But no one supposes

that the Duke, whatever his opinion may have been as to

the stability or instability of the Turkish Power, would have
heard with patience any anticipated prophecy of its immediate
dissolution from an Ei^peror who himself wished to be the heir

of the dyiitg Sultan. Lord Aberdeen is, and the late Sh* B. Peel

was, of more pliant and flexible nature than the Great Duke, but

we do not believe that either to the one or to the other did the
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and Russia were identical in regard to the Sultan and his empire.
(Treat Britain was then, as at all times, desirous of leaving the
Porte alone—of not needlessly harassing him, and of not interfer-

ing except in case of absolute necessity. Russia professed the same
views, and recorded them in a memorandum signed by the Chan-
cellor Nesselrode. Here, then, was a st,rong and satisfactory en-

gagement, not merely uttered by the Imperial lips, but after being
duly perpended, recorded in black and wliite by the veteran Chan-
cellor of the Russian empire, in the name of his master. So long
as itsuited his purpose and hisviews the Emperor kept hispledged
and wTitten promise; but there is, we suppose, in Russia a statute

of limitations running against imperial and ro3’^al promises, for*

on the 9th January, 1853, when the Emperor thought or fancied

his victim was dying and in extremis, he changed his language
and his views, and no longer regarded his promises and engage-

ments of 1 844 as at all binding. In the intervening time there had
been revolutions in France, in Hungary, in Germany, in Italy

—

almost everywhere, in truth, but in England. For services ren-

dered in Hungary to the House of Hapsburg, Nicholas had
entangled Austria

;
for services promised, if need were, in Silesia

and Prussian Poland, or on the Rhine, he had cajoled Prussia;

and with but a recent, and mayhap, an insecure, unsettled

seat of empire, not even amounting to a life estate, the Czar
calculated that the Empeior of France would carefully hold
back from a foreign war. It was in this conjuncture of circum-

stances Nicholas discovered that Turkey was on the verge of

niin—that the Turk was sick and dying,—that his case was
hopeless, and that his inheritance must inevitably pass away from
Abdul Medjid. When Sir H. Seymour reminded the Emperor,
ravening for his prey, of the close concert of the Cabinet of St.

James’s with the Cabinet of St. Petersburgh, to prevent the

downfall of Turkey, his imperial Majesty at once harked ^ack
on his antecedent engagements. But in disclaiming the policy

ofCatherine, he jesuitically asserted his right to the protection of

the Christians,—asserted, moreover, that he should not permit

England to establish herself at Constantinople, though his object

was not to take the country for his own, but only to occupy it.

Then, relaxing from his imperial rigidity, and assuming the

smile ever with the Czar—the ready instrument of hypocrisy and
insincerity—he intimated his desire to come to an explanation

with Sir H^Se3rmour, as a friend and a gentleman. The explana-

tion was entered on on the 20th ofFebruary, 1853, and continued,

at the Czar's own request, on the 21st. In brief, it amounted to

this, that the Czar would not occupy Constantinople as a Bvsdan
emperoi*—that he would not tolerate the occupation of Constan-
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tinoplfe by the French and English—that he would not consent

to a creation of a Byzantine empire, or the extension of the

kingdom of Greece. There remained, tlierefore, nothing but the

actual partition of Turkey
;
and that this was the Czar's meaning

is evident from two circumstances: first—his declaration that

Austria would go along with him what he
wished Austria wished—it was completely the idem velU—idem
nolle; and, secondly, his intinuftion that England might have
Egypt and Candia, as a compensation for the cutting up of Turkey
into two slices. This monstrous and unprincipled scheme of

plunder and spoliation, worthy of the successor of Catherine, Sir

•H. Seymour communicated, as in duty bound, to his court. While
Lord John Russell, then Minister for Foreign Afiiifirs, civilly, and
without any expression of indignation, rejected the Russian ov(ir-

ture, he at the same time intimated that England had no inten-

tion to occupy Constantinople, and would enter into no agreement
to provide for tlie fall of that power, -without previous coimnuni-

cation with Russia.
^
Lord Clarendon, who had succeeded Lord

John Russell as Principal Secretary for Foreign Affairs, in re-

iterating the opinions of his predecessor, moreover declared that

Turkey possessed elements of life sufficient to prolong her exist-

ence, It was while these conversations and confidences werci

being exchanged between the Czar and the English ambassador

and ministry, that vast and costly preparations for war were
making—that troops were put en rotUe for the frontiers—that

the Ambassador Extraordinary, Menchikoff, was bullying the

Sultan to obtain a secret treaty without the consent and privity

of England, a fact discovered by the astuteness of Lord Stratford

de Redcliffe, and that 144!,000 men were marching on their v/ay

to the Danubiau Principalities. It was at the very moment the

Emperor was giving the English Cabinet the fullest assurances

on the word of a gentleman ! that this country should have the

fullest information of all the steps he might take with respect to

Turkey, tliat he was harassing and overbearing that power, con-

trary to his solemn engagement, and tiying secretly and clandes-

tinely to obtain a treaty fatal not merely to the dignity but to

the independent existence of Turkey. Thus, while he was making
promises and professions to Sir H. Seymour, to Lord J. Russell,

and Lord Clarendon, from the lips> outwardly, he was in fact

basely violating these professions, giving an example of equivo-

cation, duplicity, mendacity, faithlessness, and turpi^tude, rarely

equalled and never surpassed, even in the scandalous, lawless,

and jeonscienceless axmals of Russia.
^ We may, and do regret, that Lord Aberdeen was so long credu-

lous in d^ing with Biis Greek of the Lower Empire—above all
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we lament that Lord John E-ussell did not hold a holder and
more indignant tone when the thinly-disguised propositions of a
dismemberment of Turkey first met his eye. But it is satisfactory

to know that though the propositions of partition—for they mean
partition, or they mean nothing— were made to the English
statesman, he rejected them formally and politely on the part

of liis sovereign and government. 1'he sin, the shame, and the

disgrace of these proposals rests on the destroyer of Poland—on
the persecutor of the Minsk Nuns—on the tyrant who aided in

stifling the constitutional movement of Himgary,—and thewoidd-
be robber and plunderer of the Sultan s territory and crown.

Ministers, to do them justice, are now repairing a blind credulity

by a policy of energy and vigour. Sir Charles Napier is at this

time in the Baltic, at the head of the finest fleet that ever left the

shores of England, and, perhaps, ere these sheets have met the

reader's eye, lie will have struck an eflective and mortal blow at the

Eussian fleet and arsenal of Cronstadt. Our land forces, admirably

appointed, and animated by the best spirit, are now on their way
from Malta to the East, with no blasphemous and hypocritical

cant inscribed on their banners, but prepared to fulfil a great

Christian princiide in doing battle in favour of right and justice

for an old ally. ‘ We will go forth,' says the Czar, addressing his

liosts, ‘in the name of the Holy Trinity to free our fellow'-believers

from the yoke of the op|yessor/ Such sentiments as these fall

gi'acefully from the li23S of the man who proposed to England to

cut up and partition Turkey, allowing us to take Egyjit and
Caiidia, and who, failing in his plan of spoliation here, next

addressed himself to France, where his proposal of rapine and
robbery was also rejected.

The Turk is prepared now, as ever, to gallantly fight for his

liberty and territory, and never to negotiate with the Russian or

to lay down his arms without the approbation arid consent of his

western allies. The whole of Turkey is most enthusiastic for the

Sultan, and has come down with money, men, and munitioiTs of

war. Thus Smyrna subscribed 100 piastres, Philippoli collected

150 horses, the officijds of the quarantine united in pre;^ing
1350 suits of clothes for the army, and when it was found that

the Turkish cavalry were deficient in number, the inhabitants of

the capital, from the Pasha to the street porter, and with them
many Christians, formed a subscription to send 1200 horses to

the seat pf war. The village of Karnabat subscribed 10,000

measures of wheat for the use of the army. A merchant of

Trebizond placed ten ships, manned by Mahommedans, at the

disposal of the Sultan
;
and even a lady, of Sayda, gave 2000

piastres cash, and a complete outfit to two men to start them for
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the scene of action. The Turkish army is animated by the best

spirit and the highest enthusiasm, according to the testimony oi'

Mr. Warington Smyth
;
whilst the Russian soldier, according to

Mr. Patrick O'Brien, who has had an opportunity of observing liim

in the Principalities, exhibits no appearance of light-heartedness.

How indeed should he, poor treble-dyed serf that he is—seif

by birth, serf by ownership and appurtenance to the soil; and
serf by profession.

The baleful effect of the Ru.ssian occupation of the Principali-

ties is largely spoken of by Mr. O'Brien. Spoliators and thieves

of the worst de.scription, these Russian-.soldier brigands not merely

wantonly take propeify, but wantonly waste and destroy it. The
worst rule of the worst government under the sun is better than

Russian government, Russian protection, or Russian occupation.

Witue.ss the Danubian Principalities—witness the Caucasian pro-

vinces.

While Russian sway is daily becoming more and more despotic

and unbearable, the Turk is making immense strides towards im-

provement. The right of Christians to give evidence in judicial

proceedings is now conceded, and Christians have also been pei*-

mitted to hold commands in the Turkish civil and military service.

Can such a people, battling in .such a cause, and aided byEngland
and France, be unsuccessful f We cannot think so. Victory may
not be gained within a month, or a quarter ; blit beforcr the end

of 1 854), Turkey will be strengthened and saved, and the Musco-
vite humiliated, punished, and subdued, as he well deserves to be.

Wars are expensive and dreadful scourges
;
but with all these

evils they give an impulsion to the human mind—they develo])

the hardy and masculine virtues of courage, patience, firmness,

ilevotion, and self-sacrifice. There are misfortunes and evils

greater than the most sanguinary wars—the loss by any country

of its political independence and national existence. When
peace comes, we must see that its fruits are not frittered away.
Tliere must be no imposition of the old treaties, surrendering tbe

liberties and independence of Turkey, and Russia must be forced

to disgorge some if not all of her ill-gotten gains.
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Ministers have submitted tlieir measure of Reform, In its main

provisions it is bold and healthful, as much so probably as our two

houses could be broug^ht to sanction. Liberal men will do well to

accept it, even though some minor faults may not be wholly corrected.

Ihit war and reform, we fear, will hardly make way together.

Next in value to a reform in Parliament, is the reform contemplated

in making appointments to the Civil Service, As a bounty on educa-

tion, the change must act as a force on the side of social virtue and

well-heing. The men who have projected this scheme have no mean

claim on the gratitude of their count^^^

Even our universities, it seems, have hecn made to see that the day of

new things has come. As a last stratagem, the Heads of Houses have

become of a sudden zealous reformers. But the surgeon shoidd be

content to bo passive, when the seat of the operation is in his^ own

flesh. The scheme introduced by Lord John Russell is honourable

to liim and his colleagues; but all that is national in our old universi-

ties should be thrown open to the nation. The English people say

that now—and the English government must learn to say it. Amend

the working of the machine, by all means
;
but disturbance will come,

until Englishmen, as such, are placed in possession of their own. We
have spokem recently on this suhjectj and more at large and more

thoroughly, we think, than any of our contemporaries.’**

BritUh Qicarterhff No. XXXII.
NO. xxxvili. r p
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Balder. Pai*t the First. By the author of * The Roman.’ Smitli,

Elder, & Oo.—Let not the reader, misledby similarity of sound, imagine

that the Balder wlio^ gives name to this poem has anything to do with

that Baldur of Scandinavian mythology—the Osiris of the north—the

benign deity who died, and whom all powers, men and things, save

envious, wicked Loke, united to weep back to life. Still less should it

be supposed that the hero of this drama is an impersonation of the

author of it, or even his ideal of what the true poet, hero, or ‘ king of

men,* ought to be. Balder is a tragic representation of genius with-

out faith.

Poetry teaches indirectly; its moral should not fringe but interfuse

it. In our day, there is an unhealthy admiration of mere power, a

morbid craving for intellectual gifts, as though they were the highest.

In such pursuit, or for such possessors, all would seem permissible

;

and the old landmark, parting,/3w and nefa9, is, for them, taken out of

the way. A much applauded fallacy telb ambition that it has only to

be true to itself (as though there were only an I—the favourite ego—
and no thou, in the universe), that its work is worship, and, in its most
selfish energy of persistence, emphatically a divine service. Now, we
have had, and we have, not a few men of power amongst us whose
practical labours, whose logic, whose eloquence, all liave tended, by
words written or deeds done, to rehito this iKjrilous error. Their gifts

have been of the kind so much in demand—the conspicuous, coveted

mtelleotual endowment, about which men bum such clouds of incense.

But they say to all—whatever we possess, we lay at the feet of the
Giver; our homage cannot be too lowly; we account this no shame

—

that to do otherwise would be the shame—and none darker; and we
see true greatness rather in tone than power, and in self-sacrifice more
than in self-assertion. No one can suspect, in their case, the cry of sour

grapes. But in the poetic province such lesson is especiaj)y needed, so

strong is the ^temptation to sacriiioe every claim to that of art, and to

snbo^^nate the higher moral ambition to the lower sesthetic one. Yet
verses of intolerable mediocrity might issue, with the best in-

tent, in floods of washy benignity, of course, utterly in vain. The
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lesson to be taught would make a grand theme for poetry, but only a
crowned singer could hope to teach it. A man of inferior powers could
not reach that height whereon the danger is most imminent, and whence
alone the fire-beacon to be kindled would be widely visible. Let some
large and wealthy mind study the darker possibilities of his own being

—

then the question may be meetly handled. Some such denizen of
Parnassus—understanding by experience the peculiar temptations of
high^ poetic temperament—^knowing well all those airy illusive tongues
that ‘ syllable men’s names’ in the haunted wilderness of aspiration

—

looking steadily down that wrong turning, the gloomy avenue of that

via mala he himself might have chosen—such an one could address his

brethren, and all of us, with happiest effect. Qualifications adequate
to an entcr|3risc so worthy, Mr. Ycndys unquestionably possesses

;
to*

some such ])urpose he appears to have devoted himself in the present

poem, and, in our judgment, with signal success, where comparative
failure could have been no disgrace.

The personages of the drama are few in number, for the story is not
of stirring life among the 'throng of men, but of genius vanquished by
misery where it sinned,—in the little world of home. Balder, the poet,

Amy, his wdfe, and a doctor and an artist, friends of his, are the only

characters. We listen to the aspirations of Balder, not after vulgar

fame, but for an almost god-like power. Vast aie his dreams of the

royal munificence wherewith he will bless his fellows, subtile his

Faust-like questing speculation, and passionate his fealty to Beauty;
but with all we are permitted to see, working through, a pride that

almost disdains to be of comijion clay with other men—^would have all

nature move for the behoof of one, and demands Olympian immmiity
from hindrance till, with universal shoutings, the^top-stone of his sur-

passing work shall crown mankind and him. With the brnning utter-

ance of this colossal but distempered nature alternates the plaint of the

nightingale sin^ng ‘ with her breast against the thorn’—the lament

of Amy, mourning the lost love that has waned before ambition, and
weary of life already, after such a loss. Tliis interchange is a great

beauty; some of her songs to her child breathe an exquisite pathos

;

and with their mournful repetitions, the faltering sweetness of their

rhythm, and their sad, musical cadences, remind us of some of the

best of our old English songs, while altogether* free from any antique

mannerism. On the lips of Amy, the very blank verse seems to change

its nature; and the same measure which, but a page before, rolls m
thunder, ebbs silverly away and dies off in a faint lapsing melody. The
author lias grown in his masteiy over blank verse, giving it extraordi-

nary compass of rhythm, lyrical and dramatic; and, in force and intense

compression, has improved in the latter part of this poem on the be-

ginning, where a luxuriance sometimes riots which the stem earnestness

of the catastrophe has properly forbidden.

They lose their child, and sorrow unsettles Amy’s reason, while it

brings out yet farther the character of Balder. He had wanted another

experience for his artistic consummation; ho has it. He has not even

faith enough to be confident of his child’s happiness, and the mind
p p 2
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which was to outreach the stars, grovels sullenly in the * wormy cir-

I'umstance* of the grave.

Throughout the body of the work, short poems and parts of poems
by Balder are interspersed. There are among them pieces abounding
in iresh and beautiful thought on those old themes, the Seasons, Mom,
Noon, Night, and Chamouni. A kind of glee is sung, in one place, called

the ‘ Song of the Sun,* from which we select (not without hesitation

among so many) the only extract our space will allow us to give

:

* I am the sun
;
I am above the mcruntains

;

My joy is on me ;
I will give you day I

I will spend day among you like a king ?

Your water shall be wine, because I reign !

I stave my golden vint^^e on the mountains
;

And all your rushing rivers run with day !

I am the sun—I am above the mountains

!

Arise, my hand is open—^it is day !

Bise ! as men strike a bell, and make it music.
So have I struck the earth, and made it day !

Move, move, O world, on all your brazen hinges ;

Send round the thunder of your golden wheels ;

Throng out, O millions, out—O shouting millions

;

Throng out, O millions, shouting, shouting day 1

For as one blows a trumpet through the valleys,

So from my golden trumpet I blow day ]*

The art whitdi depicts the darkening course of Balder’s mind, down
towards the crime with wliich this first part concludes, exhibits a dra-

matic insight which even the promise of ‘ The Roman’ had not led us to

anticipate. The brief remark of Balder, wlien her pain and her insanity

return on Amy after a brief sunny interval,

—

'The sun shines

—

This flower is the same colour, the bird sings.

The clouds, the plain, the mountains, are not changed/—

is admirable in this way, almost in itself a key to her character. An
inferior w^orkman would have inserted here much raving volubility.

So we have again perfect truth to nature where Balder, in the very

midst of his menti agony, watches for hours the birds bringing food

to ttie nest. Similarly, where he reasons down conscience under the

name of conventionalism ;
reconciles himself to sin as a holy necessity

;

draM’B from his misery, to which the heavens are dumb, sanctions for

defiant transgression. The heavy trial which crushes him could only

have been borne by the very love which has been withered
;
and wrong

leads to wrong, finding, after the first distortion, inducements or pallia-

tives on every side, even in that very quarter which should have made
him pause.

The songs and poems inserted in the course of the action (among
which the ballad in the twenty-eighth scene, the veiled sctoU to Amy,
and the vast apocalyptic impersonations of War and Tyranny, are

especially remarkable), so far from really marring its progress, or over-

^ lo^ng the fabric of the work, like ill-joined pui^urei pdtmif are all, in

fact/ subservient to the main end. It has been truly said, that no man
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can draw a character beyond the range of his own. A writer may tell

us that one of his personages was very profound or very witty, but
unless he himself has the depth or the art he attributes to his creation,

he cannot make him speak or act, and all his description will not
vitalize the mute abstraction. Our author, by showing us Balder at

work, and imparting to us scraps from his poetical portfolio, not merely
tells us he had great powens, and talks of what he desired or might
accomplish, but shows us what he actually does

;
and by specimens of

his workmanship gives life and reality to the character as a whole;
while, at the same time, these very samples, by their peculiar character,

are rendered, most of them, indicative of the ultimate issue.

In bidding us await a farther development, possibly some restoration

of the same character, in a second part, Mr. Yendys has committed
*

himself to a task yet more arduous than that which he has already so

ably accomplished. There is always some disadvantage in such divi-

sion where, as in this case, there is an essential unity of plan. The
design of the first part will be misconceived by those who forget that
it is only the first, and take the close of an act as the catastrophe of

the piece. Mr. Yendys is very seldom obscure, is too wise to veil his

meaning under allegorical conceits, or to lodge a purpose too deep for

the discovery of those who read with ordinary attention; but it will be
important for him to remember how large is that class of readers upon
wliom a design must be almost obtruded if it is to be seen at all. The
more guides or finger-posts he can introduce for such readers (though
contrivtuices so prosaic may be little to his own taste), the wider will

be the diffusion of the pleasuwe and the profit he has it in his power to

communicate. We would speed him on his way with our best wishes,

feeling that he has already won for himself every augury of success.

Memorials of the Ganynges IPamily and their IHmes, to which is

added Inedited Memoranda relatiwj to Chattcrion. By Geobqe Pbtce.
8vo. Houlston.—The city of Bnstol, during the later portion of the

middle age, stood next to the city of London, both as a place of traffic,

and as a place of production. Our English wools, which for many
generations were exported to Flanders to be woven and dyed, were

early placed under native machinery in Bristol, greatly to the anjjioy^

anee of certain trade confederations of those times. Blanket, one of

those enterprising traders, gave his name to an article of commerce
still very comfortably known to us all, at least in the winter season.

But among the names which became conspicuous in connexion with

these intelligent innovations on old customs in ancient Bristol, none are

so famous as those of the Ganynges. The mayor of Bristol was then

a sort of a I)oge, and that dignity fell often to the Ganynges. Kings

were received into their houses. They raised their voice in parlia-

ments. Their ships bore the English flag to the farthest regions of

the world, as*then known. Often, too, did these Bristol seamen add

the unknown to the known—Sebastian Gabot, for example, the first

discoverer of America, stood upon the deck of his old ship as she glided

along between the St. Vincent’s rocks towards the Bristol Ghannel

and the North Sea. Very religious and charitable also were thesQ
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Bristol traders in their way. The city abounds to this day with the

monuments of their piety or benevolence. It is strange tliat#a locality

so rich in the memorials of the past, in its relative as well as its im-

mediate history, should not have fomid an adequate historian; but
such is the fact. Mr. Pryce has here taken up but a fragment of that

history, but he has brought to his task a knowledge of the subject, a

sound judgment, and a self-sustained spirit of enterprize, which entitle

him to high commendation. His style is often wanting in ease, clearness,

and simplicity
;
but the substance of his book is of real value, and will,

we trust, be appreciated, especially by Bristolians.

One of the great facts iu the history of the ‘ Canynge family,* is their

^connexion with the building of tlie chtirch of St. Mary Bedclilfe, an
* edifice that will never be forgotten by any man who has once seen it.

We need not remind our readers of the manner in which the name of

the unhappy Chatterton is associated with the recent history of that

structure; and many will be aware that Sir, Stratford Canning, now
Lord dc liedclrffe^ traces his descent from the merchant-princes who
bore his name in Bristol in the times reviewed in this volume. Cha-
racteristic of the times, the most renowned of these Canynges exchanged

the mart in his old age for the priesthood, the Merchant Canynge end-

ing his days as Dean Canynge.
Heater and Elinor ; or, the Discipline of Suffering. A Tale. Fca}>.

Chapman.—Observation and sound judgment, more than originality or

brilliancy, are the characteristics of this volume. The writer has studied

charaetter successfully, and has attained to just ideas of real life, and

of the much-talked-of position of womanr. As a tale, it will not be

read without interest and instruction.

The Sunshine of Oreystone. By E. J. May. Fcap. Binns and
(joodwin.—A truly fascinating story for children. Full of conversa-

tions unusually spirited and natural.

D. Junii Juvenalis Satires Xlll. (Thirteen Satires of Juvenal.)

The Latin text of Otto Jahn. Edited, with English Notes, by J. E.

B. Mayor, M.A., Fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge, and
Assistant-Master in Marlborough College. 8vo. Cambridge; Mac-
millfm & Co. 1853.—The complaint, so often made of late years,

that Latin scholarship is decaying amongst us,—that * if a passage of

Sophocles, and an ode of Horace should chance to be set in any Uni-

versity examination, a better knowledge of the former than of the

latter author would be displayed’—seems to be working its own cure.

Within a short time we have had several editions of Latin authors,

reflecting considerable credit on English scholarship, such as Mr.
Long’s edition of the Verrine Orations, Mr. Paley’s Propertius, and
Mr. Mcrivale*8 school edition of Sallust

;

and now Mr. Mayor has

published an edition of thirteen of Juvenal’s Satires, which, though
mod^tly professing to be for the use of schools, is, if hot * too good
for the object it professes,’ as it is characterized by Mr. Conin^oii,

is o^ainly * good^for a great deal more.
The chaxii^rittic fei^ttre of this edition lies in the illustrative

notes,—a kind of help needed by the young reader for Juvenal more
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tlian fox* any otlier Latin authoi*. These notes consist less of explana-
tory matter from tlic editor’s own pen, than of copious quotations
Irom Pliny, Seneca, Suetonius, Strabo, Plutai’ch, &c,, generally cited

verbatim, sometimes translated. This is done by Mr, Mayor expressly

with the intention of i)utting the needful information within the
student’s reach, rather than of giving him that information in the
form immediately applicable to the particular passage :

‘ The reader,*

to quote from the preface, ‘ is everywhere presented rather with facts

and authorities than with mere opinions and results
;

those who
require help, l>ut are unwilling to help themselves, must seek for

satisfaction elsewhere.’ The book may thus bo somewhat less popular
with the class for whom it is principally designed, than other editions

of far infen’or merit
;
but Mr. Mayor will have the thanks of all eon-

seientious tutors for the plan he has adopted. For, not to insist ofi

the very obvious truth, that antiquarian or historical knowledge is far

more rexil when given in the very words of the original sources, a prac-

tical safeguard is thus furnished against one of the most dangerous
ten q>tations of the modern student, the temptation arising from the

gr(.‘at abundance of illustrative dictionai'ies and handbooks for ancient

history and ai’chapology. How much modern sehohxrsbij) is indebted

to tlie industry and learning of the compilers of these aids, whether
English or (.hTnian, it would be difficult to say : nevei’tbeless, few

observant teachers can fail to have seen how much they have tended
to encourage a habit of mental indolence, the more dangeroxis because

xuieonscious
;
a bahit of passivcl/ accepting, often at second-hand, the

conclusions of learned moderns, in place of going through the irksome,

but most profitable, toil of*comparing the statements on wbieb those

conclusions arc founded. . We cannot, indeed, expect the jy'oung

student to have leisure or even zeal enough to ransack a vast library
,

and consult, with his own hands, the authorities so often referred to

in notes to classical editions, or 'that the mere beginner should even

read them readily when cited for him. But Juvenal is not an author

to he placed in tlie hands of beginners
;
none who read him ought to

have much difficulty in reading passages of simple Grrt'ck and Latin

prose, and by an honest perusal of such notes as these of Mr. Mayor’s,

the way would be most naturally opened to a further acqutdntancc

with authors, the undue neglect of whom Mr. Mayor so justly laments

in his preface. Though the predominant character of the notes is, as

wc have stated, the disentangling of the occasionally obscure construc-

tions of the poet, the explanation of ^vhat is peculiar in his diction

is not overlooked. It might, indeed, have been wished that more
attention had been paid to textual and metrical criticism. This may,

however, have seemed to the learned editor foreign to his plan
;
and,

at all events, where so much has been done, and excellently done, it

would seem ungrateful to complain that something has been left undone.

On the State of Man mhsequent to the Promulgation of Chris*

tianity. Pai’t lY. Pai-ker & Son.—This is one of the series of

volumes published under tlie title of ‘ Small Books on Gh^at Subjects,’

and is the fourth part relating to ' The State of Man subsequent to
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the Promulgation of Christianity.* All the works in this series are

valuable, but their value is not equal. Everywhere we trace tlie

niai-ks of ripe scholarshi]>—the presence of minds long familiar with

literature and authorship. The period embraced in the present part

is the interval from the close of the eleventh century to the close of

the fourteenth
;
but it gives nothing new in the way of material, and

even the few authorities cited are not always of the best description

.

Its chief value will be found in its sagacious and philosophical estimate

of the undisputed facts of the time. In this respect it cannot be read

without interest and advantage.

Aristonici Iltpi ^rifiuwv IXut^oc Heliquice Emendatiores. Edidit L.

Fiite])LA>der. One vol. 8vo. London: Nutt.—A corrected edition

qf the remainder of a critical treatise on peculiai* constructions em-
ployed by Homer, comjjosed by Aristonicus of Alexandria, a contem-
porary of the geographer Sti-abo. The work is intended to complete
an edition of the extant fragments of the learned grammarian, and
being edited with care will lie found acceptable and useful to classical

students.

Lectures in aid of Selflmproeemcnf; Addressed to Young Men and
Others, By Thomas T. LvKcn. Longman.—This little volume
contauis six lectures, on * Sell-Improvement and the motives to it on
‘ Ilelippon as a Study;’ on ‘ Books and on reading them on ‘ Conver-
sation and Discussion on ‘Manners, and Social Kespectabilit}";’ on
‘ Circumstance and Character.’ These are subjects on which many
young men will be glad to hear a word in season from a thouglitfiil

man
;
and all such will find Avhat Mr. Lynch has to say well worthy

their best attention. Very good are his counsels about books, especially

in our day of facile access to them, %vhen so many imagine mere mis-
cellaneous reading identical with culture. The lecture on ‘Religion as

a Study,’ is characterized by a sound discrimination, delineating with a
steady hand the wi.se medium between a listless lethargy of mind con-

cerning religious truth, and that prurient restlessness of innovation
wdiich confounds audacity with faithfulness, and change with progress.

Tlie author’s own mind grows manifestly, and is the more apt on that

account for helping others to grow. His style, if sometimes crabbed
from ilB compression, is the more suggestive from that very cause

;
it

is a style he has fashioned for himself, and can never lack the force

and freshness of originality.

Deutsches Lesehuch, Eeue Auswahl. (Elegant Extracts from the

more recent German writers, in Prose and Verse.) By C. Olthogoe.
One vol. 8vo. 1854. London: Nutt.—This very instructive and
interesting volume, w^hich forms a w'hole of itself, and presents speci-

mens of the best Germkn literature, is the concluding volume of a

work which, both in regard to morals and taste, can be safely recom-
mended to students of German. The contents extend o^er science,

history, fiction, and even epic, lyric, dramatic, and didactic poetry.

Turkey ; or, a History of the Ottoman Empire. By Gsobgb
^OWLEB, anthor of ‘ Lives of the Sovereigns of Russia.* Fcap. Rees.

—The motto from Dr. Gumming, on the title-page of this volume.
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did not prepossess us in its favour, and the reading of the preface was
enough to satisfy us that, as an account of Turkey as it is and has
been for some time past, the volume is worse than useless. * We see,

in the finest portions of the globe, which for the last four centuries have
been subjected to Moslem rule, where the Cross once triumphed, but
where the Crescent now rules, the light of truth is extinguished and
supplanted by imi:>osture—the vital spark of liberty crushed, and
slavery reigning rampant over a people who formerly breathed the air

of freedom—viz., the natives of the once Greek empire !’ With such
trash as this at the beginning, men of sense are not likely to read on
to the end.

The Cross and the Dragon^ or the Fortunes of Christianity in China.
By John Kesson, of the British Museum. 8vo. Smith, Elder ami
Co.—Mr. Kesson gives us a summaiy of the legendary and historical

in relation to Christianity in China, from the earliest time to our own

;

and also what English readers have very much needed—some account
of the Chinese secret Bocietie.s. While fully alive to the value of

Christian missions in China and elsewhere, Mr. Kesson’s impression is,

that the Christian element has had but little to do with the insurgent

movement. Whether right in this impression or not, Mr. Kesson's
book deserves a careful reading

;
and, as we have suspected for some

time past, the history of these secret societies has an intimate relation

to what has happened.
T*he Chronicles of Merry Fngland, By the author of ‘Mar}*”

Powell.’ Arthur Hall.—This litHe volume gives us an outline of

English history to the tin^ of King Stephen, in a somewhat quaint

and old chronicle style. The conception is good, and the imitation of

the old manner is kept within due limits. The work bids fair to

become a great favourite with t.he young in schools and families.

The Jerusalem Delivered of Tm^qvato Tasso. Translated by
Alexander Cunningham Robertson. Blackwood and Sons.—The
translation of Tasso by Fairfax, though often wordy and inaccurate,

rough and very unequal, has been long a favourite, from a ceiijain native

poetic power in the translator, which, in its very beauties, bears no re-

semblance to the character of T/isso’s poetry. The translation by
Hoole, now that the mania for imitating Pope has long since passed

away, is, we suppose, unreadable by any mortal. The translations of

Doyne and Hunt, though vastly superior, sacrifice the form, while re-

taining the contents of the poem, and we lose the ottava rima. The
Spemserian stanza, adopted by Mr. Wiffen, must bring with it strong

temptations to amplification. The measure in Tasso is of more im-

portance than with Dante, where the intricate rhymes of the tei*za

rima impose immense labour on a translator, without a corresponding

return of gratification to the ear. There was room for another

version of 4fche ‘ Jerusalem,* and Captain Robertson in India, and Mr.

Smith in England, were simultaneously occupied with translations into

the metre of the original, each ignorant that he had a rival.

OfCaptain Robertson’s translations (we have not sfeen Mr. Smith’s)

we can speak in terms of high praise. It is remarkably faithful, often
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line for line Tvdth tlie Italian, sometimes even to the pauses in the

lines and the breaking of the clauses. The addi'ess of Satan to the
infernal powers (a testing passage) is rendered with much force,

especially in the latter stanzas. We have not fomid Ca^jt. liobertsoii

guilty anywhere of weakening his translation by redundant epithets

or additional thoughts to eke out a stanza. He w ill be true and accu-

rate at all costs, and yet preserve the original measure, so w e sec him
not unfrequently fain to content himself with an assonance wiiere a

rhyme is not to be had—a fault Ayhicb, in such a task, should not be
severely visited. In several places, where the beauty or force of the

originid is heightened by the repetition of a word or the recurrence of

similar syllables, we perceive that the translator, *with a quick eye for

t^e excellence, has reproducced it in the English. We congratulate

liim on having so successfully accoinpbshed an undertaking w hich must
long have occupied his leisure with its difficulties and its pleasures,

demanding no ordinary measure both of skill and perseverance. The
appendix wliich follow^s the poem is brief, and to the point, noticing,

with candour and modesty, the laboure of others, and conveying, in

short compass, just the inibrmation al)out the poet, and the explana-

tions of parts of the poem, wdiich should find their j)lace in a transla-

tion. A catalogue of jiarallel passages in the classic poets w ill have

interest for the scholar, and gives complcteuess to the additional matter,

Louim von Plettenhaus ; the Journal of a Poor Yom^ Lady. Fcap.

Constable.— A book translated from the German, showing liow an
idle and somewhat giddy girl becomes a sage governess and a submis-

sive wife
;
and showing also how perseverance and i>iety may surmount

difficulties. Pleasantly written, and evidently \vcll translated; but
the sister of the heroine is one of those pieces of perfection which
have no place among us except in fiction.

The True Law ofPopulation shown to be connected with the Foodofthe
People. By Thomas DoL'BLEUAY. 8vo. Third and Enlarged Edition.

Smith, Elder & Co. In an early number of this journal we wrerc at

some pains to make our readers acquainted with Mr. Doubleday’s
‘ True Law of Population.’ It apjxjared to us then, and it appears to

us still, as substantially sound, and infinitely more in harmony with
our conceptions of a just moral government than the Malthusian
theory, to which it is especially opposed. The following passage may
be ti^eii as a statement of Mr. Doubleday’s ‘ Law^ for the expo-

sition and illustration of it we must refer our readers to the volume :

—

^ As lofig as the human species is by any means endangered, whether
through the operation of imperfect systems of agriculture, of tlirough

the exactions of tyrannical or mistaken governments, then does this

law of population step in to neutralize these risks by quickening the

rate of increase. If, on the one hand, the danger results from natural

luxury, it again steps U) and checks the transmission of«, disease by
inducing sterility. If, however, debility, glandular or nervous, as is

often the case, be the consequence of luxury, in these cases the repro*

'Huotive principle’ again acts, as it were in the last resort
;
and debili-

tated parents pi'oduce a numerous but debilitated offspring, some few
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of whom, by care, continue the race. Thus, therefore, as long as op-
pression of any kind shall exist, and so long as mankind shall, tlirough
their own mistakes, be subject to natural privations of any kind,

famines or pestilences, so long will the law of population quicken re-

production in order to repair the mischief
;
whilst, on* the other hand,

it punishes national indolence and luxury by a decay of numbers,
which, beginning at the top, and affecting all the luxurious classes,

gradually undermines and destroys the commonwealth.’—(Postscript,

XXXV.) So that punishment comes where the extremes come—luxury
being a check on population, and want a stimulus to it beyond the
means of STibsistence. Thus far, abundant evidence is furnished by the
history of our low Irish, and of some other parties the reverse of

the low.

My Schools and Schoolmasters ; or, the Story of an Education, By
Hugh Milleh, author of ‘The Old Red Sandstone,’ &c. 8vo. John-
stone.—The Hac(;essful pieces of autobiography in English literature are

not many. The coinlhnation of qualities indispensable to success in

such perlbrmanccs is of rare occurrence. It is found, however, in Mr.
Miller, and in a very high degree. He dares to say what it is pleasant

to him to say, and in what he sa3’^s there is something so genial and
sterling, that 3'ou feel right willing to listen to his talk upon almost

any scale in which he may be disposed to indulge in it. The pictures

of Scottish life, especially of its humbler life, with which these five

hundred pages abound, are rich as Morland or Hogarth’s pencil could

have made them. To Scotchmen they will have a charm of their

own; to Englishmen th^ \\yll be both chiirming and instructive.

But the highest charm of all in the book is in its tendency to do good.

It is eminently adapted to demonstrate to the working men of Scot-

land and of England how much is jiossible to be done, even in their con-

dition, to mfike that condition better. We know not a more pleasant

or profitable service that could be done to a knowledge-seeking youth

of that class, than to l^estow on him a copy of Mr. Hugh Miller’s

‘ Schools and Schoolmasters.’ No mechanics’ institution in the kingdom
should be without a copy, and master and man may everywhere read it

with advantage
;
we only regret that we cannot at present enrich our

pages with extracts from it.
*

Mveninys in my Tent; or, Wdnderinys in Balad Ejjareed, illm~

tratiny the Moral, Bellyious, Social, and Political Conditions ofvarious

Arab Tribes of the African Sahara. By the Rev. N. Davies,

E.R.S., S.A. 2 vols. Arthur Hall and Co.—Tlie romance of dis-

covery,•which was so truly a romance to our fathers and grandfathers,

and even to some among ourselves who are old enough to remember

fifty or sixty years ago, has nearly died out. The shores of all lands

we know, the vast interiors of not a few, but there are some spaces of

the latte* kind ooneeming which we have still much to learn, and the

interior of Africa is pre-eminently, to this hour, a terra incognita.

And here are volumes designed to give us knowledge concerning a

region about which our knowledge is the scantiest. During six years,

it seems-—from 1846 to 1850—Mr. Davies was a resident at Balad
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Ejjareod, that is on the coast of North Africa, from which he made
excursions into the interior; and these volumes give an account of
what jnay be seen and heard over the territory once subject to old

Carthage, and glimpses of peoples and. territories which lie off in the
direction of that' stiH* dark region—central Africa. It is melancholy
to look over the names of that long succession of noble and brave
men who have perished one after another in their attempts to explore

that region. Mr. Davies assigns reasons for this comparative uni-

formity of disaster and failure, and suggests that wdiat European
travellers have not been able to achieve, might be accomplished by
putting mi intelligent native agency into aetif)n for the purpose

;
and

by Christian missionaries, also, if the latter could only be content to

make the benefits of practical Christianity felt among the natives as

preliminar)' to the more direct Christian teaching. Whatever may be
thought of this counsel, Mr. Davies writes like a man of sound intelli-

gence and right feeling : and the information of his volumes, given in

the most natural and truthful fashion, is large and valuable. The
novelty of the subject will, we presume, contribute to make the work
popular

;
but while it contains much that will attract the attention of

those wlio read, as they travel, mostly for amusement, it contains much
also that will be prized by all intelligent men interested in the ancieiit

or modem stoiy of North Africa and its adjacent territories.

Lectures on the True, the Beaittifnl, and the Good, lly M. V.
Cousin. Translated by O. W. Weight. 8vo. Clarke.—Seventeen

lectures, selected from the more extended course of M. Cousin on
Philosophy. It will, we doubt not, be a convenience to many readers

to possess the thoughts of such a man on ‘ Tlie True, the Beautiful,

and tlie Good,’ in a single volume. There is also included in this

volume an * Appendix on French Art,’ and the translation has been
made with the approbation of the author.

Borne, Begal and Beptthlican, A Family History of Borne. By
Jane Maegabet Strickland. Edited by Agnes Strickland, author
of Lives of the Queens of England.’ 8vo. Arthur Hall & Co. This
first volume of a projected ‘ Family History of Rome,’ brings the narra-'

tive concerning the Eternal City down to the year 633 from its founda-

tion, and to the year 121 l>efore the Christian era. Wliat the editing

of Miss Agnes Strickland has amounted to does not appear
;
but Miss

Jane has evidently brought a very creditable amount of learning, good
sense, and good feeling to her work, imparting to her history, as

designed for the family, the results of criticisms addressed by our

Niebuhrs and Arnolds to the scholars of their age. «

Bilsha Topes. By Brevet-Major Alexander Cunningham, Bengal
Engineers. 8vo. Smith, Elder & Co.—Bilsha, as some of our readers

may need to be informed, is a province of Central India
;
and Topes is

the name given to certain Buddhist monuments existing rin those

regions. The topes of India correspond to the Druidical barrows

f<^d wherever the Celtic nations have travelled westward, only they

c<msist, not of mounds of earth, but of hollow constructions of

masonry, sometimes presenting a plain half-circular outline, and some-
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times surmoimted and overlaid with oniaments. These are found,

like our ‘ barrows,’ in groups
;
and Major Cunningham has here given

an account of the opening of many of them, and of the ‘ Rise, Progress,
and Decline of that Buddhist faith* of which they are the mem^toes.
The connexion of these monuments with the faith and usage of the
Celtic tribes, as they made their way along the steppes of Central
Asia towai’ds Gaul and Britain, gives to the researches of Major Cun-
ningham and others in this field, an interest beyond that of mere
curiosity about the distant and unknown. The work is illustrated

with thirty-three plates. In one of these we have a cromlech from
Malabar, in India, side by side with a similar structure at Maidstone,
in England.

The llistmy of Yucatan, from its Discovery to the close of the

Seventeenth Century. By Charles St. John Fancouet, Esq.
Murray.—Colonel Fancourt, it ^pears, is ‘ Superintendent of the
British Settlements in the Bay of Honduras.* This has afforded him
facilities for doing wliat, under any circumstances, it must have been
difficult to do—viz., to write a trustworthy and satisfactory history

of Yucatan. The name of that country leads us back to the time of

Cortez, and the only authorities in relation to its history for nearly two
centuries from tliat time, are Spaniards, whose testimonj’’, in so far as

it has found its way into print, is not often easy to obtain, and, when
obtained, is often least full where fullness is most needed, and most
prejudiced where one most feels the need of impartiality. It must suf-

fice to say, that the authorities on which Colonel Fancourt has based

the first volume of his history are the best attainable, and that his narra-

tive, while SIS rich in romance as a w^ork of fiction, may be accepted as

l)eing substantially truthful. We are happy to learn that another volume
is to appear, continuing the story ‘ from the time urhen the British

logwood cutters commenced their operations at Cape Catoclie ’ to the

jjresent time. •
Life in Abyssinia. By Mansfield Paektns, 2 vols, Mui'ray.

—To Mr. Parkyns has fallen the rare experience of residing three

whole years in Abyssinia, more than twelve months of that time in

the capital. His means, accordingly, of giving us information about

that remote and inland region, are miprecedented
;
and thdbgh his

material has l>een put together much too hastily, his narrative will

be felt, by all into whose hands it may come, to be deeply interesting

and valuable.

Pocins. By Matthew Arnold, A new Edition. Longman.

—

Not a little of our modern poetry has trusted for success to luxuriance

of fanc;f, to a multitude of individual beauties of thought and expres-

sion, rather than to grandeur of action or unity of purpose in the work

taken as a whole.^ The principle of Mr. Arnold’s poetry is a reaction

against excess in this direction. He would have us retrace our steps

towards ^!ie severer simplicity of Sophocles. Poems like those before

us, and the ‘ Festus’ of Mr.' Bailey, stand at opposite extremes. The
admirers of the former will be tempted to account Bailey’s work
a gorgeous incoherence—a mass of materials for poetry rather than
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a poem ;
while those who are enthusiastic for * Festus* will complain

oftameness inMr. Arnold,will object that the statuesque repose he covets

is a conventionalism
;
that nat^ is complex, even grotesque, in her

startling varieties of affluence—certainly not limited, like the Greek
ideal. For our own part, we are catholic enough heartily to enjoy both.

Mr. Arnold’s preface does not convince us that he is right
;
but we like

his poetry for all that. His poems abound in genuine felicities of ex-

pression, always rigorously subordinated to the dominant impression in

view. ‘ Sohrab and Rustum* is an epic ‘ adventure’ which may wor-

thily take rank not far beneath Tennyson’s ‘Morte d’Arthur.* ‘ifristam

and Iseult’ is unequal and faulty, according to the author’s own canon,

but redeemed by some descriptive passages of great excellence. The
oacasional pieces and the sonnets we think inferior. It is generally

the cast of a writer’s own temperament and culture that determines

his theoiy, and Mr. Arnold is altogether objective. He succeeds best

where he has to deal with action
;
and, with all his admiration for the

Greek di-ama, is least happy when lyrical, most so when following

Homer. The best passages in the * Strayed Reveller’ are those which
possess the same beauty for which the ‘ Forsaken Merman* is so re-

markble—the power the poet has of identifying himself, and making us

identify ourselves, with a certain phase or province of the external

world. Whatever view he may take of the old quarrel between clas-

sicist and romanticist, the reader of taste will find in this little volume
of Mr. Arnold’s very much that will give him pleasure.

The Art of Recuoning. By Samuel Neil. Walton AMaberly.—Tliis

is a small voluume of two hundred and forty plosely-printed pages, repub-

lished from the numbers ofthat serviceable periodical, ‘The British Con-
troversialist.* It is an able popular exposition of the principles of Logic,

with preliminaiy essay and appendix, giving a summary of the liistory

of that science, and of its latest developments. The style is clear and
animated, and the utility#! the work as a manual for those who are

struggling alone among the mysteries of mood and figure, is much en-

hanced by frequent references to helpfhl books.

Books for Yov/ng Readers, Mistorical Tales. By M. J, Addey
and Co.—Ten historical tales, related in a manner adapted to interest

‘ young readers,’ and at the same time to convey imperceptibly such
moral and religious lessons as may prove to be of much value to youth
as it passes on towards manhood andwomanhood. Each tale is preceded

by an ‘illustration;* and the style, without any affectation ofjuvenility,

is sufflciently simple to be underwood by all readers who are not very

young. Such books ensure household memories, which bear ^nit long
after the seed time.

The Joumed of Classieal and Sacred Fkihloay. No. 1. March,
1854;. 8vo. Cambridge : J. Deighton

; Macmillan and Co. Oxford:

J. H. Parker. London : George Bell.—We congratulate the scholars

of England on the establishment once more of a journal of classical

scholmbip. That previous journals of the same character, such as

tile Jimeum Criticum, the FhUological Museum, and the Classical

Museum, have been closed, afber a comparatively short course, does
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not prove that they met no want and found no readers. Journals
like these are usually started by the eombined efforts of a few zealous
scholars, by whose voluntary contributions they are chiefly filled

; and
when, after a few years, the natural com^e of things has either dis^

persed the conductors, or absorlied their energies in other cares, it is

every way better that the work should be dropi^ed, than that it

should continue an ineflieient course..

This opening number promises well, np less by the variety than by
the excellence of its contents. The first ai*ticle contains a lively and
able sifting of Professor Suvern’s well-known essay on the ‘ Birds ’ of
Aristophanes. The critic disproves, both on aesthetic and historical

grounds, the existence of the elaborate allegory which the German
Professor imagines he has discovered, and agrees in the main with
the sober judgment of Muller, that the whole piece is a fantastic and
good-humoured witire on Athenian frivolity and credulit3^ An article
‘ on the Dating of Ancient History,’ enters into a careful examination
of* the different methods of dating followed by ancient and modern
liistorians, and sets forth, with great clearness, the inconvenience

attending on this diversity. The suggestion of the writer, supported
with plausible reasons, that, instead of the usual method of retro-

gressive dating Iroiu the birth of Christ, the beginning of the period

of one thousand years before Christ should be taken as an epochal

point, and the snccessive year’s of that period be styled the fii*st,

second, third years of ike first Chiliad B.C.y and so on, while events

earlier than 1000 B.C. would be dated as falling in the second or

third Chiliad B.C.y deserves favourable consideration. We should at

once escape, on the one Sand, the great practical inconvenience of
bac^kward reckoning, and on the other, the feeling of disunity pro-

duced by the concurrent u.se of Olympiads and years of Rome. The
proposal which is here olaboraCtely set forth, and ably recommended,
we remember to liave seen briefly offered in .one of the earlier volumes

of the Classical Museum, In addition to an able paper on the recent

criticism of Lucretius, the present number contains an article of

minute research ‘ on the Study of the Bible among our Forefathers,’

another of great interest ‘on St. Paul and Philo Judaeus/ reviews and
critical notices, including one on the recei|^y recovered speeches of

Hyperides, miscellaneous notes and correspondence, and—a novel and

useful featui’e in such a journal—a summary of the contents of

foreign journals.

The range of subjects contemplated by the conductors of the

Journal of Classical and Sacred Philology is, it will be seen, wider

than th^fc taken by its predecessors ; and the names of many of the

contributors to the first number are a sufficient guarantee that the

execution will be worthy of the plan.

Dress as a Fine Art. By Mrs. Mebei^ield.—We do not doubt

that for society in general it may be qmte as well that some ladies

should submit to be dressed by their miuiners. There are, however, so

many possessing taste, culture, and cleverness, to select or invent for

themselves, as to make it matter of serious regret that they also
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should become unresisting victims. To these, we should most earnestly

commend the excellent suggestions contained in these pages. Trusting
that they may not only be studied, but acted upon, in spite even of

the protestations of Madame Mantalini, who has as little solicitude

respecting the nature of the figures she professes to adorn, as the child

has for its wooden Dutch doll, we are very glad to see these chapters,

with theii illustrations, reprinted in a separate and accessible form.

THEOLOGY, ECCLESIASTICAL HI6TOBY, ETC.

mppoliftus u. KallUtits, u. s. to. G. Bollinger. 8vo. llegensberg,

Manz.—We intimated in our review of Bunsen’s * Hippolytus’ that

the work before us was about to appear. We here have the view of

an intelligent Koman Catholic concerning the treatise against ‘ Here-
sies.* DoUinger attributes the treatise to Hippolytus, but in opposition

to Bunsen, and in accordance with Wordsworth, he distinguishes

between this treatise and the smaller work on the same subject men-
tioned by Photius. In this volume it is denied that Hippolytus was
bishop of Portus, indeed, that Portus was ever an episcopal sc^e

;
and

Hippolytus, having retained Callistus within the pale of orthodoxy by
terror, is made to become his successor as bishop of Home. Much is

said, also, concerning the errors in doctrine and discipline attributed to

Callistus, and the work furnishes considerable antagonistic material to

be dealt with by Dr. Wordsworth, and still more by M. Bunsen. The
fancy that Caius, and not Hippolytus, was^tho author of the treatise

* Against all Heresies,’ is not likely to find much favour with critics.

Julien, ou la Fin d'un Steele (Julian, or the Bnd of a Century).

By Felix Buxgener. 4 vols., 12mp. 1854. London: Nutt.

—

Julien is the last of three works designed to paint the eighteenth cen-

tury as it unfolded itself in the grand tragi-comedy of the court of

France and the aristocratical and literary society of Paris. Having
in the two preceding works, namely, Tin Sermon sons Louis XIV. and
Trois Sermons sous Louis XV., accomplished the former and the larger

part of his task, Mons. Bungener brings it to a termination in Julien.

Another work of his, naikly, Voltaire et son Temps, may be consi-

dered a part of the series, inasmuch as though purely historical, while

the others are a kind of historical romance, it aids to complete the

picture, and to place the French aspect of the eighteenth century

before us in vivid colours. Here, accordingly, may be seen, as on a
vast and brilliant tapestry lining the walls of a magnificent ^aloon, a

succession of scenes from real life, having a species of life of their

own, and conducting the spectator’s eye from group to group, and
from event to event, in that gay, silly, credulous and incredulous ‘Dance
of Death,’ which, beginning with the affected stateliness of the grand

ran down through all the phages of sin, degradation, and
literary fame, to the scaffold of Loms AVI., and the expatriation of

«4he French nobility. In painting this gallery of portraits, Mons.
Bungener has made ample and praiseworthy use of that very rich and
very extraordinary literature, the French memoirs. The entire cen-
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lury, indeed, he has studied with tlie minutest attention, and so has
made himself master of all those lesser facts, those domestic anecdotes,
those personal peculiarities, those sallies of wit, those shafts of satire,

those happy words and touching incidents, not omitting the popular
caricatures, songs and sarcasms, which mark the character jf a living
age, and which give the artist power to reproduce it when for ever
gone. Each of the chief jiersonages here introduced sits ^o Mons.
Ilungener for his portrait, and when the painter has obtained a faith-

ful sketch, he works all his materials into his picture, and so producing
painting after painting, he at length accomplishes his series of histo-

rical tnhlean^T. Of the several works, that which has just appeared, and
which wo now offer to the notice of our readers, is the most interesting.

Strange and ciunous is the effect produced as we here see pass ovt^r

the stage men and women with whom we have become acquainted in

the pages of sober history—the unhappy Louis XVI. and his more
unhappy (jueen, tlie infamous Duke of Orleans, the weak Comte d’Ar-
tois, M. de Maurepas and M. Necker with their budgets of political

economy. Franklin going^o cure a dying world by Deism and com-
mon sense. Then come those who have conjured up a storm which
they revel in yet cannot enjoy—the great rationalistic magicians

Rousseau and Voltaire, around whom flit a giddy crowd of butterflies,

at their head Kivarol, Champccnetz, Beaumarchais. On those walls,

too, you may see the famous sorcerer, Saint-Germain, enact frightful

scenes of devilry, the secret of which is left to the rctider’s own detec-

tive skill. Even more horrible still are certain portraits of real men
—^monsters we liad almosf* written—Mirabeau, Danton, Robespierre,

Marat, who, for your instruction repeat, not in word merely, but in

<leed, the awful scenes of the Revolution. There, too, you see in their

nake^ horror the massacres of September in the Abbey-court. The
whole terminates with a denonement which makes the heart sick—

a

denouement on a scaffold. Julien, the fictitious character, who ])iwses

through all these variations of human (or inhuman r) life, and in so

doing su])j)lies the writer with an ever-recurring occasion and a con-

tinuous thread—Julien, an illegitimate son of Rousseau, who, having

baeii a Catholic priest lias become a Protestant, in vain attempts to

defend the life of her whom he loved with % pure affection, ahd who
afterwards proved to be his own sister, against the hatred of the mon-

ster Cambel, also a priest, and in addition a jesuit and a jacobin, who,

in order to revenge himself on the woman whose favours he had been

refused, denounc(?s her for political complicity, brings her to the guillo-

tine, ancl^beheads her at the moment when a popular tumult was about

to rescue her from death.
,

This termination may suggest the idea that the work is one of tho.se

Thyestean dishes which it has been too much the practice to serve

up for th^itiated appetites of our Gallic neighbours. That it con-

tains horrors cannot be denied, but it is by no means a book of hor-

rors
;
and how, without scenes of horror, is a horrible period to be

depicted truly? Aristotle makes it the chief office of tragedy to

purify and elevate the passions by actual instances of their operations*

NO. XXXVI ri. Q Q
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Ib the sani« way may horrors be made to appear so horrible as to pre-

vent their recurrence. Such is the tendency of the present work, and
such is the tendency in general of Bungener’s writings.

Without intending to make ourselves answerable for everything that
is found in these volumes, we may with full confidence say of them
and of the series of wiitings which they close, that they are no less

instructive than entertaining, that their tone is deeply religious, and
purely moral, that if they go beyond bounds in anything, it is in the

depth of the shade into which they tlirow tl^ infidelity and the infi-

dels, the revolution and the revolutionists of the last century
;
and

that while it may not be so easy tis might be desired to distinguish in

all ctises the historical fact from the fictitious envelope, yet the work
presents a truer, a more vivid and a more complete picture of the

eightt^enth century in France, than any but a jdiilosopher could obtain

from the whole historical literature of that countr}\

Theolofficitl Tracts. Selected and Oriffinal. Edited by John
Beown, D.J). Two vols. Feap. Fullartim.—None of these tracts

are from the pen of Dr. Brown, but the l‘a(it that he has selected and
edited them, and mscrilx>d them ' To students of theolog;^^ ol‘ all

denominations,’ is evidence enough as to tlieir general excellence.

We are not at one with all that is said in these n “prints, but they are rich

in the thoughts of great men.
Israel in Egypt ; 01% the Books of Genesis and Exodus Illmtrated

hy Existing Monuments. Fcap. Seeleys.—A book by a man who is

no novice in the mattei’s to which it relates—sound learning, turned to

the best use.
,

The Priest and the Huguenot ; or, Persecution in the age of Louis
XV. From the French of L. F. Bunoenicr. 2 vols, 12mo. 1858.
London : Triibner and Co.—Our transatlantic cousins have shown a
readier ap])reciation than we of the merits and value of M. Bungener’s
wTitings, having welcomed translations of two works out of the se3ries

to which reference has been made in a preceding notice. These two
are Ifn Sermon sous Louis XIV., published in English under the title

of ‘ The Preacher and the King,’ and Trois Sermojis sous Louis XV.,
published under the title above given. But of the latter an editian

has reached us, under the title of ^Erance hefore :the Mevolutimi,

or., Priests, Infidels, and Huguenots, in the reign of Louis XV.
Edinburgh : Constable and Co.’ It is an authorized translation in two
small, neatly printed volumes, with frontispiece. Having characterized

the series elsewhere, we have here only to add that all the translations

are well executed, and to remind our readers that tliese writings^emanate
from the Protestant Church in France. That church is now giving

signs of at least a literary vitality, which is pleasing in itself, and
also a good augury. Among its more recent productions, are 1 two of

a popular kind, by M. Theodore Muret, namely, Les Gale^iens Pro-
teiimis, (Protestant Galley Slaves), and HIlistoire ilHenri Arnaud,
(A Histoiy of Henry Arnaud). In the former the estimable writer

^fhres an instructive account of the heroic suffering of the confessors

and martyrs of French Protestantism, condemned to the infamous
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punishment of the galleys, for the sole crime of diffenug’ in opinion

from their Roman Catholic rulers. In the second work he treats the
same subject in a biographical sketch of a particular individual. M.
Muret executes his task in a spirit of high and impartial justice,

rendering homage, when the occasion serves, to the piety of some
priest, or the open liberality of some convent, and so conciliates our
confidence when he has to describe the misdeeds of Romanists in the
sufferings through which, as through fire and water, they compelled
good and eminent Protestants to pass. The author’s style, sf>ber,

moderate, yet full and easy, clothes in no unworthy dress the great

events which he recounts.

Tfie Grand Roman Fallacy; afid the Duties and Dangers of Frotes-
tanU. Semwn preached in 8t. Mary's churchy Bryanstone-sqiiare.

By John Hampden Guiiney, M.A.—It may be, as Mr. Gurney inti-

mates, that England was much more frightened than hurt by the
Papal Aggression

;
])ut if all the dissertations, discourses, or speeches

called forth by that event had been as judicious and as scriptural as

are the sermons in this small volume, delivered at that time, nothing
but good coidd have resulted from it.

Which was First ? HA Jirief Ilistory of the great Fgg Controversy.

By Anti-Sceptic. 12nKv. Arthur Hall.—A tract in which the

weapon of ridicule is skilfully applied to the * development’ theory, in

su])portof which so many ridiculous things have been written and said.

Lectures on Female ScripUn'e Characters, By William Jay.

Ecp. Hamilton.—Here is thjp last fruit of the old tree. The last sheet

of tills volume wjis passing fiirough the press when the writer ceased

to be one of us. Tlie volim# consists of twenty-two lectures, on the

character of as many females mentioned in the Old or New Testament.

The loctimes were most of them delivered many years since, and are im-

pressed by the well-known characteristics of the author’s genius. This

is no place for saying Avhat we hope to find occasion for saying about

the career of this eminently successfid preacher.

The Warrant of Faith. By the Rev. Robert Whyteiiead, M.A.
Fc]). Bagster & Sons.—We do not agree with Mr. Whytehead in all

that he has said concerning verbal inspiration, hut the handbook on

the canon and inspiration of the Scriptures before us is characterized

by learning, intelligence, and candour.

The School ofDovht^ and the School of Faith. By Count AgIcnoe

deGasparin. Translated by Robert Watson, B.A. 8vo. Constable.

—This book may he classed with the preceding. It aims at the same
object, byt through a somewhat different process. Its School of

Doubt is two-fold—Romish and Rationalistic
;
its School of Faith is

found in the orthodoxy of the Protestant Reformation. Its views of

this controversy are interesting as coming from a continental mind,,

living in tjae midst of the debate there. Its great drawback, and

vulnerable point is, that it rests on the Gaussen—or extreme view of

verbal inspiration.

The Life and Letters of Christyther Anderson^ Author of the

^Annals of the English Bible' &c. By his nephew, Hugh Anderson.
QQ2
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8VO. Kennedy.—The memorial of a very worthy man; hut £oo much
occupied with purety personal or denominational matters, we fear, to

awaken general interest.

History of the Protestant Church in Hungary,from the heginning of
the Reformation to 1850. Translated by the Rev. G. Cbaig, li.D.,

Hamburgh. With an Introduction by G. H. Meble d’Aubign^,
D.D. 8vo. Nisbet. This title-page gives us two names, but not
the name of the writer of the volume. The author is a Hungarian,
and there is enough in the present state of that country to suggest the
reason for such an omission. ‘ The author,* says Merle d’Aubigne, ‘ is

a man of enlightened piety, sound judgment, integrity, faitlifulness,

and Christian wisdom. He has obtained his material from the most
authentic sources. I cannot help thinking the volume will be read,

with interest, for it fills up a chasm that has long existed in the
history of Protestant Christianity.’ The last few years have done
more than liad been done in the previous two centuries to give the

English public a feeling of interest in the affairs of the east of Europe.
We have no volume in our language furnishing the information to bo
obtained from the volume before us.

DasAkademische Leben des Siehzehnfen Pah^imiderts, (GermanUni-
versity Life in the Seventeenth Century.) . By Dr. A. Tholuck. One
vol. 8vo, 1853. London : Nutt.—If ‘ the boy is the father of the
man,* so the student may be said to Imj the father of the pastor. But
the character of the student depends, to no small extent, on the

general influences by which he is surrounded during the years oi* his

iicademical preparation. Wisely, therefore, has l)r. Tholuck deter-

mined to set forth ‘German UniverUty Life,’ in the seventeenth

century, as a preliminary and indi.spensable chapter in the general

work which he is preparing on the history of rationalism. The present

volume embraces only a part of what we have termed ‘ a preliminary

chapter,’ namely, the general condition of the Universities as divinity

schools. The next volume will complete that chapter by giving a his-

tory of the Universities. The subject is full of interest, and as treated

by Professor Tholuck, it is also full of instruction.

Christ and Christianity ; a Vindication of the Divine Authority of
the Christian Religion, grounded on the Historical Verity of the Life

of Christ. By the Rev. W. L. Alexanuee, D.D. 12mo. Black.

—

Dr. Alexander says, in his preface, ‘ I have endeavoured to make my
researches bear upon the more recent forms of infidelity in this country

and on the continent. I have felt it necessary to enter particularly

upon the theory of Strauss respecting the origin of the Gosj^ls, partly

because his work is, I understand, much read .in cei^tain circles, and
partly because, in the strictures which have been offered upon it by
some recent writers in this countiy, the hypothesis actually advanced

by 8trauss does not appear to me to have been accurately apprehended.’

The aim of the writer of this volume accordingly is, to make good
three positions—First,—that the four gospels are tiie genuine and entire

productions of the men ivhose names they bear ;
second—that the

character which these writers ascribe to Our Lord, the events they nar-
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rate respecting liim, and the discourses which they report as his, must be
received by us as historically true

;
it being morally impossible for the

writers to have contrived such an account, or obtained credit for it at
the time, if it had been false; and third—if all this be true, the author
of Christianity should be received and reverenced as a divinely-com-
missioned teacher, whose doctrines are to us ^ revelation from God.
To the working out of tliese points Dr. Alexander has brought a
simplicity and clearness of statement, a logical force, an acquaintance
with the most recent foi*ms of speculation, and learning in relation to
them—and, withal, a discriminating, penetrating, and comprehensive
genius as a writer, which must secure for his work a high place in the
department of literature to which it pertains. We have some men
among us who do not ju’ofess themselves rationalists, but who would
manilestly rather see that school triumph than see their shallowness

and absurdity laid bare by our English scholarship. Such critics will

probably sneer at the notion of destro3dng a German treatise of three

octavos, b}*^ a small English duodecimo
;
but the work is done notwith-

standing. We shall be pleased to leani that the book has obtained a

wide circulation.

Iteisebilder aus dem Morgenlande. (Pictures of Travel in the East.)

B>' Dr. Fk. DiETiiTcr. 2 vols. 12mo. 1853. London: Nutt.—
The learned world are anxiously expecting the results of Dr. Robin-
son’s recent visit to the Holy Land, where he some years ago rendered

so much service to Biblical Geography, and where he is understood to

have lately made at least one important discovery in identifying with

Tabakal Fahil the celebrated city of Pella, in which, on the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, the fugitive disciples of Jesus found an asylum.

Meanwhile we are glad to receive contributions from inferior hands,

such as those of M. de Sauley and Dr. Dietrici. The narratives of the

latter, indeed, make no pretension to scientific merit
;

jx't are the^' the

product of a well-informed and well-disciplined mind. Their author,

too, })os8esses qualities not too common with his countrymen—for he has

not only an eye for the picturesque, he has also a pen to describe its

scenes. While, however, these ‘Pictures of Eastern Travel’ are

specially suited for impression as well as general instruction, they offer

materials also to the scholar, at least on two important points :*-first,

they add to our knowledge respecting Pella and respecting Gadara and

Gerasa, ‘ beyond Jordan;’ and secondly, they furnish support to the

established opinion that the mountain whence the law was given to

Moses, was some part of the range called Sinai or Horeb, and So

oppose the opinion advanced by Professor Lepsius to the effect that

the said locality is to be found in Mount Serbal, which stands con-

siderably to the north-west of the former.

EpJiemerU ; or. Leaves from the Journal of Ma/rian Drayton.

Seeley.— ]^arian Drayton lives in the time of Queen Mary and

Queen Elizabeth
;
speaks and spells in the manner of that time

;
and

looks at persons and events in those days as such a maiden might be

pected to do. Her journal shows how the public occurrences of those

times were looked at from the homes—^the firesides and the secret
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chambers of the
2
)eople, both Catholics and I’rotestants. It is an

attempt to give to the modern reader the spirit and body of the past,

and is one of the most successful attemj^ts of the kind we have
seen.

Struggl^es fm* Life

;

or, the Autobiography of a Lmetiting Mmis-
ter, 8vo. Cash.—Tliis is a remarkable book, l)eariug in mind that
it comes from a man whose lot has been in one of the humbler posi-

tions of the ministry. It is, moreover, a genial book, such as a man
familiar with the ^struggles’ which it depicts, would not have written,

had. he not been gifted with a large measure of good tem|>er, good
sense, and Christian principle. It may' not Ikj pleasant to sec these
difficulties of good men laid thus open to tlie common gaze

;
but we

fear there must be many such exposures before the pastors of many
of our voluntary churches will l)e cared for as they ought to be.

Lie Freidenker in dei* Religion (The Freethinkers in Religion)
By Dr. L. Noack. One vol. Small 8vo. London : Nutt.—A his-

tory of freethinking in religion, as developed dui*ing the hist century in

England, France, and Germany, presented in a series of slight

biographical sketches of Lord Herbert of Cherbury, Thomas Hobbes,
Charles Blount, John Locke, John Toland, Anthony Collins, tlie

Earl of Shaftesbury, Woolston, Tinrlal, Thomas CAnibb, Thomas
Morgan, the Viscount Bolingbroke, and Dodwell, and Hume.
The part which relates specially to Germany is, after the manner too
common with German authoi’s, left for another volume, or other
volumes, and may consequently not appear before tlu^ Gret*k Calends.

So far as it goes, this volume may be found useful, especially in con-

nexion with Dr. Tholuck’s more learned work on ‘ Tlie Academical
Life of Germany,’ previously noticed.

The Four GospeU in one Narrative. By Two FaiExbs. 12mo.
Parker & Son. Tliis ‘ narrative’ is divided into eight sections. It

consists simply of the sacred text, without a word of annotation or of

statement as to the reasons for the arrangement adopted. But the

‘Two Friends’ appear to have done their workupon the wdiole judiciously,

a d the volume is neatly printed, and appropriately bound.

Jahrhucher der Bihlieehen Wueenechaft (The Biblical Annual) . By
HEini¥ Ewald. 1852-8. London : Nutt.—Who so learned as Henry
Ewald ? and wffio so crusty ? The learning and the ill-temi>er have
now for several years been aimually poured forth in a review conducted

and almost written exclusively by himself, of which we may for our-

selves say that we neither like it nor can do without it
;
for we bewail

its tone while we profit by its scholarship. The most comprehensive yet

the most accurate of theologians, Ewald writes as if theology and re-

ligion were all his own, snapping at every one who touches a sub-

ject he has handled, and setting down as a dunce every one who main-
tains on opinion differing from his own. Most unamiabl^ of critics,

yet most profound of scholars, he has gone on in this his lost pub-

lication^, after his manner, in a very crabbed style, grumbling and fault-

Ading over the whole held of theological literature from 1852 to

1858, and makes a report little diffisrent from that of Joshua’s spies,
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namely, that from Dan to Deersheha the land is barren. One or
two works that he does speak of in favourable terms must, we have
thought, l)e si)eciaily good. In addition to this series of liyper-
critioisms, the ‘ Annual’ this time contains, besides a valuable
essay in vin(b(;ation of the authenticity of John’s (lospel, and other
minor pi(*ces, a very curious work (in a translation) which thebeamed
bear entitles Das ChristUcIte Adamhncft cles Morrfenlancles^

*• Adam’s
Book fron^tlie hands of Oriental Christians,’ translatcjd from the
Etliiopic, with annotations by A. Dillman,— a production of later

times full of eccilesiastical fables and fancies, some of which could
have b(}cn allowed to |)ass to the public only through the dry and
non-secreting brain of a iicrmoM (jffilehrte.

Voyfuje autour de la Mer Morte (Voyage round the Dead Sea and
in the llihlical Lands). By F. Dk Saulci", Member of the French
Institute. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 1852. J^utt, 270, Strand, London.
— If an enthusiastic sympathy with his undertaking wer^ sufficient

to make a go(»d scientific traveller, M. d(j Sauley would possess

claims of a high order. Accordingly he has in these two volumes
j>rescnted many interesting sketches, and on the whole produced a
very readable book. Nor do we deny that ho has at command greater

stores of learning, and learning specially a(la]>tcd to his purpose, tlian

is commonly taken into the ‘ Lands of the Bible.* That learning he
has with laudable diligence applied to practical purposes, and so suc-

ceedcnl in ideniiiying several serij)tural localities before unknown.
Nevertheless, we miss in him the wide, varied, atul accurate scholarship

of a llohiuson, and are, in consequence, com]>elled to qualify our con-

fidence in some of his ct)rftlusions. Sjiecially do we find an absence

of that high and scrupulous moral tone by which ex^dorers chiefly

gain the confidence of their readers, and we have not been able to

avoid the suspicion that M. de Sauley saw objects occasionally through

tlie magnifying glasses of his own impulsive French nature, and in

his narratives threw on them the coloiuings of his wishes and his

vanity. These distorting and exaggerating influences seem to have

been specially active near Jerusalem, where he will have it be has dis-

covered the very sepulchre of King David : and on the shores of the

Dead Sea, where wdth less unreason he professes to have ascertained

the locality of the live destroyed cities of the plain. The latter would

be, indeed, a great discovery, sufficient to immortalize a name. A
soinewliat careful investigation of the subject may justify us in stating

that M. de Sauley has thrown on the subject light enough, not only to

warrant, but to call for a scientific and accurate exploration of the

localityVith special reference to the alleged discovery. Surely, after

the honourable enterprise displayed by two foreigners, we mean Lieut.

Lynch, commander of the expeffition sent to explore ,
the Dead Sea by

the United States’ Crovernment, and the author now before us, to say

nothing df the services of the American divine, Dr. Ilobinson, some

Englishman of competent knowledge and influence wiU apply himself

.to the task.

Ilandhmh der Allgemeinen Kirchengeschichte (A General History
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/)f the Christion Church). By J. H. Kuktz, D.D. Third edition,

8 vols. Svo. 1853-4.—This work, whicdi, so far as yet published, Imngs
clown the histoiy'' of Christianity not later than the nmth century, is

one of those thorough and comprehensive manuals which are found in

no literature but that of the Germans. With a learning which com-
prises fverj'thing connected with his subject, and with a power of con-

densation that compresses the events of a generation into a sentence,

the author gives, in a succession of rapid outlines, a nan^tive of the

events which constitute and mark the progress of tlic Gmspel in the

world. Of more than ordinarj' value are the literary notices that are

interwoven, for with accuracy and fulness, they furnish tlie student

with a knowledge of what has been written on each brancli of the

subject; and in so doing, serve as a guide to his reading and investi-

gations.

The Sacramental and jPricHfh/ System Hxamined, in Strictures on

Archdeacon Wilherforce's Worhs on the Incarnation and I^ucharist.

By C. S. Bibd, M.A., F.L.S. 12mo. Seeleys.—Mr. Bird describes

Archdeacon Wilberforce as the Coryphams of the Tractarians at the

present moment, and a.s filling the place vacated by l)r. Newman. He
is also far from supposing that Tractai*ianism is defunct. It is doing

its work he supposes, and not the less eficctually f)r doing it with less

ostentation and lc.ss noise. The drift of this volume may be inferred

from such statements. It is learned, discriminating, judicious, and
thoroughly protestant.

Diilip Jacob Sj)encr {Spener and his Times)
^
an Historical Tichire.

By W. Hotzbacti. 1 vol. 8vo, second edition. London: Nutt,

—

A laithful portrait of the German Wesley, the jiublication of which in

a new edition has been called for by the reaction against Bfitionalism

in Gennany, and which no caniest Christian can peruse without

advantage. Piety in communities and in individuals is apt to lose its

freshness and vigour, unless supjdied with new nutriment. Such nutri-

ment this work may supply, the rather because it placos divine tnitli

and religious sentiment in aspects less worn than some that ai*e preva-

lent in Knglaiid, where w’e are too prone to be insular in our religious

sympathies, and in our social and political predilections, as in our

|)Qsition.

Beat-Encyclopddie fur Protestantische Theoloyie und Kirche {A
Cyclopedia ofProtestant Ecclesiastical Literature) . Edited by Herzog.
Numbers 4 to 10. London: Nutt.—^Tliis most excellent work, the

first three numl)ers of which we some time since introduced to our

readers, and of which the first volume has just been completed, goes

forward in the same spirit of dogmatic moderation, high and«accurate

scholarship, and wide compass, with which it commenced, offering to

idl who read German, treasures of reliable information, not only in

separate summaries, but as forming a systematic and well-digested

whole. The aim of the work is veiy comprehensive, embfacing the

Bible and Biblical antiquities, as well as the results of the Bildicd reli-

g^n—the first in the Christian church—and then in the several forms,.

Both of doctrine and ritual, into which that Church expanded hi the
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lapse of centuries. This Cyclopaedia, in consequence, may he regarded
as presenting within its own pages a complete library of Protestant
Divinity. At the same time it supplies, in its full and trustworthy no-
tices of books, and authorities on each successive topic, a guide and a
means to the full investigation of all the great questions of thfelogical
learning or religious interest wdiich can attract the attention of either
the divine or the layman.

A Memoh' nf Richard Williams^ Surgeon : Cnfechiat io ilie Patagoniaw
Mixftmntvey Sneiefg in Tivrra del Fueffo. By James Hamilton, D.D.
V2mo. JS/iithet. Every man must respect the unselfish faith of Mr. Richard
Williams and his companions in their fatal enterprise. We have reason to
think it was the manner of the good men wlio formed what is Cidled the Pata-
gonian Missionary Society, to complain of other organizations of the same
kind, as distrustful of Providence—too forecasting. We hope the fate of the
men who have thus pciislied will teach them a needed lesson.* The story of
this y»)Iumo is deeply interesting; hut the interest is largely of a very painful
des{!ri])tion.

—

The Poetteal Remains of Pelcr John Allan, Fsq. Feap.
Smith, .Elder, Sf Co, Mr. Pet(?r John Allan died in New Brunswick, in the
twenty-third year of his age. The poetry of this volume show’s him to have
been a man of genius. In some of the pieces there is not a little poetic force,

and others are laniutiful in their simplicity and pathos.

—

The Powers of the
World to Come. By G. S. Cheevek, D.D. Feap. Collins. Dr. Cheovor
brings to the theology of the past the intelligence and vitalities of the present.

He ])nblishcs nothing which the thoughtful and religious mind will not be the
better for reading.

—

Glad Tidings of the Gosjxd of Peace. By the Rev. W.
K. Tweedte, D.D. 12mo. Nelson. A senes of short meditations designed
for daily use, and well adapted to nourish an intelligent devoutness.

—

The
Grand Discorery. By the Rev. Geoege Gilfillan. T2mo. Blackader.
Mr. Gililllan here .says, ‘Nature does not give you God as a Father; Revela-

tion only docs that,’ and he deals heavy blows against all and sundry who say

the contrary.

—

An Essay on the History and Management of Literary,

.

Scientific, and Mechanics' Institutions. By James IIole, Esq. 8vo. An
admiranlo manual, show ing how’ far such institutions may be devoloi)ed and
combined, so as to promote the moral well-being and industry of the country.

The essay is published under the sanction of the Society of Arts.—Why
Weepcst Thou? By the Rm\ John Macfarlane, DD. Vlmo. ^Nishet,

A mauual for bereaved pai-ents.— Ttco Hundred Years ; or, Popery in

France from 1515 to 1715. By Sir George Sinclair, Bart. 12mo.

Joh7istoHe. The chief value of this compilation is, that much of it is given,

in the language of the best authoiities on the subject. It is a sad tale ; but

suggests lessons the eflect of which should be to prevent the recurrence of such

evils.

—

Clotel ; or, the Pt'esidenfs Daughter, ify William Wells Brown.
limo. f^artridge. Pictures of Slavery in the United States, by one who
has been subject to it, and seen it as it is. Of the four millions of blacks in the

States, 660,563 are reported as held in bonda^ by men enrolled as commu-
nicants in Christian Churches !

—

Geschiehte aer JLande Braunschweig und
lAnehtirg ^History of Bru^meieJe and Inmehurg). By De. William
Haveman#!. Itf^. vol. Svo. 1853. London : Nutt. A complete and accu-

rate treatment of an historical subject, conducted wdth un^ring diligence, and

founded on original documents.— Tillage Sermons. By the Rev, T. W.
CoLENso, D.D. 12»io. Macmillan. Evangelical in substance, simple in
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style, answeriiipr to their description as village sermons.

—

The Protestants in

Ireland in 12wo. Seef^s. A book containinjy many facts about Ireland

of much significance; and those who may think the strong IVotestaiit

lecliii" of the writer somewhat narrow and on«>sided, will not fail to ^preciate
his sinogi^ solicitude for the real interests of the Irish people.

—

The First
Booh of Euclid Explained to Beginners, By C. P. Mason, B.A. 12w/i,

Walton and Maberley. This treatise is not intended fo sui>ersede the
ordinary editions of Euclid, but simply to Iw introductory to tiiem. It is

from a skilful teacher, of considerable experience, and is adapted to be highly
useful to all who have to do with beginners in Euclid.— lienedictions of the

Blessed Life. By the Rev. John Ofmmtno, D.J)., E.ll S.E. John Far-
quhar Shaw. 1853.—By the same : Foreshad<pws ; or, Ijcctures on our Lord's
Miracles. New Edition ivith Illustrations. Arthur Hall ^ Co. 1861).—

The Tent and the Altars, or. Sketches of Patriarchal Life. Arthur Mall

^ Co. 1854.

—

Sahbath Morning Readings on the Old Testament. Far-
quhar Shaw. 1854.

—

Zeitschrift der Deutsche Mytholuyie. A Magazine

qf German Mytholoqy and Ancient Manners and Customs. Edited by
J. W. Wolf. 2Vie i^wo Fir.d Numbers. 1853. Isjndon : Nutt. Those
among us who are fond of cultivating English ‘ Folk’s lore,' slH)uld

go to the fountains thereof in the j)opuhu- traditions of oiir ‘ Father-
land and to such of them as are desirous and able to go, this work
offers ail instructiv'e and sometimes amusing guide.

—

Deutsrhz Folkoglauhe in

Sang und Sage. A German Popular Belief in Song and Legend, liy N.
Hockeb. London : Nutt. A poetical companion to the foregoing, rich in

materials, at once old, old-fashioned, grotesejue, (juaint, fanciful, and enter-

taining.

—

Protestant Endurance under Popish Cruelly A Narrative of
the Reformation in Spain. By J. C. M‘Coan. Fcap. Binns Sf Goodwin,
This narrative embraces one oi* the great tragedies in history. It is a grave

mistake to suppose that truth must be always stronger than eri’or. In a had
world, the bau will often get the master}^ sometimes over a largo surface aud
through long ages. It has so done in Spain, and Mr. M‘C\>an lias entitled himself

to our thanks by tliis effort to make the storj" of Spanish iutolerarice better

known among us.

—

Saturday and Sunday : Thoughts for Both. 12mo.
Maclehose. These thoughts for ‘ Saturday and Sunday’ are, as will be sup-

posed, devotional. But they are not mere expressions of feeling ; they are

what they profess to be, thoughts, sufficiently removed from the common-place
to be suggestive and useful to a large class of readers. Australia. 2 vols.

Monthly Series. Traet Society.—Daily Bible Illustrations. By John
Kitto, D.D. This volume of these * readings for the year,’ is intitled ‘ The
Apostleti and Early Church,’ and embraces the Acts of the Apostles,

—

Ele-
ments of Physical and Classical Geography. By James Pillans, Pro-
fessor ^Humanity in the University qf Edinburgh. Fcap. Blackwood.
A good book ; clear and comprehensive, without becoming unweildy.

—

Sermons,

i?yJosiAS BATBMiJi,M.A., Fcap. Seekys. Simple,

practical, and evangelical, with a not unfrequent vigour of thought and expres-

siLoii.--^Eternal iMjty, JEiy Me JKetJ. Hobatius Bonab, D.l). \2mo, Nuhet,
A book of much earnest feeling, but often wanting in discrimination,Und in the

right interpretation and use of the language of Scripture.

—

Practical Sermons,

By the Mev, Albbbt Babnes. Fcap, Clarke. These sermons are designed

to be read in families, or to congregations without a minister. The name of

Albert Bmpneu will suffice to sug^st ail that need be said concendiig them.-^

MSfstery Unveiled. By the Rev. Jambb Bell. Fcap. Paion and
Mr. Bell, * one of the ministeis of Haddin^n,’ has given us

dogmas and pretensions’ of lifomanism * in the bght of Be^n, the

and IBstory.* Wo have many such books, especially from the pen of
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•ouv Protestant bvotliren in Scotland. The Romanist, we fear, does not often

read them. Their uses lie in checking tendencies towai’ds the Romanistic,

rather tluin in convei’tiug the professed Catholic.

—

Memoirs of Thomas
Chalmers, D.D., LL.lh Cheap issue. Quarterly Parts. J., 11. Con-
stable, 1854-. Doctors' Commons Unveiled: its Secrets and
closed; mill Suggestionsfor the R^orm of the Ecclesiastical Vm^ts. By
CuTHBEKT CoMYNGiiAM, LL.D, An instiTKitive pamphlet, dedicated by
its author to ‘ statesmen, lawyers, proctors, and the general British public.*—Ocean Lays. By the Rev. J. Longmuiu. 12mo. Johnstone. A charm*

ing little book for any place, but especially for the seaside; iiiciuding some
spiritual pwjtry by tlie editor, the * Rev. S. Longmuir, M.A., minister of

tile Mariiiei’s’ Church, Al)crdeen and selections of pieces from the best

writers of England and America on the ‘ Sea/ the * Ship,’ and the ‘ Sailoigl—A Compendium ofEcclesiastical History. By Dr. JohnC. L. Giesleb.

J'ol. IV. This fouifli volume brings this valuable work down to the year

1517.—Hates on the Old Testament. By Aubeut Bahnes. The Booh of
Daniel. 2 vols. Feap. Blaelcie. This edition of ‘ Banios on Daniel/

includes the latest revisions and expansions by the author. Here,^ as

elsewhere, the Layard discoveries are brought into requisition.

—

Biblical

Commentary on the Epistle to the Hehreics. By Db. John H. A. Ebbahd,

Professor of Theoloqy in the Zhiivcrsity tf Erlangen. This volume is in

continuation of ‘Olsliauseu on the New Testament,’ and is the XXXIV. in

Clarke’s Foreign I'heological Library. The Commentary on the Hebrews is

completed in this volume. A new series of this ‘ Library’ commences with the

first volume of the Christology of the Old Tsiament, by Hengbtenbebg,

translated from a second and greatl}’^ improved edition.

—

Strikes viewed in

Relation to Capital and Labour. By Henry Dunckley, M.A. An admir-

able tract, that cannot lie too largely distributed in districts where sound

inhumation on the topic to which it refers is needed.

—

The Wheat and the

Chajf '; or. Modern Ckristianity and Seculansm Philosophically Examined

and Compared By the Rev. E. Mellor, A.M, The ajiostles ot Athewni

under tin* name of 8ecularism, have been somewhat active in Yorkshire, and Mr.

Mellor is one of a class of minister.s in those parts who have confronted tliese

same apostles, and who liav^e acquitted themselves in so doing wisely and well.

— Tlicodo.via ; or, the Glory if God, an evidence for the Truth of Chns-

iianity. iy// Me jtfer. J. H. Dickson. Vlmo. Nisbet. The title of this book

did not prejMissess us. We are almost iiiuud.«ted with small volumes under

new titles, which promise new thoughts, and which do not fulfil that promise.

Mr. Dickson’s book, however, is not of this class. His object is^ to test all

religious systems by their relation to the ‘ glory’ or the honour ot ‘ (x*)d. His

conception' is not worked out fully, nor, as we think, in all respects accurately

,

even so far as he has gone; but there is in the book what we often m
books of its class, a go<xl deal of suggestive mui&nsil.—A Hand Book to the

Borovah-Road Schools : Explanatory of the Methods ofinsiriwium adopted

in the British and Foreign School Society. 1854. This useful book is sold

at the Borough-Road, by the Sunday Schwl Union, and may he obtained

through •any bookseller.— Coniing Time ofTrouhle viewed in connexion

with the Dastern Question. Houlston and Stonemari. One ® “
publications issued by a certain school of ‘ diviners.’ It would be well tor these

people if they were made to set about some good Christian work, mstead ot

ffiving theMselves up to the intoxications of these spiritual romanemgs. ^oan

amd his Times; embracing the Consideration of Various Inquiries relative

to the Antediluvian and Earlier Postdiluvian Periods, with ^s^ss^^

of several of ike Leading Question) ef ike P^ent Dm. By tke

3 M. Olmstead, M.A. 1 volume. Large 12mo. Truhner and Co.,
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’London. A large subject, tmly, for a small volume, which accordingly forms

a kind of cycloptedia in miiiiatui-c, and which may be safely recommended to

such as like to skim over the surface of knowledge, and to taste a bit of every-

thing.

—

Sioh mHrisch uhet'neizt. {The Book of Job metrically translated.

.By MejiIK Spiess, Ph. D. Xvol. \2nno. London : Nutt. A well-executed

and reaSBe version, in the preparation of which the writer has called to his

aid the varied resources of German scholarship. Divinity students, wdio may
wdsh to familiarise themselves with Geiinan, and at the same time to increase

their theological knowledge and nourish their religious sentiments, will find

their account in a careful penisal of this elegant little volume.

—

Bible
Triumphs : a Jubilee Memorialfor the British and Foreign Bible Society.

By the Rev. Thomas Timpson. Fcap. Partridge. The first part of this

volume is on ‘ The Claims of the Bible;’ the four parts which folloAv are on the

nistory, Labours, Results, and Prospects of the Bible Society. A condensed

manual, which may be recommended to all desirous of information concerning

one of the great facts in the ecclesiiistical history of the nineteenth century.

—

The TJliimatc and Proximate Results of Redemption^ ehiefiy deducedfrom
the Oath sworn unto Abraham. By the Rev.'W. E. Heah, M.A., Rector of
Feniion. Arthur Hall. Throughout this handsome octavo, Mr. Head pours

forth his Millenarian rhapsodies in a style which our carnal vision cannot fol-

low. Well-meaning clergymen of this class denounce bitterly the infidelity of

the age, and do not a little to produce it.

—

The Sensibility of Separate Souls.

By Caleb Webb. Fcap. Houlston. A collection oi* texts of Scripture

bearing on the state of the soiil between death and the resurrection, with anno-

tations upon them. Useful for those who wish to know the teaching of

Scripture on this subject.

—

Great Truths in Little Stories. By Maria
Goodluck. Stories in prose and verse, justly described as ‘ drops of wisdom
for childhood/ ’The authoress is one oftwo slaters, who have seen m\ich better

days, but who ai’C now subject to deep personal affliction, added to i)Overty.

Those who purchase this little book for the 3^oung will have made a wise

expenditure of a shilling
; and will do a charitable deed. Dr. EUiotson, who

knows tlie case well, attests it strongly.
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